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INTRODUCTION

National Park Service (NPS ) policies provide for the preparation of a plan to address

wilderness management in units of the National Park System . Since June 1996 the NPS has

been engaged in a process to examine issues relevant to the management of the Cumberland

Island Wilderness.

During the discussions to resolve issues concerning the national seashore’s wilderness, the

NPS realized that the planning effort should broaden its focus. As a result the NPS has

prepared a series of plans addressing the management of wilderness, cultural resources,

natural resources, interpretation, and commercial services.

National Park Service Mission and Cumberland Island

National Seashore Long - Term Goals

The NPS established mission goals for the national seashore. Many of these goals provide

direction for the preparation of the series of management plans. These goals were set within

the parameter of existing funding levels in 2000 and will be revised after the planning

process is completed.

Cumberland Island National Seashore (CUIS) developed a performance plan to comply

with the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA ) of 1993. The performance

plan (see Appendix 1-H) clearly defines the park's mission, purpose and significance,

what the park plans to achieve in the future , the guidelines for making decisions, and

working with a variety of groups and individuals interested in the national seashore .

NPS legislative mandates and policies provide the framework for the agency's four

categories of GPRA goals. Two of these categories directly relate to the current planning

effort. These categories are preserve park resources provide for the public enjoyment and

visitor experience of parks. As stated in the NPS Strategic Plan :

The National Park Service mission goals enable the NationalPark Service to focus and

align its activities, core processes, and resources to support mission - related outcomes

and to help ensure that efforts and resources are targeted at the highest priorities.

Mission Statement

CUIS is dedicated to preserving the island's primitive character, natural processes, and

the natural, cultural, historic , and wilderness resources, while offering visitors a feeling of

isolation and wonder, and an opportunity to understand, learn about, and appreciate this

island paradise.
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Statement of Significance

CUIS is significant because it :

. Represents one of the largest undeveloped barrier islands in the world;

Contains one of the largest maritime forests remaining in the United States;

Possesses the largest wilderness area in a seashore park on the east coast;

Serves as an important habitat for several endangered species;

Comprises a major component of the South Atlantic Coastal Biosphere Reserve;

Contains artifacts from the oldest known ceramics produced in North America;

Displays a highly significant collection of buildings and landscape features from

the Plantation Era, the Half Moon Bluff African -American community, the High

Point Hotel operation, and the “Gilded Age" family compounds of American

industrialists;

.
Offers superlative scenic values;

Offers outstanding opportunities for visitors to experience isolation , relaxation , solitude,

and peace in an undisturbed island paradise which is in close proximity to major

metropolitan areas;

.
Has over 4,000 years of human history beginning with aquatically oriented people,

who used the Island's sea and salt marshes and developed one of the earliest ceramic

assemblages currently identified in the New World;

Includes the remains of the southernmost fort of what would become the 13 original

colonies (Fort Prince William built by Colonel James Oglethorpe);

Contains two significant slave settlements in Georgia;

Provides a special opportunity for visitors to learn about 4,000 years of history as it

occurred in an isolated location ;

.
Contains numerous archeological sites for research and study ;

Provides an important opportunity for inspiration for artists, photographers, poets ,

writers, and other creative people;
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.

Provides a special opportunity for public to learn about the important contributions

private landowners can make in conservation and preservation efforts;

.

Provides an opportunity for park visitors to enjoy a wide range of historical and

cultural resources and outdoor recreational activities near major population centers.

Goal Category I: Preserve Park Resources

The mission goals and long-term goals in Goal Category I are inclusive of the mandate in

the NPS Organic Act " to conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the

wild life therein ." Subsequent legislation reinforced and expanded this authority. All

NPS goals that pertain to resource preservation in parks and the acquisition of knowledge

from and about the resources to meet this mandate are appropriate to this category .

Mission Goal la: Natural and cultural resources and associated values are protected,

restored, and maintained in good condition and managed within their broader ecosystem

and cultural context.

Long -term goals related to this mission goal include the protection, restoration, or

maintenance of ecosystems, rare plant and animal populations, archeological and

ethnographic resources, world heritage sites, historic structures and objects, research and

museum collections, and cultural traditions--all of which are relevant to the purpose

and /or significance of the site . Long -term goals that deal with threats to natural or

cultural landscapes or the perpetuation of wilderness values and scenic grandeur also

relate to this mission goal, as do goals that seek cooperation with neighboring land

managers and that promote ecosystem management.

Mission Goal Ib : The NPS contributes to knowledge about natural and cultural resources

and associated values; management decisions about resources and visitors are based on

adequate scholarly and scientific information.

The long-term goal that relates to this mission goal is completing databases .

Goal Category II: Providefor the Public Enjoyment and Visitor

Experience ofParks

The mission goals and long -term goals in Goal Category II are inclusive of the mandate in

the NPS Organic Act "to provide for the enjoyment of the [resources in such manner and by

such means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations."

Subsequent legislation reinforced and expanded this authority. All NPS goals for visitor

satisfaction , enjoyment, safety, appreciation, and understanding are appropriate to this

category.

Mission Goal II: Visitors safely enjoy and are satisfied with the availability, accessibility,

diversity, and quality of parkfacilities, services and appropriate recreational opportunities.
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The long -term goal that relates to this mission goal is ensuring visitor satisfaction with

appropriate park facilities, services, and recreational opportunities.

Mission Goal IIb: Park visitors and the general public understand and appreciate the

preservation ofparks and their resources for this andfuture generations.

The long-term goal that relates to this mission goal is that visitors will understand and

appreciate the significance of the seashore .

Scope of Work and Products

The General Management Plan (GMP) of 1984 serves as the guiding document for the

management of CUIS. Consistent with its management policies and the direction set forth

in the GMP, the NPS has prepared a series of plans to assist in the management of CUIS.

These plans clarify and explore in depth the broad sweep of resources and visitor

experiences addressed in the GMP. The Wilderness Management Plan (WMP), Resources

Management Plan (RMP) (cultural and natural resources), Long Range Interpretive Plan

( LRIP ), and the Commercial Services Plan (CSP) tier off the GMP and are consistent

with the general principles and recommendations adopted by the 1984 document. Some

elements of the WMP and RMP will amend the GMP by modifying the visitor experience

and management of park resources proposals outlined in the 1984 document.

The 1984 GMP directed the NPS to prepare a management plan for the cultural resources of

Cumberland Island. The plan would incorporate the management strategies set forth in the

GMP with detailed information on historic and archeological resources not specifically

discussed in the GMP. The cultural resources portion of the RMP fulfills that obligation.

During the planning process the NPS has consulted with various State, Federal, and local

agencies. Because the State of Georgia owns a significant amount of property on the island

and the State's Shore Protection Act affects use of the beach, the NPS has coordinated

closely with the State's Department of Natural Resources during the planning process. The

NPS has also sought the input of the general public including residents of the national

seashore and groups and organizations with an interest in the management of the national

seashore.

The WMP pays careful attention to the preservation of cultural and natural resources ,

protection of wilderness resources and values, the visitor experience, and the legal rights

of island residents. It addresses management actions including, but not limited to , roads

and trails, fire, management of cultural and natural resources, hunting, interpretation, and

campgrounds.

The NPS has also prepared a RMP that addresses natural and cultural resources. This plan

describes the significance of the natural and cultural resources on the island and explains the

magnitude of the task that the NPS is mandated to manage . The plan describes future

conditions in the short and long term , identifies threats to resources, and identifies issues that

will result in a series and ranking of project statements. The cultural resource portion also
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provides a list of historic structures and sets objectives for the appropriate preservation

strategies in each of the seashore's historic districts.

In addition, the NPS has prepared a LRIP that develops a vision statement on the role of

interpretation at the seashore. This vision statement leads to the development of primary

and secondary interpretive themes resulting in the role of media and personal services for

the short and long term . As an appendix, the NPS prepared a Wayside Exhibit Proposal and

Plan.

The CSP addresses the role and feasibility of concession -provided services at the seashore

and addresses what commercial services are necessary and appropriate in the national

seashore.

Although each of the above documents may be regarded as a stand -alone plan, the planning

efforts have been coordinated to ensure consistency and to ensure that all of the island's

resources are assigned equal priority. Elements of each plan have been integrated where

appropriate.

In compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act the NPS has evaluated the

impacts of the plans ' proposed actions in a Draft Environmental Impact Statement . The

NPS has proposed a course of action and other alternatives for various management

actions. Because the NPS has addressed and evaluated the vast range of island resources

equally, the NPS has combined the impacts of the actions and alternatives in a single

document.

Guiding Legislation and Policies

A number of laws and policies guide the management of CUIS and this planning effort.

The Act of August 25, 1916, known as the Organic Act, established the NPS to :

... promote and regulate the use of the Federal areas known as national

parks, monuments... which purpose is to conserve the scenery and the

natural and historic objects and the wild life therein and to provide for the

enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such means as will leave

them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations.

In 1970, Congress reaffirmed its commitment to the National Park System by declaring:

...that national park system ... has since grown to include superlative

natural, historic, and recreation areas in every major region of the United

States, its territories, and island possessions; that these areas , though

distinct in character are united through their inter-related purposes and

resources into one national park system ... and it is the purpose of this Act
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to include all such area in the System and to clarify the authorities

applicable to the system .

Public Law 88-577, the Wilderness Act of 1964, established the National Wilderness

Preservation System and provided for the study of Federal lands in the National Forests,

National Wildlife Refuges, and the National Park System for potential inclusion in the

System . Only Congress may designate an area as wilderness.

Over the years the Congress has repeatedly affirmed that the preservation of cultural

resources is a matter of national interest. This message was clarified in the 1906

Antiquities Act, the Historic Sites Act of 1935, and the National Historic Preservation

Act of 1966 and its amendments. It was reiterated in the Archaeological Resources

Protection Act of 1979 and reinforced by the Native American Graves Protection and

Repatriation Act of 1990. Although each of these acts has its own focus and orientation,

collectively they require a comprehensive, multicultural approach to managing cultural

resources in units of the National Park System .

Public Law 74-292 (Historic Sites Act) also provides the basis for interpretive and

educational programs: “ ... Develop an educational program and service for the purpose of

making available to the public facts and information pertaining to America's historic and

archeological sites, buildings, and properties of national significance ... ”

Public Law 92-536 ( the Act of October 23, 1972) established CUIS in the State of

Georgia. Public Law 97-250 (the Act of September 8, 1982) established the Cumberland

Island Wilderness, designating as wilderness and therefore, components of the National

Wilderness Preservation System certain lands in the CUIS which comprise about 8,840

acres of the island. Certain other lands that comprise about 11,718 are designated

potential wilderness. Both CUIS's enabling and wilderness legislation defined the purposes

of the park: 1 ) to provide for public outdoor recreation and enjoyment; 2) to preserve

related, scientific, scenic, and historical values while preserving the island's primitive

character; and 3) subject to valid existing rights, to administer the wilderness area in

accordance with the applicable provisions of the Wilderness Act.

The Omnibus Park Management Act of 1998 (Public Law 105-391) was passed by

Congress and signed into law on November 13 , 1998. The National Park Service

Concessions Management Improvement Act of 1998 is the short title for Title IV of the

Omnibus Act that deals directly with NPS concessions. This legislation supercedes the

Concessions Policy Act that has guided NPS management of concessions for the last 30

years. The new legislation incorporates much of the philosophy of the old law including

" ... development ... shall be limited to those accommodations, facilities, and services that

are necessary and appropriate for public use and enjoyment of the unit of the National Park

System in which they are located and are consistent to the highest practicable degree with

the preservation and conservation of the resources and values of the unit.”
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The Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA ) of 1993 provides the basis for

CUIS to develop an Annual Performance Plan to reach its long-range goals. These goals

tie into the park's mission, purpose and significance.

NPS Management Policies and Director's Order # 2, Park Planning, Director's Order

# 28, Cultural Resource Management Guidelines, Director's Order # 41, Wilderness

Preservation and Management, NPS - 75, Natural Resource Inventory and Monitoring,

NPS - 77, Natural Resource Management and Guidelines provide guidance for this

planning effort.

Park Setting

Cumberland Island National Seashore encompasses the largest and southernmost of

Georgia's barrier islands. It is located in Camden County from 1 to 3 miles off the

mainland coast . Camden County's estimated population in 1999 was 47,032. In 1997,

the State of Georgia's Office of Planning and Budget calculated the county's per capita

income at $ 13,664. According to The Economic Impact of Expenditures by Tourists on

Georgia Calendar Year 1998, Camden County ranked 28th in the State (of 159 counties)

with $82.3 million , up 12.2% over 1997. Ecotourism is gaining momentum in Camden

County.

CUIS is bounded by the Cumberland River on the west, by the St. Andrew's Sound on

the north, and by the Cumberland Sound on the south. “ The park consists of

approximately 40,000 acres, is 17.1 miles long, and ranges from 1.9 to 3.1 miles wide.

The northern portion of the island (8,840 acres) is classified as designated wilderness.

Certain other lands in the national seashore, which comprise 11,718 acres, are classified

as potential wilderness. Over 47 percent of the total area is federally owned and managed

by the NPS. The remaining portions of the island are privately owned, State owned, or

are federally owned and managed by the NPS but have reserved rights estates on them.

Cumberland Island landscapes are exceptionally dynamic, reflecting constant

transformation by water, wind, and fire, and the island's natural resources are a product

of these processes. The dominant force of change in this environment is the ocean, with

littoral currents, wave and tidal activity, storm surges , and sea level rise continually

acting to accrete and erode the shoreline. Littoral drift runs north to south, and sediment

migration generally follows this path . Prevailing northeast winds act in conjunction with

the ocean , shifting and forming island features through sediment transport and salt spray

interactions. Natural fire rotations of 20 to 30 years also act prominently in

characterizing island landscapes by creating vegetation'gaps and suppressing oak forest

development .
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The national seashore has the greatest diversity of habitats and biotic communities of any

of Georgia's coastal islands. Extensive Spartina marshes and tidal creeks cover the

western shoreline, providing highly productive estuarine nursery and feeding grounds for

juvenile fish , shrimp , crabs, and other invertebrates. Upland forest communities

comprise about 40 percent of the island . Oak dominates most mature forests, and

common understory plants include saw palmetto and panic grass. Surface aquatic

systems are more extensive than other Georgia barrier islands , covering about 3% of the

total area . These include lakes, ponds, and sloughs with highly fluctuating water levels.

Permanent freshwater ponds comprise about 79 acres . Dune communities extend the

length of the eastern shoreline and are primarily composed of sparse stands of grasses,

forbs, and sedges. Rear dunes, reaching elevations of 45 feet in the north , additionally

develop shrub thicket or scrub forest areas. Human-dominated habitats make up less than

2% of the island's area.

The aquatic and terrestrial fauna of the island are diverse . Over 300 bird species use the

Seashore at various times of the year, and over 100 species are known to nest there. Of

special importance are the bald eagle and federally listed piping plover and wood stork.

The island provides habitat for large populations of a variety of mammals including the

bobcat , introduced in 1989. Over 50 species of herptofauna are present. American

alligators are abundant, and the nesting population of the federally threatened loggerhead

sea turtle is one of the most significant along the Georgia coast. Feral populations of

hogs and horses roam freely on the island, and while CUIS has established the objective

of eradicating the hog population, feral horses currently are not managed. Permitted

hunts are conducted for white - tailed deer and feral hogs.

For more than 4,000 years, a variety of human visitors and residents have interacted with

and relied upon the natural resources of Cumberland Island. Since ceramic cultures first

emerged around 2000 BC, the island and its inhabitants have continued to play important

roles in significant periods of American history and prehistory. Cultural affiliations

shifted throughout the pre -Columbian period, but by the time of the first contact with

Europeans the Timucuan Indians occupied the island . Later a tribe named the Guale by

the Spanish used the island seasonally, harvesting fish and shellfish .

Numerous shell middens throughout the island, in addition to serving as landmarks for

early European explorers, provide important clues to a complex Native American

population that once prospered here. Soon after European discovery of the New World ,

the sea islands of North America's southeast coast were drawn into the larger Atlantic

trading economy. In the sixteenth century, the natural abundance of Cumberland and

other coastal islands attracted European galleons, which stopped long enough to load

game birds, pelts, and naval stores. The sailors on these ships were drawn from various

European and African trading areas, and these visits witnessed some of the first

encounters between Africans, Europeans, and North American Indians.

The southeastern coast of North America, lying between Spanish Florida and the British

settlements in Virginia , was contested ground from the early seventeenth to the early

nineteenth century . Around 1600, Spanish priests and soldiers established a string of
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missions and related forts on the Georgia sea islands , including the missions of San Pedro

de Mocama and San Pedro y San Pablo de Porturibo on Cumberland Island. The Spanish

sought to Christianize the Indians and guard their more valuable possessions to the South .

The settlement of Carolina in 1670 led to increasing conflict between the British and

Spanish and their respective Indian allies. Indian raids instigated by the British pushed

the Spanish farther and farther south. During King George's War in the 1740s, General

James Oglethorpe, founder of the Georgia colony, fortified Cumberland Island against

the Spanish with Fort St. Andrew at the north end of the island and Fort Prince William at

the southern end. The Battle of Bloody Marsh on St. Simon's Island in 1742 ended the

near -term threat of Spanish occupation of Georgia, but the fate of the Georgia sea islands

Acontinued to be disputed in the French and Indian War, the American Revolution , and

the War of 1812.

The plantation system began to take root on Cumberland in the late eighteenth century.

The primary engine of development in the New World, the plantation was based on

African slavery and the production of staple crops for export. Although timber, citrus

fruit, and olives played some role on Cumberland, long-staple cotton, commonly known

as sea island cotton, emerged as the most profitable crop, commanding as much as one

dollar per pound in international markets. Revolutionary War hero General Nathanael

Greene began the development of plantation agriculture on Cumberland in the 1780s, but

his widow , Catherine, and their descendants were the key players. An 1802 map of the

island shows a system of roads and cotton fields cleared by slave labor. By the 1840s,

much of the island was under cultivation by some 200 to 400 enslaved African

Americans under the direction of two to three dozen whites. The substantial black

majority in coastal South Carolina and Georgia and the area's relative isolation from

outside influences produced a unique African -American cultural complex, known as

Gullah (in South Carolina) or Geechee (more commonly used in Georgia ). Hallmarks of

this culture are a distinctive Gullah language, and artistic, culinary , and religious

traditions strongly influenced by the African heritage. Although little is known

specifically about Geechee culture on Cumberland , it undoubtedly resembled the more

intensively studied Gullah culture of South Carolina.

During the two decades preceding the Civil War agricultural production on Cumberland

peaked. Early in the war, most white plantation masters abandoned their lands and their

field slaves when it became apparent that Confederate forces could not defend the sea

islands. Union troops occupied Cumberland and surrounding waters in March 1862,

holding the area for the remainder of the war. Much of the African - American population

of Cumberland sought refuge under Federal auspices on nearby Amelia Island, just across

the sound in Florida . Following the war and short -lived efforts to redistribute confiscated

land to freedpeople, the landholdings on Cumberland reverted to their pre-war owners.

In the 1870s, an expanding railroad and steamship network opened the coastal South to

more intensive recreational use . By 1878, two hotels were operating at High Point on the

northern end of Cumberland Island, served by steamers from Brunswick. The hotel

operations at High Point reached a peak in the 1890s and 1900s, when groups like the

Georgia Teachers Association and the Georgia State Dental Society held their annual
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meetings there . Starting in 1890, the hotel owners sold small plots of land at the nearby

Settlement (also known as Half Moon Bluff) to several African -American families in

order to ensure a steady supply of labor. The hotel eventually shut down in 1920, when

the Cumberland Island Club, a private organization, purchased the property. Eight years

later, the property was acquired by the Candler family, which had made its fortune

through the Coca-Cola Company.

Wealthy northern industrialist families also saw the potential for winter homes on the sea

islands. In 1881 , Thomas Morrison Carnegie — of the celebrated Pittsburgh family

purchased the Greene-Miller plantation at Dungeness for his wife Lucy Coleman

Carnegie and their growing family. Despite Thomas's death in 1886, Lucy went on to

amass ninety percent of Cumberland Island and proceeded to turn it into a complex of

family estates, which included homes with extensive landscaped grounds for four of her

children. Lucy's home, Dungeness Mansion, was built on the ruins of Catherine Greene's

original Dungeness plantation house. During Lucy's lifetime, Cumberland Island was a

highly organized, largely self -sufficient private preserve. It was staffed by some 200

employees, most of whom were black , and through their labor the extended Dungeness

family was supplied with produce and livestock, supplemented by provisions brought

daily from Amelia Island on the family yacht .

With remarkable foresight, Lucy Carnegie established a trust that kept the family's

holdings intact until the death of her last child , which occurred in 1962. By this time,

plans for exploiting and developing the island's natural and scenic resources threatened

the island's future preservation. Wanting to maintain its character, Carnegie and Candler

descendents who were interested in preserving the island banded together to seek

alternative ways to protect Cumberland from development. They, along with

environmental organizations and the Department of the Interior, succeeded in having

Cumberland Island set aside in 1972 as a national seashore for all Americans.

The appearance of Cumberland Island today is largely a result of the overlay of these

successive waves of human habitation and development. Many individual sites, such as

Dungeness and Plum Orchard , bear the imprint of Indian settlement, followed by the

plantation regime, with a final overlay of Carnegie-era development. From the late

1700s, the bulk of the labor that developed and maintained human life on the island was

supplied by African Americans, enslaved until the 1860s, and as paid laborers thereafter.

Although many of the prominent extant structures on the island represent the leisure

activities of the island residents, the artifacts below ground — the ruins of slave villages,

patterns of field and forest, gardens and outbuildings — represent the considerable

contributions of Native Americans and African Americans to the development of the

island.

Located in St. Marys, Georgia, the NPS headquarters/visitor facility provides

information, cooperative association book sales, a modest level of interpretation, and on

site and telephone reservations for round -trip boat service to Cumberland Island.

Adjacent free parking is available for about 160 cars.
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Cumberland Island is approximately seven miles by boat from St. Marys and can only be

reached by water transportation . Fernandina, Florida and Jekyll Island in Georgia are

also ports of access for the island. All materials and supplies for park operations must be

carried to the island by boat. Canoe and kayak parties most often use Crooked River

State Park as their point of departure for Cumberland Island.

The concession tour boat can accommodate 146 persons. It operates twice a day, five

days a week from October through February, between St. Marys and the island , docking

at Dungeness and Sea Camp. During the remainder of the year, the tour boat operates on

a seven-day a week schedule adding an additional return trip on Wednesdays through

Saturdays . On the first Sunday of each month there is a scheduled ferry trip up to Plum

Orchard. This has recently been augmented with NPS van trips to Plum Orchard from

Dungeness, three times a week during the regular season and twice a week during the off

season .

The first ferry stop is at Dungeness, near the southern end of the island. The second ferry

stop is at Sea Camp, also at the southern end of the island. Visitor facilities consist of a

dock (also available for public docking ), a front country campground with 16sites and

two sites for groups (total 60 campers ), an information center, and an over-the -dunes

boardwalk.

Four backcountry or primitive campgrounds accommodating a maximum of 20 persons

each (total 60 campers permitted per night) are located in the middle and northern parts of

the island. Brickhill campground is the only campground on the water and a favorite stop

with the canoe and kayak tours and camping guides.

Plum Orchard Mansion also has a dock open to the public. Plum Orchard area is also the

one of two designated hunt camp sites ( Brickhill camp area is the second .)
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Wilderness Management Plan

WILDERNESS MANAGEMENT GOALS AND

OBJECTIVES

Description and Significance

Public Law 92-536 (the Act of October 23 , 1972) established Cumberland Island National

Seashore (CUIS) in the State of Georgia. The park is located in southeast Georgia near the

Florida State line (see Map 1 , Location Map) . The park consists of approximately 40,000

acres and represents one of the finest examples of barrier islands along the Atlantic Coast.

Public Law 97-250 ( the Act of September 8 , 1982) established the Cumberland Island

Wilderness, designating as wilderness and therefore, components of the National Wilderness

Preservation System certain lands in the Cumberland Island National Seashore, Georgia

which comprise about 8,840 acres of the island. “Certain other lands in the Seashore, which

comprise about 11,718 acres and are designated on the Cumberland Island Wilderness map

as ‘Potential Wilderness ,' are, effective upon publication in the Federal Register of a notice

by the Secretary of the Interior that all uses thereon prohibited by the Wilderness Act have

ceased, designated wilderness."

Lands and waters under full Federal ownership and management and without non

conforming uses are regarded as designated wilderness. Those lands, classified as potential

wilderness, include private property, State -owned intertidal areas, and areas at the north end

of the island in Federal ownership that are subject to retained rights. In all, Congress

approved 20,558 acres on Cumberland Island for inclusion within the National Wilderness

Preservation System . The 20,558 acres represent approximately 56% of the land and marsh

within the seashore's boundaries. The wilderness area (see Map 2, Land Ownership and

Wilderness Designation and Map 2a, Park Map ) includes most of the island north of

Stafford Plantation with the exception of the uplands on Little Cumberland Island and

adjacent tidal marshes. Potential wilderness acreage will, within a determinable time,

qualify and become wilderness once the non -conforming conditions or uses are terminated

or the State chooses to transfer ownership to the Federal Government.

Both CUIS's enabling and wilderness legislation defined the purposes of the park: 1 ) to

provide for public outdoor recreation and enjoyment; 2) to preserve related, scientific,

scenic, and historical values while preserving the island's primitive character; and 3) subject

to valid existing rights, to administer the wilderness area in accordance with the applicable

provisions of the Wilderness Act.

CUIS is nationally significant for a number of reasons. It is one of the largest undeveloped

barrier islands in the world and possesses a broad diversity ofbiological communities. CUIS

provides habitat for three endangered species and the opportunity to enjoy a wilderness

experience within 300 miles of several metropolitan areas including Atlanta , Orlando, and

Jacksonville. The UNESCO Bureau of the International Coordinating Council for Man and

the Biosphere designated CUIS as part of the Carolina - South Atlantic Biosphere Reserve

Sea Island Unit in 1986 .
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For more than 4,000 years, a variety of human visitors and residents have interacted with

and relied upon the natural resources of Cumberland Island . The island and its

inhabitants have played important roles in numerous significant periods of American

history. The first Indian occupation dates back to before 3000 BC, with early ceramic

cultures appearing around 2000 BC. Cultural affiliations shifted over time , but at the

time of first contact with Europeans the Timucuan Indians occupied Cumberland Island .

Later, a tribe named the Guale by the Spanish used Cumberland Island seasonally,

harvesting fish and shellfish. Numerous shell middens and other archeological sites

remain on Cumberland as a reminder of the long occupation by native people . Soon after

the European discovery of the New World, the Sea Islands of North America's southeast

coast were drawn into the larger Atlantic trading economy. In the sixteenth century , the

natural abundance of Cumberland and other coastal islands attracted European galleons,

which stopped long enough to load game birds, pelts , and naval stores. The sailors on

these ships were drawn from various European and African trading areas, and these visits

witnessed some of the first encounters among Africans, Europeans, and North American

Indians.

The southeastern coast of North America, lying between Spanish Florida and the British

settlements in Virginia, was contested ground from the early seventeenth to the late

eighteenth century. Around 1600, Spanish priests and soldiers established a string of

missions and related forts on the Georgia sea islands, including the missions of San Pedro

de Mocama and San Pedro y San Pablo de Porturibo on Cumberland Island. During King

George's War in the 1740s, General James Oglethorpe, founder of the Georgia colony,

fortified Cumberland Island against the Spanish with Fort St. Andrew and Fort Prince

William .

CUIS also possesses outstanding extant cultural resources that encompass four National

Register Districts. These include shell middens from Indian occupation, 18th Century Fort

St. Andrew , resources associated with nationally significant Revolutionary War figures,

chimneys of slave cabins from the Plantation Era, resources from the "Gilded Age," and an

early 20th Century African - American settlement.

Cumberland Island Wilderness contains a vast range of biological diversity. Threatened and

endangered sea turtles nest along the beaches during the late spring and throughout the

summer. The endangered wood stork and State-listed least tern nest during the late spring

and early summer. The wilderness includes biologically unique aquatic systems such as

Lake Whitney and the Sweetwater Lake Complex, located in the northern and central

portions of the island near the coastal dunes. These aquatic ecosystems illustrate pond

succession , a mesic bottom hardwood forest, and a large stand of old - forest growth swamp

tupelo. The Sweetwater Lake Complex offers extensive breeding habitat for amphibians,

shorebirds, und alligators. It also contains spectacular floral displays and the only known

island colony of shoestring fern . An island slough complex at Lake Retta, located east of

the Hickory Hill campsite and just north of the Willow Pond Trail, provides habitat for large

numbers of herons, ibis , egrets, wood storks, ducks, and alligators. Exceptionally large

loblolly pine, red bay, red maple, sweet bay, and other species populate a large mature

forest. The wilderness also attracts large numbers of migrating birds. The State of Georgia
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owns and co -manages the marshes west of Cumberland Island. The primary vegetation is

salt marsh cord grass (Spartina alterniflora ).

Island upland vegetation is mixed oak /hardwood forest that includes oak /palmetto and

pine/oak scrub forest. Examples of primary natural communities are pond sloughs, dune

shrub thickets, and grass forb areas that provide nesting sites for gull -billed terns, least terns,

and loggerhead sea turtles.

Visitors to the wilderness come to marvel at the area's vast range of natural and cultural

resources . For years hikers have been traversing the wilderness, staying at the three official

wilderness campgrounds. They walk the trails, stroll along a long stretch of undeveloped

beach , and tolerate the many natural challenges of camping on a barrier island. Until

recently, access for wilderness visitors has been limited to hikers. Within the last several

years, kayakers have found the Cumberland Island Wilderness a desirable destination .
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Wilderness Management

Purpose and Needfor the Plan

NPS policy states that " each park containing wilderness will develop and maintain a

wilderness management plan to guide the preservation, management, and use of that

wilderness .” The purpose of the CUIS Wilderness Management Plan (WMP) is to serve

as: 1 ) a document which allows the public to participate in the establishment of the

wilderness management policies; 2) a means to establish the park's wilderness vision and

identify needed management actions to meet wilderness objectives; and 3) a working

guide for NPS staff responsible for the long -term and day -to -day management of the

wilderness resources.

Wilderness management Cumberland Island is complicated by the existence of

individuals holding retained rights for activities not normally associated with wilderness.

An important goal of the WMP will be to clarify the parameters of the individual retained

rights and ensure that these rights are honored, in keeping with the park's responsibilities

for preserving the wilderness resource and values.

Vision for the Cumberland Island Wilderness

The 1964 Wilderness Act provides a clear definition of wilderness :

“ A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where man and his own works dominate the

landscape, is hereby recognized as an area where the earth and its community of life are

untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain. An area of

wilderness is further defined to mean in this Act an area of undeveloped Federal land

retaining its primeval character and influence, without permanent improvements or

human habitation, which is protected and managed so as to preserve its natural conditions

and which (1 ) generally appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature ,

with the imprint of man's work substantially unnoticeable; (2 ) has outstanding

opportunities for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation ; ( 3) has at least

five thousand acres of land or is of sufficient size as to make practicable its preservation

and use in an unimpaired condition ; and (4) may also contain ecological, geological , or

other features of scientific, educational, scenic, or historical value.”

Cumberland Island Wilderness exhibits many of the attributes described in the

Wilderness Act. It provides opportunities for solitude, risk , and challenge. Its beaches,

marine forest, diversity of flora and fauna, and cultural resources are among the finest

and most pristine on the barrier islands of this Nation. One may wander for days and

encounter only island wildlife. On the other hand, the Cumberland Island Wilderness is a

resource in transition . As a result of Congress' acknowledgement of the legal rights of

retained rights holders and landowners, the imprints of man's work are noticeable. The

Main Road carries vehicles from north to south; several east-west roads accommodate
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vehicles between the Main Road and the beach; and vehicles may be found travelling up

and down the beach. Several residences dot the wilderness.

When Congress established the Cumberland Island Wilderness, they were fully aware of

its special qualities and the noticeable imprints of man . Congress charged, " [s]ubject to

valid existing rights, the wilderness area shall be administered by the Secretary of the

Interior in accordance with the applicable provisions of the Wilderness Act ...." Adding

to the complexity of the situation is the fact that the retained rights are all unique. In the

legislative history of the Cumberland Island Wilderness, Congress acknowledged that it

was handing the National Park Service (NPS) a complicated management problem .

When it directed the NPS to "restore" the designated area to wilderness, Congress

realized that it would take a long time and the interim would be a period of transition.

For example, Congress recognized that in the interim , the NPS could use roads for

emergency, law enforcement, and administrative purposes. Congress considered the

vehicular access by private residents and the NPS as special and limited, to be phased out

as soon as possible considering the special circumstances .

Accordingly, the WMP charts a long -term strategy to manage, restore, and preserve the

wilderness while honoring the retained rights of residents and the rights of landowners.

Based on the minimum requirement determination concept, the NPS will implement

actions to comply with the letter and spirit of the Wilderness Act. Specific directions for

managing natural and cultural resources are found in the Resource Management Plan

(RMP).

Following the direction of Congress, the NPS requests all rights holders and landowners

to exercise their rights in the wilderness with special care and to acknowledge that the

Cumberland Island Wilderness is a resource managed and protected for the American

public. The NPS will ensure that its visitors understand and appreciate wilderness

resources and values. More so than any other public lands, wilderness is to be left in a

manner in which it is found or natural processes are to be restored where they have been

disrupted. The NPS responsibility is to manage that public land so that wilderness values

and characteristics are preserved. The NPS in this WMP will develop strategies to make

the transition to wilderness management as defined by the Wilderness Act for the 20,558

acres of designated wilderness and potential wilderness .

Goal ofthe Wilderness Management Plan

As stated in the Plan Introduction, the NPS established mission goals for CUIS . These

goals have been used to prepare the WMP. Under the overall long -term goal of “ Preserve

Park Resources, ” CUIS will strive to achieve the following goal for wilderness: “ All of

the designated wilderness and potential wilderness on the island is managed as closely to

the criteria of the Wilderness Act as possible, taking into account the retained rights and

the roads, residences, and utilities thereof."

Public Law 97-250 provides further guidance: “ Subject to valid existing rights, the

wilderness areas shall be administered by the Secretary of the Interior in accordance with
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the applicable provisions of the Wilderness act governing areas designated by that Act as

wilderness areas ...."

The park's wilderness management will be crafted to ensure that the park's wilderness

resources and character are valued, enjoyed, protected, preserved, and restored for the

benefit of this and proceeding generations. To accomplish the goal of wilderness

management, the NPS has established the following objectives based on laws, policies

and guidelines, the NPS Organic Act, Wilderness Act, CUIS's enabling legislation,

CUIS's wilderness legislation, and NPS policies and guidelines .

Objectives of Wilderness Management

1. Protect natural resources and the integrity of the wilderness character for present and

future generations.

2. Preserve cultural resources and foster for future generations their appreciation

through appropriate research, treatment , protection , and education .

3. Provide for the public's maximum freedom of use and enjoyment of the wilderness in

a manner that will not sacrifice the quality of the wilderness' natural and cultural

resources .

4. Provide for public understanding and support of wilderness values.

5. Conduct wilderness management in such a manner as to ensure the preservation of

the wilderness character through the use of the minimum requirement protocols and

management techniques necessary to meet wilderness management goals.

6. Communicate the values of the Cumberland Island Wilderness and provide

instruction in wilderness ethics, use, and management skills so that the public, island

residents, and park staff have the knowledge and incentive to preserve those values.

7. Coordinate wilderness management activities with the cooperation and collaboration

of affected agencies, organizations, and interest groups.

8. Clearly identify the rights of retained rights holders and provide for the consistent

management and administration of these established rights.

9. Allow for the exercise of established rights in keeping with established laws and

policies to guide the protection and preservation of cultural and natural resources

10. Serve as a long-term guide for field and management staff in application of

wilderness management techniques and integration of wilderness management

objectives in all park management documents and programs.
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11. Establish clearly the park organizational and individual responsibilities for the

administration and preservation of the wilderness resource .

12. Provide a range of opportunities for the use of the wilderness by the public while

protecting the wilderness resource .

13. Apply policies consistently, thereby enhancing wilderness users ' experiences and

ensuring compliance with wilderness regulations.

14. Develop and implement a public information and education program to promote

wilderness ethics and reduce behaviors that are harmful to natural and cultural

resources and wilderness experience.

15. Establish a documented process to determine the minimum requirement for all

activities affecting wilderness.

16. Base management decisions on sound scientific research. Incorporate data and

information, as necessary , into a dynamic management program .

17. Provide and protect for present and future visitors the special qualities offered in

wilderness .
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Legislation and Pre -Existing Conditions

Legislative History and Constraints

CUIS Enabling Legislation

Public Law 92-536 (the Act of October 23 , 1972) established the CUIS in the State of

Georgia for the purposes of providing for public outdoor recreation use and enjoyment of

significant shoreline lands and waters and to preserve related scenic, scientific, and

historical values. The law stipulates that , except for property the Secretary of the Interior

deems necessary for visitor facilities or administration of CUIS, “ any owner or owners of

improved property on the date of its acquisition by the Secretary may, as a condition of

such acquisition , retain for themselves and their successors or assigns a right to use and

occupancy of the property for noncommercial residential purposes, for 25 years, or ... for

a term ending at the death of the owner or... spouse, whichever is later. ” Lands acquired

by the Secretary from the National Park Foundation are also subject to the written terms

and conditions contained in those transactions, entered into by the National Park

Foundation prior to July 1 , 1973 .

Public Law 92-536 further directs the Secretary to permit hunting, fishing, and trapping

within the boundaries of CUIS in accordance with the appropriate laws of the State of

Georgia. Accordingly, the Secretary may designate zones and establish periods when

hunting, fishing, or trapping may be permitted for reasons of public safety,

administration , fish and wildlife management, or public use and enjoyment.

The law directs the Secretary to preserve the island in its primitive state except for certain

portions of the seashore deemed adaptable for recreational uses, particularly swimming,

boating, fishing, hiking, horseback riding, and similar recreational activities. The

Secretary is not to develop a plan or project for the convenience of visitors that would

conflict with the preservation of the special flora and fauna or the physiographic

conditions prevailing. The law also directs the Secretary to provide recommendations as

to the suitability of any area of CUIS to be preserved as wilderness.

Public Law 92-536 also recognizes the authority of the Secretary of the Army (U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers) to undertake or contribute to water resource developments,

including shore erosion control, beach protection, and navigation improvements on land

and or waters within the national seashore. The actions are to be exercised in accordance

with mutually acceptable plans to the Secretary of the Army and the Secretary of the

Interior.

Wilderness Legislation

Public Law 97-250 ( the Act of September 8, 1982) established the Cumberland Island

Wilderness. The law designated 8,840 acres as wilderness and 11,718 acres as potential

wilderness. When all uses prohibited by the Wilderness Act on the 11,718 acres of
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potential wilderness have ceased, the Secretary may designate those lands as wilderness.

“Subject to valid existing rights, the wilderness areas shall be administered by the

Secretary of the Interior in accordance with the applicable provisions of the Wilderness

Act governing areas designated by that Act as wilderness areas ..."

Congressional Committee Reports Accompanying Public Law 97-250

The legislative history accompanying Public Law 97-250 reflects some differences

between the House of Representatives and the Senate . (Neither the House Committee nor

the Senate Committee reports have the standing of law , and they may not be interpreted

as such. The NPS will abide by the language of the Wilderness Act and the laws that

established the national seashore and its wilderness; however, the committee reports help

shed light on the framing of those laws.) The House Committee supports the

compatibility and reinforcement wilderness designation provides in assuring that the

dynamic natural forces on the wilderness-designated portions of the seashore will

continue basically unfettered by human activities. The House Committee acknowledged

the complexities inherent in the Cumberland Island Wilderness by recognizing: (1) the

implications of retained rights (including vehicle use) granted to former landowners; (2)

the need to restore, maintain , and provide public access to Plum Orchard; ( 3) geologically

unstable intertidal zones proposed as potential wilderness addition; and ( 4 ) the existing

non -wilderness uses of the intertidal areas and related channels. The Committee desired

that all retained rights and the management activities of the NPS be exercised in a manner

as compatible as possible with the wilderness and potential wilderness designation . The

Committee also directed the NPS to manage the potential wilderness as wilderness to the

extent legally possible .

The House Committee also recognized that the NPS may use access ways (primitive

roads) for emergency purposes. The Committee emphasized that Public Law 97-250

shall affect neither retained right agreements previously negotiated by the Federal

Government nor the renewal of special use permits in accordance with the established

practices of the NPS.

The House Committee acknowledged the need for access to Plum Orchard for public

visitation and NPS restoration , rehabilitation , and maintenance . The Committee urged

the NPS to make every effort to use boat transportation for its preservation tasks. " In the

interests of minimizing unnecessary intrusion on wilderness values , ” the Committee

urged the NPS "to make every effort to provide access to Plum Orchard for all purposes

by water, and to complete all major restoration and rehabilitation activities a the earliest

possible date.” The Committee acknowledged that the NPS could assess the cost of boat

access in order to determine whether or not this use might be prohibitive or unfeasible for

historic interpretation purposes related to combined tours of Dungeness and Plum

Orchard. It also noted that it did not intend that any motorized vehicle use of Grand

Avenue (the Main Road) should become a traditional or established use, and all such use

shall be discontinued no later than the expiration of the last private , retained right to use

any segment of the road . Existing utility lines may continue to be maintained by the
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minimum necessary tools so long as the retained rights that require their existence

remain .

Intertidal lands (those lands between mean high and mean low tides) within the boundary

of CUIS located north of the Greyfield Inn on the western side and north of Stafford

Beach on the eastern side are designated as potential wilderness. These intertidal areas

are unstable and subject to changes due to tides and storms. The State of Georgia also

claims ownership of the beach lying on the eastern side of the island.

Mr. Young (Congressional Record of December 15, 1981 ) on the floor of the House of

Representatives stated that the “ National Park Service is expected to set an example by

conducting all of its activities within the wilderness and potential wilderness areas in a

manner as compatible to wilderness as soon as possible. ”

The Senate Report (No. 97-531) presents a different view than the House Report

regarding access to Plum Orchard . The Senate Committee recognized the need for public

visitation to Plum Orchard and NPS restoration, rehabilitation, and maintenance

activities. The Senate Committee noted that the NPS may provide access via the

potential wilderness segment of the Main Road; however, like the House Committee , it

did not intend this use to become traditional or established.

The Senate Report also differs from the House in its direction regarding the use

existing roads . Like the House the Senate directed the NPS to use existing roads for

emergency purposes; however, the Senate extended NPS responsibilities on existing

roads to essential law enforcement and administrative purposes as long as retained rights

remained.

Mr. McClure, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources,

noted that the majority of seashore lands be retained in and restored, as closely as

possible, to their natural state. The committee supported the notion that wilderness

designation assures that the dynamic natural forces at play on the seashore will continue

unfettered by human activities . The committee further desired that all legally retained

private rights as well as activities of the NPS be exercised in a manner as compatible as

possible with the wilderness and potential wilderness designation .

The Senate Committee directed that existing utility lines may continue to be maintained,

by the minimum practical tools, so long as the retained rights that require their existence

remain. The committee intended that the NPS be responsible for determining what

constitutes the minimum practical tool each time a maintenance activity is proposed.

Senator Sam Nunn (a co-sponsor of the Senate version of the bill) addressed the

formidable task of managing the wilderness in his remarks in the Congressional Record

of August 19, 1982. The Senator acknowledged that the existence within the wilderness

of privately -owned estates and retained rights to vehicular access along primitive island

roads presented a management challenge. The Senator stated that the NPS may use

existing access ways for emergency purposes, for essential law enforcement and for
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meeting minimum requirements for wilderness administration until these retained rights

expire or are terminated. The Senator stressed that the ultimate goal of the wilderness

plan for Cumberland Island is to phase out nonconforming - to -wilderness activities and

uses as soon as practicable. He also stated that both private and NPS vehicular use is to

be considered special and limited rather than traditional or established as defined in the

Wilderness Act. The Senate Committee shared these concerns.

The Wilderness Act

Public Law 88-577 , the Wilderness Act of 1964 , established the National Wilderness

Preservation System and provided for the study of Federal lands in the National Forests,

National Wildlife Refuges, and the National Park System for potential inclusion in the

System . Only Congress may designate an area as wilderness. The Secretary will

administer wilderness areas for the use and enjoyment of the American people in such

manner as will leave these unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as wilderness,

including outstanding opportunities for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of

recreation. The preservation of the wilderness character and values is a major

administrative responsibility of the NPS, and activities to achieve other legal purposes of

areas designated as wilderness must be administered so as to preserve the wilderness

character.

Camden County CourtJudgment and Supplemental Decree

A Camden County, Georgia Superior Court Judgment and Supplemental Decree of July

6, 1964, and Supplemental Decree of June 1 , 1965, determined rights of ingress, egress,

and use of the main dock at Dungeness, a Service Area surrounding the main dock, and

the Main Road. The court defined the Main Road as " extending the length of

Cumberland Island Property from the northernmost point in Tract 5N to the southernmost

point on the southern boundary on Tract 4S .” The Court described the easement for the

Main Road at a width of 21 feet. The Court declared an easement of ingress, egress, and

use of the Main Road to a number of parties ( see Appendix F ).

( The Road System section of the WMP lists the roads to which specific retained rights

pertain. The Retained Rights section below lists the rights holders and private

landowners who have the right to use certain roads on the island .)

The significance of these decrees to Cumberland Island Wilderness management is that

the referred rights are contained within the retained rights of reserved estates and private

property owners .

State and FederalJurisdiction

Section 7 of Public Law 92-536 ensures that the Act that established CUIS does not

" ...deprive the State of Georgia or its political subdivisions of its civil and criminal

jurisdiction over persons found, acts performed, and offenses committed, within the
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boundaries of the seashore, or of its right to tax persons, corporations, franchises, or other

non - federal property on land included therein ." In 1986 the State of Georgia ceded

concurrent jurisdiction to the NPS. This action allowed the NPS to enforce State law

within the boundaries of CUIS and continued to allow the State of Georgia to enforce

State law within the park boundaries.

Retained Rights Affecting Wilderness

Section 4 (a) of the Act establishing CUIS (Public Law 92-536 ) stipulated that, “ any owner

or owners of improved property on the date of its acquisition by the Secretary may, as a

condition of such acquisition , retain for themselves and their successors or assigns a right of

use and occupancy of the property for noncommercial residential purposes, for twenty-five

years, or, in lieu thereof, for a term ending at the death of the owner or his spouse,

whichever is later. The Act further states that the Secretary will acquire the lands subject to

the written terms and conditions contained in the transactions with the National Park

Foundation .

Section 2 ( c) of the Act establishing the Cumberland Island Wilderness (Public Law 97-250)

declared that:

“ [S]ubject to valid existing rights, the wilderness area shall be administered

by the Secretary of the Interior in accordance with the applicable provisions

of the Wilderness Act, governing areas designated by that Act as wilderness

areas, except that any reference in such provisions to the effective date of the

wilderness act shall be deemed to be a reference to the effective date of this

Act .... ”

The NPS and the National Park Foundation negotiated 21 retained rights agreements. The

rights cover a wide variety of topics and subjects and are not universally shared by all of the

retained rights holders. Some of the rights have a more direct effect on the wilderness than

do others. For instance, under the Wilderness Act mechanical vehicles are prohibited within

the wilderness; however, vehicular traffic occurs in the Cumberland Island Wilderness

because the Wilderness Act also recognizes retained rights.

Because retained rights exist on Federal property, the retained rights holder and the NPS

have the responsibility to ensure that activities on the property do not create an adverse

impact on cultural and natural resources. Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation

Act , as amended, the National Environmental Policy Act, the Clean Water Act, and other

Federal environmental laws and regulations also govern activities on Federal property. As

described in the RMP, CUIS has established a process with retained rights holders to

evaluate activities ( such as ground disturbance or modifications to objects or structures

listed on the National Register of Historic Places) on these Federal properties.

The NPS recognizes that disagreements have arisen between it and retained rights holders

on a number of issues pertaining to the exercise of rights in accordance with the various
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laws governing the management of CUIS and the reserved rights agreements. The WMP

will strive to deal with potential conflicts in an objective and constructive manner.

Appendix G contains a list of reserved rights delineated in the deeds and agreements that

provide the contractual basis for the use of the Cumberland Island reserved estates. The list

may be used to identify the general provisions applicable to a particular reserved estate. The

NPS has carefully examined each reserved estate document to determine what retained

rights may be exercised. The NPS will review the retained rights document with each

retained right holder so that each party clearly understands its responsibilities. The NPS will

refer to the specific deed and agreement governing the reserved estate for a comprehensive

analysis of the actual provisions and objectively and constructively notify retained right

holders who have superceded their rights. As authorized by Public Law 92-536 and Public

Law 97-250, the NPS expects reserved estate holders to exercise only those rights identified

in the individual reserved rights agreement and the Camden County Court Judgment and

Supplemental Decree . In turn , the NPS will respect the rights granted within the documents.

Assignment of Rights

The retained rights agreements generally include a provision allowing the assignment of

rights to others. Black's Law dictionary defines assignment as “the transfer by a party to

another party all of its rights to some kind of property.” Georgia case law makes clear that

to assign a right, that right must be completely and unconditionally transferred to another

party .

In the case of Cumberland Island, because the rights claimed to be assigned are interests in

real property, the assignment must be in writing to be effective (Statute of Frauds). It should

be noted that retained rights agreements stipulate that retained right holders “are required to

give written notice to the NPS before rights are assigned.”

Thus, if a right is assigned, the assignee is no longer in possession of it and therefore cannot

benefit from it . In order to claim a real property right (an interest related to the land) by way

of assignment, the transfer must be evidenced in writing. Therefore, retained rights holders

may not share rights by claiming mutual assignment.

Island Residents ' Utilities

Senate Report 97-538 stated that existing utility lines may continue to be maintained by the

minimum practical tools so long as the retained rights that require their existence remain.

(Utility lines are found inside and outside the wilderness within CUIS.) The Senate

Committee directed the NPS to determine what constitutes the minimum practical tool(s)

each time a maintenance activity is proposed . Such tool(s) may include motorized vehicles

and mechanical equipment if the NPS determines that the use of such tool(s) is essential to

repair and maintain the existing utility lines.

Since the establishment of the wilderness in 1982 and the guidance provided by Congress

for its management, new technologies have emerged for the delivery of utilities. Requests
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for upgrading telephones now consider cellular service involving telecommunications

towers. The NPS's decision to permit these structures will be based on procedures issued by

the Federal Communications Commission and subsequent NPS policies. (See the Other

Administrative Facilities section .)

NPS policy (NPS -53) requires that a utility company have a right-of-way permit to operate

within the boundaries of a park, and within a wilderness utility lines must be buried (NPS

45). Furthermore, additional utilities may not be piggybacked onto an existing utility.

Some residents have retained rights to " future ” utilities. These rights may affect current

phone system proposals for the island . If the phone company engineers a system only

requiring installation of antennas at residences, any right holder would be allowed access

to the new phone system . If the new phone system requires the installation of buried

lines, only those rights holders with a specific right to utilities may receive the service.

The park will work with the utility companies to ensure that the activities have little or no

effect on the island's resources.

Rights To Use Roads

Because the right to operate vehicles in the wilderness has the most visibility, the plan lists

below the rights holders and private landowners who have the right to use certain roads on

the island. The 1964 and 1965 Camden County Court Judgment and Supplemental Decree

ensured the right to operate a vehicle on the Main Road to a number of parties. Both current

landowners ( those who own land in fee simple) and retained rights holders are subject to the

findings of the Camden County Court. The following list reflects the judgment and decree

and the retained rights documents:

Right to use Main Road:

Thomas Johnston (spouse and issue, i.e. children)

Margaret Richards ( spouse and issue , i.e. children )

Nancy Butler (spouse and issue)

Marius Johnston

M.J. Wright (expires 40 years from date of sale)

ColemanJohnston (expires 36 years from date of sale)

O.H. Olsen ( life estate )

Grover Henderson ( life estate)

Goodsell, Cumberland Island Holding Company

Thornton Morris ( spouse and issue)

Perkins Family (William B. Perkins, Coleman C. Perkins, Frederick C. Perkins, Elizabeth

B. Perkins, Margaret C. Perkins, Catherine Mc. C. Perkins plus spouse and issue)

Mary Bullard (children)

High Point, Inc. (29 stockholders)

Greyfield, Ltd.

Lucy C.J. Graves (expires 40 years from date of sale)
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Cumberland Island Properties ( life estate -- Henry Carter Carnegie /James Henry Bratton ,

Jr. plus spouse and then living children)

Margaret C.R. Sprague (life estate for Margaret, spouse, and last surviving child)

Lucy Foster (life estate for Lucy Foster, Franklin R. Foster, Franklin Whittingham Foster,

Lucy Carnegie Sprague Foster)

Carol Ruckdeschel/Earl R. Ruckdeschel/ Anne R. Ruckdeschel ( life estate)

Coleman Johnston (and wife)

Private landowners

Rightto use South Cut Road:

Mary Bullard (children)

Goodsell , Cumberland Island Holding Company

Right to use Duck House Road :

Mary Bullard ( children )

Goodsell, Cumberland Island Holding Company

Margaret Richards (spouse and issue, i.e. children )

Nancy Butler (spouse and issue, i.e. children)

Right to use High Point Road:

Mary Bullard (children )

Goodsell, Cumberland Island Holding Company

O.H. Olsen ( life estate)

Grover Henderson (life estate )

Right to use Table Point Road:

Mary Bullard ( children )

Goodsell, Cumberland Island Holding Company

Coleman Johnston (and wife)

Right to use Long PointRoad :

Mary Bullard ( children )

Goodsell , Cumberland Island Holding Company

Rightto use Candler Beach Road:

Mary Bullard (children )

Goodsell , Cumberland Island Holding Company

Right to use Whitney Road :
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Mary Bullard (children)

Goodsell, Cumberland Island Holding Company

Right to use Shell Road :

Mary Bullard (children )

Goodsell, Cumberland Island Holding Company

Right to use North Cut Road:

Mary Bullard (children )

Goodsell, Cumberland Island Holding Company

Right to use Plum Orchard Spur Road :

Mary Bullard (children )

Goodsell, Cumberland Island Holding Company

Right to use all established roads and trails on CUIS so long as such roads and trails are

open to any public vehicular traffic :

High Point, Inc. (29 stockholders)

Greyfield Ltd.

Right to access beach :

Mary Bullard (children) : explicit right of access for Mary Bullard (Mary Bullard also

has the right to travel on the beach; this right terminates upon her death . )

Nancy Butler (spouse and issue) : right to construct pathway to beach

Goodsell, Cumberland Island Holding Company: right of vehicular access to beach

via Davisville Road; right to access a beach walk and bath facilities and an easement

over existing roads to the beach; easement to the low water mark of the Atlantic

Ocean

Goodsell, Cumberland Island Holding Company : grant to Larry Phillips of non

exclusive easement to roads, to beach, and to the low water mark of Atlantic Ocean

Grover Henderson ( life estate) : right to vehicular access to beach at Davisville Road

only

Margaret Richards (spouse and issue) : right to have ( foot ?) pathway to beach

Carol Ruckdeschel ( life estate) : right to access property located at north end of island

via ocean beach so long as beach remains an open legal access; suggestion of a right

to use beach as a means of ingress and egress to remainder of island in customary

manner

Thornton Morris (spouse and issue) : beach access granted via NPS special use permit

to access the Atlantic Ocean beach over the dunes via Southcut road only; permit

expires September 30, 2000
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Table Point Co. , Inc. ( Perkins family -shareholder /owner and children ): beach access

granted via NPS special use permit to access the Atlantic Ocean beach over the dunes

via Southcut road only ; permit expires September 30, 2000

Under the Georgia Shore Protection Act, the State of Georgia has adopted rules to

authorize the operation of motor vehicles on Georgia's dynamic dune field and beaches

(beach driving ). The rules apply to Cumberland Island and other beaches in the State and

went into affect on May 1 , 1999. Under these rules the State allows vehicle access to the

beach only over State -approved designated routes from the upland . A detailed discussion

of beach driving is included under the Beach Driving section of the WMP.

Relationship with Other Plans

The General Management Plan (GMP) of 1984 serves as the primary guiding document

for the management of CUIS. TheWMP tiers from the GMP and will be consistent with

the general principles and recommendations of that document. In those instances where

the WMP diverges from the GMP, the NPS will make changes to the GMP in the form of

an amendment. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement identifies each amended

item . The WMP will also be prepared to coordinate with other plans that tier from the

GMP. A Resource Management Plan ( Cultural Resource Management Plan and Natural

Resource Management Plan), Long Range Interpretive Plan, and Commercial Services

Plan are being developed concurrently with the WMP. The findings and

recommendations of the other plans will be consistent with the appropriate elements of

the WMP. The NPS will prepare additional plans identified in the WMP (such as a Fire

Management Plan) that will be in compliance with the WMP.
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WILDERNESS MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

Context for Decision Making

The context for making difficult management decisions related to wilderness or other

issues must be the relevant laws and policies affecting the park . Following are excerpts

from the laws pertinent to the management of CUIS.

The NPS is directed by its 1916 Organic Act “ to conserve the scenery and the natural and

historic objects and the wildlife therein and to leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment

of future generations.” The CUIS establishing legislation from 1972 directs the NPS "to

provide for public outdoor recreation use and enjoyment ... and to preserve related

scenic , scientific, and historical values...(and) permit hunting, fishing, and trapping ...."

The establishing legislation also allows that:

[ a ] ny owner or owners of improved property on the date of its acquisition

by the Secretary may, as a condition of such acquisition, retain for

themselves and their successors or assigns a right of use and occupancy of

the property for noncommercial residential purposes.... Except for certain

portions of the seashore deemed to be especially adaptable for recreational

uses , particularly swimming, boating, fishing, hiking, horseback riding,

and other recreational activities of similar nature, which shall be

developed for such uses as needed, the seashore shall be permanently

preserved in its primitive state and no development of the project or plan

for the convenience of visitors shall be undertaken which would be

incompatible with the preservation ofthe unique flora and fauna or the

physiographic conditions now prevailing, nor shall any road or causeway

connecting Cumberland Island to the mainland be constructed.

The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 declares that the spirit and direction of

the Nation are founded upon and reflected in its historic heritage; ... the preservation of

this irreplaceable heritage is in the public interest so that its vital legacy of cultural,

educational, aesthetic, inspirational, economic, and energy benefits will be maintained

and enriched for future generations of Americans ...." The National Historic Preservation

Act further states that its policy is to “provide leadership in the preservation of the

prehistoric and historic resources of the United States.... [and to) administer federally

owned, administered, or controlled prehistoric and historic resources in a spirit of

stewardship for the inspiration and benefit of present and future generations ...."

In 1982 Congress established 8,840 acres as Wilderness and 11,718 acres were

authorized as Potential Wilderness. “ The wilderness area designated by this section shall

be known as the Cumberland Island Wilderness. Subject to valid existing rights, the

wilderness area shall be administered by the Secretary of the Interior in accordance with

the applicable provisions of the Wilderness Act...
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The 1964 Wilderness Act provides a definition of wilderness.

“ A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where man and his own works

dominate the landscape, is hereby recognized as an area where the earth

and its community of life are untrammeled by man, where man himself is

a visitor who does not remain. An area of wilderness is further defined to

mean in this Act an area of undeveloped Federal land retaining its

primeval character and influence, without permanent improvements or

human habitation, which is protected and managed so as to preserve its

natural conditions and which ( 1 ) generally appears to have been affected

primarily by the forces of nature , with the imprint of man's work

substantially unnoticeable; (2) has outstanding opportunities for solitude

or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation; (3) has at least five

thousand acres of land or is of sufficient size as to make practicable its

preservation and use in an unimpaired condition; and ( 4) may also contain

ecological, geological, or other features of scientific, educational , scenic ,

or historical value.”

The Wilderness Act goes on to emphasize that its purposes “are hereby declared to be

within and supplemental to the purposes for which ... units ofthe national park ...

system are established and administered and that nothing) in this Act shall modify the

statutory authority under which units of the national park system are created.” Then the

Wilderness Act declares that " each agency administering any area designated as

wilderness shall be responsible for preserving the wilderness character of the area and

shall so administer such area for such other purposes for which it
may have been

established as also to preserve its wilderness character. Except as otherwise provided in

the Act, wilderness areas shall be devoted to the public purposes of recreational, scenic,

scientific, educational, conservation, and historical use . "

The NPS Draft Management Policies of1999 establish service -wide policies for

preservation, management, and use of park resources and facilities. The guidelines

establish direction for management of NPS wilderness:

The National Park Service will manage wilderness areas for the use and

enjoyment as wilderness. Management will include the protection of these

areas , the preservation of their wilderness character, and the gathering and

dissemination of information regarding their use and enjoyment as

wilderness . Public purposes of wilderness will include recreation , scenic

preservation, scientific study, education, conservation, and historical use.
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Minimum Requirement Determination Process

Section 4 ( c) of the Wilderness Act states that:

Except as specifically provided for in this Act, and subject to existing private

rights, there shall be no commercial enterprise and no permanent road within

any wilderness area designated by this Act and, except as necessary to meet

the minimum requirements for the administration of the area for the purpose

of this Act (including measures required in emergencies involving the health

and safety of persons within the area, there shall be no temporary road, no

use of motor vehicles, motorized equipment or motorboats, no landing of

aircraft, no other form of mechanical transport, and no structure or

installation within any
such area.

NPS Draft Management Policies (Section 6.3.6) interprets the above statutory provision

as:

All management decisions affecting wilderness must be consistent with a

minimum requirement concept. ...When determining minimum requirement,

the potential disruption of wilderness character and resources will be

considered before, and given significantly more weight than economic

efficiency and convenience. If a compromise of wilderness resource or

character is unavoidable, only those actions that preserve wilderness

character and /or have localized, short - term adverse impacts will be

acceptable.

CUIS will use the procedures outlined in Table 1 to determine the minimum requirement

for all activities affecting the wilderness resource . The minimum requirement process

will be established as two -tiers. First, a determination will be made as to whether a

proposed management action is appropriate and necessary for the administration of the

area as wilderness and does not pose a significant impact to its wilderness resources and

character. Second, if the project is found to be appropriate and necessary, the minimum

requirement process will be used to determine the method ( tool or technique) that causes

the least impact to the physical resources and experiential qualities (character) of

wilderness.

The objective of the minimum requirement analysis is to preserve the wilderness

character of an area while managing for its public purposes. All proposed management

actions including special uses, natural resources research and monitoring, cultural

resources treatments , road and trail maintenance practices, facility placement, and

equipment use will be evaluated through the minimum requirement assessment process.

The Wilderness Act prohibits specific activities, including motorized equipment use ,

aircraft landings, and structures or installations, when other reasonable alternatives are

available. The minimum requirement analysis provides a formal process for developing
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alternative solutions and evaluating and comparing each alternative's effects on

wilderness character. The impacts on wilderness resources (ecosystem processes and

components) from implementing the alternative must be considered . Also to be

considered are effects on the experiential qualities of wildness such as the preservation of

natural conditions including the lack of man-made noises), outstanding opportunities for

solitude , a primitive and unconfined type of recreational experience , and the assurance

that wilderness will be preserved and used in an unimpaired condition. Impacts on these

elements are primary considerations in selecting the minimum requirement and will be

afforded significantly greater weight than cost or convenience.

Each division will be responsible for preparing applicable minimum requirement

determinations. The division chief will then recommend the determination for approval

by the Superintendent. If a determination affects more than one division, the appropriate

division chiefs will submit the recommendation jointly to the Superintendent.

Activities that are considered routine or non-routine but predictable have been evaluated

using the minimum requirement process and are described in the WMP. Following

approval of the WMP, these will be implemented without additional compliance

following the identified (approved) methodologies.

Any proposed administrative activity that is not addressed in the plan but has the

potential to affect the wilderness would be analyzed through the minimum requirement

process. The process will determine if the action will be implemented and the tools or

techniques that would be used . The analyses will clearly identify how minimum

requirement decisions were developed and include reference to the applicable NEPA

compliance documents (Categorical Exclusion , Environmental Assessment, or

Environmental Impact Statement). Approval will be documented with the

Superintendent's signature, and a permanent record of the analyses will be retained in

park files.
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TABLE 2

Considerations

Before making a decision about taking an action in the wilderness, the appropriate NPS

managers and staff will be cognizant of the constraints imposed by the Wilderness Act,

the Cumberland Island Wilderness Act, and other applicable laws, regulations, and

policies.

1. Does your decision ensure that wilderness is not occupied or modified by humans?

2. Does your decision maintain or move wilderness toward less human influence, within

legal constraints ?

3. Does your decision allow wilderness to retain solitude and elements of surprise and

discovery ?

4. Did you ensure that your decision was not primarily based on economy, convenience,

comfort, or commercial value?

5. Does your decision look beyond the short term to ensure that future generations will

be able to enjoy the benefits of an enduring resource of wilderness ?

6. Does your decision support the wilderness resource in its entirety rather than

maximizing an individual resource within wilderness ?

7. Does your decision recognize the unique character of this particular wilderness ?

8. Does your decision ensure that the effects of human activities do not dominate natural

conditions and processes ?

AFFIRMATIVE ANSWERS PROTECT AND PRESERVE

THE WILDERNESS
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Management Activities in the Wilderness

The NPS will conduct only those activities within wilderness which are determined to be

necessary for the administration and preservation of wilderness resources (natural and

cultural) and character and the administration of the retained rights. These activities

include important functions such as monitoring and protecting endangered species,

accessing and preserving cultural resources, transporting volunteers, and managing fires.

Although the list is long, many of the activities will not occur frequently. Some

activities, such as bridge maintenance may occur once every five to ten years, while

bridge inspections will take place once every other year. Others, like emergency

responses and hurricane evacuation will happen rarely, and hopefully, not at all . On the

other hand, turtle monitoring takes place daily during turtle nesting season .

The NPS provides a camp south of the Plum Orchard Mansion with a storage locker,

shower, cabin , and water for recreational hunters. The NPS will phase out the hunt camp

at this location and relocate it out of the wilderness at a later date. Its proximity to Plum

Orchard is inappropriate for the future use of the historic complex . The hunt camp area

will continue to be used by NPS staff and volunteers as a staging area and as an

occasional overnight camp to conduct activities in the wilderness.

All activities are subject to a minimum requirement determination to decide how staff

will travel to and from or through the wilderness, what tools will be used, how often the

activity will be performed , or how many staff members will participate in the activity.

Under many of the activities the WMP presents a series of alternatives to address how to

carry out an action . The NPS has selected and indicated its preferred solution or

preferred alternative . Each preferred alternative has been subject to a minimum

requirement determination that best serves legal requirements and management of the

wilderness. The NPS will develop minimum requirement determinations for other

activities on a case-by-case basis

Minimum Requirement Determination : Ranger Division Activities

Most ranger division activities take place in the more developed day-use area on the

southern portion of the island and on the mainland in St. Marys; however, many of the

recurring management activities occurring in the wilderness fall within the

responsibilities of the ranger division.

Visitors' compliance with wilderness values and regulations may best be achieved when

rangers and other trained staff contact visitors before they enter the wilderness and during

their journey in the wilderness. The NPS prefers preventing a violation rather than

performing active law enforcement in the wilderness. When law enforcement is needed it

should be based on the impact of the objectionable behavior rather than on the

transgression of a regulation or rule . This approach requires that park staff fully

comprehends the reasons for wilderness management action and be able to relate them to

visitors.
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The public will have difficulty identifying with wilderness principles if they do not see NPS

personnel practicing these principles. Ranger activities employing the minimum tool might

in some cases be difficult, particularly if they involve less reliance on mechanized

equipment; however, controlled access and prescribed visitor use levels offers a reasonable

opportunity to demonstrate wilderness principles in practice.

The major issues concerning ranger division activities in the wilderness include:

Vehicular use by inholders and retained rights holders warranting the use of vehicles

to perform wilderness law enforcement; and

Changing use patterns caused by boat access in the wilderness altering the type or

amount of wilderness law enforcement.

The following management actions were evaluated in light of the minimum requirement

process:

Transport Volunteers and WorkGroups for TrailMaintenance and Other Work

Projects

The action is to maintain trails, trail signs, boundary markers , dune crossing markers , and

other work projects in the wilderness. For example, volunteer work groups currently stay

at the hunt camp. Groups stay from 3 to 10 days on work projects. They typically arrive

by ferry and hike to the hunt camp (7.5 miles), while park staff transports their gear by

truck to the hunt camp. National Park Service staff employees also shuttle personnel and

tools between the hunt camp and the work location trailhead .

Alternative 1 ( Preferred ): Volunteers would stay at the hunt camp area or at temporary

camps near work sites. The NPS would transport people and gear to the wilderness

boundary or by boat to Plum Orchard. Workers would then hike to the wilderness

campsites. Workers would hike from the camp to the work site carrying tools and

supplies and would use hand tools to minimize the evidence of work. Markers and signs

would continue to be of an unobtrusive design.

Alternative 2 : Continue as present. Workers hike to the hunt camp and back to the south

end . The NPS transports gear by truck to the hunt camp. The NPS drives workers and

tools to and from the hunt camp and the work location. Markers and signs are unpainted

routed wood or brown carsonite. Turtle nest markers are white like the sand.

Alternative 3 : Workers would camp in the wilderness. The NPS would transport people

and gear either to the wilderness boundary by vehicle or to the hunt camp area . From

there, workers would backpack to the camp areas. Workers would hike from the hunt

camp to the work site , carrying tools and supplies. Workers would use hand tools to

minimize the evidence of work. Markers and signs would continue to be of an

unobtrusive design .
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ConductLaw Enforcement Patrols

Patrolling the wilderness protects resources, ensures compliance with commercial and

residential uses , protects wilderness values, monitors wilderness conditions, and educates

visitors and residents about wilderness values and resources . Patrols areas include roads,

trails, beaches, shorelines, camp areas, and historic sites. The GMP allows for the use of

horses for beach or wilderness patrol. However, prior attempts to use horses on the

island resulted in an extraordinarily high allocation of resources devoted to the care and

maintenance of the animals compared with the time allocated for patrols.

Alternativel ( Preferred ): Protection rangers would drive on the Road System and the

beach, i.e. where island residents drive. Foot patrols would increase when few residents

are on the island. Rangers would patrol all other areas and trails on foot. The NPS would

use vehicles to reach trailheads but would then park and proceed on foot. Rangers would

park vehicles in unobtrusive places during patrol . Vehicles would not be parked

overnight. In the future , as the number of retained rights holders driving in the

wilderness decreases, the number of vehicle patrols would be decreased proportionately.

The NPS would establish a tracking system for vehicle use.

Alternative 2: Protection rangers would drive on the Main Road from the south

wilderness boundary to Plum Orchard. Rangers would hike to trailheads for patrol.

Wilderness rangers would patrol some trails and camp areas on multi-day camping trips.

Alternative 3 : Protection rangers would hike the trails and the beach. Rangers would

reach the north end by boat and reach trails and camp areas by foot. Wilderness rangers

would patrol trails and camp areas on multi-day camping trips .

Manage RecreationalHunting

In the autumn and winter the ranger division manages recreational hunts. The rangers

provide camp facilities at Brickhill and the hunt camp at Plum Orchard (outside the

wilderness) that includes rest rooms and a meat cooler.

The NPS uses the hunts to collect data, manage deer populations, and provide a mandated

recreational opportunity. The NPS manages the hunts for safety, resource protection, and

visitor education. Rangers close the wilderness area to other visitors during the hunts.

Residents continue to use the wilderness area at their own risk .

The Visitor Use Activities and Levels: Recreational Hunting section of the WMP

evaluates several alternatives .

Manage Access to HalfMoon Bluff and Cemetery

The cemetery at the north end of the island (the Half Moon Bluff area) is still active.

Occasionally , relatives of the deceased (African -American and Caucasian) visit the area .
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Additionally, descendents of the African - American community that was located at Half

Moon Bluff request access to visit the home of their ancestors.

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): Upon request, the NPS would transport relatives and

descendents to the north end by boat . From there , the NPS would transport these people

by low emission vehicle to the Settlement or to the cemetery.

Alternative 2 : Upon request, the NPS would transport relatives and descendents from

Dungeness or Sea Camp dock to Half Moon Bluff by low emission vehicle .

Alternative 3 : Upon request, the NPS would transport relatives and descendents to Plum

Orchard by boat. From there, all members of the party would walk through the

wilderness to Half Moon Bluff.

Conduct Emergency Operations

NPS personnel will protect visitors and residents during natural disasters, critical

searches, rescues, and medical emergencies. They will assist visitors during non -critical

incidents, such as lower level medical situations, hikers separated but not in danger, at

home emergency notifications, and assistance to other agencies.

NPS rangers will use vehicles when needed to warn residents, campers, and employees of

hurricanes, fires, and other crises. Evacuation will be performed using the most effective

and expeditious means. Vehicles will be used when needed to locate, assist, and evacuate

lost people and injured visitors in life -threatening situations. During non-critical

incidents vehicles will be used under the same minimum requirement determination

selected for law enforcement patrols.

Manage Fire and Fire Danger

While firefighting includes the transportation issues addressed in other actions, it also has

the potential to have a direct and lasting impact on the resource and the visitor

experience. The Fire Management Plan will address minimum requirement, but until the

NPS formulates that plan, transportation associated with fires will be covered under the

guidelines for law enforcement and emergencies. Firefighting will be decided on a case

by -case basis in order to accomplish the full suppression mandate of current fire policy

with minimum impact on wilderness resources. The NPS will manage fire and fire

danger to protect resources and historic and residential structures, ensure employee

safety, protect wilderness values, and ensure compliance with agency and Department of

the Interior policy.

No permanent heliports, helipads, or airstrips will be allowed in wilderness . Temporary

landing facilities may be used to meet the minimum requirement of emergency situations.

Site improvements determined to be essential for safety reasons during individual

emergency situations may be authorized, but the site will be restored to natural conditions

after the emergency. When possible , aircraft would be used to suppress fire rather than
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relying initially on ground crews. Likewise, aircraft would be employed to orient

firefighters to the wilderness areas of the island .

During lightning season the park will work with the sophisticated detection systems at

Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge and Osceola National Forest to identify lightning

strikes. The NPS will also contact the State of Georgia Forestry Commission to use its

fixed -wing aircraft to detect lightning strikes.

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): Fire response and detection vehicles would drive on the

proposed Road System, the beach, and the access roads to residences. Vehicles would be

used to reach trailheads. From there firefighters would travel on foot cross -country or on

trails. Firefighters would primarily use hand tools. Because of the dense vegetation and

flammable fuel types, employee safety may require the use of power saws and water

transport to manage fires and safety lines quickly.

Fire prevention (i.e. educating island residents about fire safety) would not be classified

as an emergency function . This task would be carried out on foot.

Alternative 2 : Fire personnel would hike to fires and would only use hand tools. Fire

prevention would be carried out as in Alternative 1 .

Minimum Requirement Determination : Resource Management Activities

The Resource Management Division performs activities throughout the island including

the wilderness area. One key task is to monitor and implement strategies to maintain

long -term ecological processes. Staff also protects endangered species, develops

strategies to control and remove non -native (exotic) species, and surveys wildlife

populations. Because staff is also responsible for cultural resources , it monitors and

implements strategies to preserve archeological sites, historic structures, and cultural

landscapes. The staff promotes and coordinates research activities and reviews projects

to assess impacts on park resource values, Federal laws, and guidelines. The staff will

also monitor wilderness character (quiet, naturalness, solitude) and use . Many of these

activities occur, in, and are necessary to understand and protect the wilderness but must

be conducted sensitively to respect wilderness values . Specific actions to support these

activities were evaluated using the Minimum Requirement Determination Process .

Access,Monitor and Protect Endangered Species

Sea turtles:The goal of this program is to enhance nesting success along the beaches

according to the Loggerhead Sea Turtle Recovery Plan. Mitigation is necessary .

Approximately two -thirds of the beach is located within the Cumberland Island

Wilderness. The remainder is not located in the wilderness. Because the Endangered

Species Act of 1973 mandates protection of the Loggerhead sea turtle rapid access to the

wilderness . The procedure entails daily patrols along the length of the beach from

approximately May 1 through October 30. In addition to monitoring the number and

location of nesting activities, the staff protects nests and hatchlings by screening nests,
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relocating nests, and removing predators (raccoons and feral hogs). The staff unearths

each nest after hatching to determine hatching success and cause of any failures.

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): The NPS would continue the above procedure employing two

turtle technicians. Patrols would be conducted along the beach from a base on the south

end of the island. One to two people using a vehicle (Kawasaki Mule or all terrain

vehicle (ATV ]) would confine trips to one a day. Because the Geographic Positioning

System (GPS ) is not sufficiently accurate , the turtle technicians would install small

wooden stakes, painted white , to mark the nests . Nests would be protected from raccoons

and other predators by installing metal screening over one -third to one-half of the nests.

Occasionally the turtle technicians would install small mammal traps to catch and remove

raccoons that have learned to eat turtle eggs. Until the NPS implements a hog removal

plan , rangers would continue eliminating feral hogs that depredate sea turtle nests .

Alternative 2: The NPS would monitor the turtle nests on foot. Eight additional

employees in three wilderness camps of two employees each with two others to cover

days off for those in the three camps) would be needed. The camps would be located so

that a team would monitor a specified area daily. The NPS would transport supplies and

materials to the camps over the beach in low emission vehicles. Nest marking and

protection, periodic mammal trapping, and hog elimination would proceed as in

Alternative 1. After a year, the NPS would evaluate the results of the program to

determine if additional personnel would be required to cover the territory.

Wood Stork : The goal of this activity is to enhance nesting success and to protect habitat.

Because the Endangered Species Act of 1973 mandates the protection of the wood stork

and the nesting colony is in the Sweetwater complex of Lake Whitney, rangers need

wilderness access. Nesting habitat is checked in early May. If there is insufficient water

under the nesting trees for alligators, mitigation to protect nests from raccoons may be

necessary . Mitigation would entail constructing metal cones around nesting trees.

Weekly monitoring is necessary from early May through mid -July to count nesting pairs

and fledglings.

An NPS staff person or intern will reach the nesting areas on foot. Because the forest

understory is so thick, reasonable access can be gained from the beach and South Cut

Road. One staff member will make a weekly trip . This can often be accomplished in

conjunction with turtle patrols, eliminating the need for additional trips. The GPS

provides sufficient accuracy to locate wood stork sites. Occasionally, personnel will

install metal flashing around trees .

Least terns: The goal of this activity is to enhance nesting success . Mitigation is

sometimes necessary. Some nesting of least terns occurs in the wilderness. This activity

entails a trip every three days along the length of wilderness beach from approximately

May 10 through mid-July . In addition to monitoring nest and colony locations, the park

will also monitor the effects of human disturbance and the presence of predators.

Protection activities will include posting educational signs declaring an area closed and
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trapping raccoons. Biologists also will monitor nesting success of Wilson's plovers and

American oystercatchers, both regional species of concern .

One staff member will make a trip on foot at least every three days. The person will

camp or stay at the Alberty House. Natural beach debris will be used to mark nests.

Occasionally, small mammal traps will be installed to catch and remove raccoons that are

depredating the nesting colony . The NPS will install signs at the colonies to deter

disturbance by boaters, hikers, or vehicles.

Access, Monitor and ControlNon -Native Species

Feral hogs:The goal of this activity is to reduce significant degradation to threatened,

endangered, and other native species and communities, and to wilderness character.

Feral hogs throughout the National Park System have been shown to destroy habitat,

compete with native species for food, and eat the eggs of ground nesting animals .

Mitigation is needed. The hogs can produce four litters of 6 to 10 per year. If the feral

hog population is reduced in number, monitoring and control actions will continue

forever. If they are eradicated, no further actions will be necessary. Eradication will

entail short-term degradation to wilderness values. NPS policy promotes controlling or

eradicating non -native, feral species that cause significant adverse impacts to the park's

resources. The NPS will prepare an Environmental Assessment addressing this effort.

The NPS proposes to eradicate hogs by relying on increased hunting during the managed

hunt program. The NPS will also use fencing, pulsed hunting and trapping, hog dogs,

and radio - collars. The NPS will use trucks to enter the wilderness. If the NPS can

acquire four-wheel drive electric trucks that can operate on the island effectively, yet

reduce noise and pollution, they will become the vehicles of choice. If other methods are

unsuccessful, the NPS may install fencing, invisible where possible , to fragment the

wilderness into smaller, workable parcels.

The NPS will need daily access for fence monitoring and hog eradication . Two staging

areas, the hunt camp area for the south half of the wilderness and a north end base, will

provide lodging for workers. Pulsed control efforts will be implemented so hogs do not

get used to a pattern . Other tactics include : 1) alternating hunting and trapping to

improve effectiveness; 2 ) using bait to draw hogs to traps and hunters; and 3) using dogs

and radio - collaring to remove remaining hogs. To ensure visitor safety the NPS may

occasionally close areas.

Feral horses (monitor population trends): The goal for this island -wide activity is to

monitor the horse population size, distribution, and impacts. There is currently one

annual one-day census of the population ; however, the ground -count may continue for

two additional two for one count area to obtain numbers missed. To avoid double

counting, multiple teams cover the island over a 4 -hour period. Currently, three teams of

up to four people drive along the Main Road to their start area and walk the wilderness

trails. One team flies over the wilderness in a helicopter concentrating on the inter -dune
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and marsh areas not accessible to ground counters. When the helicopter is not available,

a team drives the beach to look at the inter-dune on foot.

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): Five teams of up to four people would reach the hunt camp as

the staging area by boat. In the wilderness, all teams would proceed on foot to count the

horses and camp at various locations, such as the designated wilderness camp areas. The

teams would accomplish this task over three days.

Alternative 2 : The NPS would continue the current action with the following

modifications. Five teams of up to four people would reach the hunt camp (the staging

area) by boat. In the wilderness, three teams of up to four people would use two electric

vehicles or one electric vehicle and one helicopter. One team would be on foot. The

teams counting in the south end of the island would leave the hunt camp by vehicle . The

teams would accomplish this task during a four -hour period on a single day.

Feral horses (management): Although a non-native species, the feral horses have become

a symbol of Cumberland Island National Seashore to many people . Despite their allure

the horses continue to degrade island resources, especially the marshes and the dunes. In

order to abate the damage, the NPS proposes several alternatives based on management

area, herd size, and method.

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): Maintaining a self-regulating herd (60 to 120 horses) island

wide would be accomplished through removal and birth control. The NPS would manage

the herd to reduce the number of horses in the wilderness.

Alternative 2 : Maintaining a representative herd outside of the wilderness area would

require removal of horses in the wilderness and establishment of a fence to prevent

reentry. A self -regulating herd of 60 to 120 would be maintained through birth control

and /or removal.

Alternative 3 : The NPS would maintain a small , self-regulating herd on the south end of

Cumberland Island from just north of Sea Camp through fencing, removal, and birth

control.

Alternative 4: No action would be taken .

Feralhorses (monitor impacts ): The goal of this activity is to measure and evaluate the

changes to the ecosystem from horse grazing and trampling. This will be accomplished

by installing permanent small (about 180 -square foot) fenced enclosures to keep the

horses out of an area and using vegetation sampling techniques to compare plant height,

diversity, and cover to an adjacent control area . Nine of these enclosures in wilderness

will remain as long as there are horses in wilderness. They are sampled on differing

frequencies (quarterly, annually, every two years) depending on habitat. Researchers,

NPS staff, and interns will camp and walk to these areas on foot because minimal

sampling gear is needed (PVC quadrats, cameras, meter tape , small temporary flags,

GPS).
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Access and Survey Native Wildlife

White -tailed deer:Deer is a hunted native species. Public Law 92-536 mandated

recreational hunting in accordance with Federal and State laws and regulations. Four

recreational deer hunts are conducted annually. The goal of this activity is to monitor the

health, age structure, population size, and habitat of the white -tailed deer, while providing

recreational hunting opportunities. Park personnel note the gender, health, size, and age of

each deer. A jaw is taken for use in obtaining exact ages where possible. Every three years,

one to two park staff members sample vegetation transects to evaluate the condition of the

forest understory browsed by deer.

The NPS will conduct its monitoring and assessment process in the following way. An

NPS employee or intern will monitor the animals harvested by the hunters at an area near

the Plum Orchard dock. This person will access the browse transects by walking from

wilderness camp areas using a GPS. ( The transects are not on a trail and are marked by

small wooden stakes .)

Christmas Bird Count and Monitoring Bird Populations

Monthly monitoring of birds and the annual Christmas bird count are presently performed

using vehicles. Effective immediately, the wilderness portions of the survey will be

performed on foot. Access may be gained by boat to Plum Orchard or the northern

sections of the island. Counters will hike to and camp in the wilderness.

Access and Conduct Long- Term Monitoring of Indicators of Ecological Processes

and Systems

Monitoring is the systematic gathering, comparing, and evaluation of data to establish

baseline conditions and determine the degree of change. Change due to natural

ecological processes inevitably occurs in wilderness . The goal of this activity is to

improve the understanding of the flora, fauna, and ecosystems and the type and amount

of natural change. Specific indicators of important ecosystems or functions reflect

important attributes of biological and physical conditions in wilderness and the park as a

whole. The NPS has designed a monitoring system to conduct multiple studies

concurrently at each study site. Protocols for initial studies have been written, are being

tested, and will be peer-reviewed. Those involved in the monitoring effort for most

studies stay overnight at the Dungeness dormitory or hunt camp. Access to begin each

monitoring activity will require vehicles ( electric when possible) and equipment. Long

term monitoring entails a minimum number of tools and equipment.

The NPS will use five linear band transects (South End trail, Little Greyfield, Duck

House, South Cut Road , and North Cut Road ) and /or additional randomly established

points in each square kilometer of the UTM coordinates established in the 1979 USGS

topographic map series. Staff will use GPS to find sampling locations instead of using

multiple path markers. Using a one- to five-day survey , staff will monitor indicator fauna
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and flora annually. When surveys and sample evaluation (bacteria and nutrients) are

time-dependent, staff will gain access to the transects or established points by electric

vehicles along the beach , North Cut Road, and the Main Road . To conduct annual

vegetation and wildlife sampling staff will walk and camp in the wilderness. Each

monitoring team will consist of no more than four members.

Access,Monitor and Preserve Cultural Resources

The goal of this activity is to preserve the park's cultural heritage in or surrounded by

wilderness. There are two historic districts on the National Register of Historic Places

adjacent to or located within the wilderness: Plum Orchard is carved out of the wilderness

and High Point/Half Moon Bluff is located within the wilderness. Plum Orchard may be

reached over the Main Road and Plum Orchard Road or by boat. High Point/Half Moon

Bluff can only be reached by going through wilderness. The National Historic

Preservation Act and Section 4a( 3) of the Wilderness Act mandate preservation of these

resources.

Archeological sites are monitored for illegal digging and salvage and effects of coastal

erosion . Archeological and historic sites located off trail are monitored annually, while

sites located at wilderness camp areas or in historic districts are checked more frequently.

Photo -points are used to monitor site condition . Any archeological work may require

consultation under the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act

(NAGPRA ) or tribal consultation .

Archeological assessments are needed to evaluate the extent and worth of subsurface

resources . They are performed in response to a proposed project that would require

ground disturbance . The archeological team would reach the area in the wilderness from

the nearest dock and walk to the site. An electric vehicle would transport equipment and

materials. Teams would either camp near the site or stay at the hunt camp or Alberty

House (if it is renovated for use by the NPS) and walk to their work sites.

Historic structures are the most obvious remnants of our cultural resources. They also

require the highest level of mitigation and care . Repairs and stabilization work on

structures in wilderness, in keeping with an approved Cultural Resources Management

Plan (CRMP), may occasionally necessitate the use of motorized equipment. All such

instances will be based upon a minimum requirement determination . Access will be by

the proposed road system, a proposed north end dock, or the Plum Orchard dock.

Construction and vehicle noise will degrade wilderness experience; therefore quiet

technology electric vehicles will be used where possible . The number of trips can be

minimized. Monitoring activities are less intrusive. Photo-points are used to monitor

general condition. The need for repairs is also noted.

Cemeteries are monitored annually for general condition, need for repairs, and

defacement. Photo - points are also used for them . Access is as for archeological sites.
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A portion of the park's museum collection is currently housed in wilderness at Carol

Ruckdeschel's residence in the HighPoint/Half Moon Bluff Historic District. The park

curator monitors this collection monthly. Access is by vehicle .

In the future the NPS, at a minimum, will monitor all areas annually. Staff will walk to

all locations and may spend the night at the Alberty House or the hunt camp or camp in

the wilderness. In some cases access to the north end of the wilderness will be by boat.

The patrol ranger will receive training in order to perform some monitoring of historic

structures and archeological sites during regular patrols. The park curator will continue

to monitor museum collections and the cemeteries as at present. Monitoring teams will

be limited to one to three members. ( Teams may consist of members of different park

divisions.)

Staff monitoring Plum Orchard and adjacent areas will reach Plum Orchard by boat and

proceed on foot. Areas at the north end of the island may eventually be reached by boat

at a proposed north end-landing site. Staff will then proceed to their assignments.

Access for Proposed Compliance Projects

The goal of this activity is to ensure that the project will not degrade park resources or

violate any Federal law . Through the normal planning process, sufficient time will be

allowed to access a location on foot. When an activity is time dependent, access will be

by electric vehicle along the Main Road and North Cut Road. From these points , the

team of 1 to 3 people will walk. Technical experts and other park personnel may

accompany the resource management person . As in the monitoring of the cultural

resources, minimal equipment (camera , measuring device, GPS) will be used . Access

may be needed more than once initially to develop the appropriate documents for review .

Once the project is approved and begins, occasional access will be needed to monitor the

impacts of the project on the resources. This activity is mandated.

Accessand ConductofOccasional Research

The goal of this activity is to improve understanding of wilderness resources so that

management decisions are based on the results of scientific investigations. There is an

application process for researchers wishing to conduct research or make a collection.

Requests are reviewed on a case-by -case basis and approved based on sound science and

wilderness dependence.

The NPS Draft Management Policies and Director's Order # 41, Wilderness Preservation

and Management, provide guidance for scientific activities' protocols. The NPS will

assess each project according to minimum requirement determination protocols: 1) to

determine whether a project is appropriate and necessary for the purpose of wilderness

and 2) if it is appropriate, to select the technique or tool needed to accomplish the task

while producing the least impact.

Active manipulation of wildlife or the environment and bright colored tagging are

generally not acceptable. Instrumentation may be necessary to record accurately the
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scientific parameters being sought, although as a general rule it is not considered in

keeping with wilderness character. The scientific community is encouraged to design

investigations in wilderness to seek essential data and is governed by a wilderness ethic –

do only what is necessary and use the minimum methods, approaches and tools. Projects

will be designed to access locations by walking. Occasional staging of equipment may

necessitate using an electric vehicle. Researchers may camp overnight in the wilderness

or stay at the Alberty House.

The greatest scientific values of wilderness are based on the opportunity to study, over

long periods of time, large, relatively undisturbed ecosystems. Three wilderness research

topics are a high priority because they focus on wilderness conditions of naturalness and

solitude:

1. response of both habitat and native animals to massive natural disturbance

(hurricane, fire );

2. normal predator-prey relationships; and

3. natural baselines for comparison with managed conditions

Access andMonitor Wilderness Character and Impacts From Visitor Use

Monitoring of biological and physical attributes is covered under the long -term

monitoring program . This goal of this activity is to monitor social conditions in

wilderness . Under the Limits of Acceptable Change approach, baseline conditions are

developed and monitored to determine the degree of change occurring in various

wilderness campsites and trails . The management objective is to maintain both

ecological integrity and human use and solitude .

The NPS will monitor the use and impacts at various wilderness locations :

develop and annually re-take photo-points of campsites and trails;

monitor annually each campsite for deterioration by measuring soil compaction,

denuding and proliferation of social paths, exposed and protruding tree roots, amount

and type of litter, and number of “ cat ” holes dug for human waste;

maintain visitor use numbers;

maintain a log of visitor contacts and analyze the comment section of the guest book

at the Sea Camp Ranger Station to get an indication of the visitor's wilderness

experience;

monitor noise levels monthly; and

look for unnatural wildlife behavior or distribution as an indicator of inappropriate

visitor behavior or too many visitors.

To experience the wilderness as a visitor would, the NPS person will walk to the

locations. A single person will perform this task.
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Minimum Requirement Determination : Maintenance Division Activities

Road Grading to Plum Orchard

Alternative 1 (Preferred): The NPS would use a small grader to maintain the Main Road

open from the southern boundary of the wilderness to its junction with Plum Orchard

Road. The grader would continue its work on Plum Orchard Road. The task would be

performed quarterly or more often if conditions warrant preserving the historic integrity

of the Main Road. This activity would continue on this schedule until such time as boats

replace overland vehicles as the primary means of transportation . At that time road

grading to Plum Orchard would be reduced proportionately to accommodate the number

of overland vehicular trips .

Alternative 2 : The NPS would not grade the Main Road from the southern boundary of

the wilderness to its junction with Plum Orchard Road. The spur road to Plum Orchard

also would not be graded . Grading would take place only when safe passage could not be

assured and to preserve the historic integrity of the Main Road.

Main Road Storm Clearance/Emergency Road Clearance

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): Upon the basis of the NPS obligation to keep the Main Road

cleared for passage by island residents , the NPS would remove major road obstacles, in

most cases fallen trees. Plum Orchard would serve as a staging area to bring staff and

equipment into the wilderness. The proposed north end access may also be used to get

staff to that portion of the island . In case of emergencies and to minimize the number of

trips, the NPS would use the least intrusive type of vehicle to transport staff and

equipment to the location . During emergencies power tools may be employed to remove

obstacles. For other cases, staff would travel by foot and use non-powered means to

remove obstacles. NPS personnel may need to camp in the wilderness or stay overnight

at the Alberty House during these activities.

Alternative 2: The NPS would, in all cases, use motorized equipment in support of the

residents' rights to use the roads. Staff would be able to return to Dungeness rather than

camping in the wilderness or staying overnight at the Alberty House.

Bridge maintenance and inspection: Five heavy -duty wooden bridges will replace the

culverts at streams and water crossings along the Main Road in the wilderness. These

bridges will replace culverts, which impede the natural water flow . Because the Federal

Highway Administration (FHWA) classifies the Main Road as a park road, it is obligated to

conduct annual inspections of the bridges.

In both alternatives, once every two years , two FHWA engineers would travel to CUIS to

evaluate the safety and condition of the bridges. Based on the FHWA evaluation, the

NPS would make the required repairs. Because the bridges are new, it is not anticipated

that repairs would be needed for 5 to 10 years.
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Alternative 1 (Preferred ): The NPS would transport the engineers to Plum Orchard or to

the north end by boat , and they would proceed on foot to the bridges. If necessary the

engineers would camp overnight in the wilderness. In all likelihood, most of the required

repairs work would be minor and staff and materials could get to the locations on foot. In

major cases, the least intrusive vehicle would be used to bring equipment and materials to

the site.

Alternative 2 : The NPS would transport the engineers to Plum Orchard or to the north

end, and they would proceed by electric vehicle to the bridges. Staff and materials for

repairs would get to the locations by electric vehicle.

Gathering Water Samples

For public health purposes, the NPS must take samples at the camp area water sources

monthly . In accordance with the guidance provided by the U.S. Public Health Service,

the park will obtain two samples monthly unless a public health consultant decides to

reduce it to one sample monthly . The decision to change the number of monthly samples

would be based on : 1) 12 months without a positive bacteriological result and 2) chlorine

residuals within 0.2 to 0.6 parts per million. If the water system is not chlorinated or does

not maintain sufficient chlorine residual, then two bacteriological samples will be

required. This activity supports use of the wilderness by visitors who cannot practically

backpack into the wilderness without the NPS providing freshwater wells.

Because this is a time dependent activity, the NPS must perform this task in the most

expeditious manner. The NPS will use an ATV or electric vehicle to reach the camp

areas, gather the samples, and return them to the south end for testing. When the sample

may be collected and returned for testing within the allowable time limit without using

motorized transportation in the wilderness, the NPS staff member will use a vehicle or

boat to reach the wilderness and then walk to the camp area.

StructuralMaintenance

Several national register districts exist in or near the wilderness: Plum Orchard (located next

to the wilderness), High Point/Half Moon Bluff, and the multiple archeological sites.

Historic structures will require the most intervention with the potential to degrade

wilderness values. As a general rule, the NPS or its agents ( e.g. a lessee at Plum Orchard or

volunteer groups) may use power tools to perform the initial treatment activity on the

historic resources, i.e. to establish the initial standard condition. Major cyclic maintenance

projects, such as a large- scale re -roofing, may also involve the use of power equipment).

Plum Orchard : Until a historic property lease is executed and Plum Orchard is restored, the

NPS will station a maintenance employee at Plum Orchard to enhance the day -to -day care

and preservation of the mansion and grounds. This employee will attend to routine

functions at Plum Orchard and other historic structures in the wilderness. This

primarily depend on boat the travel between Plum Orchard and the south and north ends of

the island, thus reducing the likelihood of vehicle traffic along the Main Road and the Plum

Orchard spur road in the wilderness.

person will
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Alternative 1 (Preferred ): The NPS would construct a loading ramp at the Plum Orchard

dock to assist in most of the loading and unloading of materials.

Staff, equipment, and materials needed for repair and maintenance would be brought by

boat to the Plum Orchard dock. As more and more activities emanate out of the Plum

Orchard dock and the hunt camp staging area , the frequency of maintenance at and trips

by boat would increase. Hand tools would be the preferred choice for repair and

maintenance to reduce the potential effect on the surrounding wilderness values ,

however, power tools may be used when necessary.

Alternative 2: To minimize use of the Main Road by vehicles the NPS will employ the Plum

Orchard dock as the principal receiving point for equipment and supplies. Whenever

possible staff will prepare materials at Plum Orchard prior to transport to the particular

historic resource. The NPS will use the necessary tool here to execute the selected

preservation treatment on the Plum Orchard structures and on its landscape features.

Careful planning and site work will reduce ( and strive to eliminate) the need to use power

tools at structures within the wilderness.

North End CulturalResources :Alternative 1 (Preferred ): The NPS or its agents would

walk from Plum Orchard or the proposed north end dock to historic resources in the

wilderness to perform routine preservation tasks and make repairs using hand tools. The

NPS would use power tools and equipment sparingly. The NPS would haul by vehicle

unusually large pieces of material and equipment if necessary. Periodic inspections of

the structures would reduce the need to conduct a large number of major maintenance

activities and keep the repairs to small jobs. The NPS would depend upon volunteers and

partners to conduct some of these maintenance functions.

Travel to and from cultural resources located within the wilderness to plan for, assess ,

and evaluate the preservation of historic structures would be by foot. Staff or others

involved in these activities would follow the administrative work group guidelines.

Alternative 2 : The NPS would depend upon low impact vehicles to transport materials

and staff from the Plum Orchard and north end docks to the cultural resources in the

northern portion of the wilderness . The NPS would use hand tools to make needed

repairs.

Number ofWeekly Trips to Restore andMaintain Plum Orchard

Using the minimum requirement process and following the concept of “no net increase in

impact,” the NPS has determined the average number of weekly trips needed to restore

and maintain Plum Orchard . The term “ no net increase in impact ” means that level of

impact reasonably anticipated if the NPS were meeting its obligations to restore,

maintain , and preserve Plum Orchard Mansion and provide visitor access and

interpretation at least equal to that of the prospective tenant. In some circumstances, the

NPS will require a vehicle travelling between its operation at Dungeness or Sea Camp
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and Plum Orchard. Until full facilities are available, the NPS will continue driving from

the southern wilderness boundary along the Main Road and the spur road to Plum

Orchard . Full facilities include adequate docking and loading and off-loading ramps

(designed to accommodate a garbage truck or dump truck not to exceed 50,000 pounds),

boats to haul equipment and machinery , and boats to carry staff and visitors.

The NPS is considering several options for an outside party to operate , maintain , and

make Plum Orchard available to the public. The NPS will issue a Request for Proposals

(RFP) to solicit interest in this venture. Because Plum Orchard is listed on the National

Register of Historic Places, the NPS may make it available under the Historic Leasing

program , but may also consider a concession or a field school. The NPS will transfer its

responsibility to operate and maintain the facility to the successful bidder, including the

calculated number vehicular trips. Both the NPS and its proposed agent will be mindful

of Congress ' caution that use of the roads in the Cumberland Island Wilderness will be

special and limited . The RFP will be announced concurrently with the review of the

WMP.

The NPS has identified the types of tasks it will perform during the restoration and

operational phases of Plum Orchard. During the restoration phase, the NPS estimates

that about 34 vehicular trips weekly to Plum Orchard will be needed by the construction

and restoration crews (including the moving of materials and equipment), supervisors and

architects, those retrieving materials and tools from the Dungeness maintenance shop, the

curatorial staff, and construction supervisors. During the operational phase, the NPS

estimates that interpreters (and visitors), custodial workers, curators , maintenance staff,

and supervisors will make about 27 trips weekly to Plum Orchard. Occasionally, the

NPS will transport equipment and materials for cyclic maintenance projects.

The estimated number of trips identified for the restoration and operational phases of

Plum Orchard represent the number of proposed trips needed by vehicle . These estimates

take into account that most shipments arrive by boat, and visitors arrive by boat or by

foot. The numbers may fluctuate on a weekly basis; the numbers 34 and 27 represent a

weekly average . Any substantial fluctuation from these averages will be subject to a

minimum requirement determination .

Determining NPS access to Plum Orchard is guided by its obligations under the

Wilderness Act, the Cumberland Island Wilderness Act, and the National Historic

Preservation Act . Plum Orchard is bordered on three sides by wilderness, and Congress

urged the NPS to use boat transportation for its preservation tasks. Therefore, the NPS

has applied the minimum requirement process to determine the number of overland trips

to Plum Orchard once full facilities become available . During the construction - restoration

phase , the NPS estimates that it will make about five round trips weekly. During the

operational phase, the NPS will make about three round trips weekly. Under the concept

of “ no net increase in impact," the occupant will follow the practice of the NPS if it were

to preserve, restore, and operate Plum Orchard .
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To ensure that trips through the wilderness will be kept to a minimum, planning and

scheduling ahead will dictate that staff not involved in the direct transportation of

material and equipment will travel to Plum Orchard by boat either from Dungeness or the

mainland . Usually the NPS will bring materials and equipment directly from the

mainland to Plum Orchard . For safety reasons and to avoid double loading and

unloading, vehicles will occasionally be needed to transport equipment and materials

from Dungeness to Plum Orchard .

Although the NPS or its agents may use the Main Road and Plum Orchard Road to

transport staff and materials to perform the selected preservation treatment and large

scale cyclic maintenance projects on the structures and landscape at Plum Orchard, every

attempt will be made to use boats for these purposes. The NPS or its agents will use

boats landing at the Plum Orchard dock for routine maintenance activities.

Minimum Requirement Determination : Resident-Related Activities

Frequently, island residents request that park staff come to their residence in the

wilderness to discuss an issue concerning their property, their rights , or other island

matters. Sometimes the CUIS staff drives to the residence ; on other occasions island

residents will drive through the wilderness and meet with the NPS at the south end of the

island. To place parameters on the location and transport to a meeting with residents, the

NPS has developed the following alternatives:

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): When the subject of the meeting is site or time dependent, the

NPS employee(s) would drive to the residence. Driving would involve one round trip,

and a low impact vehicle would be used when possible. When the subject of the meeting

is not site or time dependent, the resident would meet the NPS employee at a non

wilderness site .

Alternative 2: Regardless of site or time dependencies, the NPS employee( s) would walk

to the residence from Plum Orchard or the north end dock . An overnight stay at the

island residence , Alberty House, or camp area may be necessary.

Alternative 3 : When the subject of the meeting is site or time dependent, the NPS

employee(s) would request to meet the resident at a site out of the wilderness or at the

north end and proceed in the resident's vehicle. Driving would involve two round trips.

When the subject of the meeting is not site or time dependent the NPS would request that

the resident meet the NPS employee (s) at the south end. Driving would involve one

round trip.
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Administrative Facilities

Road System

Defintion of Road System

There are no public thoroughfares or roads on Cumberland Island; however, there is an

existing road system that will be maintained by the NPS for its use and for the use of

island residents (both retained rights holders and landowners and their guests). This road

system consists of three types of roads described below and will be managed in

accordance with one of the three alternatives set forth below. The road system will

guarantee north to south and east to west transport for non -commercial legal right

holders and landowners and the NPS while minimizing the impact on the wilderness.

NPS use of the road will be limited by the minimum requirement determination for its

various management activities. The Retained Rights Affecting Wilderness section of the

WMP lists which retained rights holders may operate vehicles on the various roads in the

wilderness.

The NPS will define a road system to ensure reasonable, non - commercial, vehicular

access and circulation for retained rights holders and landowners and to enhance

wilderness character. The Cumberland Island Wilderness Act directs the Secretary to

administer the wilderness in accordance with the relevant sections of the Wilderness Act

and subject to valid existing rights. In keeping with the advice from the Senate, the NPS

urges that all driving in the wilderness, whether exercised by retained rights holders,

private landowners, or authorized NPS personnel, should be special and limited.

Wilderness places an extra duty of care and responsibility upon all those who exercise

stewardship on the island . According to the advice from the Senate , these pre-existing

vehicular access uses should not be considered or allowed to become traditional or

established as such term is used in the Wilderness Act.

The NPS will drive on these roads only after it determines that a vehicle is the minimum

tool for carrying out an assigned task. The minimum requirement determination process

will also prescribe the type of equipment needed to maintain the road system . The

Okefenokee Rural Electric Cooperative may use vehicles on the road system to maintain

its power lines only when these actions are the minimum tools to support the electric

lines that serve retained rights holders and landowners. Motor vehicles are the minimum

tools for routine maintenance and emergency repairs so that tools, equipment supplies,

meters, and safety gear that are essential for work can be transported.

The NPS will divide the road system into several types of roads as determined by past

and potential use . The roads with greater use will demand the highest amount of care and

maintenance. In an effort to protect cultural resources , the NPS will not maintain as a

road the portion of Table Point Road north of the Coleman Johnston retained right and

the Terrapin Point Road. To restore the natural flow of water impeded by roads the NPS

will replace culverts with bridges. Roads not identified as part of the road system will

function and be maintained according to the standards developed for trails. The Stafford
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Beach Road, located south of the wilderness, will serve as a mid - island east-west access

and be maintained to the standard of a secondary road.

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): The primary ungraded road category will include: (1 ) that

section of the Main Road from the southernmost wilderness boundary to the junction of

Plum Orchard Road; (2) Plum Orchard Road ; ( 3) the section of the Main Road from the

junction of the Plum Orchard Spur Road to its northernmost extent near the Cumberland

Wharf; ( 4) Shell Road ; ( 5 ) and North Cut Road . The NPS will maintain a 10 -foot wide road

with a one foot clearance on either side. Vegetation will be trimmed to a height of 14 feet.

The section of the Main Road from the southernmost wilderness boundary to the junction of

Plum Orchard Road would be in the primary graded road category until such time that full

docking facilites are available at Plum Orchard .

The secondary road category includes the portion of Table Point Road from Duck

House Road north (the NPS will not maintain as a road the portion of Table Point Road

from the Main Road to Duck House Road), Cedar Dock Road, Whitney Road, South Cut

Road, and Duck House Road. The NPS will maintain these roads to a 6 - foot width.

Vegetation will be trimmed to a height of 10 feet. The NPS will not grade these roads.

Maintenance of the road system will include the removal of damaged or dying trees that

become hazards to the safe passage of authorized vehicles. Mechanical means may be used

on the primary ungraded roads only to ensure safe passage for residents. The park will use

non -mechanical means to treat hazardous trees on the remainder of roads. See Map 3, Road

System, Alternative 1 (Preferred ).

Alternative 2 : The primary graded road category will include that section of the Main

Road from the southernmost wilderness boundary to the junction of Plum Orchard Road

and Plum Orchard Road itself. ( The NPS already grades these sections of road on a

regular basis. ) The NPS will grade these roads no more than four times annually (or less

depending upon a determination of conditions) to a 10 -foot width with a 1 foot clearance

on either side. Vegetation will be trimmed to a height of 14 feet. Some old oak limbs

lower than 14 feet will be retained for their aesthetic appeal . The NPS may use

mechanical and motorized devices, subject to the minimum requirement determination, to

maintain these sections of road. This activity would continue on this schedule until such

time that boats replace overland vehicles as the primary source of transportation. At that

point in time road grading to Plum Orchard would be reduced proportionately to

accommodate the number of overland vehicular trips .

The primary ungraded road category will include that section of the Main Road from

the junction of the Plum Orchard Road to its northernmost extent near the Cumberland

Wharf, Shell Road, and North Cut Road. The NPS will maintain a 10 - foot wide road

with a one foot clearance on either side. Vegetation will be trimmed to a height of 14

feet.

The secondary road category includes the portion of Table Point Road from Duck

House Road north ( the NPS will not maintain as a road the portion of Table Point Road
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from the Main Road to Duck House Road ), Cedar Dock Road, Whitney Road, South Cut

Road , and Duck House Road. The NPS will maintain these roads to a 6 - foot width .

Vegetation will be trimmed to a height of 10 feet. The NPS will not grade these roads.

Maintenance of the road system will include the removal of damaged or dying trees that

become hazards to the safe passage of authorized vehicles. Mechanical means may be used

on the primary graded roads. The park will use non -mechanical means to treat hazardous

trees on the remainder of roads. See Map 4, Road System, Alternative 2.

Use of Road System

The NPS proposes three alternatives for the use of the road system in keeping with the

Senate's concern that private and NPS vehicular access are to be considered special and

limited and not traditional or established. The NPS may temporarily close roads for

safety concerns or if travel may cause significant impacts to resources (such as threatened

and endangered species). Under all the alternatives, the NPS acknowledges the of the

Camden County Court Judgment and Supplemental Decree recognizing the right to

operate vehicles on the Main Road and the right of some retained rights holders to

operate non - commercial vehicles on wilderness roads. The Greyfield Inn may operate

motorized tours ( i.e. commercial tours) for its overnight guests on the Main Road as

defined by the Camden County Court Judgment and Supplemental Decree. The NPS will

enforce the State of Georgia regulations on beach driving. (See the section on Beach

Driving.)

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): The NPS would request that everyone, including those with a

legal right, voluntarily refrain from operating a vehicle on the portion of Duck House Road

east of the Main Road, South Cut Road, Whitney Road, and Cedar Dock Road. Eliminating

vehicles on these roads would provide the maximum protection to the wilderness and ensure

that in a large portion of the wilderness visitors would not encounter mechanical or

motorized vehicles. The NPS recognizes that those with a legal right to drive on these roads

would experience some inconvenience and that traffic would be channeled on fewer roads.

Under this alternative, retained rights holders and non -commercial landowners would

operate vehicles on the other roads identified as part of the wilderness-road system . The

NPS would monitor vehicular use of these voluntary -refrained roads and evaluate the effect

on wilderness values.

Alternative 2 : This alternative basically describes the situation as it now exists . Instead

of the NPS distinguishing between the rights contained within the retained rights

documents, the NPS would limit retained rights holders ' driving to roads identified as

part of the proposed road system , i.e. roads listed above as a primary graded, primary

ungraded, and secondary. The NPS would ask island residents to limit their non

commercial driving to the same road system . Under this alternative, the NPS would have

no way of identifying which retained rights holders or landowners have a specific right to

operate vehicles on a particular road. Wilderness visitors would expect to encounter

vehicles throughout the wilderness. At the very least, this alternative would define the

use of a road system that could be posted for all on the island.
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Alternative 3 : The NPS would issue decals to retained rights holders and private landowners

to place on their vehicles indicating on which roads they have a right to drive as specified in

the Camden County Judgment and Supplemental Decree and the individual retained rights

documents. Guests of retained rights holders and private landowners also would be obliged

to obtain similar decals from the NPS . The NPS would expect that vehicles would be

operated only on those roads indicated by the decals. Confining driving to those roads on

which residents have a legal right would reduce the number of vehicles on certain roads in

the wilderness. The chance of wilderness visitors encountering vehicles in some of the more

remote portions of the wilderness would be reduced, potentially heightening the visitor

experience.

Implementation of this alternative would entail the design, notification, and issuance of a

decal system, followed by enforcement by NPS staff. Vehicles would be expected to drive

on those roads indicated by the decals, and , it would be clear to the NPS , all residents, and

park visitors which vehicles were operating within their legal rights as stipulated by retained

rights agreements and the Camden County Court Judgment and Supplemental Decree . For

the first time the NPS would be able to manage a road system and the operation of vehicles

on the road system as outlined in legal mandates and documents.
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Trail System

Visitors to the wilderness travel on trails, the Main Road, or the beach . Map 5 ( Trail

System -Alternative 2) illustrates the current trail system within CUIS. These main

accessways allow visitors to travel through most of the wilderness. Little cross -country

travel occurs because of the dense vegetation. To assist the wilderness traveler the NPS will

establish a trail management program that will meet the following objectives:

Enable hikers to travel on trails from the southern wilderness boundary to the

northern portion of the wilderness;

Separate hikers from vehicles to enhance visitors ' wilderness experience;

.
Enable hikers to travel between the maritime forest and the beach;

Provide access to campsites;

Provide visitors with a sense of remoteness and solitude while travelling on trails ;

Enable visitors to travel more easily through densely vegetated areas;

Provide access to drinking water sources; and

.
Be free of known hazards such as large obstructions (uncrossable downed trees and

vegetation )

Definition of Trail System

The NPS may temporarily close trails for safety concerns or if travel may cause

significant impacts to resources such as threatened and endangered species.

Alternative 1 ( Preferred ): The NPS would expand the trail system by extending the

parallel trail to the southern boundary of the wilderness and then on to the Willow Pond

Trail in the vicinity of the Hickory Hill camp area . The section of the trail from the

southern wilderness boundary to the Willow Pond Trail would be known as the

Serendipity Trail. Also , the Old River Trail from a trailhead across from the silos to

White Branch Creek would become part of the trail system . The NPS would maintain

Clubb Road as a trail that runs between the Main Road and High Point Road. Trails

would be maintained according to the standards below .

The NPS also would modify the existing trail system by eliminating a number of trails.

First, that portion of the Table Point Trail between the Table Point loop and the Kings

Bottom Trail, the Ashley Pond Trail from the Kings Bottom Trail to the Main Road, and

the Rayfield Trail from Kings Bottom to the Ashley Pond Trail would be deleted .

Finally , the Kilman Field Trail (in the South Cut Road area) would be eliminated . All
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other trails would be maintained according to the prescribed trail standards. See Map 6 ,

Trail System -Alternative 1 , and Appendix D for the existing trail system .

Alternative 2 : The existing trail system would remain unchanged. It would be maintained

according to the standards for trail maintenance described below . See Map 5, Trail

System -Alternative 2 , and Appendix D for the existing trail system .

Alternative 3 : In addition to the existing trail system , the NPS would extend the parallel

trail to the southern boundary of the wilderness and then on to the Willow Pond Trail in

the vicinity of the Hickory Hill camp area . The section of the trail from the southern

wilderness boundary to the Willow Pond Trail would be known as the Serendipity Trail.

Also, the Old River Trail from a trailhead across from the silos to White Branch Creek

would become part of the trail system . In the event that the NPS establishes a camp area

accessible to hikers and kayakers near Christmas Creek, it would designate an access trail

from the camp area to the beach . The NPS would maintain as a trail Clubb Road, which

runs between the Main Road and High Point Road. Trails would be maintained

according to the standards below . See Map 7, Trail System - Alternative 3 .

Alternative 4 : The NPS would modify the existing trail system by eliminating a number of

trails. First, the Tar Kiln Trail ( Yankee Paradise camp area) and the Oyster Pond Trail

( including a portion of the Lost Trail that connects to the Main Road) would no longer be

maintained. Second, that portion of the Table Point Trail between the Table Point loop and

the Kings Bottom Trail, the Ashley Pond Trail from the Kings Bottom Trail to the Main

Road, and the Rayfield Trail from Kings Bottom to the Ashley Pond Trail would be deleted.

Finally, the Kilman Field Trail (in the South Cut Road area) would be eliminated .

Otherwise, all other trails would be maintained according to the prescribed trail standards.

See Map 8, Trail System -Alternative 4.
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Map 6: Trail System - Alternative 1 (Preferred )
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Trail Maintenance Standards

The NPS will maintain trails within the Cumberland Island Wilderness to a width of 4 feet,

with an 8 - foot height clearance. Professional judgment based upon a minimum requirement

determination will determine situations where the width and height clearance might be

narrower and lower. Limbs fewer than 6 inches in diameter within the 8 -foot height

clearance will be trimmed . In most instances, downed trees laying across the trail that may

be stepped over by a hiker will remain.

Trail water crossings ( foot bridges) in need of substantial repair will be replaced only if they

are essential for resource preservation or where significant safety hazards exist during the

normal period of use. Necessary replacement structures will be of a standardized rustic

design having a maximum 24-inch width.

Where possible, all cut material ( limbs, brush ) will be placed out of sight of the trail corridor

either behind standing vegetation or away from the trail. Vegetation along trail edges will

be trimmed to appear as natural as possible.

Access between inland trails and the beach will be provided at designated dune crossings.

No dune boardwalks will be constructed in the wilderness unless determined to be necessary

for resource protection. Because of storm blowdowns, excessive wear to the trail path tread,

and the human effects on flora or fauna, a trail may require occasional relocation or

rerouting.

Trail maintenance will be conducted with hand tools only. Pruning saws, axes , loppers,

machetes, and cross cut saws are the primary tools used for trail maintenance.

Wilderness CampAreas

The GMP designates four “ primitive" campgrounds in the mid- to northern portion of the

island (the wilderness ). Use would not exceed 80 persons at any one time. In addition,

Stafford, which is situated in a more developed setting, would offer a "semi-primitive"

camping experience to a maximum of 20 persons.

Overnight visitors camping in the wilderness presently stay at three camp areas: Hickory

Hill , Yankee Paradise and Brickhill. (See Map 3, Trail System -Alternative 1 , for

locations of existing and proposed camp areas.) Distances from the Sea Camp dock to

the camp areas are 6.1 miles to Hickory Hill, 7.2 miles to Yankee Paradise and 10.8 miles

to Brickhill. Campers stay within 50 yards of a camp area post. Well water is available

in the wilderness south of Yankee Paradise and at Brickhill. In addition hikers may

obtain water at Stafford Beach campground located just south of the wilderness boundary

and Plum Orchard outside of wilderness. The Stafford Beach campground is not

classified as a wilderness camp area. A maximum total of 60 campers per night maystay

at the three wilderness camp areas and at Stafford Beach campground. Usually the 20

spaces at the Stafford Beach campground fill up leaving 40 spaces for the three

wilderness camp areas. Because the NPS had not developed a WMP until this time, it has
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not implemented the GMP's proposal to allow 100 overnight campers in the wilderness

(80) and at Stafford (20).

After the establishment of the trail system the NPS may need to move the specific

location of some camp areas to avoid conflicts with private property, retained rights

holders, and cultural resources. To protect wilderness resources and enhance the

overnight visitor's experience in wilderness the NPS has established the following

objectives:

.

.

Enable hikers to stay overnight in a variety of island settings and locations throughout

the wilderness;

Minimize impacts of overnight visitors on wilderness resources;

Provide opportunities for visitors to camp with a sense of remoteness and solitude ;

Separate campers from roads and island residences to enhance visitors ' wilderness

experience and protect residents ' privacy ;

Enable kayakers/canoers to have reasonable access to camp areas;

Provide campers with opportunities to obtain drinking water from existing sources

within the wilderness; and

Provide opportunities for challenge and primitive recreation .

O

The NPS requires that a permit be obtained for camping (see the Wilderness Use Permits

and Reservation section of the WMP). Camping will be limited to designated camp

areas . To confine impacts, camping will occur within 50 yards of a camp area post. If

impacts exceed acceptable levels (i.e. , negative impacts to the environment), management

actions will be taken to reduce impacts. This may include the designation and delineation

of individual campsites within the general camp area . All alternatives propose a situation

wherein the number of overnight campers in the wilderness increases and more closely

approximates the number recommended in the GMP (which is 80) than available

currently (which is 40). Acceptable levels of change for camping-related impacts will be

established during development of the camp area-monitoring program , based on studies

recommended through the RMP. Because vehicles along Duck House Road travel close

to the Yankee Paradise camp area and may disturb wilderness campers, the NPS will

move the camp area to a location within close proximity to the water source .

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): Camping would continue at the Hickory Hill and Yankee

Paradise locations. The Brickhill camp area would be moved away from the cultural

resource area. In addition, the NPS would establish two additional camp areas.

Sweetwater would be located south of South Cut Trail along the Roller Coaster Trail.

Christmas Creek would be located adjacent to Long Point Road south of Cedar Dock .

Campers staying at these sites would bring drinking water from other areas. A maximum

of 15 people each would stay overnight at Hickory Hill and Yankee Paradise. Brickhill,

Sweetwater and Christmas Creek would each hold a maximum of 10 people. A

maximum total of 60 campers per night would be allowed in the wilderness .

Alternative 2: Camping would continue at the Hickory Hill and Yankee Paradise

locations. The Brickhill camp area would be moved away from the cultural resource
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area. The NPS would allow a maximum of 20 campers at each camp area . A maximum

total of 60 campers per night would be allowed in the wilderness.

Alternative 3 : This alternative reflects the recommendation of the GMP. The NPS would

provide camping at four areas in the wilderness allowing a maximum of 20 campers at

each area . Camp areas would include Hickory Hill , Yankee Paradise , Brickhill (the

current or a new location ), Sweetwater, and Christmas Creek. A maximum of 80

campers per night would be allowed in the wilderness. The areas would be rotated

periodically.

Alternative 4: No action alternative would be taken . The NPS would allow wilderness

camping at three areas: Hickory Hill, Yankee Paradise, and Brickhill. A maximum of 40

campers per night would be allowed in the wilderness.

TABLE 3

Wilderness Camp Areas

Total campersHickory Hill

(maximum #

campers per

night)

Yankee

Paradise

(maximum #

campers per

night)

X (15)

Sweet -water

(maximum #

campers per

night)

per night

Brickhill

Bluff

(maximum #

campers per

night)

X (10)

move away

from cultural

Christmas

Creek

(maximum #

campers per

night)

X (10 )Alternative 1 X (15) X (10)
60

resources

Alternative 2 X ( 20 ) X (20 )
60X ( 20 )

move away

from cultural

resources

Alternative 3 X (20 ) X (20 )
X (20 ) X ( 20 )X ( 20 )

move away

from cultural

resources

Alternative 4 X (20 ) X (20 ) X (20)

80

(NPS selects

from 4 of

possible 5 areas)

40

(may be spread

among the 3

camp areas; no

one area may

exceed 20 per

night)

Human Waste Management

Wilderness Visitors: Improper management of human waste can affect the environment and

the visitor's wilderness experience. Aesthetic and public health impacts result if toilet paper

and fecal matter are left in sight of trails or campsites. Contamination of water sources is
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also likely. Animals may be attracted to the salts in urine and may dig out buried toilet

paper.

The wilderness area of Cumberland Island is relatively small, and the numberof visitors

is controlled . Camping is limited to designated sites and use of these sites varies with the

season. At this time, catholes are adequate for protection of the resource and the visitor

experience and have the least impact on the primitive aspect of the wilderness . If toilet

paper blooms or impacts on shell middens or other resources are unacceptable, camp area

use may be reduced or an alternative human waste system developed.

Information about impacts on archeological resources, the permeability of the soils, the time

frame involved in waste and pathogen breakdown in the island's soil and climate, effects on

the water table , and similar factors need to be considered for determining the feasibility of

any waste management effort. Development of any alternative human waste system ( such

as pit privy or solar composter) would follow the minimum requirement process.

Visitors to Cultural Resources at North End of the Wilderness: The NPS will transport a

number of park visitors to the north end of the island to view the cultural resources

associated with Half Moon Bluff. In all likelihood, these people will arrive by boat. In that

their primary objective will be to visit these significant cultural resources and not enjoy a

wilderness experience, for health reasons the park will need to provide some type of rest

room facility. These park visitors will not be expected to follow the same rules for human

waste management as wilderness visitors.

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): The NPS would require rest room facilities on the boat

transporting visitors to the north end of the island and at the Settlement.

Alternative 2: The NPS would require rest room facilities on the boat transporting visitors to

the north end of the island.

Alternative 3: The NPS would provide a rest room facility near (but no closer than 75 feet

from the water) the north end boat access area .

Signs

Signs detract from the wilderness character and make the imprint of man and management

more noticeable . Only those signs necessary to protect wilderness visitors or resources,

such as those identifying routes, indicating private or retained rights property, or signifying

endangered species nests or habitat, will be permitted. All signs will be of the smallest size

and ofthe minimum number to accomplish the objective. Signs will be rustic in appearance.

Proposed signs and signs currently in place will be fully evaluated to determine their need ,

number, and location . Every effort will be made to ensure that signs blend with the natural

environment to the maximum extent possible. Routed, unpainted, rough -cut wood signs are

the standard. A few brown carsonite stakes with regulation enforcement brown, white, and

red signs will be used in specific situations, including at trailheads and boat landing areas .
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Within the Cumberland Island Wilderness occasional signs will be necessary to regulate

visitor activity in certain areas for visitor or resource protection. Some existing signs

designate the trails throughout the wilderness. Occasionally signs are needed to remind

island visitors that bicycles are not allowed on trails or, in some cases, on roads. The

number of signs used in the wilderness will be kept to an absolute minimum .

Signs indicating the type of travel allowed or prohibited (such as bicycles) will be located

outside the entrance to the wilderness along the Main Road near Stafford. The NPS will

erect similar signs at Plum Orchard. These signs will be directed toward visitors who

park their private boats at the Plum Orchard dock. It may also be necessary to place a

sign near the water -access entrances at the Brickhill and proposed Christmas Creek camp

areas. The NPS will also place signs indicating the name of the trail at trail intersections

and the intersection of trails and roads. These signs will help visitors orient themselves in

an environment with little topography, dense vegetation, and few views. The park will

also place two- sided signs along the Main Road where it crosses from park to private

property and reserved estates .

Other Management Facilities

The Wilderness Act defines wilderness as " undeveloped Federal land retaining its primeval

character and influence without permanent improvements.” Accordingly, Director's Order

# 41 authorizes management facilities located in the wilderness to be limited to the types and

minimum number essential to meet the minimum requirement for the administration of the

wilderness area . Preserving the wilderness character and values will drive the decision to

construct, maintain, or remove an administrative facility.

Management facilities may be allowed in the wilderness only if they are determined to be

the minimum requirement necessary to carry out wilderness management objectives.

Such facilities not needed to carry out wilderness management objectives will be razed

and removed. No more wells will be drilled. Weather stations will be located outside of

the wilderness only. The NPS may preserve the Alberty House to use as a visitor contact

area for the Settlement and as an overnight shelter for NPS staff, interns, volunteers or

researchers working in the wilderness . Temporary facilities such as tents and the North

Cabin may be used as needed to meet program objectives. The North Cabin will be

removed when the Alberty House is restored as described above.

The CRMP makes determinations regarding the historic significance and disposition of

the structures contained within reserved estates . The recommended treatments comply

with cultural resource protection and preservation policies and directives and with the

concept of minimum requirement determination for wilderness.

Several properties at Cumberland Island held within reserved estates allow holders of the

estates certain retained rights to undertake prescribed activities both within and outside

the boundaries of their property. Many of the resources discussed in this plan are within

reserved estates and are therefore not within direct NPS jurisdiction; however, specific

resource treatment recommendations are provided for those resources because they will
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transfer to direct NPS stewardship upon the expiration of the reserved estate .

Accordingly, the NPS acknowledges its responsibility to work closely with holders of

reserved estates to ensure that the treatment recommendations for reserved estate

resources outlined in the CRMP are supported.

The NPS may choose to undertake preservation work on historic resources located on

reserved estate properties only when those resources are considered exceptionally

significant, are not in active use by the estate holder, and require a high level of cultural

resources management knowledge and skill. If the reserved estate holder is using and

benefiting from the structure, federal funds should not be expended to maintain the

structure . Examples of reserved estate structures that currently meet the criteria for NPS

intervention include the Stafford Chimneys and Stafford Tabby House. These structures

and others that meet the criteria are discussed in greater detail at various points in the

CRMP.

Section 704 (c ) of the Telecommunication Act of 1996 (Public Law 104-104) requires the

President or his /her designee to develop new procedures for agencies to make Federal

lands available for the siting of new telecommunications services. The Federal

Communications Commission procedures require the preparation of an environmental

assessment by the applicant and may require further environmental processing if:

The facilities are proposed to be located in an officially designated wilderness area;

The facilities are proposed to be located in an officially designated wildlife preserve;

The facilities may affect listed threatened or endangered species or designated critical

habitat; or

The facilities may affect districts , sites, buildings, structures, or objects, significant in

American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, or culture that are listed, or are

eligible for listing, in the National Register of Historic Places .

In accordance with the Wilderness Act, facilities such as fire lookouts, radio and /or

cellular telephone antennas, radio repeater sites , and other telecommunication facilities

may be allowed in the wilderness only if they constitute the minimum facility required to

carry out essential administrative functions for the purpose of the wilderness and are

specifically authorized with supporting environmental compliance documentation. No

derogation of the values and purposes for which the wilderness was established may

occur. Any telecommunication facility proposed for placement must first consider all

potential locations outside wilderness and all other means to provide the service. NPS

policy does not allow for piggybacking on existing rights -of-way.

Further, NPS policy does not allow the presence of towers or rights -of-way in the

wilderness; however, because of the existence of retained rights, CUIS may be an

exception to the NPS policy . Four retained rights holders possess the right to future

utilities.
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Visitor Use Activities and Levels

Desired Future Conditionsfor the Cumberland Island Wilderness Visitor

Experience

The Wilderness Act defines wilderness as an area with " outstanding opportunities for

solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation ." One of CUIS' primary

wilderness management objectives is to provide and protect for present and future visitors

the special qualities offered in wilderness. These include solitude, remoteness, risk ,

challenge, self-sufficiency, discovery, and the opportunity to observe a naturally

functioning ecosystem . The NPS has established the following specific goals concerning

visitor experiences within the Cumberland Island Wilderness:

Provide unconfined recreational opportunities;

Provide opportunities for remoteness and solitude;

Minimize interactions between visitors and vehicles;

Provide opportunities for visitors to enjoy the variety of resources found in the

wilderness (the beach, marshes, maritime forest, and examples of past human use);

Provide opportunities for a primitive recreation experience ; and

Limit commercial operations to only those legally acceptable in a wilderness setting.

The park staff will subsequently use these goals as standards to assess, monitor, and

evaluate the effectiveness of the wilderness management program .

Party Size

To ensure that visitors' wilderness experience is protected, standards and guidelines for

party size have been established. Visitors should have the opportunity to immerse

themselves in the natural world , separated from the trappings of modern civilization,

including non-natural sights and sounds. The size of parties travelling within the

wilderness (group sizes) can have significant effects on wilderness resources and the

quality of visitors' experiences.

The number of visitors staying at camp areas is defined in the Overnight Access section

of this plan . Parties assembling at the Settlement for community gatherings are addressed

in the Organized Groups section of this plan .

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): A review of party size camping in the wilderness over the last 7

years revealed that, most frequently, groups up to 15 have stayed at a camp area. Upon

the basis of this review, maximum party size for overnight and day users will be 15

visitors. Parties larger than 15 must break into separate groups, travelling 0.25 mile

apart.

Alternative 2 : This alternative reflects the NPS's present policy of not restricting the

number of visitors travelling in the wilderness together. Occasionally school groups and
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other organized parties will bring parties larger than 20 to the seashore and travel

together.

Alternative 3 : The above -mentioned review revealed that, infrequently, groups up to 20

have stayed at a camp area. As a result of this information, the NPS would establish the

maximum party size for overnight and day users at 20 visitors. Parties larger than 20

must break into separate groups, travelling 0.25 mile apart.

Day Use

Recent visitor use surveys indicate that the majority of day use visitors to the national

seashore seldom enter the wilderness. Because most day users arrive on the island by

ferry at the Sea Camp or Dungeness docks (located on the south end of the island), few

visitors hike to the wilderness and return to the mainland in one day. As a result of their

limited contact with the wilderness, day -users have little impact on wilderness resources .

Presently, wilderness users include campers day -hiking from Sea Camp and Stafford

Beach (located south of the wilderness); visitors camping at Hickory Hill , Yankee

Paradise, and Brickhill (all located in the wilderness ); and visitors arriving by private

boat. Those who arrive by private boat usually land at Plum Orchard or Brickhill; some

stay for the day, while others stay overnight, some with a permit or illegally without a

permit. A small number of boaters travel up the tidal creeks that penetrate the

wilderness. Hikers in the wilderness usually travel on the Main Road or the trail

network, and many hike on the beach. The overall impact of these visitors to the

wilderness is minimal.

Landowners, reserved rights holders, and their guests also travel in the wilderness mostly

by vehicle but sometimes hiking. Their numbers vary from season to season and their

presence is most evident on the Main Road and on the beach. Several retained rights

holders, their caretakers, and the owners and staff of the Greyfield Inn may be considered

full-time residents of the island. Some live in wilderness and others in potential

wilderness. At present, the Greyfield Inn transports its guests by vehicle through the

wilderness on a regular basis. On a less frequent basis, Cabin Bluff transports its guests

by vehicle through the wilderness .

Day use will continue within the Cumberland Island Wilderness and will be monitored to

determine the number of wilderness visitors , the types of activities occurring, and any

adverse affect on the resources. The NPS may expect an increase in wilderness day use

with scheduled tours to Plum Orchard and the Settlement for the purpose of cultural

resource interpretation. While the NPS provides ground transportation to these

destinations, visitor interaction with the wilderness will be limited . The visitor

experience will be confined to travelling through the wilderness in a vehicle on the Main

Road (and the connecting road to the Settlement) and perhaps wandering in the

wilderness for a short period before the vehicle returns to the Dungeness dock area.

Some Sea Camp visitors may elect to participate in these tours and walk back to their

campsites.
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The 1984 GMP recognized that transportation would be needed to carry visitors between

Sea Camp dock and the Plum Orchard Mansion . Because interpretive tours would be

kept to small groups, it allowed for a motorized vehicle with a capacity of 12 persons.

Concurrently, the GMP ( reflecting the direction of Congress ) recommended that the NPS

examine the feasibility of water transportation between Sea Camp and Plum Orchard.

Although Congress excluded Plum Orchard Mansion and surrounding grounds from

designation as wilderness or potential wilderness, it designated that portion of the Main

Road from the mansion to the southernmost wilderness boundary as a potential

wilderness addition . The road will change to wilderness classification at such time that

all retained rights for its use expire. The GMP recommended that if cost -effective boat

access could not be provided, the use or motorized or non -motorized vehicles for visitor

access to Plum Orchard would continue as long as the Main Road remains as potential

wilderness.

In keeping with the GMP, access by ferry to Plum Orchard is routinely provided the first

Sunday of every month. Additionally vehicular access to Plum Orchard Mansion via the

Main Road and Plum Orchard Spur Road will be available within the limits of the

concept of “ no net increase in impact.” To meet these obligations the NPS will drive

vehicles between the southern boundary of the wilderness and the Plum Orchard Historic

District.

Based upon a minimum requirement determination , the WMP recommends providing

motorized van service for 14 visitors to Plum Orchard . This service coincides with NPS

personnel travelling to Plum Orchard thrice weekly. Thus the staff person will drive the

vehicle to the site carrying a maximum of 14 visitors.

The concession-operated ferry will continue to bring larger numbers (up to 146) of

visitors to Plum Orchard Mansion once per month. The NPS will conduct a study to

determine the feasibility of providing regular trips to Plum Orchard to replace the

reliance on the van.

The 1984 GMP did not specifically address transportation to the Settlement. It directed

the NPS not to develop a public dock at the old Cumberland Wharf site to ensure that the

High Point/Half Moon Bluff Historic District would not become an ancillary landing site

or a high use area.

To provide access for visitors to the historic resources located on the north end of the

island the NPS will evaluate the feasibility of building, operating, and maintaining a dock

at one of the available dock sites on the north end, including the old Cumberland Wharf.

The NPS will consider using the same boat to provide access to the Plum Orchard

Historic District. In accordance with the recommendations of the RMP concerning the

development of low -impact electric powered vehicles, the NPS will make available

electric vehicles to transport people with special ambulatory needs from the docking site

to the Settlement . Visitors without special ambulatory requirements will walk from the

docking area to the Settlement.
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Until boat transportation is available, the NPS will provide limited, regular, and publicly

announced visitor access by NPS vehicle to the north end based on the “ no net increase in

impact” concept. This service is provided once per month as a result of a minimum

requirement determination.

Waterways such as the Cumberland and Brickhill Rivers and other tidal creeks are

outside the wilderness and thus open to motorized use.

OvernightAccess to the Wilderness

The 1984 GMP for CUIS states that backpackers will enter the wilderness near Stafford .

Generally this means that they will access the wilderness at the southern boundary along the

Main Road, from the beach , or on a trail. Since the completion of the GMP

kayakers/canoers and other boaters have been entering the wilderness at various points

along the western shoreline. The GMP did not anticipate water access to the wilderness.

The NPS has developed three alternatives designating overnight access points into the

wilderness:

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): This alternative, reflecting the current condition, would limit

backpacker access to that stated in the GMP would allow for backpackers to enter the

wilderness from the south along the Main Road, trails, or along the beach. Although the

GMP did not anticipate water access to the wilderness, the NPS would designate specific

entry points for kayakers/canoers. No motorized landings by boats would be allowed in

the wilderness, however boaters would come ashore by non-motorized means. Access to

the wilderness by the NPS (or concession) van or boat tours to Plum Orchard and the

north end access near the Settlement would be limited to day use .

Alternative 2 : Backpackers would enter the wilderness from the southern boundary .

Access to the wilderness for overnight use would also be permitted via the NPS (or

concession ) tours to Plum Orchard and the north end access point. Because the trips to

Plum Orchard and the Settlement are designed for day use, the NPS would limit the

number of overnight campers on these trips. The NPS would designate specific entry

points for kayakers /canoers to gain access to the wilderness. No motorized landings by

boats would be allowed in the wilderness , however boaters would come ashore by non

motorized means.

Alternative 3 : Backpackers would enter the wilderness from the southern boundary.

Access to the wilderness via the NPS (or concession ) van or boat tours to Plum Orchard

and the north end access point would be limited to day use. Overnight access to the

wilderness by watercraft would be limited to kayakers/canoers; the NPS would designate

specific entry points. Motorized access for overnight wilderness trips would not be

allowed .
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TABLE 4

Overnight Access to the Wilderness

Hikers enter

from south

Specific No

entry motorized

points for
landings

kayaks/cano kayaks/cano

es only

No Plum

motorized Orchard /

landings /non North end

-motorized tours-day

access
use only

Plum

Orchard/

North end

tours

overnight

access

allowed

es

Alternative 1 X X X X

Alternative 2 x X X X

Alternative 3 X X X X

Wilderness Use Permits and Reservations

Wilderness use permits are required for all overnight camping and must be obtained prior

to wilderness entry. Numbers of overnight visitors are limited at each of the camp areas.

Reservations will be taken for camp area space up to 6 months in advance. Those spa

not reserved in advance will be assigned on a first come first served basis to visitors

checking in at the St. Marys Visitor Center.

Beach Driving

The State-owned beach area at CUIS that has been designated “ potential wilderness” is

not yet a wilderness area ; therefore it is not subject to the Wilderness Act prohibitions on

vehicles. Thus, the NPS cannot regulate driving on the beach in the potential wilderness

area any more strictly than on any other part of the national seashore. The NPS can

prohibit drivers from accessing the beach through the designated wilderness area subject

to the rights described in the reserved estates.

The State-owned beach area, although within the boundaries of the national seashore and

thus under NPS jurisdiction , is not subject to NPS regulations governing vehicles ( 36

C.F.R. 5.6) and commercial vehicles (36 C.F.R. Part 4). The NPS, however, may

assimilate applicable State of Georgia criminal statutes into Federal law through the

Assimilative Crimes Act (18 U.S.C. 13) and enforce them in areas over which the NPS

has jurisdiction. Georgia's Shore Protection Act is one such statute . Under this act, the

State of Georgia has adopted rules to authorize the operation of motor vehicles on

Georgia's dynamic dune field and beaches (beach driving). The rules apply to

Cumberland Island and other beaches in the State and went into affect on May 1, 1999.

The State may issue authorizations to the following classes of individuals to operate

motor vehicles on, over, or across the dynamic dune field or beaches:

C
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Those engaged in bona fide educational activities or scientific research that require

beach driving;

Legal residents or full- time residents on the particular island for which the

authorization is requested ;

Those involved in beach maintenance or security that makes driving a vehicle

necessary; and

.
Those owning or having an interest in real property on the island in question, or the

spouses, parents, children , grandchildren, and other lineal descendants (and their

spouses) of such individuals .

Additional rules:

.

Authorizations are non -transferable

Vehicle access to the beach only over State-approved designated routes from the

upland

Authorizations issued to individuals only, except for those who qualify under general

authorizations

Only those with a valid driver's license may drive

Beach driving between May 1 and October 31 restricted to daylight hours for

protection of endangered nesting sea turtles, except for scientific research, predator

control , educational activities, or law enforcement

Driving limited to the wet sand beach

Drivers to minimize disturbance to shorebirds, turtles, or other wildlife and to avoid

disturbance altogether if possible

Speed limit of 25 mph from August 1 though March 31 and 20 mph from April 1

though July 31 , except in case of an emergency

Authorization to drive on the beach not required during a medical emergency.

.

.

.

Under concurrent jurisdiction, the NPS will enforce the State of Georgia's beach driving

rules. Park staff engaged in resource monitoring and law enforcement responsibilities as

determined by the minimum requirement process will be allowed to operate a vehicle on

the beach for those activities only.

Stock Use

Horseback riding is recognized as a legitimate recreational use in the Cumberland Island

Wilderness. Several retained rights holders keep horses in enclosures and ride them or

use them to pull buggies. Stock is permitted only on the established road system and the

ocean beach . No overnight camping with stock is permitted. “ Leave No Trace"

principles for minimizing stock impacts will be encouraged. Stock may be temporarily

tied (with tree protection ) to trees greater than 6 inches in diameter. Grazing is not
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permitted within the wilderness, and imported feed must be certified weed - free to reduce

introduction of exotic plants.

Bicycles

The Wilderness Act states that “subject to existing private rights, there shall be no... other

form of mechanical transport...within any such area .” The Code of FederalRegulations

(36CFR4.30) further states that possessing a bicycle in a wilderness area established by

Federal statute is prohibited. The NPS defines mechanical transport as " any contrivance

for moving people or material in or over land , water, snow or air that has moving parts

and is powered by a living or non-living power source . This includes (but is not limited

to ) wheeled vehicles such as bicycles, game carriers, carts and wagons.”

Except for those with retained rights or those subject to the 1964 and 1965 Camden

County Court Judgment and Supplemental Decree, the NPS will not allow the operation

of bicycles in the wilderness. According to the authorities contained in the 1972 CUIS

establishing legislation and the 1982 CUIS Wilderness Act, the NPS believes that the

operation of vehicles (including bicycles) extends to non - commercial residential

purposes. Those with rights to operate a vehicle may ride bicycles on the beach and road

system defined by the WMP. The NPS will not allow bicycles on trails .

Wilderness Use by Persons with Disabilities

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA ) states that “nothing in the

Wilderness Act is to be construed as prohibiting the use of a wheelchair in a wilderness

area by an individual whose disability requires the use of a wheelchair, and consistent

with the Wilderness Act, no agency is required to provide any form of special treatment

or accommodation, or to construct any facilities or modify any conditions of lands within

a wilderness area to facilitate such use.”

99

Opportunities to enjoy wild lands within CUIS are available to people in varying degrees.

By its very nature, wilderness is not readily accessible to all people and offers some

visitors greater challenge and risk than others . The NPS has the legal obligation to make

available equal opportunities for people with disabilities in all of its programs and

activities . This requirement includes the opportunity to participate in wilderness

experiences. The decision to provide for wilderness use by persons with disabilities

should balance the intent of the access and wilderness laws and find a way to provide the

highest level of access and reasonable accommodations for the disabled with the lowest

level of impact on the wilderness resource .

Cumberland Island National Seashore will seek ways to provide opportunities for

physically disabled individuals to enjoy wilderness while preserving wilderness resources

and character. This applies to individual for whom wheelchairs must be the normal

means of conveyance, not to those with temporary injuries or who use a wheelchair for

occasional conveyance.
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Mobility-impaired persons may use wheelchairs to gain access to the wilderness.

Motorized wheelchairs (that is , a self-propelled wheeled device, designed solely for and

used by a mobility-impaired person for locomotion, capable of and suitable for use in

indoor pedestrian areas) are permitted; however, motorized all -terrain wheelchairs

(ATWs) are not .

Because of the relatively flat terrain and the fact that all visitors to the wilderness must

first travel on roads and trails similar to those in the wilderness to gain access to the

wilderness, the construction of barrier - free trails is not necessary. Standards for trail

maintenance will ensure that some trails in the wilderness will be accessible to the

physically disabled . The flat terrain and trails make the wilderness trail and road system

one of the most accessible for those in wheelchairs of any wilderness.

A service animal is a guide dog, signal dog, or other animal individually trained to

provide assistance to a person with disabilities . Persons with disabilities that require

service animals will be permitted in the wilderness. The animals are to be leashed at all

times.

The NPS will research and provide information to assist disabled travelers in accessing

the wilderness. The information might include adaptive equipment, techniques, listings

of commercial outfitters, and a map of accessible trails .

Recreational Hunting

Section 5 of Public Law 92-536 states, “ the Secretary shall permit hunting ...on lands and

waters under his jurisdiction within the boundaries o the seashore in accordance with the

appropriate laws of Georgia and the United States to the extent applicable, except that he

may designate zones and establish periods when no hunting ...shall be permitted for

reasons of public safety, administration , fish and wildlife management, or public use and

enjoyment ."

The NPS cooperates with the State of Georgia Department of Natural Resources to

permit managed hunts annually in the wilderness. Hunters participate in a variety of

activities including bow and arrow , primitive weapon, pistol , hog hunting with modern

weapons, and parent-child. Presently, the NPS encourages hunters to take hogs during all

hunts. The NPS limits deer hunting to some of the hunts.

The park will determine the number and nature of hunts on an annual basis: (1) to

manage the native species (deer); (2) to assist in the removal of non-native species; (3 ) to

control the number of hunters; and ( 4 ) to define the type of hunter. In coordination with

the State of Georgia, the NPS will attempt to eliminate the hog population on the island.

Details of this program will be described in a hog management plan.

The NPS proposes three alternatives for hunting:
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Alternative 1 (Preferred ): Hunters would gain access to the wilderness on foot from the

Plum Orchard dock. For an initial five -year period hunters would stay at a hunt camp (or

at a location outside the wilderness) or at designated wilderness camp areas. They would

be responsible for transporting their game to the hunt camp with wheeled handcarts.

There, the NPS would provide refrigerated facilities for the carcasses until transport off

the island.

After five years the NPS would require hunters to transport their game to the Plum

Orchard dock without the benefit of a wheeled vehicle. Hunters would be subject to the

same wilderness rules as other visitors and would stay at designated wilderness camp

areas . The number of hunters staying at the designated camp areas in the wilderness

would not exceed the numbers prescribed for overnight use in the Wilderness Camp

Areas section of the WMP.

For the five- year period, NPS rangers would drive on the established road system and

beach to provide law enforcement and ensure hunter safety. After each hunt NPS

personnel would transport trash in official vehicles to the dump facility in the Dungeness

area at the southern end of the island . Following this five -year period, park rangers

would patrol the wilderness on foot during the hunting season and camp in the wilderness

or at a NPS structure at the north end of the island. Rangers would gain access to the

wilderness via boat to Plum Orchard or the north end of the island.

Alternative 2 : This alternative substantially reflects the present recreational hunting

situation with several modifications to protect cultural resources. Hunters would

continue to hunt out of two locations : Plum Orchard and Brickhill Bluff. The hunt camp

south of Plum Orchard would serve as the primary deer hunting camp until the NPS finds

a new location outside the wilderness. For safety considerations and to spread the

hunters throughout the wilderness, some hunters would gain access to the wilderness by

motorboat at Brickhill Bluff. The NPS would designate specific access and camping

areas at the Bluff to avoid adverse impacts to the shoreline and fragile cultural resources.

During managed hunts NPS rangers would drive on the established road system and

beach to provide law enforcement, ensure hunter safety, and pick up game and carry the

carcasses back to the cooler at the hunt camp . After each hunt NPS personnel would

transport trash in official vehicles to the dump facility in the Dungeness area at the

southern end of the island.

Alternative 3 : Hunters would gain access to the wilderness from two points : Plum

Orchard and Brickhill Bluff. The camp at Plum Orchard would serve as the primary deer

hunting camp until the NPS finds a new location outside the wilderness. For safety

considerations and to spread the hunters throughout the wilderness , some hunters would

gain access to the wilderness by boat at Brickhill Bluff. The NPS would designate

specific access and camping areas at the Bluff to avoid adverse impacts to the shoreline

and fragile cultural resources. Hunters would be required to use handcarts to transport

their game to the coolers at the hunt camp. NPS personnel would not provide this

service. The number of hunters staying at the designated camp.areas in the wilderness
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would not exceed the numbers prescribed for overnight use in the Wilderness Camp

Areas section of the WMP.

During managed hunts NPS rangers would drive on the established road system and

beach to provide law enforcement and ensure hunter safety. After each hunt NPS

personnel would transport trash in official vehicles to the dump facility in the Dungeness

area at the southern end of the island .

Under all alternatives hunters may use portable tree stands that must be dismantled upon

their leaving the wilderness . Tree stands may stay in place overnight . Hunters will not

be allowed to cut vegetation and must remove flagging.

The NPS will issue hunt permits to retained rights holders with a specific retained right to

hunt and to their guests. These retained rights holders and their guests may use vehicles

in accordance with the road system. They may not hunt from vehicles.
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Trapping

Section 5 of Public Law 92-536 states, “ the Secretary shall permit ... trapping on lands

and waters under his jurisdiction within the boundaries of the seashore in accordance

with the appropriate laws of Georgia and the United States to the extent applicable,

except that he may designate zones and establish periods when no ... trapping shall be

permitted for reasons of public safety, administration , fish and wildlife management, or

public use and enjoyment .” The Code ofFederalRegulations ( 36CFR2.2 )(b ) (3) states

that trapping shall be allowed in the park areas where such activity is specifically

mandated by Federal statutory law.

The NPS will allow trapping on CUIS in accordance with 36CFR2.2 and the State of

Georgia Trapping Regulations. In the wilderness, with the exception of those who have a

specific right to operate vehicles for non-commercial purposes on the Road System,

visitors (trappers) must walk and haul their take out without the assistance of wheeled

vehicles . The NPS may establish specific regulations , times, and areas where trapping

may occur .

Commercial Services

The Omnibus Park Management Act of 1998 (Public Law 105-391) governs commercial

services in National Park System units. The NPS Concessions Management Improvement

Act of 1998 is the short title for Title IV of the Omnibus Act that deals directly with NPS

concessions. This legislation supercedes the Concessions Policy Act that has guided NPS

management of concessions for the last 30 years. The new legislation incorporates much of

the philosophy of the old law , including limiting development " ... to those accommodations,

facilities, and services that are necessary and appropriate for public use and enjoyment of the

unit of the National Park System in which they are located and are consistent to the highest

practicable degree with the preservation and conservation of the resources and values of the

unit.” Only economically feasible concession operations should be introduced .

A concessioner has been instrumental in ferrying visitors to CUIS for over 20 years. For

several years the concession -operated ferry has also transported visitors to Plum Orchard the

first Sunday of each month . Currently no concession -operated service brings visitors

directly into the wilderness. The park's Draft Commercial Services Plan discusses

commercial operations within and outside the wilderness in detail.)

Within the past several years , commercially led kayak tours have begun to provide access to

the wilderness. The NPS issues Incidental Business Permits to qualifying outfitters who

wish to lead these expeditions. The number of these tours has risen dramatically.

The Greyfield Land Corporation operates a hotel (the Greyfield Inn) on private property

located south of the wilderness. It provides transportation, lodging, food and beverage

service, and other amenities for its guests. Being party to the 1964 and 1965 Camden

County Judgment and Supplemental Decree, the NPS believed the Greyfield Land

Corporation possessed the right to operate vehicles on the Main Road. In order to operate a
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commercial service in the national seashore, the Greyfield Inn secured an incidental

business permit from the NPS to transport its overnight guests by vehicle on the Main Road ,

to the Settlement, and to the beach .

Wilderness-oriented commercial services that contribute to achieving public education and

enjoyment of wilderness values or that provide opportunities for primitive and unconfined

types of recreation may be authorized if they pass the appropriate test of the Concessions

Policy and Wilderness Acts and if they are consistent with the objectives of this WMP.

The only structures used by commercial services that will be allowed in wilderness will be

temporary shelters, such as tents, or other specifically approved facilities that may be

required for resource protection and the preservation of wilderness values and those that will

not cause degradation of the wilderness resources. Temporary facilities will be removed

from the wilderness after each trip. The use of supply caches by commercial operators is

prohibited within wilderness.

Appropriate CommercialServices

The objectives for commercial services in the Cumberland Island Wilderness will be to (1 )

allow visitors who otherwise might not be able to enjoy primitive and unconfined types of

recreation; ( 2) enhance visitors ' appreciation of the unique values of wilderness; and ( 3)

teach visitors how to leave no trace from their visit to the wilderness. Commercial services

will only be authorized for Cumberland Island Wilderness if they (1) are appropriate for

public use of the wilderness and its resources, including natural and cultural resources; (2)

preserve wilderness values; ( 3) will be conducted in a manner that follows guidelines in

thisWMP; (4) comply with legal agreements and judgments; and (5 ) meet the terms of

conditions in documents authorizing commercial use .

To meet the Concession Policy Act test, commercial services must be appropriate. Criteria

to determine appropriateness include: (1) does the commercial service provide an

opportunity for primitive and unconfined types of recreation; (2) is the commercial activity

wilderness-dependent; ( 3) does it enhance the use and enjoyment of the wilderness

resources without impairing wilderness resources and values; and ( 4 ) will the service be

offered in the location and manner that least affects wilderness values ?

Commercial activities in Cumberland Island's wilderness will be limited to appropriate

wilderness -dependent activities. These include kayaking, backpacking, wilderness skills,

natural history, photography, and cultural history. The number of commercial operators for

each activity type will be kept to the minimum necessary to meet the demand for approved

services. Commercial activities will be limited to locations and time periods that minimize

impacts to the wilderness.

The Office of the Superintendent and its management staff will review all proposals for

commercial services and special uses within the wilderness. Proposals will address the

type (s) of activities proposed, the specific locations and routes of the activities, the time

periods proposed for travel, the projected party size, and number of guides. The
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Superintendent will give final approval. National seashore staff responsible for concessions

and commercial services will coordinate the administration of the permit.

CommercialServices Authorizations

Concessions Contracts and Commercial Use Authorizations are the major types of

authorizations used for commercial wilderness services. The only type of concession

contract applicable to the wilderness would be to provide transportation to the north end of

the island. Commercial Use Authorizations are for commercial activities initiated and

terminated outside a park, with all business activity occurring outside a park. The three

types of Commercial Use Authorizations include those for incidental businesses, park

services, and tours and transportation operations. The NPS may limit the number that may

be issued for activities already licensed . A fee and liability insurance are required to operate

within the park. Operators are required to comply with park regulations and any additional

applicable guidelines.

Concession contracts require payment of a franchise fee, liability insurance, and compliance

with park regulations. The NPS administers the fee structure . Quality of service is

evaluated annually by park personnel. General concession contracts require in -depth

evaluation and a large initial capital investment.

Commercial Use Authorizations provide written permission for individuals or organizations

to use NPS administered resources. Commercial Use Authorizations provide official

sanction for such activities and may include specific requirements. They are issued as Short

Term , not to exceed two years. In order to improve the quality of service, types of service,

number of licensees providing a given service, and impactsto wilderness resources and

values, commercial operators in the Cumberland Island Wilderness will be authorized under

Commercial Use Authorizations.

The NPS will evaluate any new type of commercial service proposed for the wilderness

based on the appropriate criteria listed above; concessions management policies;

regulations; and wilderness management objectives, standards, and guidelines. If the NPS

determines that the service meets all the criteria, a Short Term (one year) Commercial Use

Authorization will be issued . At the end of the first year, if the commercial service provider

has met the requirements as stipulated in its authorization, the Commercial Use

Authorization may be renewed for one or two years .

To ensure that all visitors to Cumberland Island have a fair opportunity to stay overnight in

one of the wilderness camp areas, the NPS will limit the number of spaces available to

commercial operators to 25% of the total number nightly (that is, 25 % of the total number of

visitors permitted to stay overnight in the wilderness on any one night). Advanced

reservations may be made, following the same guidelines as the general public.

CommercialService Requirements

Commercial service providers may play a key role in the protection of wilderness resources
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and the visitors' wilderness experience. They are in a position to teach visitors the value of

wilderness, conservation of natural and cultural resources, and “ Leave No Trace ” techniques

and wilderness skills. A commercial use license will include a list of commercial operation

requirements to protect wilderness values and provide visitors with a safe and enjoyable

wilderness experience. Requirements will address compliance with park regulations,

"Leave No Trace " practices and wilderness ethics. Wilderness use permits are required for

each commercial use party entering the wilderness.

Commercial outfitters and clients will follow the same guidelines and regulations as non

commercial visitors. To help instruct clients in “ Leave No Trace ” techniques, equipment

used by commercial operators or provided to clients will be of a type, size, and quantity that

is in keeping with the character of the wilderness.

Special Uses

CommercialFilming

The NPS will issue permits for commercial film or commercial photography in the

wilderness if the activity is determined to be appropriate for providing educational

information about wilderness uses, resources, or values, or necessary for other wilderness

purposes. Special permits are required for commercial filming; commercial still

photography; and documentaries that explain NPS programs, policies , and philosophies.

Those issued permits for commercial film or still photography with a model or a prop

will be subject to the minimum requirement determination for activities including travel)

in the wilderness. The NPS will not permit the cutting, damaging, or destroying of any

resources for the convenience of placing or using equipment. Group size limitations and

other regulations would apply .

Under Public Law 106-154, the NPS will not charge a fee for commercial still

photography where the public normally would have access . If commercial still

photography with or without models or props takes place in wilderness with the aid of

vehicular transportation, a permit will be required and appropriate fees charged.

Special Events

In general, NPS-53 Special Park Uses Guidelines provide guidelines for the issuance of

Special Use Permits (SUPs), including NPS policy and instructions regarding

Commercial Filming and Photography and Special Events. Subsequent changes in law

and regulations may modify the administration of the SUP program .

1

Per NPS-53 , the Superintendent may authorize special events under permit subject to the

same criteria as other special park uses provided that (1) there is a meaningful association

between the park and the event, and (2) the event contributes to visitor understanding of

the significance of the park. The Superintendent may require compliance with additional

criteria based on policy as resource protection dictates.

1
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Occasionally the NPS receives requests to sponsor or issue permits for special events in the

wilderness. As a general rule the NPS will not sponsor or issue permits for special events to

be conducted in the wilderness if those events might be inconsistent with preservation of

wilderness resources and character and do not require a wilderness setting for their

completion. These include activities that ( 1 ) may adversely affect wilderness resources; (2)

are contrary to the purposes for which wilderness has been established; (3) unreasonably

impair the atmosphere of peace and tranquility maintained in wilderness; ( 4 ) unreasonably

interfere with wilderness management activities of park staff, visitors, or commercial service

providers; ( 5) are a clear and present danger to public health and safety; and (6 ) will result in

significant conflict with other existing uses .

Special events can cause wilderness resource degradation and intrude on the opportunities

for solitude. The NPS will evaluate a request for issuing permits through the minimum

requirement process. The NPS will not issue permits for special events that are commercial

enterprises; competitive events; activities involving animal, foot, or watercraft races or

physical endurance of a person or animal; organized survival exercises; war games ; or other

similar exercises.

Permits will include terms requiring full compliance with wilderness regulations and

guidelines . Also , permits may include special terms and conditions to ensure that

wilderness resources and visitors ' wilderness experience are protected, such as

limitations on type of equipment used or the time, length of time , or location where the

event may take place.

The NPS frequently receives inquiries regarding community gatherings ( including

weddings) in the wilderness, in particular at the First African Baptist Church on the north

end of the wilderness. The park will grant permits for community gatherings at this location

or another in the wilderness as long as the requesting party agrees to the following

stipulations: ( 1 ) members of the party will travel through the wilderness to the site on foot,

and (2) the party will travel through the wilderness in a group not exceeding the maximum

wilderness group size of 15. For community gatherings at the First African Baptist Church

the party will travel through the wilderness in separate groups adhering to the WMP's

provisions for group travel ( see the section, Organized Groups). The groups may

reassemble at the church . No more than 25 people may occupy the church at any time.

Special Tours

Occasionally, various groups or individuals ask the NPS to lead special tours in the

wilderness. Requests may come from the media ( radio, television , and print), cultural

and natural resource organizations, congressional offices (Federal and State), local

officials including chambers of commerce, and other agencies ( Federal, State, and local).

Officials from various NPS offices also request tours for various purposes.

Generally, these tours range from several hours to a couple of days . Numbers of

individuals range from one to forty. For the most part the NPS has driven these groups or

individuals along the Main Road, the beach, or other roads in the wilderness .
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To determine whether these tours will continue, the NPS must consider the following

questions: (1 ) is this tour necessary and appropriate to conduct in the wilderness, and (2)

how will the tour be conducted ?

The role of special tours in the Cumberland Island wilderness will be to ( 1 ) allow groups or

individuals to become familiar with a particular wilderness issue that necessitates on-the

ground contact with the resource , and (2) enhance groups' or individuals ' appreciation of the

unique values of wilderness. Special tours will be authorized at Cumberland Island only if

they ( 1 ) are necessary and appropriate for official use of the wilderness; ( 2) preserve

wilderness values; and ( 3) will be conducted in a manner that follows guidelines in this plan.

To determine if the special tour is necessary the following criteria will be considered: (1) do

these groups or individuals lack the necessary knowledge to conduct their business without

visiting the Cumberland Island wilderness; ( 2 ) could the work be successfully completed

without visiting the wilderness; ( 3) are more effective means available for completing the

work outside the wilderness; ( 4 ) is there an essential need for this work ?

Conducting these special tours in the wilderness will necessitate a great deal of planning and

preparation. The park will inform the individuals or members of the group of the expected

transportation mode, length ofjourney, and equipment needed. These special tours will

require the participants to prepare to spend the night(s) in the wilderness.

The NPS also receives requests from retained rights holders and heirs with family buried

on the island. Those with driving rights specified in their reserved estates may drive on

the road system defined by this plan .

The NPS proposes three alternatives for special tours travelling to and in the wilderness:

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): The NPS would transport tour participants to Plum Orchard and to

the north end by boat. Tour participants may be driven to the wilderness boundary near

Stafford . From those points, tour participants would walk to all other areas within the

wilderness.

Alternative 2: The NPS would transport special tour participants over the Main Road, North

Cut Road, and on the beach. Members of these groups would walk to areas off the Main

Road, North Cut Road, and the beach .

Alternative 3 : The NPS would transport tour participants to Plum Orchard by vehicle and to

the north end by boat. Tour participants would walk to all other areas within the wilderness

from Plum Orchard and from the north end boat landing area .

Organized Groups

Organized groups such as school , Girl Scout, Boy Scout, university, and church groups

can offer participants an opportunity to enjoy wilderness recreation . Knowledgeable

leaders are instrumental in providing the group with a good understanding and
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appreciation of wilderness values and minimum impact techniques. Large groups can

cause greater impacts to wilderness resources and other visitors ' wilderness experience

than can smaller parties. To assist larger parties in minimizing their impacts on the

wilderness, the park will place special emphasis on providing organized groups with

“Leave No Trace” information prior to their visit. Organized groups using the wilderness

may often have specific needs, such as larger campsites. However, the national seashore

will limit group size and camp area capacity to 15 ; larger groups must divide into smaller

units when travelling or camping within the wilderness. Evaluation of seven years of

group wilderness camping records suggests that such restrictions would not affect many

groups .

Removal of Timber

Dead and downed wood provides important niches and habitats for all forms of flora and

fauna on the island . It also contributes to the recycling of nutrients into nutrient-poor

soils. The NPS will not permit the removal of timber in the wilderness except for those

retained rights holders whose agreements explicitly allow timber removal for residential

purposes. This is usually limited to their retained right holdings or otherwise defined in

their retained rights.

Five retained rights holders have the right to gather dead and downed wood on the

property on which they may exercise their retained rights in the wilderness. Only dead

and downed timber may be gathered. For the purpose of reaching and transporting the

timber, retained rights holders will be limited to operating their vehicles on the roads as

defined by the Road System section in the WMP.

Food Storage

Occasionally raccoons become accustomed to seeking out campers’ food supplies. To

prevent raccoon dependence on human food, campers, hikers, kayakers, and canoeists

should protect their food by using food storage devices and portable food storage containers.

Natural Resource Management

The conditions and long-term trends of wilderness resources will be monitored to identify

the need for and result of management actions. The NPS will monitor wilderness

resources and educate visitors as necessary to ensure that impacts to wilderness resources

and character do not exceed standards and conditions established in the WMP.

Wilderness monitoring programs will assess physical , biological, and cultural resources,

and social impacts. These programs will also be designed to identify impacts that

originate outside the wilderness and to determine the nature, magnitude, and probable

source of those impacts. Information from monitoring programs will be used by the park

to preserve wilderness resource values.
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The NPS also has the responsibility to support appropriate scientific activities in the

wilderness and to use science to improve wilderness management. The NPS further

recognizes that appropriate scientific activities may be critical to the long -term

preservation of wilderness.

Scientific activities that involve a potential impact to wilderness resources or values will

be allowed when the benefits to wilderness outweigh the impacts; however, all such

activities must also be evaluated using the minimum requirement process and include

documented compliance assessing impacts against benefits to the wilderness. This

process should assure the activity is necessary and appropriate and use the minimum tool

required to accomplish project objectives.

The NPS has prepared a Natural Resource Management Plan (NRMP) that discusses how

the park will take actions relevant to the CUIS's natural resources. The natural resource

management objectives are :

Establish baseline information for those populations and processes where this is

lacking in order to better understand and manage island biota and systems ;

.

Establish long -term monitoring to detect natural and human - induced changes and to

provide the basis for management response ;

Promote and coordinate research activities that enhance knowledge of island biota

and systems;

Manage the island in harmony with natural barrier island processes to the greatest

extent possible ;

Restore and /or protect native populations and natural communities and control or

remove invasive non-native species;

Restore and /or protect native populations and natural communities to provide habitat

protection for and enhance or maintain populations of threatened and endangered

species;

Restore and maintain conditions in non - historic areas so that the human impacts are

substantially unnoticeable;

Enhance data management and display, statistical evaluation, and predictive

capabilities through the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS ) and other data

systems, and

Staff and fund the Natural Resource Program to a level that adequately addresses

resource issues within the seashore.
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The NRMP describes how the NPS will address the above objectives. The plan lists a

series of projects to accomplish the objectives. Implementation of a project depends

upon securing adequate staff and resources. Most of the actions will affect wilderness.

Cultural Resource Management

The Wilderness Act directs the NPS to preserve the wilderness character of an area and

administer that area for other purposes “for which it may have been established as also to

preserve its wilderness character. ” Thus the NPS is responsible for maintaining an

affirmative cultural resource management program in wilderness. Cultural resource

management tasks within wilderness must be prescribed and implemented in a manner that

preserves other wilderness resources and character. (The CRMP includes detailed

descriptions of CUIS ' cultural resources and strategies for their preservation.)

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA ) is the primary legal

instrument for ensuring that all Federal agencies seek ways to avoid or minimize adverse

effects to cultural resources. Section 106 mandates that Federal agencies take into

account the effects of their actions on properties listed or eligible for listing in the

National Register of Historic Places and provide the State Historic Preservation Officer

(SHPO) and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation a reasonable opportunity to

comment on those actions.

The Advisory Council's regulations, Protection of Historic Properties (36 CFR Part 800 ),

define the process of review and consultation, including the participation by SHPOs, the

public, and Native American groups in the overall process. The regulations state that

actions carried out by or on behalf of a Federal agency that could alter aspects of the

location , design , setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association, or use of a

Register-listed or eligible property must be carefully considered for any possible effects

on historic qualities and research potential. Undertakings include obvious interventions

such as installation of new plantings or fences in a Register-eligible cultural landscape,

rehabilitation of a structure, and ground -disturbing activity. Undertakingsalso include

new construction that could affect the setting of a historic property and other actions that

could introduce visual or audible elements out of keeping with its historic character.

CUIS, like every unit of the National Park System, conducts a program for Section 106

review and consultation on any actions that may affect historic resources within the park's

jurisdiction. The Section 106 review program plays an essential role in the overall park

project planning process and is administered as early as possible in that process to allow

the proper consideration of any possible effects of proposed actions on historic resources.

The Superintendent and chief program managers, among others, play a crucial role in the

administration of park compliance obligations. As the agency official for park Section

106 activities, the Superintendent ensures that all undertakings within the park's

jurisdiction, including those carried out by outside parties, are identified, documented,
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and considered for their effects on historic properties, with the appropriate input of NPS

cultural resource specialists, SHPOs, and other interested parties.

The substantial number of reserved estates at CUIS adds another dimension to the

coordination of Section 106 responsibilities. Because these reserved estates will transfer

to the NPS upon their expiration, the NPS has a vested interest in their management and

care . Holders of reserved estates also play an important role in the stewardship of their

property. By occupying properties that fall within indirect federal jurisdiction, retained

rights holders have the responsibility to initiate Section 106 compliance for any

undertaking that could significantly impair any aspect of National Register -listed or

eligible resources on their property. This obligation is stated in the Advisory Council on

Historic Preservation's regulations, which require Section 106 compliance for

undertakings on historic properties whether federal agency jurisdiction is direct or

indirect. In addition to assisting on 106 actions, the park has a responsibility to take an

active role in providing technical assistance on cultural resources preservation matters to

retained rights holders. Procedures for Conducting Section 106 Compliance on Reserved

Estates are described in detail in the CRMP. The WMP summarizes the 106 process that

is relevant to cultural resources found on reserved estates throughout CUIS.

Proceduresfor Conducting Section 106 Compliance on Reserved Estates

When retained rights holders intend any action on their property that may significantly

affect cultural resources, including historic structures/ruins and archeological resources

that may be affected by ground disturbing activities, the following steps will be followed

to initiate compliance with Section 106 :

1. The retained rights holder will notify the Superintendent in writing of the proposed

action, accompanied by a brief description of the scope of work.

2. The Superintendent will make a preliminary determination on any potential effects

the proposed action may have on cultural resources . This determination may require a

meeting or site visit by park staff to the property to review the proposed action with

the lessee. The park will notify the lessee if a meeting or site visit is necessary.

3. Once adequate information has been collected on the proposed action's scope of

work, the Superintendent will initiate the review process. Upon consulting with NPS

cultural resource advisors and the State Historic Preservation Officer as necessary , the

Superintendent may determine that the proposed action will have no effect on cultural

resources , then the retained rights holder may proceed with the project. If the

Superintendent determines that the proposed action may affect cultural resources,

then the park will undertake completion of Section 106 review and consultation on

behalf of the retained rights holder.

4. The park will conduct Section 106 review and consultation pursuant to the NPS

compliance procedures (as stated above) and will work with the retained rights holder

to ensure that all Section 106 obligations are completed in a timely manner.
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Historic PropertyTreatments

Pursuant to the NPS Management Policies and Director's Order # 28 (Cultural Resource

Management Guidelines), the NPS recognizes four distinct, but interrelated standards for

the treatment of historic properties: preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and

reconstruction. Treatment for archeological resources in the NPS focuses only on

preservation. The NPS Management Policies prohibit rehabilitation, restoration, and

reconstruction of archeological resources, which shall be "be left undisturbed unless

removal of artifacts or intervention into fabric is justified by protection, research,

interpretive, or development requirements." Refer to the RMP for a more detailed

discussion of treatment standards.

Several national register districts or sites exist in or near the wilderness: Plum Orchard

( located next to the wilderness ), High Point/Half Moon Bluff, Rayfield Chimneys, Stafford

(next to the wilderness ), the Main Road, and the multiple archeological sites. Historic

structures will require the most intervention . The park will use the minimum requirement

determination process to identify alternatives to perform an activity and then determine the

minimum tool to employ. As a general rule, power tools may be used to perform the initial

treatment activity on the historic resources, i.e. to establish the initial standard condition .

Major cyclic maintenance projects, such as a large -scale re-roofing, may also involve the

use of power equipment.

To minimize use of the Main Road by vehicles the NPS will employ the Plum Orchard dock

as the principal receiving point for materials and supplies. Whenever possible, staff will

prepare materials at Plum Orchard prior to transport to the particular historic resource . The

NPS will use the necessary tool here to execute the selected preservation treatment on the

Plum Orchard structures and on its landscape features. Careful planning and site work will

reduce (and strive to eliminate) the need to use power tools at structures within the

wilderness.

The NPS or its agents may be able to use the Main Road and Plum Orchard Road to

transport staff and materials to perform the selected preservation treatment and large

scale cyclic maintenance projects on the structures and landscape at Plum Orchard. The

NPS or its agents will use boats landing at the Plum Orchard dock for routine

maintenance activities .

The NPS will use the minimum requirement process to determine how to transport (boat,

vehicle, on foot) people and prepared materials to conduct the selected preservation

activity and major cyclic maintenance projects on the historic resources in the wilderness.

The NPS or its agents will walk from Plum Orchard or the north end dock to historic

resources in the wilderness to perform routine preservation tasks and will use hand tools.

Periodic inspections of the structures will reduce the need to conduct frequent major

maintenance activities and keep the repairs to small jobs. The NPS will depend upon

volunteers and partners to conduct some of these maintenance functions. When project

scale is too large or tools, materials, or equipment needs are beyond what can be
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transported on foot, the NPS will use vehicles to perform historic structure maintenance.

The NPS will schedule the projects carefully to reduce the number of trips to the absolute

minimum . Outside agencies, volunteers, or non - profit organizations may supplement

those resources not receiving adequate funding through the park's normal channels.

Travel to and from cultural resources located within the wilderness to plan for, assess,

and evaluate the preservation of cultural resources structures will be by foot. Staff or

others involved in these activities will follow the organized group guidelines.

Archeological Resources

Archeological resources dot the wilderness landscape on CUIS. Preserving these

resources is most effectively addressed by periodic monitoring, stabilization (when

appropriate), and conscientiously protecting knowledge of their. NPS staff or its agents

involved in archeological protection or salvage activities will reach sites by foot.

Although the NPS conducted an archeological survey of CUIS in 1976 in compliance

with Executive Order 11393, further studies may be required in the future. Access to the

wilderness may be initiated from water at Plum Orchard or at designated points on the

north end of the island . Once in the wilderness, the NPS will follow organized group

guidelines. The RMP outlines specific actions related to archeological resources.

Ethnographic Resources

The ethnographic resources of CUIS have not been specifically inventoried, although a

number of oral history interviews were conducted with former and current island

residents and workers. Ethnographic resources include various objects, natural resources,

and landscapes culturally meaningful to the current residents of the island and their

immediate forebears along with those whose ancestors once lived on the island, provided

services to island residents, and used the island's resources . A special resource study of

Low Country Gullah Culture may involve research into the ethnographic resources of

CUIS . Access to the wilderness to conduct oral histories or inventory ethnographic

resources may be initiated from water at Plum Orchard or at designated points on the

north end of the island . Once in the wilderness the NPS will follow organized group

guidelines.

Fire Management

Historic Role ofFire on Cumberland Island National Seashore

The NPS recognizes that fire is , and will continue to be, a critical component of the

ecology of the southeastern United States barrier island ecosystems. Lightning -caused

fires and those ignited by prehistoric inhabitants played an indelible role in the evolving

and perpetuating the oak - savanna and pine -palmetto vegetative communities found on

these islands.
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Prior to European settlement, fires occurred on Cumberland Island at approximately 20

to 30-year intervals. Under normal conditions, these fires burned relatively slowly, with

short flame-lengths through the understory vegetation , leaving most mature trees intact.

Such fires, considered " cool" fires, cleared the vegetative communities of thick stands of

growth , leaving the island with an open, park -like environment .

With the coming of European exploration and settlement, the use of fire to clear

agricultural land and other intentional and accidental ignitions increased the frequency of

fires on Cumberland Island. This activity, efforts to suppress what were considered

" bad " fires, and the introduction of numerous exotic plant species significantly changed

the composition of the vegetative communities, and, which in turn changed the net effect

of subsequent lightning -caused fires. Fires that previously burned through relatively light

accumulations of dead and downed fuels now were accelerated by accumulations of

fuels. Consequently, fires that previously burned at relatively cool intensities now burn

with increased heat and duration and have the capacity to take larger trees and shrubs as

well as to sterilize soil biotic communities.

The NPS will restore fire to its ecological role on CUIS and use ignited management fires

as a tool to approximate as closely as possible the vegetative conditions (similar species

and densities) that were likely present at the arrival of European inhabitants.

The CUIS fire management program recognizes the dynamic nature of native vegetative

communities and will attempt to re -establish the natural ecology of the island including

the normal successional stages that affect most vegetative communities. As prescribed

by the Cultural Resource Management Plan, the NPS will preserve certain cultural

landscapes that may not reflect the conditions at the time of European landings. Some

exotic vegetation may be intentionally preserved in the cultural landscapes.

Likewise , the fire management program recognizes that this wilderness is laced with

private residences that must be protected. Mechanical clearing or prescribed fire may be

used to clear understory fuels that have built up around residences.

The fire program within CUIS will be administered under an approved Fire Management

Plan (FMP). All wildland fire management operations within wilderness will conform to

the purposes of wilderness including the application of “ minimum impact suppression

tactics ” for all actions directly impacting wilderness resources. Fires burning within

designated wilderness areas will be classified as either " wildland " fires or " prescribed "

fires.

All non - prescribed, man - caused ignitions will be classified as " wildland ” fires and

suppression actions will be taken immediately . Natural ignition " lightning ” will be

managed as "prescribed " fires under predetermined prescriptions.

All fires burning in natural or landscaped vegetation will be classified as either wildland

firs or prescribed fires. All wildland fires will be effectively managed, considering

resource values to be protected and firefighter and public safety, using the full range of
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strategic and tactical options as described in an approved FMP. Prescribed fires are those

fires ignited by park managers that will be managed under specific environmental

conditions to achieve resource objectives. For example, prescribed fires may be used to

reduce unnatural fuel loads that have built up from decades of fire suppression, thus

allowing naturally occurring fire an opportunity to burn without unnatural, catastrophic

consequences. Prescribed fire may be used around residences to maintain very low fuel

levels that would not be likely to carry a wildfire when it approached.

Management, pre -suppression, and suppression techniques, including the identification of

wilderness minimal requirement protocols, for both wildfires and prescribed fires will be

identified within the park's approved FMP. This document will also consider the factors

of public safety, air quality, smoke management, and the protection of private property in

developing the appropriate responses to fires on the island.

Until the park's FMP is approved, the park must take an aggressive suppression action on

all wildland fires consistent with firefighter and public safety and resources to be

protected . All naturally ignited wildland fires may be managed to accomplish resource

management goals once an appropriate FMP is approved . Minimum impact suppression

tactics will be applied to all fire management activities to determine the exact methods

for fire pre -suppression and suppression. A confinement strategy may be implemented as

the initial attack action as long as it is not used to meet resource objectives. Confinement

strategy can be selected through the wildland fire situation analysis process when a fire is

expected to exceed initial attack capability or planned management capability.

Interpretation and Education

CINS will develop and maintain an effective public education program designed to promote

and perpetuate public awareness of and appreciation for wilderness character, resources, and

ethics, while providing for acceptable limits of use . Efforts will focus on resource

protection, including the application of “ Leave No Trace ” techniques; safe wilderness

practices; and fostering an understanding of wilderness resources including ecological and

aesthetic values. NPS interpretive programs will encourage the public to use and accept

wilderness on its own terms, that is, to accept an undeveloped, primitive environment and to

assume the potential risks and responsibilities involved in using and enjoying the

wilderness.

At CUIS the NPS has the additional responsibility to make visitors aware of the complex

nature of the wilderness in regard to retained rights and the island's history. Frequently

visitors encounter uses in the wilderness not usually associated with wilderness. In those

cases, the NPS will use the appropriate message and media to inform visitors that, for

example, residents of the island have the right to operate vehicles on roads in the wilderness.

The NPS will attempt to build realistic visitor expectations and an understanding of the

history that lead up to the establishment of a wilderness that is laced with roads, residences,

utilities, and historic structures.
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The NPS has identified five target audiences for its educational and interpretive efforts:

island visitors, island residents, guests of island residents ( including guests of the Greyfield

Inn ), NPS employees, and the non-visiting public.

It is important to reach island visitors at four stages: ( 1) during their planning and

preparation ; ( 2 ) when they arrive at the mainland embarkation site; ( 3) when they first arrive

on the island; and (4) during their wilderness experience.

The NPS will develop the appropriate messages and materials to prepare visitors for the

wilderness without eliminating the element of risk and adventure inherent in a wilderness

experience. It is critical that the NPS reaches visitors during the preparation phase. In that

way visitors will have better appreciation of the unusual circumstances they may experience

in the Cumberland Island Wilderness. These efforts will be reinforced with information on

the mainland and on the island before visitors step foot in the wilderness. Bulletin boards

displaying information about the wilderness will be erected at key locations outside the

wilderness. Park staff will seek to communicate with all wilderness visitors about key

wilderness issues concerning safety, “ Leave No Trace ” techniques, and wilderness values.

At times, the NPS has the opportunity to engage landowners and retained right holders in

informal dialogues about the wilderness. Through the Mullet Wrapper ( the park newsletter),

the Superintendent's annual all- residents ' meeting, and individual contacts, the national

seashore staff may keep the island residents informed of wilderness guidelines and issues.

Because guests of retained rights holders and landowners stay in their hosts ' houses, the

NPS will work with the Cumberland Island Preservation Society ( comprised of landowners

and retained rights holders) to develop material explaining wilderness values and the

expectation for these guests when they visit the wilderness. Upon consent of the retained

rights holder or landowner, these materials will be placed in the houses in which the guests

stay. This material will be a key component of the information afforded to guests who stay

on the island.

The NPS also has an obligation to train and develop materials for its own employees.

Generalized information about wilderness will be developed for the entire staff; particular

attention will be placed on those employees, both permanent and seasonal, whose duties

involve working in the wilderness or informing others about the wilderness. These

materials will cover " Leave No Trace " principles, orientation to wilderness values,

wilderness safety, and minimum requirement determination. NPS and other official staff

working in the wilderness are expected to understand, appreciate, and follow wilderness

principles and values

Research

National Park wilderness provides the opportunity to study some of the most pristine

natural ecosystems in the nation . Such areas are critical ecological reference zones

against which human-caused change can be measured. The character of the Cumberland
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Island Wilderness provides a preserve for biological diversity, genetic richness, and

threatened and endangered animal species. This natural laboratory provides invaluable

opportunities for air and water quality studies and for biologic study. The objective for

research within the Cumberland Island Wilderness will be to encourage research projects

that help increase the knowledge of wilderness resources and values.

The Wilderness Act states that wilderness shall be devoted to specific public purposes,

including scientific, educational and conservation use . Management policies outline that

“ the NPS will fully support the value of wilderness areas as natural outdoor laboratories .”

A research project may be conducted in wilderness, according to policy, when the

following requirements are met: ( 1 ) the research activities are otherwise allowable under

federal laws and regulations; (2) there is no alternative to conducting the research in a

wilderness area; ( 3 ) the project will not adversely affect physical or biological resources,

ecosystem processes, aesthetic values, or wilderness resources values over an area or

duration greater than necessary to meet research objectives; and ( 4 ) the project will not

interfere with recreational, scenic, or conservation purposes of the wilderness over a

broad area or long duration.

Research facilities and equipment are sometimes required to carry out research projects;

however, they can intrude upon the visitor's wilderness experience and affect wilderness

resources. Management policies state that research and monitoring devices may be

installed and operated in wilderness if: ( 1) the desired information is essential and cannot

be obtained outside wilderness, and ( 2) the proposed device is the minimum tool

necessary to meet project objectives safely and successfully. A Research-Collection

Special Use Permit application must list all project equipment and facilities. A

justification must be included for why each item is necessary and why it is the minimum

tool. A minimum requirement determination will be made to help decide if proposed

research is appropriate.

When determining approval of research project, consideration will be given to what

research facilities ( including structures ), markers, and equipment are required. Criteria

for determining whether research equipment or facilities are appropriate include : ( 1)

value of the research for wilderness protection management; ( 2) potential impact of the

facilities or equipment on wilderness resources; (3) length of time equipment or facilities

will remain; ( 4 ) relative intrusion of equipment or facilities on the wilderness setting; (5 )

ease and method of removal; and (6 ) potential for site restoration . All facilities and

equipment must be temporary. No hardened sites will be permitted .

Potential Wilderness

Public Law 97-250 of 1982 established the Cumberland Island Wilderness. The law

designated 8,840 acres as wilderness and 11,718 acres as potential wilderness. When all

non -conforming uses prohibited by the Wilderness Act on the 11,718 acres have ceased

the Secretary may declare those lands as designated wilderness.
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Subject to valid existing rights, the NPS will manage the potential wilderness as

wilderness to the extent that existing non -conforming uses will allow. If uses prohibited

by the Wilderness Act have ceased within the potential wilderness, the NPS will take the

steps necessary for the Secretary to publish in the Federal Register the notice that the

potential wilderness is now designated wilderness. This should be done within one year

of the termination of the non -conforming use .

Subject to valid existing rights, the NPS will discourage uses incompatible with

wilderness values in the potential wilderness area. When non -conforming uses expire,

remnants of those uses such as non-historic buildings and other non-historic structures

and exotic plants and animals may still exist. The disposition of these remnants will be

addressed to restore the wilderness character of the area. The minimum requirement

process will be followed.
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WILDERNESS MANAGEMENT PLAN

IMPLEMENTATION

Plan Coordination, Implementation, and Accountability

The Cumberland Island Wilderness represents the sole wilderness in the National Park

System in the State of Georgia. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service manages approximately

370,000 acres of the Okefenokee National Wildlife Refuge as wilderness. The United

States Forest Service administers 114,616 acres of wilderness in ten areas as part of the

Chattahoochee National Forest in north Georgia. The Cumberland Island Wilderness is

distinctive from other wilderness areas in the State as it includes a barrier island and a

maritime forest ecosystem . The Cumberland Island Wilderness has much in common with

the other areas, most significantly the Wilderness Act mandate that establishes the

Congressional direction for managing wilderness areas.

Where possible, consistency in wilderness management objectives, techniques, and

practices will be sought with other NPS and other agency units of the National

Wilderness Preservation System, while ensuring that Cumberland Island's wilderness

resources and character are protected. Intra -agency and interagency wilderness

management communication will be fostered through individual communication and

regional workshops. Coordination with other NPS areas with designated and non

designated wilderness will be actively pursued at the Washington Office, Regional

Office , and park levels. The NPS will seek the cooperation of local and regional

governments, the U.S. Navy, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Coast Guard,

various offices and divisions of the State of Georgia Department of Natural Resources,

and other public and private entities to preserve the wilderness values of the island.

As evidenced by the present planning effort, the WMP is being coordinated with various

other operational plans : CRMP, NRMP, Commercial Services Plan (CSP), and Long

Range Interpretive Plan (LRIP ). In addition, the WMP recognizes the need to prepare

other documents such as a hog management plan and a fire management plan . Both of

these documents will incorporate the guidance offered in the WMP. The WMP will

affect park operations ranging from law enforcement to maintenance to the turtle

monitoring project. The WMP includes minimum requirement determinations affecting

many aspects of park operations and requires that a determination be prepared on all

other park activities conducted in the wilderness.

A process for implementing the WMP is needed to meet wilderness management

objectives. The implementation cycle was developed to provide a formalized process to

include wilderness management needs in the park goal setting and budget distribution

process and to integrate and coordinate wilderness program planning, prioritization and

implementation between park divisions.

The implementation process includes monitoring of wilderness resources and visitor

experience conditions and preparing the “ State of the Wilderness Report,” to be included
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in the Superintendent's Annual Report. The plan will be implemented through

coordination with other park programs and the budget process.

The WMP implementation cycle begins with inventory and monitoring of existing

resources, visitor experience, and managerial conditions. A State of the Wilderness

Report is prepared, comparing the existing conditions to the resource , visitor experience

and managerial standards found in the WMP. A Wilderness Action Plan is prepared

outlining a strategy to bring unacceptable conditions within standard and maintain

acceptable conditions at or above those levels. The Wilderness Action Plan is

implemented following guidelines in the WMP. Implementation of the WMP is the

responsibility of all employees . The position descriptions of the Superintendent, Chief of

Resources Management, Chief Ranger, Chief of Maintenance, and wilderness patrol

ranger(s) will contain elements referring to their wilderness responsibilities.

Each division will be responsible for preparing applicable minimum requirement

determinations. The division chief will then recommend the determination for approval

by the Superintendent. In case a determination affects more than one division , the

appropriate division chiefs will jointly submit the recommendation to the Superintendent.

Wilderness management accountability is established through completion of the

following:

Critical Results: The Southeast Regional Director has included in the Critical Results

element of the Employee Performance Plan and Results Report ( Form DI-2002) for

the Superintendent of Cumberland Island Wilderness a statement on wilderness

management. Documentation of these critical results will clearly identify and ensure

appropriate focus on their wilderness management responsibilities.

Position Descriptions: All positions having significant wilderness responsibilities are

supported by position descriptions identifying these responsibilities.

KSA's: Wilderness is effectively integrated into the Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities

requirements for all position announcements having significant wilderness

responsibilities.

Staff Training: Each key person responsible for the management and protection of

wilderness resources receives the wilderness training necessary to ensure awareness,

knowledge of, and accountability for their specific wilderness responsibilities.

GPRA Strategic Plan : Wilderness stewardship responsibilities are referenced in the

park's strategic plan developed pursuant to the Government Performance and Results

Act.

Annual Report to Congress: The Superintendent will provide to the Associate

Director for Park Operations and Education the park information requested for
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preparing the annual report to Congress as required by Section 7 of the Wilderness

Act.

.

Public Oversight Committee: The Superintendent will use the CUIS Advisory

Committee to review the park's progress in implementing the WMP. The group will

assemble and report on to the Superintendent periodically.

Monitoring OfWilderness Resources

At CUIS the conditions and long-term trends of wilderness resources will be monitored

to identify the need for, and result of, management actions. The NPS will monitor

wilderness resources and educate visitors as necessary to ensure that impacts to

wilderness resources and character do not exceed standards and conditions established in

the WMP.

Wilderness monitoring programs will assess physical, biological, and cultural resources

and visitor experience impacts. These programs will also be designed to identify impacts

that originate outside the wilderness and to determine the nature, magnitude , and

probable source of those impacts. Information from monitoring programs will be used by

managers to preserve wilderness values.

The NPS will develop a monitoring system to assess visitor impacts on key resources at

camp areas, along trail corridors, and at cultural resource sites. Resources include

vegetation, soils, wildlife, water ( groundwater and surface water), and cultural resources.

Through a visitor use survey, the NPS will monitor visitor use levels by measuring the

quality of the visitor experience . The survey will clearly elucidate wilderness values to

determine the quality of the experience. The visitor survey and visitor feedback will

indicate the effects of external influences on the visitor experience . The survey will also

measure the number of encounters between wilderness hikers and between hikers and

vehicles and evaluate the effect of the encounters on the visitor experience.
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BACKGROUND FOR PLANNING

Park Purpose

Effective interpretive planning for Cumberland Island National Seashore ( CUIS ) begins

with a thorough understanding of park purpose. Purpose statements are important to park

planning because they give the reason (s) for which the park area was established. Often

found in Congressional testimony and enabling legislation, they are basic to all other

assumptions about the park and how it should be managed.

Purpose statements for Cumberland Island National Seashore

Public Law 92-536 established Cumberland Island “...to provide forpublic outdoor

recreation use and enjoyment ofcertain significant shoreline lands and waters of the

United States, and to preserve related scenic, scientific and historical values ...

Public Law 92-536 further stipulates that:

"Exceptfor certain portions of the seashore deemed to be especially

adaptable for recreational uses, particularly swimming, boating, fishing,

hiking, horseback riding, and other recreational activities ofsimilar

nature, which shall be developedfor such uses as needed, the seashore

shall bepermanently preserved in its primitive state, and no development

of the project or plan for the convenience of visitors shall be undertaken

which would be incompatible with the preservation of the unique flora and

fauna or the physiographic conditions not prevailing, nor shall any road

or causeway connecting Cumberland Island to the mainland be

constructed . ”

The Management Objectives Workshop, 1992 , defines the NPS role as "Toprovide for

public outdoor recreation and enjoyment ofCumberland Island National Seashore and to

preserve related scenic, scientific, and historical values while preserving the island's

primitive character, managing the designated wilderness, and ensuring the existing rights

ofisland residents. ”

Public Law 74-292 (August 21 , 1935) charges the NPS to " ... develop and educational

program and service for the purpose ofmaking available to the public facts and

information pertaining to America's historic and archeological sites, buildings, and

properties of national significance ...
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As of September 5 , 1999, the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA ) set out

three goals for CUIS that are directly relevant to interpretation and education :

Visitor Satisfaction (Ilal) - The goal is to have 95% of park visitor satisfaction with

appropriate park facilities , services, and recreational opportunities by the year 2002.

Visitor Safety (Ila2) – The goals is to reduce the visitor safety incident rate by 0%

from the average level for the past three years by the year 2002. Cumberland Island's

visitor safety incident rate is .18, which is significant lower than the 1994 National

Park Service average rate of 6.8 (rate equals incidents divided by 1000 visits).

Visitor Understanding and Appreciation ( IIb1) – The goal is for 65% of visitors

understand and appreciate the significance of the seashore by the year 2002.

Park Significance

Park significance statements summarize a park's importance to our natural and cultural

heritage. A significance statement is different from an inventory of significant resources .

While a resource inventory is a basis on which significance is determined , statements

describe the importance or distinctiveness of the aggregate resources in a park. CUIS has

a distinctive combination of natural , cultural , and recreational features that collectively

offers outstanding opportunities for enjoyment and public use in an increasingly

urbanized region.

Cumberland Island National Seashore is significant because it:

O

O

Provides 18 miles of pristine beach;

Is one of the largest barrier islands in the world ;

Contains one of the largest maritime forests remaining in the United States;

Possesses the largest wilderness area in a seashore park on the east coast;

Serves as an important habitat for several endangered species;

Comprises a major component of the South Atlantic Coastal Biosphere Reserve;

Offers superlative scenic values;

Offers outstanding opportunities for visitors to experience isolation , relaxation,

solitude, and peace proximate to major metropolitan areas ;

Contains cultural resources depicting more than 4,000 years of humanhabitation .

Among these are sites associated with American Indians and the earliest known

ceramics in the New World , the clash of European powers in America, plantation

agriculture, various societal strata in the African American community including

Gullah/Geechee culture, and late 19th /early 20th century family and commercial resort

development;

.
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Contains numerous archeological sites for research and study;

.

Provides a unique laboratory for scientific study;

Provides a special opportunity for the public to learn about important contributions

private land owners can make in conservation and preservation efforts; and

Provides an opportunity for park visitors to enjoy a range of historical and cultural

resources, and outdoor recreational activities.

.

Interpretive Themes

Interpretive themes convey a park's significance so that visitors will understand,

appreciate, and protect the park's resources. Viewing CUIS as a dynamic overlay of

natural and cultural resources and activities over time will give visitors a holistic

understanding of the island. In order to facilitate this understanding and enhance visitor

experiences on the island, the NPS has identified two primary interpretive themes to be

conveyed through the park's personal services program and interpretive media. Park staff

wants visitors to remember these themes days, months, or even years after their visit.

Each of the two primary themes is listed below with supporting interpretive theme

statements.

Natural History

1. Cumberland Island allows us to treasure the results of the eternal, dynamic processes

that create barrier islands.

a) The Atlantic Ocean drives the natural systems that created and continue to shape

Cumberland Island and its ecological niches.

b) The processes of tidal flow , wave action, erosion , and weather/ climate have created

distinct marine, beach, dune, maritime forest, and saltwater marsh communities on

the island.

c) Thousands of species of plants and animals have adapted to these biologically diverse

ecological communities.

d) Human activities such as logging, agriculture, fire suppression, and introduced

species have temporarily altered some of the island's natural processes.

e) As part of the South Atlantic Biosphere Reserve, the island has become a living

laboratory for understanding natural and cultural resources.

f) Wilderness has become an important American cultural value, and portions of

Cumberland Island are managed as wilderness .

g) Human visitors to Cumberland Island National Seashore need to arrive prepared to

adapt to the island's natural conditions.
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Cultural History

1. A succession of cultures has existed on Cumberland Island for the past 4,000 years.

a . Cumberland Island's natural resources have provided the basis for several economic

activities over the period of human habitation.

b . Subsistence agriculture, gathering edible plants , harvesting the ocean's resources, and

hunting game sustained the native people on this island for more than 3,500 years.

C. The French initiated missionary and military activities on the island in the mid-1500s,

followed by the Spanish, and later the English during the Colonial period.

d. Cotton plantations and live oak industries drew Cumberland Island and the Southeast

Coast into the world economy in the late 1700s.

e. Starting with the importation of Africans during the late 1700s, the African - American

culture on Cumberland Island developed its own distinctive attributes and history.

f. For two centuries, each use of island resources, ranging from plantation to estate ,

produced its own distinct classes and labor relationships .

g. Transformation of the island's use from production to leisure began when industrialist

Thomas Carnegie and his wife, Lucy, bought most of Cumberland Island in the

1880s.

h . With lands donated by Carnegie descendents and funds from other foundations,

Congress established Cumberland Island National Seashore in 1972 .

i . Today the National Park Service preserves opportunities for visitors to enjoy the

island's character, manages use, and preserves cultural resources while the rest of the

island reverts to natural processes.

j . Cumberland Island affords the opportunity to see examples of vernacular and high

style architecture and landscape architecture.
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Visitor Experience Goals

A successful interpretive program is based on understanding park resources, staff, and

visitors. Through formal surveys, park management can develop profiles that identify

visitors, their expectations, and needs. By combining this information with the park's

purpose and themes, park interpreters gain a better understanding of how visitors should

interact with park resources. In interpretive planning, these interactions are called visitor

experience goals. The goals describe fundamental visitor experience opportunities which

the park, through its visitor services and interpretive program , most wants to facilitate. In

planning facilities, interpretive media, and personal services, park management works to

create and enhance the opportunities for these experiences. The visitor experience goals

for Cumberland Island National Seashore are listed below .

Visitors will be given the opportunity to :

interact with the park's resources in ways that have minimum impacts on those

resources and provide safe, satisfying experiences (health and safety issues related to

camping are especially important)

easily access orientation and activity planning information in order to plan their

itinerary and find park destinations

understand the impacts of feral animals and introduced plants on the island

.

find visitor facilities on the island

.

.

understand the history and rights of island residents to the degree necessary to

respect private property and know why vehicles are used in a generally non

mechanized environment

enjoy a quality, non-mechanized, and uncrowded experience

develop a feeling through interpretive media of the mood of the island and its

primary resources especially for park visitors who do not have an opportunity for an

island experience

understand the long -term impact of human use and impact on the island

understand the park's preservation goals for the island's cultural resources,

wilderness area , and natural processes

.

find solitude

understand the role island residents, along with environmental groups and the

Department of the Interior, played in the establishment of Cumberland Island

National Seashore

have first-hand, intimate experiences with the island's resources

experience and understand some of the forces that shape the ever changing barrier

island landscape.
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understand the significance of the park's natural and cultural resources

understand the island's role as a laboratory for studying natural processes and cultural

resource preservation

understand the threats to the island and its resources

be aware of the results of research on the island and how that information is

incorporated into the island's management

appreciate the vulnerability of the park's resources to human activities inside and

outside park boundaries

understand how natural processes must be fostered to preserve the ecological integrity

of the natural environment and must be battled to preserve the integrity of cultural

resources.
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Visitor Profiles

Information in this section is excerpted from Cumberland Island National Seashore

Visitor Study, Spring 1999: Report 103, written by Margaret Littlejohn , Cordinator,

Visitor Services Project, Cooperative Park Studies Unit, University of Idaho.

METHODOLOGY

Questionnaire Design and Administration The questionnaire design used the standard

format of previous Visitor Services Project studies.

Interviews were conducted and questionnaires distributed to a sample of selected visitors

visiting CUIS during May 3-17, 1998. Visitors completed the questionnaire after their

visit and then returned it by mail. Visitors were sampled as they rode the Cumberland

Queen ferry to the island or after they arrived on they arrived on the island. Some

sampling was also done on South Beach.

Visitor groups were greeted, briefly introduced to the purpose of the study, and asked to

participate. If visitors agreed , the interview took approximately two minutes. These

interviews included determining group size , group type , and the age of the adult who

would complete the questionnaire. This individual was asked his or her name, address,

and telephone number for the later mailing of a reminder-thank you postcard.

Two weeks following the survey, a reminder -thank you postcard was mailed to all

participants. Replacement questionnaires were mailed to participants who had not

returned their questionnaire four weeks after the survey. Eight weeks after the survey, a

second replacement questionnaire was sent to visitors who had not returned their

questionnaires.

Data Analysis: Returned questionnaires were coded and the information entered into a

computer . Frequency distributions and cross -tabulations were calculated using a standard

software package. Respondents ' comments were summarized.

Sample Size,Missing Data and Reporting Errors: This study collected information on

both visitor groups and individual group members. Thus, the sample size ( ' N ' ) , varies

from figure to figure. For example, while Figure 1 shows information for 289 groups,

Figure 5 presents data for 870 individuals. A note above each figure's graph specifies the

information illustrated.

Occasionally, a respondent may not have answered all of the questions or may have

answered some incorrectly. Unanswered questions create missing data and cause the

number in the sample to vary from figure to figure. For example, although 295

questionnaires were returned by visitors, graphics may show data for only 289

respondents.

Questions answered incorrectly due to carelessness, misunderstanding directions, etc.,

turn up in the data as reporting errors and minor data inconsistencies.
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Limitations: Like all surveys, this study has limitations that should be considered when

interpreting the results.

1. It is not possible to know whether visitor responses reflect actual behavior . This

disadvantage applies to all such studies and is reduced by having visitors fill out the

questionnaire soon after they visit the park.

2. The data reflect use patterns of visitors to the selected sites during the study period of

May 3-17, 1998. The results do not necessarily apply to visitors during other times of

the year .

3. Caution is advised when interpreting any data with a sample size of less than 30 , as

the results may be unreliable . If the sample size if less than 30, the word

“ CAUTION ” is included in the graph, figure or table .

Special Conditions: During the study week, weather conditions at CUIS were fairly

typical of May with rain or fog on some days and sunny, warm conditions on other days.

RESULTS

Approximately 50,000 visitors come to the island each year. Spring is considered the

high season , followed by the fall and summer months. Winter months bring few visitors

even though weather conditions and low insect populations often make this an ideal

visitor season. The visitor survey was conducted May 3-17, 1998 and reached 355 visitor

groups; 97% (344 ) accepted questionnaires. A total of 295 visitor groups completed and

returned their questionnaires, an 86% response rate .

The following selection of the survey findings are presented in descending order of

importance.

.

.

62% of visitors were between 31 and 65 years old.

63% of visitors came to the park once in the past five years.

78% of visitors came from Georgia, Florida, North Carolina, or South Carolina.

72% of visitors spent less than one day on the island .

57% of visitors spent six or more hours on the island.

The top five visitor activities during the current visit included: hiking/walking,

bird /wildlife watching, sightseeing, historic site visits, beachcombing and picnicking.

The top six sources of visitor planning information included : friends/relatives,

previous visit(s), phone inquiry to the park, newspapers/magazines, travel guides/tour

books, and the Internet/www .

88% of visitors had no difficulty obtaining information.

89% used the ferry concession to get to the island.

0
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.

O

The top five reasons for visiting were : to view scenery /wildlife, to visit the beach , to

enjoy recreation opportunities, to visit historical areas, and to experience

solitude /quiet.

The six most visited places included : the Atlantic beaches, Dungeness historic area,

Dungeness Dock, St. Marys Visitor Center, Sea Camp Ranger Station, and the Ice

House Museum

The six most used visitor services included: the park map /brochure, the ferry, the Ice

House Museum exhibits, the Nature Trail brochure, the reservation system , and

Visitor Center personnel .

The six top ranked visitor services receiving “ very good ” and “ good” quality ratings

were: assistance from employees, Visitor Center orientation video, ferry, ranger-led

programs, Visitor Center personnel, and Ice House Museum exhibits.

The six most used facilities included: restrooms, trails, directional signs, St. Marys

Visitor Center, docks, and Sea Camp boardwalk .

The six top ranked facilities receiving “ very good” and “ good” quality ratings were :

Sea Camp boardwalk , docks, Sea Camp campground , trails , Ice House Museum, and

Sea Camp Ranger Station .

82% of respondents thought the current visitation use limit was “ about right.”

69% of visitors used the reservation system .

The most outstanding comments regarding the reservation system were : “ phone

always busy, " " don't put people on hold, " " add lines ," and " add hours. ”

The top six reasons why Cumberland Island was important were: preserves natural

habitat, natural beauty, lack of development, because it is preserved, historic sites,

and peaceful/ quiet/ tranquil.

The six most liked aspects of the visit were : nature /natural setting /unspoiled natural

beauty, beaches/ seashore, wild horses, wildlife, absence of

development/ commercialism , and history /historic area .

The six least liked aspects of the visit were : separate registers for ferry and park

tickets , ferry crowded, litter, trail signs need improvement, got lost, visit too short,

suggest earlier departure and or later return , and reservation system .

The six top recommendations for planning in the future were : maintain current

practices, restore historic building, offer more ranger-led tours /programs, improve

trail signs/markings, provide bus/boat to north end of island, and (tie) add boardwalks

and need more trash cans.

0

-
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Issues and Influences

Service -wide Initiatives

Within the Strategic Plan of 1997, mandated by the Government Performance and

Results Act (GPRA ), the NPS set a number of long-term Mission Goals to be achieved by

September 30, 2002. Among its goals and initiatives, the NPS emphasized the following

servicewide priorities:

Preservation of Natural and Cultural Resources

Natural and Cultural Resource Inventories

.
Visitor Safety and Satisfaction with Park Facilities

.

Visitor Understanding and Appreciation of Resources

Collection and Analysis of Visitor Demographics

.
Workforce Diversity

Employee Competencies Training Certification

Employee Safety
.

Cost-effectiveness

Partnerships

Education Outreach

Scientific and Historical Research

Assistance to Environmental Organizations and Agencies throughout the World

External Influences

The NPS faces many challenges from outside the agency in reaching its goals. Likewise,

CUIS must deal with influences outside the park boundaries that affect the park's ability

to accomplish its goals . Such influences include :

Local tourism , commercial, and economic interests

National Seashore visitors

.
Island residents

Environmental groups

.
Historic preservationists

O
Hunters and fishers

Other government organizations
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Resource-based Issues

.

.

CUIS resource management specialist and other staff members face many resource

protection issues. Generally, more research is needed to understand or resolve these

issues. As more information becomes available , interpreters can help the visitor

understand the following issues and can garner support for park actions that mitigate

negative impacts. Resource -based issues include:

Local and global air and water pollution

Global -scale change including global warming and sea-level rise

Upstream depletion of the groundwater aquifer

Introduction of species foreign to the natural ecosystem

Species threatened with extinction

Natural forces of decay that threaten cultural resources

Suppression of fire and its effect on the island's environment

Lack of funding to protect/preserve the cultural resources and natural processes

Lack of basic population and ecological knowledge

Internal Issues

CUIS faces a number of internal interpretive issues that are often with newer parks. Such

parks face long-standing budget, staffing, and planning constraints . Internal issues

affecting the interpretation and education program at CUIS include :

Inadequate interpretive wayside exhibits

Shabby, dilapidated visitor facilities at the waterfront in St. Marys

Inadequate reservation system

Lack of African - American history interpretation

Inadequate interpretation of a variety of subjects important to understanding and

appreciation of the island and its resources

Need for improving information for those planning a visit to Cumberland Island

Need to improve signs and orientation waysides and information

O
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Existing Conditions

Indoor Exhibits

Visitor Center /Ferry Terminal

Located on the waterfront of St. Marys, Georgia , the park's visitor center occupies

approximately 500 sq. ft. (21’x 24' ) of a building that also contains offices for

administration and the park Superintendent. This facility is generally poorly-arranged,

shabby, and dilapidated. Filled mostly with Eastern National (cooperating association)

sales displays ( four book racks holding about 50 titles, and a postcard rack), the visitor

center also contains a seashell display case , a bulletin board, some posters, and two large

maps of Cumberland Island . The larger, wooden map was park -produced and is wall

mounted on an oft -confusing east-west orientation. Because the exhibits and sales

displays have been produced and installed over the years , they present an eclectic and

non-thematic appearance. Doors to the 10’x10 ' public restrooms are on the visitor

center's east wall, leaving book browsers staring into the restrooms when the doors are

opened. A staffed information desk takes up most of the west side of the room, with

office space behind it used primarily used by ferry concession staff, Eastern National

staff, and park rangers taking reservations for the ferry and camping permits. Four rows

of padded benches are lined up in the center of the indoor exhibit space for visitors to use

while waiting for the ferry during inclement weather. Open from 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

daily , the visitor center is the main point of contact with all visitors who use the ferry

(90 % of the park's total visitation ) to get to Cumberland Island.

Ice House

Located just off the Dungeness Dock on Cumberland Island where most ferry passengers

disembark , this historic structure's exterior still has most of its original fabric from when

it served as an ice storage building for the estate of Thomas and Lucy Carnegie in the late

1800s. Inside, exhibits planned and designed by Harpers Ferry Center were installed in

the 1970s. About half of the approximately 750 sq. ft. exhibit area displays an overview

of Cumberland Island's cultural history. The other half interprets the Carnegie estate

during the Gilded Age. While the artifacts and reproductions on display are in good

condition, the exhibit panels and cloth banners show signs of aging. Also, low lighting, a

large amount of small font exhibit text , and a lack of hierarchy make the exhibit difficult

to read. In the center of the display room is an exposed section ,lit and covered by

Plexiglas, of a tabby foundation from a general store located here in the 1830s. In the

rear of this building are restrooms and a water fountain . This facility is unstaffed, but

unlocked and open daily from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm.

Sea Camp Ranger Station /Dock

Located just off Sea Camp Dock where most ferry passengers leave Cumberland Island,

this visitor contact station has a small exhibit area next to its information desk. It

currently has park -produced exhibits displaying types of seashells found on the beaches,
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a large map, a “ touch box ” of natural items commonly found on the island, and a tide

clock. Because Sea Camp is the starting point for almost all the park's campers, this

visitor contact station is staffed daily from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, depending on availability

of staff and /or volunteers.

Wayside Exhibits

St. Marys Dock

Located just outside the visitor center near the ferry dock , a roofed, three-panel kiosk

shelter provides information and interpretation for visitors waiting for the ferry or

arriving outside visitor center operating hours. All three panels were planned in the late

1970s by Harpers Ferry Center (HFC) and produced by an HFC contractor using the

screen -printed, fiberglass -embedded method. The first panel provides orientation to

Cumberland Island's two docks where the ferry drops off visitors. The second and third

panels interpret, respectively, the importance of Cumberland Island and other barrier

islands off the Georgia coast and the saltwater marshes visible from the dock and along

the 45-minute ferry ride. The two interpretive panels are not current. The "Two Docks ”

orientation panel has its map on an east-west axis (instead of the island's natural north

south orientation ) and lacks an overview map showing the visitors ' location in St. Marys

in relation to the two docks on Cumberland Island. All three panels are in poor condition

with crazing and exposed fibers.

Dungeness

When the wayside exhibit panels described above were planned by HFC in the late

1970s, a series of approximately 20 other wayside exhibits were also planned for

locations throughout Cumberland Island . Although production for most of these

waysides was halted, three wayside exhibits were produced and installed near the

Dungeness mansion ruins about 1980: one on Dungeness mansion, one on the Tabby

House, and one on the Pergola gardens . Mounted on cast - concrete bases resembling

tabby, all three panels are in poor condition, however, because these three exhibits will

probably be removed in the next year, it is not recommended that the panels be replaced.

Audio - Visual

Visitor Center

At visitors ' request, a 10-minute videotape is shown on a monitor in the visitor center in

St. Marys. This video describes Cumberland Island's character, provides safety

warnings, and gives advice on how to plan a visit to the island. This video is requestly

rarely, because a ranger-led orientation /safety /preparation program is presented before

each day's two ferry trips to Cumberland Island. The video is shown two to three times

a month, usually to an Elderhostel or other large organized group. Because this 10

minute video was produced in the early 1980s using footage from a 45-minute television
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news special on Cumberland Island, it seems choppy and dated , and the narrator's fast

pace is distracting.

Historic Furnishings

Plum Orchard

This 1898 Georgian revival-style mansion is open to the public three days a week and

contains only a few furnishings from its historic period.

Tabby House

Dating to the Nathanael Greene Plantation Era, this house is the oldest structure on the

island. It was used during the Carnegie Era as the island business office and remains

furnished with several items including desks, tables, file cabinets and a huge safe . The

Tabby House is open to the public on guided walks, to school groups, and by request if

staff is available.

Publications

CUIS folder

Designed in the early 1990s at Harper Ferry Center using the Unigrid format, this official

park map and guide is the principal publication given to all park visitors. In fact, most of

the park's annual 45,000 visitors get this folder both in an informational mailing after

making the required ferry reservation, and a second time when they arrive at the visitor

center in St. Marys. The front side of this A - 6 size folder (one panel by six panels) uses

five panels to interpret the park's natural history and the sixth panel to give an overview

of the park's cultural history. The folder's back side provides two panels of basic park

information and a four-panel parkwide map. Although his folder is updated and reprinted

by HFC every year or two, it needs to be updated and possibly expanded in order to

provide improved and more accurate information .

The Dungeness Trail self -guiding folder

Written and designed by the park staff in the 1970s, this publication is the second -most

used folder by park visitors. Available at the Dungeness Dock boathouse as visitors

disembark from the ferry, it is used as both a guide for the Dungeness historic area and a

map for the roads and trails in the Dungeness and Sea Camp areas where 85 % of park

visitors spend all or most of their time. The folder, designed as an 8 -stop tour marked by

numbered routed -wood posts along the route , has two major failings. The design has too

much small-point text and no graphics, and the map doesn't give enough road and trail

information in the Dungeness historic area. This self -guiding folder needs to be re

designed
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Nightingale Trail self-guiding folder

Written and designed by the park staff sometime in the 1970s , this publication is

designed to follow numbered, routed wood posts along the Nightingale Nature Trail. It is

in better condition than the Dungeness Trail folder, with less text, and larger point sizes,

but still needs to be re-designed.

Site Bulletins

The park staff has produced in-house handouts on basic Seashore Information and

Wilderness Camping, but none are in the Site Bulletin format. These are available on

request or are given out if/when a ranger feels a visitor needs one, but are not on display.

Park rangers at the information desk also have a small stock of folders for nearby parks,

museums, tour operators, and concessions.

Park Handbook

An HFC -produced handbook for CUIS, titled A Place Apart, was created in 1977,

however, it was not designed in the now -standard Unigrid format and has been out-of

print for years. The concept is still valid and could fill an important niche .

Personal Services

With a staff of four interpreters and three visitor-use assistants, the Chief Ranger is able

to offer the following personal services.

Reservations

Almost all of CUIS's 45,000 annual visitors require reservations to travel to the island via

the Ferry concessionaire. Taking and coordinating reservations is a full-time job for the

three employees who also staff the St. Marys information desk.

Information Desks

Almost all of CUIS visitors confirm reservations and seek additional information at the

St. Marys visitor center's information desk . Information desk employees also deal with

many visitors who arrive without reservations. The Sea Camp Visitor Contact Station

also has an information desk , which is staffed by park rangers and volunteers.

Interpretive Talks and Walks

During the park's peak season of March through August, interpretive programs are

offered each day at the following locations .
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St. Marys: A 10 -minute orientation /safety /preparation talk is presented outside the

visitor center at the kiosk at 8:45 and 11:30 a.m. daily before the two ferry trips to

Cumberland Island.

Dungeness: A 5 -minute welcome/orientation/safety talk is presented in the Dungeness

Dock boathouse at 9:45 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. daily when the ferry concessionaire unloads

most of its visitors on Cumberland Island. Also, a one-hour " Footsteps” interpretive

walk is offered to each group of visitors arriving at Dungeness; eachwalk starts about 20

minutes after the visitors arrive to give them time to see the Ice House exhibits , visit the

restrooms, and get water. This walk basically follows the Dungeness Trail folder route

and information , but rangers adjust the program to each group's size and visitor interest.

Sea Camp: A 20 -minute “ Dockside” talk is presented in the Sea Camp Visitor Contact

Station (inside the orientation room or out on the deck , depending on the weather) at

4:00 p.m. daily before the last ferry leaves Cumberland Island. These talks have a broad

thematic range .

In past years, campfire programs were presented at a small amphitheater at Sea Camp

Campground; however, these programs have not been offered recently.
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INTERPRETATION PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

On April 20-23, 1999, an Interpretive Planning Workshop was held at CUIS. The

planning team, whose names are listed at the end of this chapter, consisted of CUIS park

staff, Southeast Regional Office (SERO ) planners, and Harpers Ferry Center (HFC)

media specialists. Based on that workshop, the following recommendations were written

to form the foundation of the park's Long -Range Interpretive Plan (LRIP ), a seven to

fifteen year vision into the park's interpretive future. Once the LRIP is reviewed and

approved by the Park Superintendent, the CUIS staff will work with SERO planners and

HFC media specialists to implement the action items.

Introduction

This overview presents focuses on the park's interpretation program , just one of the many

resource management issues at CUIS. Visitors, park staff, and others, may develop more

realistic and appropriate perceptions of wilderness and historic values through improved

communications and interpretive programming. Issue-based interpretation addressing the

values should ease CUIS's transition into a more traditional NPS unit late in the 21st

century.

A detailed media and personal services prescription follows the overview .

Interpretation as A Management Tool: An Overview for the Long Haul

As a park in progress, CUIS presents both park management and the visiting public with

a number of apparent paradoxical perceptions. An often -cited paradox at Cumberland

Island is the fact that visitors, who cannot take vehicles to the island, see civilians and

park personnel driving vehicles, even in the designated wilderness.

Artful and well-targeted interpretation can help keep such challenges from becoming

sources of conflict and, perhaps even more importantly, keep such challenges from being

perceived by park management as " problems." The more fruitful view is that these are

prime opportunities to educate the public about wilderness values and the park's and the

NPS's mission .

In fact, the NPS has a great deal of experience with successfully introducing management

concepts new to the national parks experience. The public is generally very accepting if

the new concepts are reasonably explained in terms of the NPS and park mission. One

relatively recent example is the idea of backcountry management and permit systems

introduced in the 1970s in many parks. These programs are generally well -used and

accepted as necessary to maintaining quality parklands and quality backcountry

experiences, contributing to both visitor and resource safety, and helping the park and

NPS justify budget requests .

There is no reason why the general visiting public should not accept our best

management efforts; the NPS exists by the mandate of the American people acting

through their representatives in the Congress. We are not at any fundamental odds with
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our general visiting public; rather, we are their agents. We are keepers of their heritage,

but we need to explain why and how what we are doing is in well -intended and well

informed service of their best interest.

Targeting such explanation to specific audiences is also important. The message will be

somewhat different for different groups. In the example of the paradox of civilian

vehicles in a park to which visitors may not bring their own vehicles, there may be three

audiences:

.
The park staff may need to appreciate how their maintenance and administrative

actions contribute to the perception of vehicles on the island . If two or three NPS

vehicles are seen in use at the Dungeness Dock, then the paradox becomes one of the

first perceptions of the island for visitors. If visitors mainly congregate at Dungeness

Dock for only the four brief periods per day when the ferry loads and unloads

passengers then NPS efforts to minimize vehicles at the dock area during these

concentrated periods would greatly help the visitor's first impression of the vehicle

paradox .

Island visitors could be told in a variety of ways that Cumberland Island is a park in

progress. They could be told that they are participating as visitors in the conversion

of private land to public parkland, that his conversion will take another 80 years or

more , and that some parcels of private property remain to be purchased . Without this

national commitment to creating a full -scale national park over time, the visitors

would not likely be here today to participate in this exciting heritage project for the

American people.

Island residents and their guests might be told about the efforts the park staff is

making to help visitors appreciate how the retained rights were key to creation of the

national seashore. They might also be told that the park staff is minimizing vehicle

use near the ferry docks at the times of maximum concentration of visitors in the

interest of minimizing the visitors perceptions of the vehicle paradox . Such action

may make some residents more sensitive to the use of their own vehicles in such

situations.

.

These messages might be communicated interpretively through:

1. Staff training

2. Pre -visit literature with registration confirmation, the revised park folder and /or the

Dungeness folder, and audiovisual presentations at the visitor center in St. Marys

3. The Mullet Wrapper, park staff personal interactions, and public meetings or

presentations

The remainder of the Long Range Interpretive Plan outlines necessary actions to improve

interpretation and communication in the areas of personal services, exhibits, audiovisuals,

wayside exhibits , publications, historic furnishings, multi -media, and signage. The final

section outlines staffing changes necessary to implement the plan.
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Personal Services

Visitor Center

NPS will continue work to replace CUIS's ferry reservation system with new software,

new work stations, extended hours, improved phone system /lines, more efficient policies,

and the ability to reserve specific front- and back -country camp sites.

Dungeness

NPS should consider starting the “ Footsteps” interpretive walk following the

Welcome/Orientation talk at the Dungeness Dock boathouse instead of waiting 15 to 20

minutes. NPS should also consider reducing the program's length to about 20-30 minutes

and making the route a loop begining and ending at the Ice House to encourage more

visitors to join the walk. A variety of routes and talk themes should be offered .

Parkwide

NPS will use informal (i.e. , roving, information desk conversations) personal services to

facilitate a dialogue with visitors about current management issues such as residents '

rights, vehicle use, and exotic animal controls. Other interpretive opportunities will be

used depending on staffing, season, and visitation. These should be developed based on

interpretive themes and management/preservation goals. (i . e . , nature walks, seine net

programs, evening programs.

Exhibits

Visitor Center

NPS will plan , design, and produce new exhibits, information desk, and sales displays in

the current visitor center. The new exhibits/information desk /sales area will :

confirm visitor reservations

facilitate recreational opportunities planning

remind visitors of safety and preparation messages

explain what visitors can expect on the ferry trip

introduce some natural and cultural interpretation

enhance understanding of park -making issues (e.g., vehicles on roads, horses)

orient visitors to St. Marys area points of interest

sell educational materials through Eastern National sales displays
.
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Museum

NPS will plan , design, and produce exhibits for the new park museum in St. Marys. The

museum will present some of the park's compelling stories and display some of the

park's previously unseen artifacts while keeping the cultural themes in balance /context

with the natural themes. Initially, the new museum will be staffed only by volunteers; the

park will also look into partnering with the Town of St. Marys to help operate the

museum. A video security system should be installed and connected to security monitors

in the staff offices in the museum building as well as the visitor center information desk.

As suggested in this plan's Audio-Visual section, it is recommended that some video

monitor components be incorporated into the exhibits , and that a background audio tape

be made to help provide a vicarious experience for visitors who are not able to visit

Cumberland Islandt. Toward that end , the museum exhibits ' topics/ themes may include :

Colonial and military activities on Cumberland

Family leisure retreat to public recreation

The African -American experience on Cumberland Island

The island's sense of place (e.g. , feeling the island rather than thinking about it)

A park in progress/wilderness management

The nature of Cumberland Island: A Biosphere Reserve

Ice House

New exhibits should be planned, designed, and produced for the Ice House near

Dungeness Dock. The exhibits should include the following concepts:

Cumberland Island's 4,000 years of human habitation

The island's recovery after heavy human use ( e.g., few people here today,

commercial resort development avoided)

Layers of cultures at Dungeness” ( e.g., Timucuans through Carnegies)

Carnegies' Dungeness estate ” (to include Black Barracks: African American

Experience on Cumberland Island and The Grange: The Carnegies on the Island

Dungeness Dock: Deepwater doorway to the sea's highways

Sea Camp

NPS will plan, design, and produce an exhibit in the space next to the Sea Camp

information desk. This exhibit may include :

Park evolution theme

Cross - section model of a barrier island (showing CUIS's macro -world

A "look closely” display encouraging visitors to look at the micro -world

Photos/quotations to provide “food for thought” as visitors ride on the ferry

Answers to visitors ' most frequently asked questions
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Audiovisual

Sea Camp

NPS will produce a professional quality , 15-20 minute videotape that creates a mood that

encourages contemplation of the intangible meanings of CUIS. This video would be

shown primarily in the Sea Camp orientation room before returning ferry departures as a

closure/thought-piece. This video could also be an Eastern National sales item in the

visitor center in St. Marys, be made available to off- site groups, or be put on the park's

web site.

New Museum

The new museum's conference room should be considered for use as an audio-visual

space. It could be equipped to serve both purposes, and the above- described video could

be shown to visitors unable to visit the island.

Some audio-visual components should be included in the new museum's exhibits. Some

video monitors should be included within the exhibit cases/displays to show videos that

support the artifacts on display (e.g. , historic re-enactments with artifacts from the

Colonial period or historic film footage from the “ Gilded Age” with artifacts from the

Carnegie era) . These video programs should not include sound, as that would be a

distraction in such a small space.

Some quiet background sounds should be included in the new museum's exhibit space .

The sound should cover the vehicle noise from Osborne Street yet be subtle and

appropriate to the mood of the museum.

Reservations Phone Line

NPS should write a script and produce a recorded audio loop message with safety,

preparation, and interpretive information for visitors on hold on the park's reservations

phone line.

Wayside Exhibits

St, Marys

Three upright panels should be planned, designed, and produced to replace the

fiberglass -embedded panels within the roofed kiosk outside the visitor center. Rustic

wood or similar materials and a design compatible with the character of the waterfront

should be used. No legs will be needed for these panels, but to use the existing frames,

the panels will need to designed /produced in a 42 ” x 46 ” size. These panels will include :
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Exhibit 1 One upright panel (42” x 46 ” ) on “ Significance of Cumberland Island ”

Exhibit 2 One upright panel (42” x 46 ”) on “ CUIS Trip Planning ” with new “Two

Docks ” exhibit incorporating safety message

Exhibit 3 One upright panel (42 ” x 46 ”) on “ Significance of Salt Marsh to CUIS ”

One standard NPS bulletin case should be produced and mounted on the visitor

center's outside wall to replace the existing 30" x 36 " bulletin case . No legs are needed;

this bulletin case to be wall-mounted. This bulletin case will include :

Exhibit 4

information .

One upright Bulletin Case (36 " x 48 ” ) for Ferry, CUIS, and Safety

Dungeness

NPS should plan, design, and produce two upright panels and purchase one standard

NPS bulletin case to be mounted inside the Dungeness Dock boathouse . No legs are

needed; both the panel frame and bulletin case will be wall-mounted . These displays will

include :

Exhibit 5 One upright panel (36 ” x 48 ” ) on “Orientation to the south end of

Cumberland Island”

Exhibit 25 One upright panel ( 36 "x48 ” ) on “ A Park Evolving: partnerships in

preserving the island, setting visitor expectations”

Exhibit 6 One upright Bulletin Case ( 36 " x 48 ” ) for Ferry, CUIS, and Safety

information

NPS should plan, design, and produce one low profile panel to be installed just off the

Dungeness entrance road. A 36 " x 24" frame is needed for this panel . Three existing

panels at Dungeness should be removed. Due to the complexities of the Dungeness

history and the wealth of information and exhibit resources, further planning is needed.

NPS will plan and design will either a wayside trail or Site Bulletin (brochure) to

interpret the Dungeness site. The interpretive material will encompass the broad time

period including the Timucuan Indians, Spanish, British and plantation eras. Until then

the following panel will be installed:

Exhibit 7 One low profile panel (36” x 24”) on “Dungeness History/Orientation ”

NPS will plan, design, and produce one upright panel needing a frame and legs and four

low profile panels needing frames and legs or special mounts for boardwalk installation

for the Dungeness Nature Trail . Exhibits will include :

Exhibit 8
One upright panel (36 " x 48 ” ) on "Orientation to Dungeness Nature Trail ”

One low profile panel (36 " x 24") on "Saltwater Marsh and the biologicalExhibit 9

bounty "
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Exhibit 28 One low profile panel ( 36 " x 24") on “ Human use of salt marsh ” to

include Timucuan occupation and discovery of ancient canoe

Exhibit 10 One low profile panel ( 36 ” x 24 ”) on “Horse impact on the marsh ”

Exhibit 11 One low profile panel (36" x 24") on “ Dune formation"

Exhibit 29

meadows"

One low profile panel (36 " x 24 " ) on “ Interdune fresh water marsh and

Exhibit 12

dunes"

One low profile panel ( 36 ” x 24” ) on “ Hog and horse impact on the

Exhibit 30 One low profile panel (36 " x 24 ") describing sensitive species and

protection; may educate visitor about shorebird nests, migrating shorebirds, and sea

turtles and how to avoid disturbing these species.

Sea Camp

NPS will plan, design, and produce two upright panels and one bulletin case to be

installed at or near the present location of the existing sheltered bulletin case . A roofed

kiosk may be needed here or legs for i -ground mounting. Exhibits will include :

Exhibit 13 One upright panel (36 " x 48 ”) on "Orientation to south end of

Cumberland Island ” (Duplicate of Exhibit 5)

Exhibit 14 One upright bulletin case ( 36 ” x 48” ) for ferry and interpretive schedules

Exhibit 26 One upright panel ( 36 " x48 ”) on “ A Park Evolving : partnerships in

preserving the island , setting visitor expectations "

NPS will plan, design , and produce one upright panel to be installed at the trailhead to

the Parallel Trail. A frame and legs are needed . The panel will contain :

Exhibit 15 One upright panel ( 36 " x 48 ” ) on “Orientation to the Parallel Trail ” to

include cross section of the island showing typical vegetation and habitat types.

Sea Camp Campground

NPS will plan , design, and produce three upright panels and one bulletin case to be

installed in the Campground Shelter to replace the existing bulletin case and framed -and

plexiglass-covered posters. Frames are needed but legs will be unnecessary if these

panels are wall-mounted. Panels will include :

Exhibit 16 One upright panel (36 ” x 48” ) on “Maritime forest processes”

Exhibit 17 One upright panel ( 36 ” x 48 ”) on “ Dune habitat processes”

Exhibit 18 One upright panel ( 36 ” x 48 ” ) on “ Sea turtles”
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One upright bulletin case (36 ” x 48 ” ) for “ Changeable interpretiveExhibit 19

information ”

Plum Orchard

NPS will plan, design, and produce two upright panels to be installed at the Plum

Orchard dock, one upright bulletin case , and one low profile panel to be installed near

Plum Orchard mansion. Frames and legs will be needed for all four. Exhibits will

include :

Exhibit 20

End”

One upright panel (36” x 48 ”) on “ Orientation to Plum Orchard /North

Exhibit 21 One bulletin case (36 ” x 48 ” ) for “ Changeable interpretive information . ”

Exhibit 27 One upright panel ( 36 " x48 ” ) on “ A park evolving : partnerships in

preserving the island, setting visitor expectations”

Exhibit 22 One low profile panel (36 " x 24 ") on “ Plum Orchard Mansion” that

includes the story of its donation to the NPS by Carnegie descendants

Main Road

NPS will plan and design a prototype for a two-sided sign to be produced and installed

by the park along the Main Road where it crosses from park to private property and at

other such boundaries on the island . Signs will include :

Exhibit 23 One upright, text-only sign (size to be determined ) for visitors entering

public land (CUIS)

Exhibit 24 One upright, text-only sign (size to be determined ) for visitors entering

private land on the island to be installed on the reverse of Exhibit 23

Stafford

NPS will plan , design, and produce two low profile panels to be installed near Stafford

mansion . A frame and legs will be needed. Panels will include :

Exhibit 31 One low profile panel (36" x 24 " ) on “History of Stafford Mansion” (also

advising private property issues)

Exhibit 32 One low profile panel (36” x 24 ” ) on "The Stafford Plantation Era, ”

oriented toward the open
field .
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Publications

HFC -produced CUISfolder

Recommended actions to improve the CUIS folder:

.

Re -design the folder from the A-6 format to a B-6 format (twice the size ).

Keep the parkwide map of CUIS.

Add as large an inset map as possible of the Dungeness-to-Sea Camp area showing as

much trail /road and resource details as possible .

On or next to the Dungeness-Sea Camp inset map, include captions, and perhaps.

photographs, covering the primary natural and cultural resources.

Include a map /art piece to illustrate Cumberland Island's position/importance among

the barrier islands of Georgia or a larger portion of the Southeast Atlantic Coast.

Combine the cultural and natural stories, seeking an appropriate balance in the

presentation.

Include the “Evolving Park ” theme and classic safety messages.

Park -produced Site Bulletins, Newspapers and Newsletters

If HFC -Publications successfully incorporates most of the important information for the

Dungeness - Sea Camp area into the new B-6 folder's inset map, NPS should determine

whether visitors use the new folder as their guide. If the HFC-Publications new B-6

folder does not satisfy visitor needs for a guide of the Dungeness-Sea Camp area, NPS

should completely re-design the existing folder, perhaps using the map as the main

graphic and placing the text as captions.

A staff interpreter should be designated to be the Site Bulletin Designer/Coordinator for

the park . This person should be given time to become competent in this area by reading

the HFC unigrid folder on Site Bulletins, accessing and reading the HFC-Publications

web page on site bulletins, and forming mentor relationships with rangers who have

experience with site bulletins .

Possible topics for CUIS -produced site bulletins include :

O

O

O

the Carnegie estate at Dungeness

Plum Orchard

The Chimneys

Stafford

African American history

The Settlement and High Point

the Cumberland Island wilderness

• birding

sea turtles

endangered species

O
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0
exotic /alien /invasive species

and Native American , Spanish and English habitation

NPS should consider developing a semi-annual newspaper for Cumberland Island to

communicate critical orientation information, safety messages, and interpretive themes.

The current newsletter for employees and local residents that informs readers of

management issues and park news should continue , but it should be in an electronic

newsletter format accessible through the Cumberland Island web site to reduce

production and distribution costs .

Historic Furnishings

Plum Orchard

Once the question of how to preserve Plum Orchard mansion is resolved either through

all-NPS funds, a historic lease, a concession operation, or a field school. NPS should

research and implement a Historic Furnishings Plan for two or three rooms of the house.

The rooms selected for furnishings will be decided later based on their location in the

house, historic photographs (1910-1913) and other evidence of furnishings and

availability or cost of retrieving original objects or making reproductions.

Black Barracks at Dungeness

NPS should research and implement a Historic Furnishings Plan for one of the Black

Barracks' first floor rooms. The room /area selected for furnishings will be decided later

based on photographic and other evidence of furnishings, and the availability or cost of

retrieving original objects or making reproductions. An adjacent room would be used for

exhibits on African -American experience /history on Cumberland Island .

New Museum ( St Marys)

NPS will consider using historically furnished vignettes with period furniture and

appropriate accoutrements.

The Grange

NPS will research and implement a Historic Furnishings Plan for the house, similar to

that proposed for the Black Barracks. Interpretive themes would focus on the house as

part of the Carnegie estate . The use and habitation of this structure is currently governed

through a retained right document. Any work performed during the term of the retained

right will require permission of the holder of the retained right.
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Multi-media

Web Site

NPS should make corrections on the existing NPS default web site for CUIS and develop

and maintain a park -generated CUIS web site . Consider developing a web site for

ferry /camping reservations and setting aside a percentage of the annual reservation

allotments for visitors who want to use this method . Another possible change would be

sending reservation follow -up information digitally through email rather than sending

paper copies through the regular mail .

Signage

Parkwide

A park Sign Committee should be formed. Suggested members would include the park's

Management Assistant, Chief of Maintenance , Chief Ranger, and two or three other

employees. Although highway signs, park entrance signs, and trail signs are normally

outside the purview of an Interpretive Plan , the lack of signs or poor quality of existing

signs compelled us to recommend the following goals for a Sign Committee:

Signage from 1-95

The committee should contact the appropriate authorities in the Georgia Department of

Transportation to initiate discussions on how to improve the road signs that direct

motorists from Interstate 95 to the UIS visitor center in St. Marys. A decision needs to

made either to keep the current I-95 signs that tell drivers to take Exit 1 (St. Marys Road)

for CUIS or to work with Federal Highway authorities to move/change those 1-95 signs

to Exit 2 (Georgia Highway 40). If the decision is made to keep the Exit 1 signs on I-95 ,

the committee should look into cooperating with Crooked River State Park on directional

signs to both parks on St. Marys Rd. , with separate signs at/after the St. Marys Road -

Georgia Hwy 40 interchange . Mileage information along with park names and arrows

should be included whenever possible.

Town of St. Marys

The committee should plan and produce a large sign to be installed just west of the

sidewalk into the public pavilion. This sign would face motorists stopped at the end of

Osborne Street, would welcome visitors to St. Marys and direct them to CUIS visitor

center. Also, a standard road sign or two should direct motorists to the park's long -term

parking area two blocks from the visitor center.

Visitor Center

The bottom board that states “OPEN 8:15 – 4:30 ” should be removed from the park's
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existing entrance sign near the St. Marys dock and replaced with a brown board with no

words. An NPS brown sign that states " Visitor Center Open 8:15 - 4:30 " should be

planned and produced through Prison Industries or the CUIS maintenance staff and

installed on the wall of the visitor center. An optional method would be to attach the

letters to the building as was done at the new museum on Osborne Street.

Dungeness

A "Cumberland Island National Seashore” sign like the one at Sea Camp should be built

or purchased and installed near the boathouse or Ice House at Dungeness. The routed

wood directional signage at every road and trail intersection in the Dungeness area should

be improved.

Library, Collection, and Research Needs

Several needs for the library , collection, and research programs at Cumberland Island

have been identified by the Southeast Regional Office and park staff. Meeting those

needs will improve the park's ability to deliver a quality interpretation and education

program . Funding sources for these particular needs are generally found within the

resource management programs at the park, region, or Washington Office levels. For this

reason , an to avoid unnecessary duplication, they have been listed in the Resource

Management chapter of this document.

Staffing Needs

Currently, only two permanent positions are primarily interpretive; and one of those is

doing collateral duty as acting fee -management officer. Some of the interpretation work

is being done by volunteers, seasonal visitor-use assistants, and one ranger who is in a

protection position but has not been trained. We propose to reorganize current general

positions into several positions that have more specific interpretive responsibility, using

to greater advantage the resources we have and adding one additional permanent

interpreter. All interpreters will be able to perform routine interpretation and maintain

appropriate first aid, fire, boat, computer and other skills required by standard operation.

They will have specific areas of responsibility but will participate in team projects as

well.

Interpretation

Park Ranger, Cultural History Interpretation, Island Operations,

This person will have primary responsibility for island -based interpretive operations in

cultural history. S /he will develop programs, research to keep information current, plan

and produce exhibits and bulletin board content, coordinate newspaper production and

other printed media, and participate in large-scale planning. S /he will also be able to
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react to changing circumstances in the absence of the supervisor, adjust priorities, alter

schedules, and direct volunteers in their work areas .

Park Ranger, Natural Resource Interpretation, Island Operations

This person will have primary responsibility for island -based interpretive operations in

natural resource interpretation. S /he will develop programs, research to keep information

current, plan and produce exhibits, bulletin boards, printed media, coordinate teacher

workshops and school group usage , and participate in large-scale planning. S /he will also

be able to react to changing circumstances in the absence of the supervisor, adjust

priorities, alter schedules, and direct volunteers in their work area.

Park Ranger, Interpretation, Volunteer Coordinator

This person will perform routine interpretation but will have primary responsibility for

recruiting volunteers, seasonal interpreters, Student Conservation Association employees,

and volunteer groups. S /he will also be the primary interpretive trainer for the park. S /he

will also be able to react to changing circumstances in the absence of the supervisor,

adjust priorities, alter work schedules, and direct volunteers under his /her supervision.

Park Ranger, Interpretation, Mainland Operations

This person will have primary responsibility for education outreach and for interpretive

operations on the mainland. S /he will work with schools and individual educators,

personally presenting programs in schools as well as training teachers. This ranger will

also direct the volunteers who will be recruited to work in the new museum building.

S /he will develop programs, research to keep information current, plan and produce

exhibits, bulletin boards, printed media, and participate in large -scale planning. S /he will

also be able to react to changing circumstances in the absence of the supervisor, adjust

priorities, alter schedules, and direct volunteers in his/her work area.

Park Guide, Seasonal (Two positions)

These park guides will work the busy spring and summer months, providing personal

services, camper orientation and other duties at busy times when few volunteers are on

the island.

Resource Protection

This category is included in the staffing plan because all current law enforcement rangers

at CUIS have significant collateral duties in the interpretation program . They are

essential to the delivery of basic interpretive services, but their primary and priority

duties rest within the protection program . Basically, the ranger staff is stretched beyond

capacity in terms of positions and responsibilities. The result is that none of the park's

major interpretive or protection functions are carried out fully. For example, the park has
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been forced to rely on volunteers to provide core interpretive functions, rather than

supplemental activities as intended. To remedy this situation the following position are

necessary:

Protection Ranger, Wilderness

This ranger will be primarily responsible for law enforcement and emergency service on

the north end of the island. S /he will also supervise volunteer work groups for trail

maintenance and other wilderness projects.

Protection Ranger, Visitor Use Management

This ranger will primarily be responsible for law enforcement and emergency service on

the south end of the island . S /he will be responsible for campground operation , physical

security, and boat operation.

Fire Management Officer, Protection Ranger

This ranger will be primarily responsible for the wild land and structural fire programs.

S /he will manage planning, readiness, equipment, interagency cooperation, and training.

S /he will also maintain a Level 1 Law Enforcement Commission and fully participate in

managing hunts and other resource protection activities.

Fee Collection and Reservations - Mainland Operations

Fee Collection Leader

This person will be responsible for directing the daily operations of the fee collection,

reservations, and passenger orientation on the mainland.

Fee Collectors (Two positions)

These persons will work year-round in fee collection on the mainland. They may also be

assigned to fee collection and camper check-in on the island .

Fee Collectors (Two to four positions)

These persons will be assigned to reservation operations during high season in the spring.
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Implementation Plan

The actions listed in this implementation plan are taken from the media and personal

services proposals described earlier.

Project Action Responsibility FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05

PERSONAL SERVICES:

1.Visitor Center Study reservations Superintendent/Chief Ranger
XXX XXX

2. Sea Camp Position description Chief Ranger XXX XXX

3. Dungeness Footsteps Walk Chief Ranger XXX

4. Park -wide Resource issues Chief Ranger XXX XXX

EXHIBITS :

5. Visitor Center Exh., desk , sales Superintendent/Chief Ranger
XXX XXX

6. New museum Exhibits Superintendent/Chief Ranger
Xxxt XXX

7. Ice House Exhibits Superintendent/Chief Ranger xxxt XXX

8. Sea Camp Exhibit Chief Ranger XXX XXX

AUDIOVISUALS:

9. Sea Camp Video Chief Ranger XXX XXX

10. New museum AV room Superintendent
XXX XXX

11. New museum video images Chief Ranger XXX XXX

12. New museum audio background Chief Ranger
XXX XXX

13. Reservations audio “ hold ” loop Chief Ranger XXX XXX

WAYSIDE EXHIBITS

14. St. Marys #1 VC Plaza Superintendent/Chief Ranger
XXX XXX

15. St. Marys #2 VC Plaza XXX XXX

16. St. Marys #3 VC Plaza
XXX XXX

66

17. St. Mays
XXX

# 4 Visitor Center XXX

18. Dungeness Dk
# 5 Boathouse XXX XXX

# 25 Boathouse
XXX

19. Dungeness Dk
XXX

# 6 Boathouse
XXX

20. Dungeness Dk
XXX

XXX XXX
21. Dungeness Ent. # 7 Entrance

#8 Trailhead
XXX

22. Dungeness Trl
XXX

# 9 Marsh
XXX XXX

23. Dungeness Trl
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24. Dungeness Tri # 28 Human Use XXX XXX

66

25. Dungeness Trl #10 Horse XXX XXX

26. Dungeness Trl #11 Dynamics XXX XXX

27. Dungeness Trl #12 Imoacts XXX XXX

28. Sea Camp #13 Rang Sta XXX XXX

29. Sea Camp # 14Rang Sta XXX XXX

30. Sea Camp # 26 Rang Sta XXX XXX

66
31. Parallel Tr; #15 Trailhead XXX XXX

32. Sea Camp #16 Campground XXX XXX

33. Sea Camp #17 Campground XXX XXX

34. Sea Camp #18 Campground XXX XXX

35. Sea Camp #19 Campground XXX XXX

66
36. Plum Orchard # 20 Dock XXX XXX

37. Plum Orchard # 21 Dock XXX XXX

66
38. Plum Orchard # 27 Dock XXX XXX

39. Plum Orch # 22 Grounds XXX XXX

40. Main Road # 23 Sign XXX XXX

66
41. Main Road # 24 Sign XXX XXX

PUBLICATIONS

42. HFC folder Redsgn/Enlarge Chief Ranger XXX XXX

43. Dungns fldr Evaluate Chief Ranger XXX XXX

44. CUIS hndouts Coordinator Chief Ranger XXX XXX

45. CUIS hndouts SB format Chief Ranger XXX XXX

44. CUIS nwspr tabloid frmt Chief Ranger XXX XXX

45. Mullet Wrapper Upgrade Chief Ranger XXX XXX

HISTORIC FURNISHINGS

46. Plum Orchard Hist Fum Plan * Chief Ranger/CR Manager XXX XXX

47. Black Barracks Hist Furn Plan Chief Ranger/CR Manager XXX XXX

48. New Museum Vignettes Chief Ranger/CR Manager XXX XXX

49. The Grange Hist Furn Plan Chief Ranger/CR Manager XXX XXX

MULTI-MEDIA

50. NPS Web Site Corrections Chief Ranger XXX

51. CUIS Web Site Devlp /Maintn Chief Ranger XXX XXX

52. Ferry Web Site Resrch /Devlp Chief Ranger/Concessioner XXX XXX
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SIGNAGE

53. Park -wide Sign Committee All Division Chiefs XXX XXX

54. Interstate 95 Improvements Chief Ranger/Chief Maint XXX XXX

55. St, Marys Welcome Sign Chief Ranger/Chief Maint
XXX XXX

56. Visitor Center Revise Sign Chief Ranger /Chief Maint XXX XXX

57. Dungeness Dup Sea Cmp Sign Chief Ranger/Chief Maint XXX XXX

58. Dungeness Directional Signs Chief Ranger/Chief Maint XXX XXX

* Although a Historic Furnishings Plan was prepared in 1988, the intended use of Plum Orchard may necessitate a new

or revised document.
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PLANNING TEAM

Themes Workshop Participants (March 8-12, 1999 )

Don Kodak

John Beck

Brian Peters

John Mitchell

Gisella Burgos

Dave Brewer

Janet Ferguson

Claudia Polley

Julia Celebi

Interpretive Planner

Interpretive Specialist

Chief, I&RM

Cultural Res. Specialist

Park Ranger

Archeologist

Island resident

History Consultant

Education Consultant

Harpers Ferry Center

Southeast Regional Office

Cumberland Island NS

Cumberland Island NS

Cumberland Island NS

SEAC , Tallahassee, FL

Cumberland Island

Indianapolis, IN

Swainsboro, GA

Media Workshop Participants (April 20-23, 1999)

Jack Spinnler Interpretive Planner

John Beck Interpretive Specialist

Denis Davis Superintendent

Brian Peters Chief, I&RM

Zach Kirkland Park Ranger

Dave Fuellner Park Ranger

Rene Noe Park Ranger

Pat Campbell Park Ranger

Gisella Burgos Park Ranger

Dick Hoffman Wayside Exhibit Planner

Ron Roos Wayside Exhibit Designer

Ed Zahniser Publications Editor

Ben Miller Exhibit Planner

Andy Chamberlain Furnishings Curator

Rich Sussman Planning Specialist

Margaret Littlejohn Visitor Study Coordinator

Harpers Ferry Center

Southeast Regional Office

Cumberland Island NS

Cumberland Island NS

Cumberland Island NS

Cumberland Island NS

Cumberland Island NS

Cumberland Island NS

Cumberland Island NS

Harpers Ferry Center

Harpers Ferry Center

Harpers Ferry Center

Harpers Ferry Center

Harpers Ferry Center

Southeast Regional Office

University of Idaho
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SUMMARY

The National Park Service (NPS) must determine what types of commercial activities are

necessary and /or appropriate at Cumberland Island National Seashore (CUIS ). The sole

purpose of this document is to describe and define current and potential commercial

operations, business opportunities, and associated commercial services that are legally

allowable as well as in keeping with Congress' mandate for CUIS. The national

seashore's enabling legislation states:

Except for certain portions of the seashore deemed to be especially adaptable for

recreational uses, particularly swimming, boating, fishing, hiking, horseback

riding, and other recreational activities of similar nature , which shall be developed

for such uses as needed, the seashore shall be permanently preserved in its

primitive state , and no development of the project or plan for the

convenience of visitors shall be undertaken which would be incompatible

with the preservation of the unique flora and fauna or the physiographic

conditions now (sic) prevailing, .... (Public Law 92-536 Section 6. ( b ))

Also critical to the management of commercial activities within the Wilderness Area on

Cumberland Island is the Wilderness Act (P.L. 88-577) which states : “Except as

specifically provided for in this Act, and subject to existing rights, there shall be no

commercial enterprise and no permanent road within any wilderness area designated by

this Act....”

The Concessions Policy Act (P.L. 89-249) guided management of concession services by

the NPS for about 30 years. In 1998, Congress passed the National Park Service

Concessions Management Improvement Act ( P.L. 105-391), which supercedes the

previous law . The NPS is in the process of writing new regulations to implement the new

law , so in the interim the conditions of the Concessions Policy Act are still valid. The

new law incorporates many of the conditions of the old law except for term lengths on

concession contracts, some instances of rights of preference for renewal, and possessory

interest. Another significant change was the creation of Commercial Use Authorizations

( CUAs) to replace Incidental Business Permits (IBPs) for commercial use that begins and

ends outside the park but uses park resources.

Both laws incorporate the philosophy that commercial use “ ...shall be limited to those

accommodations, facilities, and services that are necessary and appropriate for public use

and enjoyment of the unit of the National Park System in which they are located and are

consistent to the highest practicable degree with the preservation and conservation of the

resources and values of the unit.” (P.L. 105-391) Concessions are generally authorized to

conduct their business inside the park and are often assigned land and /or facilities. It is

because of these assignments, or commitment of park resources, that concessions must be

necessary as well as appropriate. All activities that occur in parks must be appropriate;

that is they must be in concert with the park's stated purposes. Commercial operations

that are authorized by IBPS ( CUAs) must, therefore, only be appropriate since there is no
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assignment of land or facilities allowed . In the case of a park that contains wilderness

such as CUIS, appropriate means must be consistent with the wilderness values of the

park and the Wilderness Act.

The NPS has had a concession contract with Lang Seafood , Inc. to provide ferry service

between St. Marys and two locations on Cumberland Island for over 12 years. Recently,

limited service to Plum Orchard was also authorized. The contract only authorizes ferry

service to and from the island and does not currently include direct access to the

wilderness. In the past the park has issued one- to two -year term IBPs to authorize

commercial use on the island. These permits primarily authorize outfitting services such

as walking, kayaking, and camping tours . The permit holders are authorized to conduct

business according to the general rules and regulations of the park and any specific

conditions identified in the permit. One permit holder, Greyfield , Inc., is a private

landowner on the island with language specific to its IBP. More typically, no IBP holder

is assigned land or facilities in the park or wilderness. Like all other visitors, they must

bring their equipment on and off the island with each trip .

The Wilderness Management Plan (WMP), when implemented, will prohibit all

mechanized commercial transportation in the wilderness except as provided by law .

Access to Plum Orchard mansion will continue to be by boat, and the north end dock

feasibility study is examining the feasibility of concession ferry access there.

In order to preserve and maintain Plum Orchard mansion, the NPS is currently exploring

alternative funding sources because it cannot bear the full cost of restoration ( estimated at

$8.5 million) in any reasonable timeframe. Among the funding opportunities under

consideration are historic leasing and concession contracting. While the current General

Management Plan (GMP) does not allow for concession development on the island ,

subject to the requirements of the new concession law, a concession contract initiated for

the purpose of preserving the historic structure may have sufficient merit to justify an

amendment.

Included in this Commercial Services Plan ( CSP) is a decision tree evaluation process .

The process defines the minimum criteria required for all commercial

activities/operations in the park prior to being considered for final approved by the

Superintendent.
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PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PLAN

The purpose of the CSP is to provide a mechanism for establishing the types and levels of

commercial activities necessary and / or appropriate for CUIS and the most effective and

efficient method for the NPS to manage those activities . This plan will provide a

comprehensive guide for managing commercial services in CUIS for a decade or longer

and will address in more detail several decisions regarding commercial activities from the

February 1984 CUIS GMP.

The commercial activities in the park that will be managed under this plan include

contracts, permits, and special use authorizations involving commercial opportunities.

Park concessions are contracted visitor services, both necessary and appropriate, which

may originate either in or outside the park. Contracts have the longest terms because they

require substantial capital investment, and they may originate either within or outside the

park. IBPs represent commercial activities authorized to operate within park boundaries,

while all aspects of the business; i.e. , advertisement, exchange of money, etc. , must take

place outside the park. Special park uses authorizing commercial and quasi -commercial

activities include rights -of-ways, commercial photography with models or video, and

special events.

The NPS must determine what types of commercial activities are necessary and

appropriate at CUIS. The National Park Service Concessions Management Improvement

Act of1998 mandates that concession development and services at CUIS, and all units of

the NPS, be necessary and appropriate to the park in which they are located. The 1984

General Management Plan is very succinct on the subject of concessions. On page 36, it

states that “ [no] concessions will be permitted on the island .” Also , on page 48, appears

the service limitation : “There will be no food service at the mainland debarkation site or

on the island." The Wilderness Preservation and Management appendix of the GMP,

which cited the NPS policy at the time stated :

Guide services for horseback trips, hiking, mountain climbing, boat trips,

and similar services designed to provide opportunities for the enjoyment of

primitive and unconfined types of recreation or other wilderness purposes

of the area are permissible under careful control by each park as to their

nature , number, and extent. Structures or facilities in support of such

commercial services are not permitted within wilderness . ( p. 97)

In the 1984 GMP, the concession ferry transportation system to the island is only

mentioned in passing. The 300 visitors per day island limit is largely predicated on two

ferry trips of 150 per day . As early as 1984 , there were concerns that : “ [ v]isitor demands

for access to the island , particularly among campers and backpackers, at times (were]

exceeding the capabilities of the present tour boat operation and the existing island

facilities" GMP (p. 14) .
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The current concession contract with Lang Seafood, Inc. expired December 31 , 1992..

Since that date , the Lang Seafood, Inc. has continued to supply ferry services to CUIS

under the terms of the contract on a year to year basis through interim letters of

authorization . Before the contract is renewed or reissued, the park must ensure that any

appropriate business activities meet applicable Federal, State, and local laws and

regulations, such as the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA ). In addition, all

commercial activities must operate in a manner consistent with CUIS' mission of

providing high quality visitor experiences while protecting important natural, cultural,

and scenic resources. A north end ferry feasibility study is underway and, if feasible ,

ferry service to the north end may be added as a part of the ferry concession contract.

The NPS must also determine what levels of commercial use are appropriate . The vast

majority of visitors must use the concession -operated ferry to see Cumberland Island .

Visitation has shown a constant increase until recent years, reaching a plateau of just

under 50,000 a year. (See Table 3-1 : CUIS Visitation Totals ( 1983-1999 ).)

Potentially, given the use limit of 300 per day set by the 1984 GMP, the island could host

109,500 visitors a year. During Spring Break and many holidays that the reservation

requests far outnumber the spaces available . In addition to increasing the numbers of

visitors per day, consideration might be given to spreading visitation over more days

throughout the shoulder and off -seasons. In addition to the ferry contract, all potential

commercial services will likely be influenced by the seasonal visitation rates.

Currently, one collateral position ( the Management Assistant) is responsible for the

park's concession management program . Perhaps in the future a second collateral

( training) position will be added. Although a small program , it is imperative that the

commercial services program be set up for maximum management efficiency and

effectiveness in the protection of park resources, while ensuring appropriate commercial

services are available for park visitors.

While not under NPS control, it is also necessary to mention that Cumberland Island's

enabling legislation allows property owners having negotiated certain retained rights on

the island, the use and occupancy of noncommercial residences. Often included in these

retained rights is a caveat that allows for the rental of island residences and confers

various off-property use rights to guests as well. The island residents and their guests

could potentially be affected by changes in commercial services. The Greyfield Inn

(Greyfield Inn Corp.), located on a private inholding, has physical access to all of

Cumberland Island, but may be limited by law and policy. While access to the Main

Road is granted by the Camden County Court Decree of 1964, at issue is the commercial

access of other island roads within the wilderness. The Greyfield Inn uses park resources

for guest tours under an IBP. With the implementation of the WMP, mechanized

commercial access will no longer be allowed on most wilderness roads. This will impact

on the Greyfield Inn's commercial tours and travel by guests using the Inn's bicycles in

the wilderness . The water transportation utilized by the Greyfield Inn also services island

residents occasionally.

>
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Chart 3-1 : CUIS Visitation Totals (1983 - 1999)
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Table 3-1 : CUIS Visitation Totals (1983 - 1999 )

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

Total

32832

32372

30077

28165

27879

30066

35149

36414

36452

39737

38166

40743

40022

43182

49864

45381

44125

Sea Camp

16263

11880

11108

10856

11907

12618

13663

14438

16081

14126

14567

14812

13122

14207

14471

14116

13362

Backcountry

7449

6695

6406

5915

7005

7258

8437

8519

7811

8412

8798

9014

7614

7868

7950

7895

7626
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EXISTING CONDITIONS

The Park Setting and Commercial Operations

Located in St. Marys, Georgia, the NPS headquarters/visitor facility provides

information, cooperative association book sales, a modest level of interpretation , and on

site and telephone reservations for round-trip boat service to Cumberland Island .

Adjacent free parking is available for about 160 cars .

Cumberland Island is approximately 7 miles by boat from St. Marys and can only be

accessed by water transportation. Fernandina, Florida and Jekyll Island in Georgia are

also ports of access for the island . All materials and supplies for park operations must be

carried to the island by boat. Canoe and kayak parties most often use Crooked River

State Park as their point of departure for Cumberland Island.

The concession tour boat can accommodate 146 persons . It operates twice a day, 5 days

a week from October through February, between St. Marys and the island, docking at

Dungeness and Sea Camp. During the remainder of the year however, the tour boat

operates on a 7-day a week schedule, adding an additional return trip on Wednesdays

through Saturdays. On the first Sunday ofeach month there is a scheduled ferry trip up

to Plum Orchard . This has recently been augmented with NPS van trips to Plum Orchard

from Dungeness three times a week during the regular season and twice a week during

the off season.

The first ferry stop is at Dungeness (see Map 2 : Park Map) , near the southern end of the

island. The second ferry stop is at Sea Camp, also at the southern end of the island (See

Map 2 : Park Map) . Visitor facilities consist of a dock (also available for public docking ),

a frontcountry campground with 16-sites and 2 group sites (total 60 campers ), an

information center, and an over -the -dunes boardwalk .

Four backcountry or primitive campgrounds accommodating a maximum of 20 persons

each ( total 60 campers permitted per night), are located in the middle and northern parts

of the island . Brickhill campground is the only campground on the water and a favorite

stop with the canoe and kayak tours and camping guides.

Plum Orchard mansion also has a dock open to the public. Plum Orchard area has also

been used as one of two designated hunt camp sites ( Brickhill campground is the

second.)

Little Cumberland Island ( the northern part of CUIS) is recognized as a special use zone .

This CSP has no bearing on any commercial activities associated with Little

Cumberland Island .

Because all of the lands that have been acquired for CUIS have either been donated or

purchased outright, there are various legal rights reserved for many of the properties
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contained within the national seashore. Some of these rights expire with the current

generation, some with their heirs, and others after a negotiated length of time. There are

21 separate retained rights agreements. The language contained in each rights agreement

varies, and the inconsistency often requires special consideration in management

decisions . Often the retained rights predate enabling legislation conferring the status of a

legally binding existing agreement. The collection of wood, island driving privileges,

beach access, and hunting rights are just some of the issues involved. Certain retained

rights also include language allowing for “ non -commercial residential rights as a private

single- family residence to be leased for not less than week-to-week tenancies . ” Some of

these rental properties are advertised on the Internet. In keeping with the spirit of the

park's legislation, rental of an island resident's non -commercial property is not regulated

under this plan. Neither are commercial services needed by retained rights holders for

their use and enjoyment of the island .

According to The Economic Impact of Expenditures by Tourists on Georgia Calendar

Year 1998 report, Camden County ranked 28th in the state (of 159 counties) with $82.3

million , up 12.2% over 1997. Ecotourism is gaining momentum in Camden County . A

water trail from Crooked River State Park to Plum Orchard is currently in the planning

stages.

.
.
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Visitor Use and Commercial Operations

Visitation to CUIS appears to have hit a high point in 1997 following the September 21 ,

1996 wedding of John Kennedy Jr. to Carolyn Bessette on the island . Visitation remains

relatively constant below 50,000 . Peak months are March through May. Holidays are

usually popular, and Thanksgiving is known for repeat visitors . The slowest times are

early December through February and the hot days of summer. (See Chart 3-2 and

Table 3-2: CUIS Visitation 1994 - 1999) No explanation is given beyond changing

weather conditions for the slight reduction in visitor numbers in 1999 .

Each spring since 1998 the Visitor Services Project Cooperative Park Studies Unit of the

NPS has conducted an on -site visitor survey. Excerpts regarding aspects of commercial

services from the 1998 survey are captured in Appendix 3 - A: CUIS Visitor Study.

1.
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Chart 3-2 : CUIS Visitation 1994 – 1999
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Table 3-2 : CUIS Visitation 1994 - 1999

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Total

1994

1,467

2,385

4,436

6,327

5,598

3,625

3,695

3,121

2,898

2,735

2.623

1,833

40,743

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

1,483 1,408 2,096 2,964 2,049

2,283 2,431 2,895 2,725 2,867

4,991 4,135 5,619 5,260 5,630

6,314 5,925 6,078 6,090 6,396

5,362 5,297 6,274 5,744 5,588

3,834 4,469 4,624 3,527 3,955

4,069 4,309 5,169 4,151 3,879

3,807 4,474 3,289 2,773

2,665 2,480 3,374 2,457 2,181

3,254 3,278 3,790 4,038 3,264

2.114 3,535 3,676 3,386 3,594

876 2.108 1,795 1.750 1,949

40,022 43,182 49,864 45,381 44,125

2,777

Note : During the “Government Shutdown of December 1995” the subsequent park closure had a

negative affect on visitation .
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The Commercial Services Program

The commercial services program at CUIS includes evaluating concessioner

performance, approving rates charged by the concessioner based on an analysis of

comparable prices in the private sector, safety inspections, public health oversight, and

responding to questions and complaints from the public and from businesses .

Management ofCommercial Services

Concession management at CUIS is a collateral duty for the park's Management

Assistant. It could easily be shared as a collateral duty training assignment for the career

development of other park staff. An effort is made to include other protection,

interpretation , and maintenance staff in monitoring island visitation and resources as they

relate to concessions matters . Coordination with the protection and reservations staff is

maintained through updated lists of approved Special Use Permits and IBPs (kayak /canoe

tours and walking tours ). All staff inquiries about legitimate concession activities are

channeled through the Management Assistant for review and administrative action. Final

approval of all permits remains with the Office of the Superintendent. The protection

rangers are prepared to address violations of the Code of Federal Regulations as

necessary in the field .

The Management Assistant is the park's Chief ofConcessions and has the primary

responsibility of administering the concessions management program at the park level .

The Management Assistant also conducts the quarterly inspection program , while the

park Safety Officer monitors the concessioner's risk management program . The

development of the FY2000 contract under new concessions guidelines rests with the

park's Management Assistant. This position also maintains a working relationship with

the concessioner, preparing documentation for rate approvals, park -specific contract

language, and the annual report. All concession-related correspondence is accomplished

through this position. All Special Use Permits and IBPs originate through this position

and are coordinated with the appropriate park divisions .

ConcessionContract

Under contract #CC-CUIS001-88, Calvin Lang, doing business as Lang Seafood, Inc. has

been Cumberland Island's ferry operator for the past 12 years . Lang is the second

concessioner in the history of CUIS, having purchased the original contract from Lewis

Seafood, Inc. of Brunswick, Georgia in 1987. Mr. Lang operates the Cumberland Queen,

and the Cumberland Princess serves as his back -up boat. Additional sources of income

generated through the park include charter services ( the Shamrock : capacity 6

passengers) and sundries sales/ snack service aboard the ferry. (See Chart and Table 3

3 : CUIS Visitation on Cumberland Queen, Cumberland Princess, and Shamrock.)

The Cumberland Queen is the original ferry in service since Cumberland Island became a

national seashore and ferry service was initiated. The Cumberland Queen is limited to

146 passengers . The contract requires the vessel to operate daily from Memorial Day
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passengers. The contract requires the vessel to operate daily from Memorial Day through

Labor Day and Thursdays through Mondays the balance of the year. No service is required

on Christmas Day or on Mondays during managed deer hunts . This minimum schedule

may be exceeded for the benefit of the visitors and greater profitability. Refreshments may

be sold only while the vessel is underway and for 15 minutes before and after departure .

No interpretive messages have been required.

Lang Seafood, Inc. has had a solid performance history with the CUIS . There is a strong

sense of cooperation, and visitor's needs are shown every consideration. All mechanical or

operational problems have received prompt attention . The concessioner has excellent

safety and environmental records. Lang Seafood, Inc. will be listed as a preferred offerer

when a prospectus is issued in late 2000 .

Lang Seafood has no land assignment but leases 70 linear feet of floating dock at St. Marys

waterfront adjacent to park headquarters. The concession pays an annual fee.
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Chart 3-3: CUIS Visitation on Cumberland Queen ,

Cumberland Princess, and Shamrock
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Table 3-3 : CUIS Visitation on Cumberland Queen,

Cumberland Princess, and Shamrock

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

Septembe

October

November

December

TOTAL

1987

871

1015

2470

3144

3738

2675

3719

2325

1767

2137

1863

1219

26943

1988

1042

1048

2904

3839

2943

2928

3702

2783

2309

2678

2348

1542

30066

1989

1368

1616

3683

4546

4190

3935

3832

3362

2092

2430

2637

1458

35149

1990

1320

1714

4269

4816

4346

3389

3262

3136

2266

1736

2422

1776

34452

1991

1369

1937

3931

4459

3769

3498

3593

2938

2270

2851

2331

1679

34625

1992

1078

2484

4222

5230

4569

4007

4393

3588

2527

2825

2599

1545

39067

1993

1726

2058

3614

5395

4718

3767

4006

2824

2560

2620

2595

1699

37582

1994

1456

2324

4562

6293

5208

3568

3642

3169

2813

2751

2485

1687

39958

1995

1516

2287

4804

6342

5016

3785

3881

2763

2573

3193

2441

887

39488

1996

1345

2403

4109

5719

5083

4477

4121

3716

2435

3296

3377

1914

41995

1997

1990

2763

5530

5848

5940

4375

4656

4014

3129

3471

3315

1736

46767

1998 1999

3002 2065

2786 2742

5205 5547

6160 6287

5614 5784

3463 4329

3959 4091

3218 2916

2461 2158

4032 3401

3208 3436

1711 1888

44819 44644
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Incidental Business Permits

In compliance with the National Park Service Concessions Management Improvement

Act (P.L. 105-391 ) , IBPs will be replaced with CUAs as soon as guidelines are

developed. The program requirements and administration will remain substantially the

same. CUIS will incorporate programmatic changes as there are finalized and adopted

service -wide.

The IBP (and CUA ) is a type of Special Use Permit used to authorize commercial

activities provided by commercial operators who initiate and terminate their operations

outside of park boundaries, conducting no aspect of business within those boundaries

(advertisement, exchange of money, etc.). The NPS does not approve the rates of the

permittee. The permittee has none of the rights or privileges conferred under concession

law and are not considered a concessioner to the NPS.

The number of IBPs has shown a substantial increase in recent years. In 1998 there were

only a half dozen IBPs permitted on the island. As of March 2000, there were 18 IBPs.

They are divided between walking tours (guided tours of the island cultural and natural

resources) and kayak /canoe tours that often spend at least one night camping. Brickhill,

located on the marsh side of the island, is the closest and most accessible camping area

from Crooked River State Park . The walking tours are largely composed of school

environmental education classes and elder hostel participants. When a tour group travels

unaccompanied by a guide or leader to the island, the tour company is not required to

have an IBP ; professional guides who accompany school and environmental education

groups are required to have an IBP. Park day use fees may or may not be waived,

depending on documentation of academic accreditation per NPS - 22 Fee Collection.

Obtaining an IBP is initiated by filling out the Application for Special Use Permit (NPS

Form 10-930 ) and returning it to the Superintendent's office for processing. Submission

of basic requirements documentation may be necessary (i.e. U. S. Coast Guard licensure .)

The permittee must provide a Certificate of Insurance with a minimum of $ 300,000

liability , naming the United States Government, National Park Service as additionally

insured. The permittee is liable for damages to Government property resulting from these

activities . If the service or activity will take place under circumstances that could infringe

on the concessioner's contractual rights the concessioner's permission must be secured in

writing. That letter of permission is kept on file and may be withdrawn at any time

invalidating the IBP.

The Congress has directed the NPS to recover all costs incurred in the administration of

permits and in monitoring the activities so authorized. During 1998-00, a one-time only

processing fee of $20 is applied to all new applicants. The initial permit fee for 1998-00

is $ 180 per year, which covers the administrative and monitoring costs. The initial IBP is

limited to one year. At the end of the first year, if there have been no complaints or

misconduct, the permit may be renewed for one year for the sum of $ 180, or for two years

for the sum of $260. This fee structure is subject to change and will remain in effect
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until it is replaced by the Superintendent due to increased administrative costs or as a

result of new concessions law and subsequent changes in NPS policy and program

administration .

An annul report must be provided no later than thirty days after the anniversary date of

the IBP stating visitor activity and the amount of revenue received from those visitor

services conducted on CUIS.

The concept of threshold is important when dealing with IBPs. If the activity is repeated

more than once in a calendar year it crosses a use threshold and an IPB should be

required. The Code of Federal Regulations under section 5.3 “Business operations”

requires that anyone engaging in or soliciting any business in park areas must be

authorized under a permit, contract, or other written agreement. It is the nature of certain

activities involving only limited impacts on park resources and meeting the criteria for

appropriateness, that because they are commercial, they require authorization . In

instances where the Superintendent has prior knowledge of such a commercial activity,

under this CSP, the activity may be approved without benefit of an IBP if conditions of

liability and resource impacts are sufficiently addressed . There can be no conflict with

existing contracts , policies, or other authorized uses. SUPs may be employed to address

other commercial and quasi-commercial one-time events.

Weddings on CUIS are special events and normally administered as SUPs, except when

they are being offered as part of a commercial enterprise. Anyone seeking to plan,

organize, facilitate, and/or promote weddings using the resources on CUIS will be

required to obtain an IBP.

See Appendix 3 - B: Example Attachment “ B ” for IBPs for sample stipulations

common to IBPs issued by CUIS.

Any requests for new IBPs outside these more traditional and previously approved types

of authorization have been deferred until this plan is finalized. Upon plan finalization, all

new commercial services will be subject to the Evaluation Process (page 3-32).

Generally, a quick reference to the CUIS Commercial Services Decision Tree (pages 3-33

and 3-34) will indicate if the proposed commercial activity meets the minimum

requirements pertaining to law and policy . If it does not, the proposer will be informed.

If it does meet the minimum requirements, a more in depth evaluation may lead to the

issuance of an IBP (or CUA ). In cases where services are being provided solely for the

benefit of island residents, a letter of authorization issued by the Superintendent

permitting the activity may be sufficient. As codified in 36 CFR 5.6 “ Commercial

vehicles" : " (c ) The Superintendent shall issue permits for commercial vehicle use on

park area roads when such use is necessary for access to private lands situated within or

adjacent to the park area , to which access is otherwise not available . ”

See Appendix 3 - D: Example CUIS Utility Stipulations for sample stipulations

common to letters of authorization issued by CUIS.

اهتال VL
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Cooperating Associations

Congress authorized cooperating associations in 1946. In the spring of 1947 Eastern

National was founded because most small parks could not sustain their own associations.

Our cooperating association is a part of the larger Eastern National, located at 470

Maryland Drive, Suite 1 , Ft. Washington, Pennsylvania 19034. According to their

Mission Statement: “ Eastern National provides quality educational products and services

to America's national parks and other trusts . ”

Since 1993, Eastern National has had one outlet in the park, co-located in the visitor

center in St. Marys. Prior to that, book sales were run by the NPS. Sales are limited to

books. Eastern National has only one part-time representative, who works approximately

15 hours a week. Currently , Eastern National does not fund any special park projects.

Management ofOtherAppropriate Uses and Services

Special Use Permits

Guidelines for the issuance of Special Use Permits (SUPs) are provided by NPS -53

Special Park Uses Guidelines, which includes NPS policy and instructions regarding

Commercial Filming and Photography, Special Events, Rights -of -Way, and Use and

Occupancy. Subsequent changes in law and regulations may modify the administration

of the SUP program.

Per NPS - 53, special events may be authorized under permit by the Superintendent

subject to the same criteria as other special park uses provided that (1) there is a

meaningful association between the park and the event, and (2) the event contributes to

visitor understanding of the significance of the park. The Superintendent may require

compliance with additional criteria based on policy as resource protection dictates.

O

The Superintendent may approve a request for a special event if it is determined that:

it will not conflict with law or policy;

it will not be a derogation of the values and purposes for which the park was

established ;

it is consistent with the park's enabling legislation ;

it does not have reasonable potential to cause illness, personal injury , or property

damage; and

it will not unduly interfere with normal park operations, resource protection, or visitor

.

O

use.

The NPS will not permit the staging of special events that are conducted primarily

for the material or financial benefit of participants; that involve commercialization ,
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advertising, or publicity by participants; or for which a separate public admission

fee is to be charged, unless the event is directly related to the purposes for which a

park was established . In addition, the NPS will not sponsor or issue permits for special

events conducted in wilderness areas if those events might be inconsistent with the

protection of wilderness resources and values.

The NPS will recover costs incurred in administering permits and monitoring the

activities it authorizes. It will also establish and collect permit fees authorized by

applicable legislation, regulations, and policies.

The most common SUP requests are for commercial filming and special events such as

weddings on the island and community fund -raising efforts on the mainland.

Commercial Filming

It is the policy of the NPS to allow filming and photography when it is consistent with the

protection and public enjoyment of park resources. The NPS encourages filming when it

is for the specific use of the park or when it assists the NPS in fulfilling its mission.

Public Law 106-206 provides new guidance for all commercial filming activities on NPS

lands and directs the Park Service to require a permit and establish a reasonable fee for

commercial filming activities or similar projects based upon the following criteria :

the number of days the filming activity or similar project takes place;

.
the size of the film crew present;

the amount and type of equipment present; and

other factors ( special transportation, extended hours, etc) .

.

Also, the NPS is to recover any costs incurred as a result of filming activities or similar

projects, including but not limited to administrative and personnel costs. These fees are to

be retained by the park and will remain available until expended in a PWE 318 account.

No permit or access fee is required for still photography as long as photography takes

place where members of the public are generally allowed. The NPS may require a permit,

fee, or both if such photography takes place at locations where members of the public are

generally not allowed, if additional administrative costs are likely, or if models or props

which are not a part of the site's natural or cultural resources or administrative facilities

are included .

Paramount is the protection of park resources, and the NPS will not permit any filming,

still photography, or other related activity if it is determined that:

there is a likelihood of resource damage;
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there would be an unreasonable disruption of the public's use and enjoyment of the

site ; or

the activity poses health or safety risks to the public.

Over the course of the past year three commercial filming permits have been issued . The

permits involved the promotion of a country singer, advertisement for fashion design, and

a documentary about Cumberland Island . The specific park stipulations placed on the

documentary were typical of management constraints. An example of the park -specific

language incorporated into filming permits is found in Appendix 3 - C: Example

Filming Permit Stipulations.

Rights -of -Way

When undocumented utility lines exist in a park, and the park allows the line to remain, a

right-of-way (ROW ) permit must be prepared and submitted for final execution by the

Superintendent. No known ROW exists for the electrical power supplied to Cumberland

Island by Okefenoke Rural Electric. The system includes 34.5 miles of underground

cable that predates the establishment of the seashore . The development of the electrical

service occurred in the late 1960's to supply extensive land development proposals. After

the seashore was founded and the development plans stopped, the United States

Government justly compensated Okefenoke Rural Electric for loss of the development

sales base .

Electricity is supplied to the NPS and island residents by Okefenoke Rural Electric

Membership Corporation. Electrical power is delivered to the island by single pole

transmission lines that cross the Cumberland River and marsh, terminating in the Table

Point area. From there the system is underground and travels the length of the island

adjacent to the Main Road. Electrical service to Little Cumberland Island is also

provided by Okefenoke Rural Electric through a cable buried under Christmas Creek near

the Candler property at High Point.

While easements exist , a ROW agreement will need to be negotiated in the future . As is

anticipated in this case, compliance for this type oflandsaction is normally categorically

excluded by the National Environmental Policy Act and Section 106 compliance of the

National Historic Preservation Act.

The National Park Service is under congressional mandate not to allow any use of NPS

land that would be a derogation of the values and purposes for which the park was

established or be incompatible with the public interest, except when authorized by

Congress. On Cumberland Island this must be balanced with the unique rights conveyed

by the 21 retained rights estates present.

The GMP states that “ [l]ands containing aboveground utility lines are not included in

recommended wilderness. Areas containing underground utility lines may be included if

the area otherwise qualifies as wilderness and the maintenance of the utility line does not
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require the routine use of mechanized and motorized equipment. No new utility lines are

to be installed, and existing utility lines may not be extended or enlarged .” ( p. 96)

TDS Telecom has been planning an island telephone line service for the past 5 years.

Their application has been received by the NPS. This application will require the

issuance of a ROW. The proposal for a telephone system is complicated by wilderness

issues as well as by language in retained rights that give only certain residents the right of

future utilities . Also NPS -53 states : “The NPS will not issue any new right-of-way

permits or widen or lengthen any existing rights -of-way in designated or proposed

wilderness areas. ”

The construction of cellular towers in the wilderness is an issue that is addressed in the

WMP. (See Director's Order #15 : NPS WIRELESS SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT).

No water or sewer systems are planned that might involve rights -of-way.

Other Commercial Activities

In 1982, the NPS established the Historic Leasing Program to lease historic structures and

agricultural land to individuals and organizations. The program was designed to spur

rehabilitation and reuse of designated historic structures and federally owned lands. Any

proceeds from these leases were to be used to maintain, repair, and preserve historic

properties and to defray the costs of administering the leasing program . In 1997, a

Request for Proposals (RFP) for Plum Orchard mansion was issued . Only one bid was

submitted and it was not accepted for failure to meet the standards of demonstrated

expertise and sufficient financial resources. NPS line item funding for Plum Orchard

mansion is expected to total $2.4 million , but an estimated additional $6 million will be

required to restore the mansion to the desired standard. Depending on the public's

response to an RFP for Plum Orchard mansion, a commercial operation ( concession

contract) may be the best option for non-NPS funding for needed restoration and

maintenance . An RFP could lead to an historic lease or a concessions operation

depending on the type of services provided by the permittee. Administratively, a

concession contract would require NPS to determine whether the concession meet the

criteria for being necessary and appropriate, conduct a feasibility study, amend the 1984

GMP to allow concessions on the island, and issue a concessions prospectus. A critical

aspect of any subsequent concession contract is that under concession law there would be

no possessory interest developed in the capital improvements, instead there would be a

leasehold surrender interest at the term of the contract. (See definitions.)

It is the park's position that services provided to retained rights holders are exempt for

commercial operations provided to visitors. Consequently no permits will be required or

issued. However, where there is a potentially hazardous situation that requires

safeguarding or extenuating circumstances, a letter outlining any agreement with a

provider may be initiated. In 1999, the delivery of propane to island residents was

addressed in a letter issued by the Superintendent to Cumberland Gas and Ice, Inc. An
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example of the language contained in that letter of agreement is found in Appendix 3 -

D: Example CUIS Utility Stipulations.

Land under NPS authority at the downtown headquarters in St. Marys extends from the

pavilion on the east to the boat launch ramp on the west. The headquarters' location on

the waterfront is central to many parades and events and use of the open space

surrounding park headquarters is frequently requested for community events . The local

sport fishing group , the Kiwanis, and local government (Camden County Court

Appointed Special Advocates (CASA ) Program ) have used the space to promote fund

raising efforts and civic events . Authorization has been given through letters and SUPs,

taking into account liability , insurance requirements, and any precedence being set for

future requests. Community support and good will are important components in these

decisions.

The concept of a threshold number is also important to the issuance of SUPs from a

practical standpoint . One-time, non -commercial events, involving a limited number of

participants may be approved without a permit. Communication with the park, prior to

the event is critical. Given sufficient staff review, the Superintendent may exercise

discretion to approve special events that might otherwise go unnoticed and would have no

additional resource impacts. If, for example, a beach wedding includes less than 20

participants/guests, there is little reason to issue a permit. All park fees must still be paid .

(Note : Commercial weddings may be held on private land and family weddings on lands

under retained rights, as applicable, without the necessity of obtaining a SUP.)

Other thresholds may be established . Preservation of the cultural and natural resources is

key to such decisions . SUPs for events involving the African Baptist Church will not be

issued for groups of more than 20 participants.
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BASIS FOR THE PLAN

A CSP is an implementation plan, and it should be developed with public input and

grounded in the basic management philosophies established in higher level plans such as

the GMP, Statement for Management, and Strategic Plan. These plans identify the

mission, purpose, and significance of the park. They also identify goals or desired future

conditions for the park. All subsequent plans and actions must fall within the limits

established in these higher plans and work towards achieving the goals identified therein .

Implementation plans provide the details of how specific areas of park operations, such

as commercial services, resource management, interpretation, wilderness, and

development, will achieve the park goals within the limits established.

The following section provides information that has a direct effect on the management of

commercial activities at CUIS. It is presented consistent with the NPS planning process,

from overall management philosophy to specific laws, regulations, and policies that must

be followed when developing and implementing a comprehensive CSP.

Guiding Laws and Policies

The Omnibus Park Management Act of 1998 (Public Law 105-391) was passed by

Congress and signed into law on November 13, 1998. The National Park Service

Concessions Management Improvement Act of 1998 is the short title for Title IV of the

Omnibus Act that deals directly with NPS concessions. This legislation supercedes the

Concessions Policy Act that has guided NPS management of concessions for the last 30

years. The new legislation incorporates much of the philosophy of the old law , including

limiting development “ ...to those accommodations, facilities, and services that are

necessary and appropriate for public use and enjoyment of the unit of the National Park

System in which they are located and are consistent to the highest practicable degree with

the preservation and conservation of the resources and values of the unit .” In addition,

the Secretary of the Interior should “ ... exercise his authority in a manner consistent with

a reasonable opportunity for the concessioner to realize a profit.” Thus, only

economically feasible concession operations should be introduced.

Public Law 105-391 may also be critical to future restoration efforts concerning Plum

Orchard mansion. The law requires that: “ [t]he Secretary may not use a lease under

paragraph (1) to authorize the lessee to engage in activities that are subject to

authorization by the Secretary through a concessions contract, commercial use

authorization, or similar instrument. ” Depending on the type of services offered by an

individual, company, or organization capable of restoring Plum Orchard's former

qualities, a concession operation may be the best option .

The new law also makes some significant changes in managing NPS concession

operations. Large (over $ 500,000 annual revenues) concessioners are no longer given a
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right of preference in renewal of contracts. There are three different types of contracts

based on the amount of land or facilities assigned to the concessioner. The term of new

contracts will normally be 5 to 10 years , with 20-year contracts only issued in special

financial situations with approval from the Director. Possessory interest has been

discontinued and restructured as a leasehold surrender interest, reconcilable at the end of

contract. Under the old law, all franchise fees paid by a concessioner were sent to the

general treasury. Under the new law, all franchise fees stay with the NPS to be used for

concession related or resource protection projects; parks that collect franchise fees retain

80%, and 20% is used service -wide. All projects must be approved through the Project

Management Information System (PMIS) . Concession permits will be discontinued and

replaced with short form contracts.

Another change in the new law is in IBP are management. Under the old law, parks

could not limit the number of permits issued for any activity deemed appropriate. Under

the new law , the total number of IBPs for any activity deemed appropriate may be limited

to protect resources and improve the visitor experience. NPS is currently developing a

method to determine who will receive limited permits.

According to National Park Service Management Policies, most commercial activities in

parks operate under contracts or permits. Commercial activities are conducted under

safeguards that protect against unregulated and indiscriminate use and ensure that heavy

visitation does not impair park values and resources . Concessions in park units should be

viewed as a tool of management to be used, when necessary and appropriate, to achieve

the objectives of the park unit. Historically, the concessions program has been based on

considerations such as visitor needs, the agency's ability to satisfy those needs, the

resource itself, and the apparent carrying capacity. Changing conditions and increasing

pressure to meet visitor needs requires a strategy that balances visitor needs with the

purposes and values of individual parks.

The National Park Service guidelines that are applicable to commercial services include :

NPS -22 Fee Collection

NPS- 48 Concessions Guidelines

NPS -50 Loss Control Maňagement Program Guideline

NPS -53 Special Park Use

NPS -83 Public Health Management Guideline

These guidelines, along with fundamental policies , standard contract language, and

operating practices, are used in managing commercial activities throughout the national

park system .
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Commercial Services Authorization Instruments

For a side-by-side treatment of the various types of Commercial Authorization

instruments, please see Table 3-6: Types of Commercial Authorizations on the

following page.
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Other Legislation and Policy Affecting Commercial Services

Pertinent enabling legislation for CUIS follows. According to Public Law 92-536 Section

6. (a and b):

(a) The seashore shall be administered , protected, and developed in accordance

with the provisions of the Act of August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535 ; 16 U.S.C. 1 , 2-4),

as amended and supplemented, except that any other statutory authority available

to the Secretary for the conservation and management of natural resources may be

utilized to the extent he finds such authority will further the purposes of the Act.

( b ) Except for certain portions of the seashore deemed to be especially adaptable

for recreational uses, particularly swimming, boating, fishing, hiking, horseback

riding, and other recreational activities of similar nature , which shall be developed

for such uses as needed, the seashore shall be permanently preserved in its

primitive state, and no development of the project or plan for the convenience of

visitors shall be undertaken which would be incompatible with the preservation of

the unique flora and fauna or the physiographic conditions now prevailing, nor

shall any road or causeway connecting Cumberland Island to the mainland be

constructed .

Commercial activities are governed by Wilderness legislation. Public Law 97-250

Section 2. (c) states that "[ t]he wilderness area designated by this section shall be known

as the Cumberland Island Wilderness . Subject to valid existing rights, the wilderness

area shall be administered by the Secretary of the Interior in accordance with the

applicable provisions of the Wilderness Act governing areas designated by that Act as

wilderness areas ...

According to Public Law 88-577 (The Wilderness Act) Section 4. (c) and (d)(6) :

4. (c) “Except as specifically provided for in this Act, and subject to existing

private rights, there shall be no commercial enterprise and no permanent road

within any wilderness are designated by this Act... "

4. (d) (6) “Commercial services may be performed within wilderness areas

designated by this Act to the extent necessary for activities which are proper for

realizing the recreational or other wilderness purposes of the area. ”

The ultimate strategy for the rehabilitation of Plum Orchard mansion may involve the

National Historic Preservation Act (Public Law 102-575). This act, as amended through

1992, in Section 111 (16 U.S.C. 470h-3) states :
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( a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law , any Federal agency after

consultation with the Council, shall, to the extent practicable, establish and

implement alternatives for historic properties, including adaptive use, that are not

needed for current or projected agency purposes, and may lease an historic

property owned by the agency to any person or organization, or exchange any

property owned by the agency with Section 111 (a), continued comparable historic

property, if the agency head determines that the lease or exchange will adequately

insure the preservation of the historic property.

( b ) The proceeds of any lease under subsection ( a ) may, notwithstanding any other

provision of law , be retained by the agency entering into such lease and used to

defray the costs of administration, maintenance, repair, and related expenses

incurred by the agency with respect to such property or other properties which are

on the National Register which are owned by, or are under the jurisdiction or

control of, such agency.

Beach jurisdiction is critical to the enforcement of 36 CFR Part 5 ( includes Business

Operations)

In Amendment One (dated May 29, 1986) to the Memorandum of Agreement for

Concurrent Jurisdiction at National Park Service Units within the State of Georgia dated

December 14, 1982 are the following two paragraphs :

1. The State of Georgia, acting in accordance with the provisions of S 50-2-23 : 1

of the Official Code of Georgia, hereby cedes to the United States concurrent

jurisdiction over all lands and waters within the exterior boundaries of the

Cumberland Island National Seashore.

2. As of the effective date of this Agreement, the United States hereby accepts the

State's cession of concurrent jurisdiction over all lands and waters within the

exterior boundaries of the Cumberland Island National Seashore.

Part 1 of 36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR ) National Park Service, Department of the

Interior - General Provisions, current through October 1 , 1999, 1.2 Applicability and

scope, states that “ [ e ]xcept for regulations containing provisions that are specifically

applicable, regardless of land ownership, on lands and waters within a park area that are

under the jurisdiction of the United States, the regulations contained in parts 1 through 5

and part 7 of this chapter do not apply on non -federally owned and waters . ..

In effect, even though the United States has concurrent jurisdiction over the intertidal area

of CUIS, because the State of Georgia retains fee simple title to the lands between high

and low-water marks, many NPS regulations do not apply .

The 1964 Judgement and Decree and 1965 Supplemental Decree by Camden County

Superior Court allow various property owners easement of ingress and egress of Coleman
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Avenue and the Main Road. These rights are extended to the heirs and assigns of: Lucy

C. Carnegie Rice; Nancy C. Rockefeller; Mary R. Bullard; Margaret C.R. Sprague; Oliver

G. Ricketson III; Lucy R. Ferguson; Margaret J. Wright; Coleman C. Johnston; Lucy C. J.

Graves; T.M.C. Johnston; Marius E. Johnston, Jr.; Coleman C. Perkins; Margaret P.

Laughlin ; Thomas M. Carnegie, III; and Gertrude Schwartz (as trustee for Andrew

Carnegie, III, and Henry Carter Carnegie). There is no mention or indication that

commercial activities were a party to this ruling.

The 1984 General Management Plan states that “ [n o concessions will be permitted on the

island.” ( p. 36) and that there will be " no food service at the mainland debarkation site or

on the island.” (p. 48)

Each year CUIS is now required to develop annual performance goals based on the park's

five -year strategic planning. When and wherever possible, this CSP supports the current

park goals.

Existing Planning Direction

The guidance contained in the GMP accurately reflects the sentiments of the legislation

that created CUIS. There is currently no commercial development on public land within

NPS boundaries. The legislative history for Cumberland Island Wilderness makes it

perfectly clear that Congress intended the NPS to preserve Plum Orchard mansion.

However as previously stated, if the preservation and future maintenance needs of the

historic Plum Orchard are not within the fiscal capability of the NPS, the development of

an historic structure lease, a concession contract for the purpose of preservation, or an

environmental education center may be the only viable alternatives. This is compatible

with Cumberland Island's enabling legislation that says :

Except for certain portions of the seashore deemed to be especially adaptable for

recreational uses, particularly swimming, boating, fishing, hiking, horseback

riding, and other recreational activities of similar nature, which shall be developed

for such uses as needed, the seashore shall be permanently preserved in its

primitive state , and no development of the project or plan for the convenience of

visitors shall be undertaken which would be incompatible with the preservation of

the unique flora and fauna or the physiographic conditions now prevailing,... (

Public Law 92-536 Section 6. [b] )

In FY2000 CUIS will offer a new concession contract for the island ferry service.

Because of their history of quality service, Lang Seafood, Inc. will have an opportunity to

meet the next best contract offer when the prospectus is issued. The NPS contract

language will detail the needs of the park.

Changes to the current concession contract or subsequent amendments may include the

following:
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O

Expanded ferry service to accommodate any potential increase resulting from VERP

(Visitor Experience /Resource Protection) study . This may be accomplished through

additional scheduled trips or an increase in the ferry size and /or number of watercraft

employed. (Any changes must also include consideration of off -season operating

expenses .)

Additional destinations on Cumberland Island (north end) depending on feasibility

and wilderness compliance.

Takeover of the park reservations system by a concessioner as a possible solution to

staffing and accounting needs discovered in upgrading the reservations system .

Development of interpretive services offered during ferry transport by the

concessioner to educate, inspire, and entertain the ferry riders with good interpretive

presentations. The NPS will assist in this project.

Improved access and compliance with Americans with Disabilities Act requirements.

A study is underway to assess the feasibility of developing a small commercial docking

site on the north end of the island at Brickhill Bluff or adjacent to the old Cumberland

Dock ruins. Also being evaluated in the same proposal are less invasive landing

alternatives suitable for a small ferry operation. It is anticipated that this ferry operation

would be a subsidiary of the current contract when it is next negotiated.

Although the current limit for island visitation has been established at 300 visitors per

day , the 1984 GMP also states the need for data collection in anticipation of changes in

future visitation levels. Resource planning efforts may require a Visitor

Experience/Resource Protection ( VERP) or similar study as funding permits. Changes in

use limitations will not be without controversy. It is critical to note that any changes in

the level of island visitation will affect on-going concession operations and may impact

heavily on other commercial services addressed in this plan .

Planning Issues and Proposals for Desired Future Conditions

New Concessions ContractLanguage

Issue: The current concessioner is operating under an Interim Letter of Authorization .

Any changes in contract language and requirements will affect how business is done or

how the new contract is bid.

Proposal: Ferry service will continue to the island and will be provided by one

concessioner. Due to the day use limit set by the GMP and the need for operational

oversight, having only one concessioner presents the most reasonable solution. As soon

as new contract language has been developed, consistent with the National Park Service

Concessions Management Improvement Act of 1998, it is essential that a prospectus be
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issued for the Cumberland Island ferry concession. ( A prospectus is a public

announcement setting guidelines for the offering of a business opportunity .)

Development ofNew Dock Site orAlternative Docking Method (North

End)

Issue : Depending on scheduling requirements, equipment costs, and visitor response, this

could be a profitable operation or operated at a loss. Because the day use limit is set at

300, any visitors ferried to the island are counted against that number regardless of their

point of disembarkation. As operating costs increase against fixed visitation profitability

will change . A new point of disembarkation in the wilderness may also alter the visitor's

length of stay and annual use figures.

Proposal : A Visitor Experience /Resource Protection (VERP) or similar study should be

developed as funding permits. Depending on an outcome indicating an increase in

visitation , reservations to accommodate increased use consistent with wilderness

management should be allowed.

Increasing Kayak /Canoe Camping Tours at Brickhill Campground

Issue : Outfitters in the local area rent kayaks and provide guided tours. The popularity of

kayak tours of the island appears to be increasing. Potentially each kayak visitor is one

less aboard the concessioner -operated ferry. Profiles for these visitors may be entirely

different from profiles of visitors arriving by ferry.

Proposal: Any increases in use or changes associated with the Brickhill campground

must be consistent with the WMP. Commercial outfitters will not be shown a preference

in any reservation system over private parties; however, an improved reservations system ,

more responsive to backcountry use planning, will assure site availability.

The Historic Lease, Concession Contract, or Development ofan

Environmental Education Center at Plum Orchard Mansion Areafor

Programmed Repairs

Issue : Depending on the nature of the lessee's operation and the number of visitors

transported to the island by the concessioner, this could affect profitability. Under current

contract language, if the new Plum Orchard operation brings visitors to Cumberland

Island , they must travel by ferry. An historic lease itself cannot authorize commercial

activities, but a concession contract could . Eventually some decision will have to be

made regarding the future use of Plum Orchard mansion. This may require additional

NPS line item funding; historic leasing, or a concession contract.

Proposal: The Request for Proposals for Plum Orchard will be written to encourage a

broad range of responses from the private sector. Based on the selection criteria, the most
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suitable use will be selected and the proper legal instrument developed to maximize the

NPS preservation efforts .

Wilderness Use Permits are Required

Issue : All approved commercial use parties entering the wilderness will be permitted.

Proposal: Compliance will be sought through the appropriate legal or administrative

means.

Water Taxi Access

Issue : Local water taxies are eager to ply the waters between the mainland and

Cumberland Island. Aside from the services offered by the concessioner, only Greyfield

Inn , Inc. can legitimately carry commercial visitors to the island . Visitor safety, liability,

control of visitor access, and legal/contractual obligations are all involved in this issue .

Proposal: New concession contract language needs to further define this exclusive right.

IBPs are available for non -conflicting access involving residents' rights and impacting on

NPS facilities. Water taxis engaged by residents and those operators would not be

required to have an IBP.

Motorized Support Craftfor Kayak /Canoe Camping Tours

Issue : Requests have been made to allow support craft for permitted kayak and canoe

camping tours. While safety is a genuine concern , there is a conflict with the concession

contract language when visitors are transported to the island by an alternate commercial

means. Kayak and canoe tours have been approved because they use only self-propelled

craft. Currently, visitors carry their own supplies and provisions, limiting impacts to the

island.

Proposal: NPS should continue to deny motorized support, based on the issue presented.

Commercial Tours in the Wilderness by Motorized Vehicle

Issue : Commercial tours in a wilderness area by motorized vehicle are prohibited . The

1964 Judgement and Decree and 1965 Supplemental Decree by Camden County Superior

Court, however, allow various retained rights holders and property owners (including the

Greyfield Inn, Inc:) use of Coleman Avenue and the Main Road for themselves and their

non -commercial guests. There is a necessary distinction between island guests (renters of

retained rights, subject to specific rights ) and paying customers.

Proposal: The prohibition against commercial mechanical touring in the wilderness has

been addressed in detail by the WMP. The Greyfield Inn has a right of access to the Main
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Road and Coleman Avenue. Commercial touring in the non -wilderness portion of the

island, subject to approval of reasonable restrictions, is allowable. Having a retained

right on the island does not confer any legitimacy for providing commercial day touring

by vehicle, regardless of wilderness issues. Also , no commercial touring is allowed on

the beach , regardless of wilderness issues . (Private property [fee simple ownership ) is not

within the purview of this plan . )

Use ofMinimum Requirement Determination for Special Use

Authorizations in Wilderness

Issue: All special use authorizations should be measured against a minimum requirement

determination if the request involves wilderness.

Proposal: NPS should standardize a process for minimum requirement determination

prior to approval for any new special use authorizations. All special use activities will be

subject to the minimum equipment determination described in the WMP.

Payment ofDay Use Fees by Island Visitors

Issue: All visitors are required to pay the day use fee upon entering CUIS boundaries.

Visitors arriving by private craft are given the opportunity of payment at honor boxes

located at the Dungeness, Sea Camp, and Plum Orchard docks, if they have not already

paid. Guests and assigns of residents having retained rights on Cumberland Island are not

required to pay a day use fee .

Proposal: Status quo should be maintained. A monthly or quarterly payment schedule

should be developed through the Greyfield Inn (and Plum Orchard as applicable) so those

commercial guests are not inconvenienced. Any guests paying for the privilege of staying

on the island may also consider paying day use fees if they use park facilities.

Adequate Telephone Servicefor the Island

Issue: Because good communication is so important in providing the high standard of

visitor service and safety set by the NPS, telephone service to the island should be

improved. Current cellular service is inadequate and expensive for voice and data

transmission . While telephone service is desirable, compliance with the Wilderness Act,

retained rights agreements, the National Environmental Policy Act, and Section 106 of

the National Historic Preservation Act is mandatory. Island residents having retained

rights to future utility access must also be considered . No pay phones are available on the

island.

Proposal: Proposals by approved voice/data carriers that address all of the compliance

requirements mentioned should be encouraged. NPS should maintain emergency phones

and limit pay phones to one at Sea Camp.
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Strict Regulation ofIBPs in the Wilderness

Issue : All IBPs (or Commercial Use Authorizations) will include a list of stipulations

designed to protect wilderness values and provide visitors with a safe and enjoyable

wilderness experience.

Proposal: As IBPs expire, new stipulations reflective of changes in wilderness

management policy adopted by CUIS will be included in all renewals. Also as

applicable, new stipulations will be added to existing IBPs as allowed.

Minimum Requirement Determination for Commercial Photography

Activities in the Wilderness

Issue: All commercial photographers issued permits will be subject to a minimum

requirement determination for activities (including travel) in the wilderness.

Proposal: NPS will standardize a process for minimum requirement determination prior

to approving any new special use authorizations. All special use activities will be subject

to the minimum requirement determination described in the WMP.

Limiting Backcountry Camping Spacesfor Commercial Operators

Issue : The NPS may limit the number of spaces available to commercial operators to 25

percent of the total number of backcountry spaces available nightly if monitoring

identifies a problem .

Proposal: NPS will establish monitoring a program for the documentation of overuse or

conflicts with commercial operations.

Control ofIllegal Commercial Uses and Operations

Issue : Any illegal commercial operation on Cumberland Island must be curtailed.

Proposal: NPS will develop a consistent permitting, monitoring, and law enforcement

program . Public support and reporting will be encouraged through visitor education.

Weddings and Other Functions Held at the African Baptist Church

Issue : Permits are available for weddings and other special events at the African Baptist

Church, but commercial transportation is not. Any special event held at the Settlement or

in the wilderness area will be approached by non -mechanical means or under a retained

right.
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Proposal: NPS will increase public awareness of wilderness values and, as applicable,

develop improved access to the north end of Cumberland Island.

Rental ofHorses to Day Use Visitors

Issue : The introduction of off - island horses for rental purposes will impact island

resources (potential spread of exotic species through manure) and the visitor's experience

( conflicts arising out of shared trail use). Additional liability and the increased burden of

emergency medical response are also considerations. Because of transportation

limitation, guests at Plum Orchard may ride horses.

Proposal: No commercial livery operations should be allowed , and use of horses should

be limited to rights holders and their guests .

Bicycles on Wilderness Roadways

Issue : Day use visitors are riding bicycles on wilderness roadways. While they cannot be

transported in the ferry, bicycles can be ridden on the island if brought over by other

means. The Greyfield Inn has been providing bicycles for their guests for years. Bicycles

are not allowed in the wilderness area ( except for retained rights holders and their guests).

Proposal : NPS should limit bicycle use in the wilderness to non - commercial use .
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Commercial Services Evaluation Process

Requests will come from individuals and organizations seeking authorization to use the

park in some commercial aspect of their business. The NPS should also analyze

recommendations from other agencies, special use groups, and NPS employees for

proposed commercial activities or services believed necessary and /or appropriate for any

of the various commercial authorizations. These procedures are designed to provide a

consistent and fair evaluation of all such requests. All decisions will follow

administrative steps that clearly identify the factors leading to a NPS decision . Primary in

this evaluation process is the focus on potential impacts of the proposed activities on park

resources and noncommercial visitor activities.

This section of the CSP identifies two phases for making a determination regarding the

acceptability of the various commercial operations proposed for CUIS. The two phases

include a general review using a decision tree and a more detailed examination,

addressing each aspect of CUIS management and protection. The existing concession

contract with Lang Seafood, Inc. and the current IBPs have already been tested and

evaluated over the course of years. Their impacts have been monitored and where

conflicts with park resources have been noted, new stipulations have been set in place or

the commercial operation has been discontinued. The ferry contract will be reissued this

year (2000), and any changes as a result of the current planning processes affecting park

resource management will be incorporated in the new contract language. Likewise, as

IBPs expire over the course of the next two years, they will be reevaluated and , where

necessary, modified or withdrawn from further renewal. The Superintendent has the

authority to make critical changes effective immediately upon notice of change in all

SUPs (including IBPs) issued. As guidelines are developed for CUAs, these new

authorization instruments will be consistent as possible previous IBPs .

For all new types of commercial operations this plan offers two methodologies for

making a non -subjective decision . The first method involves the use of a Decision Tree

in which inquires require an affirmative answer to each of the basic criteria . If the

proposed commercial service finds its way to the bottom of the tree, it is a suitable

candidate for final staff review and approval by the Superintendent. If the proposed

commercial service cannot progress to the lowest level, there may be opportunities for

modification and resubmittal, the process may identify a fatal flaw that will preclude

further consideration. Please note that Wilderness criteria are only applicable for

activities entering into wilderness and have no bearing on non -wilderness decision

making. (See : CUIS Commercial Services Decision Tree Parts 1 and 2)
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In some cases, the proposed commercial service may require a more detailed evaluation.

The more detailed evaluation process uses the Commercial Services Evaluation Rating

Form , a point by point evaluation format that provides a systematic review of the

proposed service. Because nothing is overlooked with the proper use of this form , it is an

excellent tool for documenting potentially controversial proposals or in matters of

dispute. (See : Commercial Services Evaluation Rating Form .) A description of the

second evaluation process follows.

Initial Screening

Management would conduct a cursory review of any new proposal and determine whether

the application is for a commercial service or for a special park use . A special park use is

a specific activity that uses NPS land or facilities for a one time special event . It should

not involve commercial services that serve the public on a continual basis; however,

special events could have commercial components that should be evaluated. If a special

use permit is deemed necessary for the proposed activity , the application would be

forwarded to the responsible NPS official.

StaffEvaluation

After the application and permit documents and required application fee are returned , the

multidisciplinary evaluation process can begin. The application would be evaluated using

a form similar to the sample presented in Figure 3-1 SAMPLE EVALUATION FORM -

COMMERCIAL SERVICES EVALUATION RATING FORM .

IBP applications being renewed or those nearly identical to an approved activity do not go

through the evaluation process again. If, however, there are notable changes to an activity

already approved in the CSP, or if some aspects of an activity were not previously

addressed in the initial screening and environmental clearance, some level of additional

review and NEPA compliance may be required.

Upon evaluation of the completed application and supporting documents, a decision

would be made as to which type of authorization is appropriate. The most likely types of

commercial authorizations are IBPs and in rare instances competitively selected

concession contracts. Other authorizations that may occasionally be addressed include

special use permits, commercial filming permits, and rights-of-way.

Decision

The decision to approve or reject a proposal is based on the evaluation process , and the

Superintendent makes the final determination . The proposal can be approved,

conditionally approved ,disapproved, or denied pending additional information and

analysis. If proposals require additional environmental clearance, the NPS could charge

the applicant to recover government costs .
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If an environmental clearance must be completed prior to NPS authorization of the

service or concession, an environmental assessment or environmental impact statement

may be used. The NPS will decide which document would be necessary . No provision

is made for public review in this process. The Superintendent will weigh the laws,

policies, and guidance contained in the CSP to make a reasonable decision based on any

new proposal presented.

Mitigation measures or stipulations and permit conditions are derived from the

environmental documents, from information obtained by monitoring past activities, and

from the recommendations of technical specialists.

Applicant Notification

An acceptance letter and completed IBP would be sent to successful applicants for

signature along with a bill for fees. The applicant would return the signed permit, comply

with any permit conditions, show proof of liability insurance, and remit required fees

prior to the authorization of the commercial activity . Applicants who are denied permits

after the evaluation would receive written notification. Such responses should identify

specific reasons for denial and include a copy of the CSP. Appeals may be made to the

Regional Director's Office. The Regional Director's word is final.

Laws and regulations dictate how concession opportunities are advertised, bids reviewed ,

and final authorizations are executed. Concession contracts are subject to rights of

preference or a competitive bidding process (see : Commercial Services Authorization

Instruments .)

Updates to the CSP, including changes to the list of approved activities, would be

initiated by the NPS as circumstances change . Initially , updates could be anticipated

every two to three years; however, the Superintendent could delay or initiate an update.

Figure 3-1 is a sample of the commercial services evaluation rating form that is to be

completed by the interdisciplinary NPS team in response to all commercial proposals at

CUIS. Following the sample form is a point by point explanatory breakdown of the

various sections of the form to help the reader or evaluation panel interpret its intent.
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FIGURE 3-1. SAMPLE EVALUATION FORM

COMMERCIAL SERVICES EVALUATION RATING FORM

Type of Service

Name of Applicant
Date

CRITERIA EVALUATION COMMENTS

LEGAL/POLICY ISSUES

Land Use Zoning

Violation of Law or Policy

Park Mission

Concession Contract

VISITOR USE /

EXPERIENCE ISSUES

Public Safety

Education

Crowding / Congestion /

Conflicts

RESOURCE ISSUES

Cultural Resources

Natural Resources

Aesthetic Resources

MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Land Requirements

Staffing Needs

Management Plans

Support Facilities /Services
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OTHER ISSUES

Effects on Neighbors

New Activities

Cumulative Effects

Recommendation Additional Comments and Recommendations

Approved

Disapproved

Resubmit

NEPA

Other Issues

Evaluation Criteria

All proposed commercial activities at CUIS will be evaluated to determine if they are

necessary and/or appropriate, and an initial list of approved activities and subsequent

updates would be established . Individual applications to provide commercial services

would also be evaluated to identify conditions or stipulations to be added to a contract or

incidental business permit. An evaluation form would be used to ensure a consistent

review of all activities and applications. The criteria used in the evaluation would include

legal, recreation, resource , management, and other issues. These criteria are derived from

the preceding discussion of Seashore purpose , significance, and desired futures that were

taken directly from the GMP. The criteria form the basis of the evaluation process. How

each criterion on the form (Figure 3-1) would be reviewed and how a final

recommendation is made is explained below in the specific sections corresponding to the

form . The evaluation would also be used to identify which type of authorization would be

appropriate for new proposals.

Legal/ Policy Issues

Federal, State , and local laws, rules, codes, and regulations will be reviewed to determine

if the activity would comply with law and NPS policies related to that activity. Any

violation or conflict with a law or regulation would result in rejection of the proposal or

application.

The regulations, guidelines, and laws used to evaluate new proposals for compliance with

existing concessions policy would include, but not be limited to :

CFR 36 - 2.22, Property
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CFR 36 - 2.52, Sale or Distribution of Printed Material

CFR 36 - 2.61 , Residing on Federal Lands

CFR 36 - 5 , Commercial and Private Operations

CFR 36 - 51 , Concessions Contracts and Permits

U.S. Public Health Service, FDA Food Code, 1993

NPS -48 Concessions Guideline

NPS -50 Loss Control Management Program Guideline

.

NPS -53 Special Park Use

NPS Management Policies, 1988

Cumberland Island National Seashore General Management Plan

Cumberland Island National Seashore Compendium

Various Cumberland Island management plans

.

Land Use Zoning

The GMP divided the park into four general land use zones. A description of each is in

Figure 3-2: Land Use Zone /Subzones and Management Strategies from the GMP.

Each of these zones has criteria and guidelines that define the land use activities allowed.

These guidelines are used to determine if a proposed action is consistent with authorized

uses in the zone, if it would be consistent with development constraints, and if it would

complement the management strategy for the particular zone(s) involved.
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FIGURE 3-2: LAND USE ZONES /SUBZONES AND MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Zone/Subzone Management Strategy

Natural Zone
Natural resources and processes within this zone remain

largely unaltered by human activity.

Wilderness Subzone The Wilderness and Potential Wilderness will be managed to

protect wilderness values. Travel by vehicle and activities

will be limited to necessary administrative and emergency

access, except for residents having privileges through

retained rights. Subject to existing rights, there will be no

commercial enterprise

Potential Wilderness Subzone See above: Wilderness Subzone.

Natural Environment Subzone Conserve natural resources and provide environmentally

compatible interpretive and recreational activities in ways

that do not adversely affect those resources and processes.

Environmental Protection Subzone Perpetuate geological or ecological values with minimal or

no human intrusion . These lands and waters are set aside for

strict protection because of unusual fragility or ecological

significance.

Developed Zone Manage land to provide and maintain facilities for

educational and interpretive services; the recreational

opportunities, such as campgrounds and picnic areas; other

visitor services, such as docks; NPS housing, administration,

and maintenance of park resources ; and vehicular circulation

in the park.

Historic Zone Manage areas to preserve, protect, and interpret cultural

resources and their settings, and for their use and enjoyment

by the public. Preserve and interpret historic sites, structures,

ethnographic resources, objects, and landscapes that are

important because of their aesthetic value or their association

with persons, events, or periods in human history and that

merit full communication of these values to the public. Also

use, with necessary modifications, of historically significant

structures lot leasing, public activities, or administrative

activities and functions that perpetuate the characteristics that

qualify these resources for listing on the National Register of

Historic Places: 17 archaeological sites and two zones.

Special Use Zone The private land on Little Cumberland Island is managed by

the Little Cumberland Island Homeowners Association .

(NPS administrative control over the use of land in this zone

is either lacking or secondary to that of another party .)

It is NPS policy that rights -of-way across land administered by the NPS may be issued

only pursuant to specific statutory authority and only if there is no practical alternative to

such use . ROWs, easements, and special use permits are all land assignments that

authorize various uses of public land . The proposed activity will be reviewed to ensure

that it would not conflict with legislation or land assignments and would not adversely
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affect park values. In cases where a land use conflict would exist, the established or

permitted land assignment would prevail.

Violation of Law /Policy

If a proposed activity would conflict with law, regulation, or policy it would not be

authorized unless changes were made to mitigate the conflict.

Park Mission

If a proposed activity would conflict with the stated mission of the park as outlined in the

GMP and other documents it would not be authorized unless changes were made to

mitigate the conflict.

Additional data is available in the Strategic Management Plan.

The Concessions Contract

The evaluation would be used to identify conflicts with an authorized service already

provided by a concessioner under a concession contract.

Visitor Use /Experience Issues

These criteria help with the measurement of impacts on the visitor experience and ensure

compliance with NPS goals and objectives for suitable visitor activities.

Public Safety

Promoting safety is a high priority, and all proposals should incorporate measures to

promote a safe visitor experience.

Education

.
.

Education is a high priority. IBP proposals and concession contracts should address the

educational activities that the operator would be expected to provide , including staff

training for quality educational services.

Crowding/Congestion /Conflict

Some locations and activities on Cumberland Island are extremely popular. Some use is

commercial, and there is potential for conflicts among users and for localized crowding

and congestion. This could detract from visitor experiences and increase impacts on the

associated resources. When crowding, congestion, or conflicts occur, use limits will be

established to protect both visitor experience and park resources.
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Resource Issues

Cultural Resources

Cultural resources are defined as the remains of past human activity that have the

potential to describe and explain human behavior (NPS-28 Cultural Resource

Management). The presence of numerous cultural resources lends significance to the

purpose of setting aside land in CUIS for the public trust. There are cultural resources in

all of the designated zones; therefore, all proposed commercial activities, regardless of

location , would be evaluated based on their impact on these fragile, nonrenewable

resources .

NaturalResources

Current vegetation surveys would be consulted, or a survey would be conducted as part of

any proposal review when needed. The information would assist in the determination of

the potential effects of the proposed activity on the vegetative community. Plant

community characteristics would be reviewed to determine compatibility with the

proposed use(s) to ascertain the vegetation type , its health , and its potential to sustain use .

Wildlife research and turtle surveys would also be consulted, and where adverse impacts

on common fauna or threatened and endangered species are potentially involved,

concerns directed toward their survival and well being will take precedence. Exotic

species are not normally included in these concerns.

Aesthetic Resources

Impacts on aesthetic resources can have a significant impact on the experiences of

commercial clients and typical visitors. Such resources would include quiet, solitude,

scenery (other than cultural landscapes ), space, a sense of history, sounds of nature , and

clear night skies. Commercial activity requests would be evaluated for impacts on

aesthetic resources. f such impacts appear likely, the proposal would be adjusted to

mitigate those issues or disapproved.

Management Issues

Commercial activities of all types create a demand on the NPS for management oversight.

Time and effort are required to issue various authorizations, monitor activities for

compliance with permit restrictions, collect fees, assign and maintain support facilities,

etc. Often these management activities require the attention and commitment of park

staff at the expense of providing for the general public and noncommercial visitors.

Land Requirements

Facilities ( to include all land developments) are not authorized for IBPs . They are

typically authorized for concession contract and permit operations. If facilities are needed
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for the business to operate, a concession contract is applicable . Final approval would

depend on an assessment of benefits to the park and appropriateness.

Staffing Needs

The process of monitoring individual IBPs and concession contracts would be examined

to determine NPS staff capabilities. The amount of staff time required is often dictated

by the complexity of the operation as detailed in the application.

To assess the amount of staff time for processing an application, the approval/rejection

and evaluation process, and subsequent authorization and monitoring requirements, the

following definitions of complexity would apply :

1. High : The successful monitoring of the activity would include administrative,

compliance, and onsite contact with the operation on a weekly basis.

2. Medium: Successful monitoring would include administrative , compliance, and

onsite contact on a biweekly to monthly basis.

3. Low : Successful monitoring would include administrative, compliance, and

onsite contact with the operation on a monthly to quarterly basis.

Management Plans

Land management plans would be reviewed to determination whether and under what

conditions an operation would be allowed in a particular area . Examples of such plans

include the GMP, development concept plans, Strategic Plan, resource management

plans, WMP, VERP studies, and other plans or studies.

Support Facilities/Services

Many commercial activities require support facilities and /or services provided by the NPS

such as parking spaces, restrooms, changing rooms, and picnic areas. Such support

activities have an overall impact on financial resources and possible impacts on natural

and cultural resources . When the demand for commercial services exceeds the supply of

support facilities and services, the proposed commercial activity might be denied or the

proposal modified .

Other Issues

Local situations and conditions that are not anticipated would be identified on a case-by

case basis. A brief definītion of the situation would be written and attached to the

evaluation form as necessary. Issues to be considered include the following.
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Effects on Neighbors

The NPS would accomplish its mission at Cumberland Island partly through support and

partnerships with neighboring communities, agencies, organizations, and individuals .

Activities and proposals would be evaluated not only for their effect on the park but for

effects on neighbors, especially when issues are the subjects of cooperative arrangements.

Cumulative Effects

Activities and proposals would be evaluated to determine if they could result in adverse

effects when added to other commercial services in the region.

.

Examples:

Docking congestion, need for more dock space

Over -use of estuaries

Substantial reduction of feral pig population (through management activities) and

impacts on hunters

Increased services for residents resulting in increased demands for additional services

Human waste and impacts on backcountry campgrounds

Increased frequency of contacts with other users of wilderness and impacts on visitor

experience

Commercial Activities Subject To Approval

Public access to CUIS will continue to be provided by a commercial ferry operation. It is

critical that this operation be safe, reliable, and reasonably priced. It is also important that

island residents have access to the services necessary for the upkeep of their property as

well as their enjoyment. This CSP calls for an evaluation of each new activity that might

warrant authorization through an IBP or other permitting instrument. Commercial

activities that support only the retained rights holders and have no direct impact on day

use visitors are not subject to evaluation . The Superintendent approves them on a case by

case basis . Where risk to the public and island resources is anticipated , agreements may

be spelled out in correspondence identifying liability and expected conditions of

operation.

Currently Approved CommercialActivities

The following proposals for several commercial activities have been approved because

they have been tested and evaluated over the course of years. Their impacts have been

monitored and where conflicts with park resources have been noted, new stipulations

have been set in place or the commercial operation has been discontinued .
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-
-

Walking tours

.

Kayak /Canoe/Camping tours

Non -wilderness commercial tours by motor vehicle
.

New CommercialActivities Considered but NotApproved

The following proposals for additional commercial activities have been considered during

the course of this planning effort but have not been approved because they are in conflict

with the laws and policies contained in this CSP.

Water taxis are contrary to concession law

Snacks and beverages on site are contrary to the General Management Plan

Vending machines are contrary to the General Management Plan

Beach equipment rental is contrary to the General Management Plan

.

CommercialActivities Subject to Possible Future Approval

The following proposals are subject to possible future approval upon request and review

provided they meet the minimum requirements set for IBPs (or CUAs) and withstand the

scrutiny of the evaluation process.

Fishing guides (not from a boat)

Hunting guides
.

.
Seashell collection tours

.

Wedding services (includes Justice of Peace)

.
.
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DEFINITIONS

Assignment: The transference of a specific retained right(s) from a retained right holder

to a guest. Similar to passing on a solid object; either one has it or the other, but not both

concurrently. Assignments do not multiply. Beach driving rights are not assignable.

Assignee or Assigns: A person to whom a right or property is legally transferred.

Applies to residents and legitimate renters. (See : Non -commercial residential.)

Commercial activity: Providing goods and /or services to the visiting public (or

residents) in exchange for, but not necessarily limited to fees. Such activities can be

legitimized and managed by various concessions instruments i.e. concessions contracts,

limited concessions permits, and IBPs (or Commercial Use Authorizations [CUAs]).

CUA (Commercial Use Authorization ): Formally known as an IPB with certain

administrative /management changes.

CUL (Commercial Use License) : Title given to previous form of IBP with notable

differences in program administration .

Cumulative effects: The aggregate impact of existing and proposed activities.

Guests: A person(s) to whom hospitality is extended by invitation or for fee as in the case

of non - commercial residential property rental (as specifically included in certain retained

rights). May include access to the similar rights and privileges enjoyed by the property

owner without assertion of title or ownership .

IBP (Incidental Business Permit ): Legal instrument providing limits and conditions of

approval for conducting commercial operations within NPS jurisdiction .

Leasehold surrender interest: Contract condition providing a right to payment for

related capital improvements made by the concessioner at the term of the contract.

Leasehold surrender interest value: Under the terms of concession contract the initial

construction cost of a capital improvement from date of completion, adjusted by

percentage change in Consumer Price Index on date of contract termination, less the

depreciation based on condition of the improvement.

Non -commercial residential: Defined in various retained rights as a private single

family residence, to be used for residential purposes only. If leased, for not less than

week-to-week tenancies . The minimum allowable length of rental to off island guests

varies according to the specific retained rights language.
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SUP (Special Use Permit ): Administrative instrument useful in managing special events,

commercial filming and photography, rights -of-way, and use and occupancy, etc. on land

under Nation Park Service jurisdiction. IBPs are a type of SUP.

Retained Rights: Negotiated rights of use and occupancy stemming from the sale of real

island property. Terms vary to a great degree.

Retained Rights Holder: Persons having a claim to previous island ownership and

having sold their real property to the United States Government now have a negotiated

right of use and occupancy. Also eligible for driving the main road.

ROW (Right-of-way ): A permit issued by the National Park Service to a third party to

pass over, under, or through NPS property. A ROW permit is a discretionary and

revocable document and, unlike a deeded easement or fee simple ownership, does not

convey or imply any interest in the land . In addition, a ROW permit may only be issued

under certain , stringent circumstances.

Visitor Experience /Resource Protection Study (VERP ): Similar to a carrying capacity

with the additional component of the visitor's experience being taken into account.
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INTRODUCTION

The Resource Management Plan (RMP) includes proposed management direction for

cultural and natural resources at Cumberland Island National Seashore (CUIS). The

Cultural Resource Management Plan and the Natural Resource Management Plan are the

two principal sections of this plan .

While it is appropriate to consider the integrated management of these two types of

resources, there are fundamental differences that must be accounted for. At the scale of

the entire park the management of cultural and natural resources is integrated. The same

staff wrestles with the management of both resource types, both are represented on the

island, and both have equal weight in terms of our protection mandate.

Looking at CUIS at the level of the individual site, however, the differences between the

two types of resources become pronounced. Managing and protecting cultural resources

often requires natural resource intervention , manipulating elements to stave off

deterioration. If the National Park Service (NPS) does not aggressively manage these

natural elements and processes, the cultural resources will quickly degrade. The goal of

cultural resource protection is ongoing. It success requires constant diligence and huge

commitments of funds and staff.

In order to manage and protect natural resources , the NPS must first understand the

natural processes they are working with and how, and if, the natural systems have been

disturbed by human-caused changes. Once the park has this information , the resource

management staff can work to mitigate the human impacts with the goal of stepping away

eventually to allow the natural process to function . If the NPS does not intervene

aggressively when human -caused disturbances are identified , a degraded and unnatural

ecosystem will result. Management requires data and scientific understanding along with

the skills to know when and how to intervene or step back and allow natural processes to

function unimpeded .

Cultural and natural resources are hard to compare; however, a degraded historic

structure (termite infested, rotting, leaking, attacked by roots and limbs, vandalized,

objects stolen, structural failure, etc.) is as great a resource loss as a degraded ecosystem ;

(native species extinction, man - introduced plant and animal species dominating native

habitats ; solid and hazardous waste sites ; and air, water, noise and visual pollution). In

the first case we are protecting the works of humans from the processes of nature , and in

the second case we are protecting the processes of nature from the works of humans.

Thus, it is no wonder that vastly different scientific fields have grown up around each of

these two types of protection. Within the NPS, distinct professional tracts specialize in

cultural or natural resource management, and the NPS has separate funding for each

resource type.

Despite these distinctions , the primary NPS goal for both cultural and natural resources is

to leave them unimpaired for the benefit and enjoyment of future generations. The means

by which the NPS achieves that goal, however, may not be the same for both resource
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types. When park managers consider a site, boundaries must be agreed upon that define

whether the area is to be managed for its cultural or natural values. Only then can the

appropriate means of preservation be applied (protecting the works of humans from the

processes of nature , or protecting the processes of nature from human intervention ).

For instance, in each historic district decisions must be made about how to preserve the

resources and protect them from the forces of nature . What kind of preservation

treatment the resource receives is also a consideration. Will it be stabilized, repaired,

reconstructed, or only recorded ? What natural processes need to be controlled in order to

preserve the site /structure ? Will only the immediate area around the structure be

managed to control the vegetation invasion , or will a larger area be managed for its

historic landscape values? At many archaeological sites natural processes can continue,

but at others, natural processes may need to be managed to protect the integrity of the

site .

For natural areas on CUIS, decisions must be made about what actions are needed to

allow natural processes to function as unencumbered by human influences as possible .

The park needs to determine the natural conditions and processes on the island to monitor

change. A determination of which species are imperiled and in need of management

intervention and which human-introduced species are disrupting natural processes and

need to be controlled or eliminated is required. Data are required on whether human

introduced pollution sources and whether are affecting natural processes and need to be

managed.

The RMP will explore these questions and set directions for resource management to

preserve and protect the cultural and natural resources on Cumberland Island. The NPS

does not manage the cultural and natural resources on Cumberland Island because it is

easy ; it is not . We do it because future generations should have the opportunity to be

equally awed by a unique piece of their cultural heritage as by the natural forces of a

barrier island.
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CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN

INTRODUCTION

Cultural Resources Management in the National Park Service

The role of cultural resources management is central to the overall mission of the

National Park Service (NPS). Although the National Park System is best known for its

great scenic parks, over half its units preserve sites and buildings associated with persons,

events, and activities important in the Nation's history. To fulfill its mission to preserve

and protect cultural resources, the NPS has a mandate to locate, identify, evaluate, preserve,

manage, and interpret qualified cultural resources in every park in such a way that they may

be handed on to future generations unimpaired. This policy is the fundamental cultural

resources management mission of the NPS derived from the NPS Organic Act and from

subsequent historic preservation laws.

Over the years the Federal government has repeatedly affirmed that the preservation of

cultural resources is a matter of national interest. This message was clearly spelled out in

the 1906 Antiquities Act, the Historic Sites Act of 1935, and the National Historic

Preservation Act of 1966 and its amendments. It was reiterated in the Archaeological

Resources Protection Act of 1979 and reinforced by the Native American Graves

Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990. Although each of these acts has its own focus

and orientation , collectively they require a comprehensive, multicultural approach to

managing cultural resources in national parks.

NPS ManagementPolicies andDirector's Order 28

The NPS Management Policies (1988) and Director's Order 28, Cultural Resource

Management Guidelines (1998), are the primary authorizing documents that define the

basis and direction for cultural resources management throughout the National Park

System. The Management Policies provide the basic framework and direction for all

NPS management decisions, including essential principles for governing the management

of cultural resources. Director's Order 28 elaborates on the Management Policies as well

as other existing policies and standards and offers specific guidance in applying them for

the research , treatment, and stewardship of park cultural resources.

Pursuant to the National Historic Preservation Act, the NPS recognizes five property

types: districts , sites, buildings, structures, and objects. As called for in the Act, these

categories are used in the National Register of Historic Places, the preeminent list of

properties deemed worthy of preservation in the United States. To focus attention on the

management requirements for each of these property types , the Management Policies and

Director's Order 28 categorize cultural resources as archeological resources, cultural

landscapes, structures, museum objects, or ethnographic resources. The

Management Policies and Director's Order 28 also recognize four distinct, but

interrelated, standards for the treatment of historic properties: preservation,

rehabilitation , restoration, and reconstruction . For historic structures that are beyond
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salvage, an option of last resort is removal of the structure. According to Director's

Order 28, removing a historic structure or deliberately allowing it to decay naturally is

justifiable only when all alternatives have been determined infeasible in the planning

process .

Treatment for archeological resources in the NPS focuses only on preservation. The

Management Policies prohibit rehabilitation , restoration , and reconstruction of

archeological resources , which shall be left undisturbed unless removal of artifacts or

intervention into fabric is justified by protection, research , interpretive, or development

requirements.

Determining the appropriate treatment for historic properties in the National Park System

plays a critical role in the effective stewardship of cultural resources by the NPS. A

variety of factors, including a property's historical significance, physical condition,

proposed use, and intended interpretation, must be considered before a treatment action is

determined and subsequently funded. Treatment recommendations for historic resources

at CUIS are a primary emphasis of this plan. Appendix 4a - A contains treatment

definitions for historic properties in the National Park System using the Secretary of the

Interior's Standards and Guidelines for Archeology and Historic Preservation .

CUIS Cultural Resources Management Plan

CUIS has a wide range of complex and challenging cultural resource management issues .

The hostile marine environment, conflicting and misplaced management priorities , and

years of limited funding have left many of the historical values recognized in the park's

enabling legislation in dire need of attention . The park faces an extensive backlog of

critical cultural resource management needs that seemingly far exceed the park's ability to

adequately address those needs in the near term . To help offset this backlog, in FY 2000

the NPS increased funding for the park's base operations and targeted the increase

specifically towards the cultural resources management program at the park. In addition ,

in FY 1999 and FY 2000 the park received special appropriations to address specific

critical cultural resource projects. Consequently, both near- and long-term prospects for

addressing critical needs are improving.

Cultural Resource Property Types at CUIS

The majority of cultural resources under the jurisdiction of CUIS are located within the

boundaries of five National Register historic districts. Combined with the
many

resources located beyond district boundaries, the cultural resources at CUIS represent the

full range of resource types recognized in the Management Policies, Director's Order 28

and the Strategic Plan and goals for the park.

ArcheologicalResources

Archeological resources are the remains of past human activity and records documenting

the scientific analysis of these remains. Archeological resources include stratified layers
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of household debris and the weathered pages of a field notebook , laboratory records of

pollen analysis and museum cases of polychrome pottery. Archeological features are

typically buried but may extend above ground; they are commonly associated with

prehistoric peoples but may be products of more contemporary societies.

Cultural Landscapes

Cultural landscapes are settings we have created in the natural world. They reveal

fundamental ties between people and the land based on our need to grow food , give form

to our settlements , meet requirements for recreation, and find suitable places to bury our

dead. Landscapes are intertwined patterns of things both natural and constructed: plants

and fences, waterways and buildings. They range from formal gardens to historic cotton

fields and from cemeteries to community settlements. They are special places

expressions of human manipulation and adaptation of the land.

Structures

Structures are material assemblies that extend the limits of human capability. Without

them we are restricted to temperate climates, the distances we can walk, and the loads we

can carry. With them we can live on a barrier island, dock our boats, and store ice

through the summer. Structures are buildings that keep us warm in winter's worst freezes

and bridges that keep us safe over teeming rivers; they are boardwalks to carry us over

marshes , burial monuments to extend our memories, ceremonial mounds, fishing vessels,

carriage houses, fountains. They are elaborations of our productive ability and artistic

sensitivity

Museum Objects

Museum objects are manifestations and records of behavior and ideas that span the

breadth of human experience and depth of natural history. They are evidence of technical

development and scientific observation, of personal expression and curiosity about the

past, of common enterprise and daily habits. Museum objects range from a butterfly

collection to the woven fragments of a prehistoric sandal. They include carriages, a

blacksmith's tools, and the field notes of a marine biologist. They encompass business

journals, household furnishings, and love letters bound with a faded ribbon. They are

invaluable samples and fragments of our world and ways of life through time.

Ethnographic Resources

Ethnographic resources are basic expressions of human culture and the basis for

continuity of cultural systems. A cultural system encompasses both the tangible and the

intangible. It includes traditional arts , native languages, religious beliefs, and subsistence

activities. Ethnographic resources support some of these traditions : special places in the

natural world, structures with historic associations, and natural materials. An

ethnographic resource might be a community cemetery or a church associated with

African American worship. Management of ethnographic resources acknowledges that
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culturally diverse groups have their own ways of viewing the world and a right to

maintain their traditions.

Purpose of the CUIS Cultural Resources Management Plan

The purpose of the CUIS Cultural Resources Management Plan ( CRMP) is to provide

direction and support for the development of a credible and sustainable cultural resource

management program at the park and to meet the park's strategic goals. In so doing, the

plan seeks to uphold the spirit and intent of the programmatic requirements of Director's

Order 28 ; the Management Policies ; the park's enabling and regulatory legislation ; the

park's general management, strategic, and development concept plans , and other

authorizing documents .

The CRMP extends well beyond the scope of traditional NPS resource management plans

by outlining a detailed program for the protection; preservation; and, in some cases, use

of the cultural resources within the park's jurisdiction. Particular emphasis is given to

outlining and prioritizing specific resource treatment and related management

recommendations where existing research and documentation support those

determinations.

Reserved Estates

Several properties at Cumberland Island are held within reserved estates that allow estate

holders certain retained rights to undertake prescribed activities both within and outside

the boundaries of their property . Although many of the resources discussed in this plan

are within reserved estates and are therefore not within direct NPS jurisdiction, specific

resource treatment recommendations are still provided for those resources since they will

eventually transfer to direct NPS stewardship upon the expiration of the lease agreements

in which they are contained. Accordingly, the NPS acknowledges its responsibility to

work closely with holders of reserved estates to ensure that the treatment

recommendations for reserved estate resources outlined in this plan are supported.

The NPS may choose to undertake preservation work on historic resources located on

reserved estate properties only when those resources are considered exceptionally

significant, are not in active use by the estate holder, and require a high level of cultural

resources management technical knowledge and skill. If the reserved estate holder is

using and benefiting from the structure , federal funds should not be expended to maintain

the structure . Examples of reserved estate structures that currently meet the criteria for

NPS intervention include the Stafford Chimneys and Stafford Tabby House. These

structures and others that meet the criteria are discussed in greater detail at various points

in this document. The NPS also has an interest in archeological resources on reserved

estates and will consult with and seek approval from reserved estate holders for any

proposed archeological activities on reserved estate properties.

Additional information on actions affecting cultural resources on reserved estates is

covered in this plan under “ Section 106 Compliance for Undertakings on Reserved
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Estates. Information on retained rights contained within existing reserved estates is

further outlined in Chapter 4, “Wilderness Management Plan . ”

Relationship to OtherPlans

As a component of the integrated planning effort at CUIS, the CRMP has an important

relationship to other official park plans. Where applicable, the recommendations for

cultural resources management should be considered within the context of the park's

overall resource management program , including natural resource , wilderness,

interpretation, and concessions concerns. Cultural resources management is part of an

interdisciplinary program of resource management at Cumberland Island ; therefore , in

some instances other authorizing requirements may affect the ultimate management

approach for a resource. For example, the Wilderness Act directs the NPS to preserve the

wilderness character of an area and administer that area for other purposes “for which it

may have been established as also to preserve its wilderness character .” The plan,

therefore , recognizes the park's responsibilities for the preservation of wilderness values

pursuant to the restrictions of use set forth in Chapter 1 , " Wilderness Management Plan"

and the Management Policies, which state that " cultural features ... that have been

included within wilderness will be protected and maintained using methods that are

consistent with the preservation of wilderness character and values and cultural resource

protection requirements."

Consultation and 106 Compliance

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA ) is the primary legal

instrument for ensuring that all Federal agencies seek ways to avoid or minimize adverse

effects to cultural resources. Section 106 mandates that Federal agencies take into

account the effects of their actions on properties listed or eligible for listing in the

National Register of Historic Places and provide the State Historic Preservation Officer

(SHPO) and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation a reasonable opportunity to

comment on those actions.

The Advisory Council's regulations, Protection ofHistoric Properties (36 CFR Part

800 ), define the process of review and consultation , including the participation by

SHPOs, the public, and Native American groups in the overall process. The regulations

state that actions carried out by or on behalf of a Federal agency that could alter aspects

of the location , design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association , or use of

a Register-listed or eligible property must be carefully considered for any possible effects

on historic qualities and research potential. Undertakings include obvious interventions

such as installation of new plantings or fences in a Register-eligible cultural landscape,

rehabilitation of a structure, and ground -disturbing activity. Undertakings also include

new construction that could affect the setting of a historic property and other actions that

could introduce visual or audible elements out of keeping with its historic character.

CUIS, like every park in the NPS, conducts a program for Section 106 review and

consultation on any actions that may affect historic resources within the park's
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jurisdiction. The Section 106 review program plays an essential role in the overall park

project planning process and is administered as early as possible in that process to allow

the proper consideration of any possible effects of proposed actions on historic resources.

The Superintendent and chief program managers, among others, play a crucial role in the

administration of park compliance obligations. As the agency official for park Section

106 activities, the Superintendent ensures that all undertakings within the park's

jurisdiction, including those carried out by outside parties , are identified, documented ,

and considered for their effects on historic properties, with the appropriate input of NPS

cultural resource specialists, SHPOs, and other interested parties.

Section 106 Compliance for Undertakings on Reserved Estates

The substantial number of reserved estates at CUIS adds another dimension to the

coordination of park Section 106 responsibilities. Because these leased properties will

transfer to the NPS upon their expiration, the NPS has a vested interest in their

management and care . Holders of reserved estates also play an important role in the

stewardship of their property. By occupying properties that fall within indirect federal

jurisdiction, holders of reserved estates have the responsibility to work closely with the

NPS to initiate Section 106 compliance for any undertaking that could significantly affect

any aspect of National Register-listed or eligible resources on their property. This

obligation is stated in the Advisory Council's regulations which, in addition to defining

the process of review and consultation , state the requirement of Section 106 compliance

for undertakings on historic properties whether federal agency jurisdiction is direct or

indirect. In addition to assisting on 106 actions, the park has a responsibility to provide

technical assistance on cultural resources preservation matters to retained rights holders .

Assuming an active role in this area would signal an important break from the past, since

the park has never consistently acknowledged this function in overall park operations.

Proceduresfor Conducting Section 106 Compliance on Reserved Estates

When retained rights holders intend any action on their property that may significantly

affect cultural resources, including ground -disturbing activities, the following steps

should be followed to initiate compliance with Section 106 :

1. The retained rights holder should notify the Superintendent in writing of the

proposed action, accompanied by a brief description of the scope of work .

2. The Superintendent will make a preliminary determination on any potential

effects the proposed action may have on historic properties. This determination

may require a meeting or site visit by park staff to the property to review the

proposed action with the lessee . The park will notify the retained rights holder if

a meeting or site visit is necessary.

3. Once adequate information has been collected on the proposed action's scope of

work, the Superintendent will initiate the review process. Upon consulting with

NPS cultural resource advisors and the Georgia SHPO, as necessary , the

Superintendent may determine that the proposed action will have no effect on

historic properties, and may then inform the retained rights holder to proceed with
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the project. If the Superintendent determines that the proposed action may have

an affect on historic properties, then the park will undertake completion of

Section 106 review and consultation on behalf of the retained rights holder.

4. The park will conduct Section 106 review and consultation pursuant to the NPS

and park compliance procedures (as stated above) and will work with the lessee to

ensure that all 106 obligations are completed in a timely manner with the

acknowledgement that the consultation process allows for a review period.

Typically, the 106 compliance process takes two -three months, and the lessee

should allow for that time when scheduling work .

Examples of Section 106 Actions:

Replacement of structural components, such as a roof

.
Placement/construction of utilities, such as cables or power lines, in previously

undisturbed areas

.
Additions to structures, such as a porch or garage

Removal of interior features, such as a wall or door

Evaluation of Non -Historic Properties

Many resources at CUIS that are currently non - historic will one-day transfer to NPS

ownership. At the time of transfer, some of these resources will be more than 50 years

old. CUIS will maintain an ongoing program of inventory and evaluation that will take

into account the significance of all cultural resources within the park's direct and indirect

jurisdiction. Properties within reserved estates will be included in this program .

Consistent with all NPS guidelines and policies, including National Register evaluation

criteria, the CUIS program of inventory and evaluation may formally determine that

properties currently evaluated as non -historic require re -classification to historic status as

those properties become 50 years old or older.

Objectives of the Cultural Resource Management Plan

Primary objectives of the CRMP:

Outline the basic principles and procedures for a proactive park cultural resources

management program , including a multidisciplinary compliance program that ensures

all undertakings affecting cultural resources within the park's direct and indirect

jurisdiction are given proper consideration under the Section 106 consultation

process.

Facilitate better integration of the cultural resource management program into other

park planning and management processes.
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Determine ultimate treatments (preservation, rehabilitation , restoration ,

reconstruction, or removal) and corresponding management priorities for park

cultural resources, including those within reserved estates, and identify additional

research necessary to further those recommendations.

.
Identify appropriate uses for cultural resources on reserved estates that will expire

within the next 15 years.
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Cultural Resources Assessment

The purpose of the following assessment is to set out a holistic preservation philosophy

for the cultural resources associated with CUIS. In addition to park -owned resources, the

assessment includes cultural resources contained within reserved estates. The majority of

the resources are discussed in association with one of the seven National Register

Historic Districts to which they contribute. These districts are Dungeness Historic

District, Plum Orchard Historic District, Stafford Plantation Historic District, High Point

- Half Moon Bluff Historic District, Rayfield Archeological District, Table Point

Archeological District, and St. Marys Historic District. The resource assessment for the

High Point - Half Moon Bluff Historic District; located at the north end of Cumberland

Island, is largely split because of the contrasting NPS management responsibilities

associated with the two distinct areas of High Point and Half Moon Bluff. An

archeological assessment is included for the entire district because archeological

resources are scattered throughout the north end beyond the concentration of historic

resources within High Point or Half Moon Bluff. At this time, the NPS actively manages

and maintains most of the historic resources associated with the Half Moon Bluff

community, whereas all of the historic resources associated with High Point are within

reserved estates.

Following a general discussion of each district is an assessment of the various resource

types, including an overview of resource conditions and issues and threats that affect their

long-term preservation. This assessment is followed by general management

recommendations only. Detailed resource treatment recommendations are listed

separately by resource type in the appendices at the end of the plan . The ability to

propose treatment recommendations is based on the availability of adequate

documentation and evaluation as well as the existing condition of the resource. Proposed

treatment recommendations, almost without exception, require additional funding and

personnel to accomplish. For high and medium priority recommendations, detailed

project statements need to be developed and included in the NPS Project Management

Information System (PMIS) with a target fund source identified . This plan also

recognizes that a comprehensive survey of cultural resources at CUIS has yet to be

accomplished and that such a survey may reveal additional cultural resources.

Cultural resources that do not contribute to one of the five historic districts are discussed

in the Other Resources section . This section includes archeological districts, an overview

of CUIS's ethnographic resources, and an assessment of potential natural history

collections at non -NPS repositories.

Historical Overview

For more than 4,000 years, a variety of human visitors and residents have interacted with

and relied upon the natural resources of Cumberland Island. Since ceramic cultures first

emerged around 2000 B.C. , the island and its inhabitants have continued to play

important roles in significant periods of American history and prehistory. Cultural
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affiliations shifted throughout the pre - Columbian period, but by the time of the first

contact a tribe that the Spanish called Guale occupied the island.

Numerous shell middens throughout the island, in addition to serving as landmarks for

early European explorers, provide important clues to a complex Native American

population that once prospered here. Soon after European discovery of the New World ,

the sea islands of North America's southeast coast were drawn into the larger Atlantic

trading economy. In the sixteenth century , the natural abundance of Cumberland and

other coastal islands attracted European galleons, which stopped long enough to load

game birds, pelts, and naval stores. The sailors on these ships were drawn from various

European and African trading areas, and these visits witnessed some of the first

encounters between Africans, Europeans, and North American Indians.

The southeastern coast of North America, lying between Spanish Florida and the British

settlements in Virginia, was contested ground from the early seventeenth to the early

nineteenth century. Around 1600, Spanish priests and soldiers established a string of

missions and related forts on the Georgia sea islands, including the missions of San Pedro

de Mocama and San Pedro y San Pablo de Porturibo on Cumberland Island. The Spanish

sought to Christianize the Indians and guard their more valuable possessions to the South.

The settlement of Carolina in 1670 led to increasing conflict between the British and

Spanish and their respective Indian allies . Indian raids instigated by the British pushed

the Spanish farther and farther south . During King George's War in the 1740s, General

James Oglethorpe, founder of the Georgia colony, fortified Cumberland Island against

the Spanish with Fort St. Andrew at the north end of the island and Fort Prince William

at the southern end. The Battle of Bloody Marsh on St. Simon's Island in 1742 ended the

near - term threat of Spanish occupation of Georgia, but the fate of the Georgia sea islands

continued to be disputed in the French and Indian War, the American Revolution, and the

War of 1812.

The plantation system began to take root on Cumberland in the late eighteenth century.

The primary engine of development in the New World, the plantation was based on

African slavery and the production of staple crops for export. Although timber, citrus

fruit, and olives played some role on Cumberland, long-staple cotton , commonly known

as sea island cotton , emerged as the most profitable crop , commanding as much as one

dollar per pound in international markets. Revolutionary War hero General Nathanael

Greene began the development of plantation agriculture on Cumberland in the 1780s, but

his widow, Catherine, and their descendants were the key players. An 1802 map of the

island shows a system of roads and cotton fields cleared by slave labor. By the 1840s,

much of the island was under cultivation by some 200 to 400 enslaved African

Americans under the direction of two to three dozen whites. The substantial black

majority in coastal South Carolina and Georgia and the area's relative isolation from

outside influences produced a unique African -American cultural complex, known as

Gullah ( in South Carolina) or Geechee (more commonly used in Georgia ). Hallmarks of

this culture are a distinctive Gullah language and artistic , culinary, and religious

traditions strongly influenced by the African heritage. Although little is known
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specifically about Geechee culture on Cumberland, it undoubtedly resembled the more

intensively studied Gullah culture of South Carolina.

Agricultural production on Cumberland peaked during the two decades preceding the

Civil War. Early in the war, most white plantation masters abandoned their lands and

their field slaves when it became apparent that Confederate forces could not defend the

sea islands. Union troops occupied Cumberland and surrounding waters in March 1862,

holding the area for the remainder of the war. Much of the African -American population

of Cumberland sought refuge under Federal auspices on nearby Amelia Island, just across

the sound in Florida. Following the war and short-lived efforts to redistribute confiscated

land to freedpeople, the landholdings on Cumberland reverted to their pre-war owners.

In the 1870's , expanding railroad and steamship networks opened the coastal South to

more intensive recreational use . By 1878, two hotels were operating at High Point on the

northern end of Cumberland Island, served by steamers from Brunswick . The hotel

operations at High Point reached a peak in the 1890s and 1900s, when groups like the

Georgia Teachers Association and the Georgia State Dental Society held their annual

meetings there . Starting in 1890, the hotel owners sold small plots of land at the nearby

Settlement (also known as Half Moon Bluff) to several African - American families in

order to ensure a steady supply of labor. The hotel eventually shut down in 1920, when

the Cumberland Island Club, a private organization , purchased the property. Eight years

later, the property was acquired by the Candler family, which had made its fortune

through the Coca-Cola Company.

Wealthy northern industrialist families also saw the potential for winter homes on the sea

islands . In 1881 , Thomas Morrison Carnegie - of the celebrated Pittsburgh family

purchased the Greene-Miller plantation at Dungeness for his wife Lucy Coleman

Carnegie and their growing family. Despite Thomas's death in 1886, Lucy went on to

amass ninety percent of Cumberland Island and proceeded to turn it into a complex of

family estates, which included homes with extensive landscaped grounds for four of her

children . Lucy's home, Dungeness Mansion, was built on the ruins of Catherine

Greene's original Dungeness plantation house . During Lucy's lifetime, Cumberland

Island was a highly organized, largely self -sufficient private preserve. It was staffed by

some 200 employees, most of whom were black, and through their labor the extended

Dungeness family was supplied with produce and livestock, supplemented by provisions

brought daily from Amelia Island on the family yacht.

With remarkable foresight, Lucy Carnegie established a trust that kept the fan y's

holdings intact until the death of her last child, which occurred in 1962. By this time,

plans for exploiting and developing the island's natural and scenic resources threatened

the island's future preservation. Wanting to maintain its character, Carnegie and Candler

descendents who were interested in preserving the island banded together to seek

alternative ways to protect Cumberland from development . They, along with

environmental organizations and the Department of the Interior, succeeded in having

Cumberland Island set aside in 1972 as a national seashore for all Americans.
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The appearance of Cumberland Island today is largely a result of the overlay of these

successive waves of human habitation and development. Many individual sites, such as

Dungeness and Plum Orchard, bear the imprint of Indian settlement, followed by the

plantation regime, with a final overlay of Carnegie-era development. From the late

1700s, the bulk of the labor that developed and maintained human life on the island was

supplied by African Americans, enslaved until the 1860s , and as paid laborers thereafter.

Although many of the prominent extant structures on the island represent the leisure

activities of the island residents, the artifacts below ground — the ruins of slave villages ,

patterns of field and forest, gardens and outbuildings— represent the considerable

contributions of Native Americans and African Americans to the development of the

island.

The Dungeness Historic District

Cultural Resources Management Summary

The Dungeness Historic District is primarily a landscape ruin with the greatest number of

the visible resources and the associated museum collection dating to the Carnegie Era

(1881-1916) . Within the boundaries of the existing historic district, however, the NPS is

committed to the preservation and interpretation of all the cultural resources associated

with the multiple layers of habitation and development at this southern tip of the island.

This district receives by far the highest number of visitors and requires the greatest

expenditure of park funds and staff. Consequently, the Dungeness Historic District will

continue to be the primary interpretive zone in the park.

Overview

The area defined by the Dungeness Historic District is the most culturally complex area

on Cumberland Island . This southern tip — with its breezes, views, and access to fresh

water — has always been a desirable location to live and work . Multiple layers of

habitation and use are represented here, from pre -Columbian settlement to present use by

the NPS, reserved estate holders, private land owners, and park visitors. This cultural

layering makes the current preservation and use of Dungeness equally complex.

The Dungeness Historic District is the area most frequented by visitors to the island. The

Dungeness Dock is the public ferry's first stop, and 90 percent of the day users disembark

at this location to see Dungeness, access the beach, or both . Even overnight campers,

who mostly disembark at the Sea Camp Dock, visit Dungeness during their stay on the

island . Dungeness is the most accessible area of the island as well as the best interpreted.

The moment visitors disembark they are in the historic district, although that fact is not

readily apparent. There is no site bulletin to explain the various resources in view from

the dock, and even the museum exhibit at the Ice House does not fully explain the

landscape context of Dungeness. Visitors approach the core of the historic district — the

Dungeness ruins within a formal landscaped setting via a historic live oak- and palm

lined drive.
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Water ( state owned)

Structures

D - 1 Dungeness Dock and Boathouse

D - 2 Captain's House

D - 3 Dungeness Dock Ice House

D - 4 Dungeness Mansion Ruin

D - 5 Tabby Cottage

D - 6 Dungeness Fountain & Pool

D - 7 Dungeness Large Formal Garden Wall

D - 8 Dungeness Kitchen

D - 9 Dungeness Laundry Building

D - 10 Dungeness Black Servants' Quarters

D - 11 Dungeness Male Servants' Quarters

D - 12 Dungeness Carriage House

D - 13 The Grange

D - 14 Greene Miller Cemetery

D - 15 Pergola

D - 16 Greenhouse

D - 17 Dairy Manager's House

Note: Location ofstructures is approximate .

Not all structures are shown.

Wilderness Designation

Wilderness

Potential Wilderness N

Wilderness

Potential Wilderness
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At present , the park manages and maintains the majority of the historic resources in the

district with the notable exception of the Grange, which is in a reserved estate , and the

Carnegie cemetery, which is under NPS jurisdiction but is fenced off and maintained by

family members. There is no public access to either of these properties. Of the forty

three structures in Dungeness Historic District on the List of Classified Structures (LCS) ,

only three are open to the public : the Ice House and the Tabby House, both ofwhich have

interpretive exhibits; and the Laundry Building, which has been rehabilitated into a rest

room facility.

The period of significance associated with the majority of aboveground resources in the

Dungeness Historic District is the Carnegie Era ( 1881-1916) ; however, the layout and

development of the Carnegie estate at Dungeness was so heavily influenced by the

Greene-Miller -Shaw Plantation era that the period of significance could begin as early as

1783. Resource types at Dungeness include historic structures, landscape features ,

archeological complexes, museum collections , and ethnographic resources. A general

description of each of these resource types follows.

The Dungeness Historic District was listed in the National Register in 1984 as part of a

multiple resource nomination for CUIS. The contributing resources listed in the

nomination include archeological , structural, and landscape features dating to several

periods and themes. The National Register boundaries of this approximately 250-acre

historic district were drawn to encompass all of the associated historic structures and any

archaeological features related to or located within or reasonably near the historic

complexes identified at that time . The boundaries do not represent historic boundaries of

the property at any significant period, and many landscape features historically associated

with Dungeness are outside the district boundaries. In addition to the contributing

resources listed in 1984 , a number of significant landscape resources, primarily

vegetation, as well as a significant museum collection that includes both natural history

specimens and cultural artifacts, are managed by the park. There is also a significant

ethnographic component of the district that has yet to be documented.

Recommended Actions

Amend the Historic Resource Study and National Register Nomination to include

previously overlooked resources (see cultural landscapes ).

The Grange

The Grange is the one reserved estate that remains within the core of the Dungeness

Historic District. This property, which is enclosed by a wood board fence and dense

vegetation , includes a two -story house (c . 1900) and several outbuildings . No detailed

survey of the property has been accomplished, and only the main house and the boat dock

have been listed in the National Register and LCS . The reserved estate expires in 2010,

at which time the park takes over management of the property .
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As the last remaining single -family residence in the Dungeness complex, it is important

to interpret this property to the visitor and to reestablish its connection to the Dungeness

historic landscape. The historic Grange boat dock is also part of the reserved estate and

could provide an alternate water access point to the historic district when it becomes

available to the park. As with the rest of the Dungeness Historic district, it is the park's

intent to allow visitors to access the Grange house and grounds for educational and

interpretive purposes. At that time it is anticipated that the Ice House exhibit, which

currently contains a history of the island with an emphasis on the Carnegie Era, would be

completely redone to cover the broad sweep of the island's history , and the Grange would

focus on the Carnegie Era . With these changes in mind, the NPS considers the following

alternatives as appropriate uses for the Grange property after it becomes available to the

park :

.

No Action — reserved estate expires and park preserves existing condition .

Rehabilitation—Park rehabilitates the Grange for Park and Visitor use . Possible uses

include a museum, a visitor contact station, and an education /research facility.

Historic Lease — Park accepts an historic lease for property that allows for periodic

public access and interpretation.

Recommended Actions

.
Undertake a detailed inventory of structures and landscape associated with the

Grange .

Evaluate building contents pertinent to range of anticipated uses (i.e. museum

functions ).

Archeological Resources

The archeological component of the Dungeness Historic District is rich and complex.

Since the establishment of the park in 1972 , the Southeast Archeological Center (SEAC)

of the NPS has completed several surveys with an emphasis on monitoring and mitigating

adverse impacts to known aboriginal sites . Archeological sites either known or believed

to exist in the Dungeness Historic District include Dungeness South , a large prehistoric

midden that runs from Dungeness Wharf, along Beach Creek, to the ocean dune lines.

Although only the midden has been identified, other sites and subsites within the midden

area are known to have existed. These include a large prehistoric shell mound under the

present Dungeness Mansion ruin, the 17th century Spanish mission site of San Pedro de

Mocamo, the 18th century hunting lodge of James Oglethorpe (the original Dungeness),

and the Nathanael Greene mansion and outbuildings, as well as the original Stafford

holdings .

The Dungeness Wharf Midden site represents an extensive series of prehistoric shell

middens extending from the Dungeness Wharf north to Sea Camp. It extends north from

П
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the wharf for 900 meters, and the average width is 100 meters. The site has been

extensively damaged by wave action from shipping along the inland waterway and

currently supportsa mixed oak-hardwood and pine forest. It was used extensively during

historic times, and portions of Carnegie Tung nut tree groves remain in this area today .

The site is also the traditional location of the Spanish Mission of San Pedro de Mocamo,

established by the Franciscans in 1587. The site is also believed to be the location of the

protohistoric Timucuan village of Tacatacuru , and some burials have been reported in the

area .

Detailed descriptions of these archeological sites follow in Appendix 4a - C.

Recommended Actions

.
Archeological Survey, Testing, and Evaluation : Surveys at these two primary sites

have not been conducted for over twenty years. Dungeness South and Dungeness

Wharf should both be surveyed as a set of site identification , testing, and evaluation

studies, according to the Secretary of the Interior's Standards. This would involve

systematic shovel testing throughout the sites to determine the nature and extent of

subsites within the site boundaries, the testing of identified sites, and evaluation for

those sites identified . New sites and /or subsites discovered will need to be evaluated

for integrity and significance to determination potential eligibility for listing in the

National Register.

Cultural Landscapes

There are many significant periods, layers, and resources associated with the landscape of

Dungeness. The best documentation and evaluation of the landscape resources are in

companion reports: The Historic Landscape of Dungeness ( 1987) and The Landscape

Management Plan for Dungeness (1988) written by Lauren Lubin Zeichner. Although

neither report is a cultural landscape report ( CLR ) by definition , the latter document does

include treatment recommendations for many of the landscape resources . To date, the

park has not had the money or staff to implement the greater part of the

recommendations, but what limited landscape treatment work the park has undertaken

has been supported by these reports. Routine maintenance has not been able to keep up

with the loss of landscape features, particularly ornamental vegetation, to the effects of

neglect, forest encroachment, and senescence .

Today, the historic landscape of Dungeness is almost impossible to visualize. Spatial

relationships among major buildings and structures, views and vistas, and significant

vegetation have been lost or so badly compromised that the meaning and purpose of the

landscape is unrecognizable to the average visitor. Coupled with this loss is the overlay

of park use , which has created its own circulation routes and spatial relationships based

on the rehabilitation and use of certain buildings within the Dungeness district. Because

the landscape resources have no current purpose other than interpretation , they have been

relegated to a low priority.
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Other issues that prevent the rehabilitation of the historic landscape are the free roaming

feral horses and feral hogs . The horses present a hazard to visitors, and their grazing

preferences impede the rehabilitation of the vegetation associated with the historic

landscape as well as its interpretation. The feral hogs ' rooting habits disturb lawns and

archeological sites.

The Cultural Landscape Inventory ( CLI) for Cumberland Island has not been done, so

there is no comparable list to the LCS for landscape features. The LCS, however, does

list ten landscape structures, including the Dungeness Cemetery, and these resources

appear along with their proposed treatment in Appendix 4a - E. Landscape features that

have been identified in Zeichner's reports and are not listed on the LCS, are described in

Appendix 4a - D.

The overarching treatment associated with the landscape is preservation of all identified

resources. Restoration has been applied to a select number of features such as the

pergola . Work on the pergola was completed in FY 1999.

Recommended Actions

.

Adopt a landscape management plan that preserves and maintains the significant

plantation and Carnegie era landscape features. Establish a landscape preservation

maintenance crew to carry out the landscape treatment recommendations and

maintenance.

.

Manage the feral horse population to eliminate its impact on the cultural resources of

the district . If the impacts of feral horses cannot be mitigated, then the horses should

be excluded from the historic district along with the feral hogs.

Structures

The twenty -five buildings and structures in the Dungeness Historic District are, for the

most part, associated with the Carnegie Era (1881-1916). Several of the primary

buildings, including the Dungeness mansion, are in a ruinous state , while many of the

estate's support structures Dormitories, Kitchen, and Carriage House — have been

rehabilitated for park use . Two buildings are open for interpretation. The Ice House,

near the Dungeness dock, functions as a museum, and the Tabby House, the oldest

structure at Dungeness, has a museum exhibit. Construction materials associated with the

structures at Dungeness include wood, brick, and tabby (an indigenous construction

material used along the southeastern coast) .

The LCS, which was updated in 1995, is the most complete inventory of buildings and

structures within the historic district. Historic Structure Assessment Reports (HSAR )

were written for certain buildings in the historic district (see Appendix 4a - B) . Like the

landscape resources, the preservation maintenance of the buildings and structures has

been on an as-needed basis with the exception of buildings that are in NPS /visitor use.

The most significant preservation maintenance work to be accomplished in the recent
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past is the wood shingle or metal re -roofing of every historic building at Dungeness.

Major work is being done with current stabilization funds to preserve a number of

buildings, including the Garden House, the Water Wheel, the Greenhouse, and the Miller

Greene - Shaw Cemetery's enclosing tabby wall. A major loss to the historic district

occurred with the collapse of the Recreation Building. In order to mitigate the loss, NPS

FY 2000 funds are being used to develop and implement a plan to salvage selected pieces

of the structure for the park's museum collection and to stabilize selected architectural

features in situ.

The park use of so many of the major buildings at Dungeness affects the quality of the

visitor's experience. This is particularly true of the maintenance facilities at the Carriage

House and the Carpenter's Shop. In both cases, the use of the grounds immediately

around the buildings for storing vehicles , some awaiting repairs, and excess construction

materials is a negative visual impact and makes approaching the buildings problematic

for the visitor.

Many of the secondary structures of the Dungeness Historic District are in serious need

of ongoing preservation maintenance. Minor structures, which are for the most part

associated with the agricultural use of the estate, are being overgrown with vegetation.

Because these buildings are most often wood, moisture and rot associated with the

vegetation is causing irreparable damage. Because of limited permanent funding,

decisions are being made with this document to record many of these buildings and

remove them before they collapse or become a safety hazard to visitors and park staff.

An opportunity to recapture one of the historic structures and use part of it for

interpretation exists at the Black Barracks. This building is presently used for museum

storage, and a plan has been approved to remove its contents to the new museum building

at St. Marys. Once this has been accomplished the Black Barracks can be reprogrammed

for other park uses. This would make a logical location to interpret the life of African

American workers whose labor was significant to the development and maintenance of

Dungeness. Several of the downstairs rooms could be used to display exhibits that range

from a typical worker's quarters to interpretive displays that illustrate the history of

African American life on Cumberland Island. The upstairs could provide additional

dormitory space to support park research and resource volunteers.

For a detailed treatment section that is combined with management priorities (high,

medium , or low) for each individual structure , see Appendix 4a - E.

Recommended Actions

Provide interpretative materials that put all of the Dungeness historic structures into a

context for visitors. Although it is not feasible to allow access to buildings that the

park uses for its own purposes, the exteriors of the buildings and the immediate

landscape, where feasible, should be interpreted and accessible .
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Undertake an evaluation of the Black Barracks to determine its feasibility to be

adaptively used as a museum.

Museum Collections

At present, most of the park's museum management activities occur in the Dungeness

Historic District. Collections are currently stored in the Black Barracks, the Carpenter's

Shed, and the Carriage House . Historic furnishings are exhibited in the Tabby House .

The Kitchen, which is being used as a kitchen, meeting room , and resource management

office, contains a variety of project-related documents that have not been reviewed for

accessioning into the park's collection. This is also true of the maintenance records that

are located in the Carriage House, which is functioning as the Maintenance Office.

Undoubtedly , both offices contain archives that include records, drawings, and maps

documenting natural and cultural resource projects in the park.

The Ice House museum exhibits contain both original cultural objects and reproductions.

The objects illustrate , at a very general level , the continuum of human habitation on

Cumberland Island while emphasizing the Country Place Era associated with the

Carnegie family at Dungeness. Little emphasis is given to the historic function ( s) of the

Icehouse, and the exhibits serve more as a picture gallery, which requires minimal on-site

supervision by park staff. In order for the Ice House to continue as a viable museum

space that provides adequate protection of the collection on display, a number of climate

control and hazard detection systems need to be upgraded.

The Tabby House is a sparsely furnished museum exhibit that contains a few pieces of

historic furniture -three safes, a desk, and cabinetry - to replicate a plantation office .

These are all site -specific pieces directly related to the post-bellum use of this structure as

a business office ; however, the myriad of objects and documents one might have seen on

a typical business day are not present. Despite the fact that the Tabby House is the oldest

structure at Dungeness, there is no interpretation of its antebellum use .

The structure apparently maintains a relatively stable temperature without the benefit of

temperature control systems. Fire detection or suppression, unauthorized intrusion, or

relative humidity control systems have not been installed . The building is entered on an

intermittent basis during guided interpretive tours of the estate.

Although the Carriage House, with its stalls , sliding wooden doors, and brick floors all

intact, has the potential of being used as an interpretive exhibit, it currently serves dual

park uses. It is the maintenance office and workshop for Dungeness ( first floor) as well

as a museum storage area (second floor ). The museum storage is primarily on the upper

level, where several pieces of historic furniture , tack, and a relatively large assemblage of

salvaged architectural elements and samples of architectural fabric are stored. In addition

to these materials there are six relatively complete carriages with several others in various

states of completion.
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The maintenance function takes up most of the first floor of the Carriage House. In

addition to the work areas, however, a wide array of drawings and other archival

documents covering park preservation projects are located in the maintenance offices.

None of the salvaged architectural elements or potential archival collections has been

assessed, and no determination has been made about which pieces belong in the museum

collection. The carriages and other historic objects on the upper floor of the Carriage

House are some of the museum objects scheduled to be moved to the new museum

building at St. Marys (see St. Marys Historic District -Museum Objects ).

The Black Barracks and the Carpenter's Shed both serve as museum collection storage

facilities and, as such, contain an extensive part of the cultural and natural museum

collection . A Bally building was constructed inside the Carpenter's Shed and many of

the highly sensitive objects in the collection are stored here . The majority of objects in

these two structures will be moved to the mainland in the next two years and placed in

the newly constructed Museum Building. The Bally storage building inside the

Carpenter's Shed may continue to be a viable museum facility. One possible use would

be for staging natural history research projects as well as the processing and storing the

archives and specimens generated by these projects. All risks, including the potential for

insect infestation , will need to be addressed if collections continue to be maintained in the

Bally building.

Recommended Actions

Undertake an evaluation of the records and other artifacts at the Kitchen /Resource

Management Office, which likely contain various files documenting natural history

research and resource management projects on Cumberland Island, to determine

which pieces belong in the park's museum collection .

Plum Orchard Historic District

Cultural Resources Management Summary:

Plum Orchard Historic District is primarily a Carnegie -era resource , of which the

centerpiece is a Classical Revival mansion constructed in 1898. The Mansion is managed

by the NPS, but reserved estates occupy key secondary structures in the district. Located

seven miles north of the Dungeness dock, Plum Orchard is infrequently visited and the

mansion is only open periodically for ranger-led tours . The high cost associated with the

regular upkeep of the structures, landscape , and museum collections has been and

remains a key issue for the park, and continues to inhibit prospects for the property's

long-term preservation. Consequently, the NPS should pursue a historic property lease

and explore the feasibility of a concessions operation for the property.

Overview

The Plum Orchard Historic District was listed in the National Register as part of the 1984

Multiple Resource Nomination . At the time of the nomination , the district included
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seventeen structures, a cemetery, ruins of an antebellum house, and two archeological

sites . The Plum Orchard district is significant for its archeology and architecture, with

most of its structures dating to the Carnegie era ( 1890-1916) . Plum Orchard's name

derives from an antebellum plantation at this location , the house ruins of which and two

associated graves are adjacent to the present-day complex in a reserved estate .

The centerpiece of the district is Plum Orchard Mansion, a Classical Revival style home

built in 1898 for Lucy Carnegie's son, George Lauder Carnegie. The main structure, a

1906 addition, and an accompanying Carriage House — the first ancillary structure built at

Plum Orchard — were designed by the Boston firm of Peabody and Stearns. In addition to

being the premiere architectural structure on the island, the mansion has many notable

furnishings, including Tiffany lamps .

Plum Orchard is approximately seven miles north of Dungeness, and the district lies

along the sound (west) side of the island. The boundary of the Plum Orchard Historic

District encloses approximately 102 acres, all of which are west of the Main Road .

Within the historic district are two reserved estate properties. The district is surrounded

by potential and designated wilderness, which affects access to the estate and the ability

to undertake maintenance work on the structures. The NPS maintains a dock along the

Brickhill River adjacent to the ruins of the historic Plum Orchard dock.

The Plum Orchard Mansion and Carriage House are owned and maintained by the NPS .

Since the writing of the National Register nomination, the Carriage House, which even at

that time was dilapidated , collapsed due to lack of maintenance and use . There have been

several major efforts to preserve the Plum Orchard Mansion, which is open to the public

on a limited basis for tours, but because of its size and location it requires constant

maintenance that the park has been unable to provide. Another major effort to preserve

the Mansion will occur in the near future , but any hope for its long-term preservation

seems to lie in finding a compatible use and tenant( s) through the Historic Property Lease

Program .

The two reserved estates associated with Plum Orchard are located immediately north of

the Mansion and, between them, include most of the support structures of the estate . The

1984 nomination noted that several of these structures (the Duplex, Caretaker's House,

and the Stables ) had been extensively rehabilitated and the nomination questioned their

integrity as a result although they were included in the list of contributing structures.

Archeological Resources

Four archeological sites are considered to be contributing elements to the National

Register Historic District. These sites include the Deptford Tabby House Ruin, Peter

Bernardy Grave Site , two prehistoric middens sites along the Brickhill River ( Plum

Orchard Midden and the Tabby House Midden ), and the Plum Orchard SandMound .

Sand mound construction is believed to be of aboriginal origin , yet it is also believed to

have been used during the historic period to bury slaves who died of yellow fever.

Archeological significance of these sites is considerable.
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Recommended Actions

Amend the National Register nomination for the area to include the Deptford Tabby

House Ruin, which is currently placed outside the district boundaries.

Cultural Landscapes

There are many historic landscape features still evident at Plum Orchard , but to date no

assessment of the landscape's integrity or significance has taken place. Like the

Dungeness Historic District, the Plum Orchard Historic District boundaries were drawn

without regard to the limits of the historic landscape at any period, and it can only be

assumed that potentially significant landscape features exist outside the National Register

boundaries. Other issues relate to the fact that many of the property's key structures and

landscape features are in reserved estates, which prevents the management of the district

as a single entity and affects both its interpretation and its integrity. The decline and

disappearance of historic vegetation is also a threat to the overall integrity of the historic

landscape. Another issue is the potentially conflicting language of the 1982 Wilderness

legislation , which describes “ Plum Orchard Mansion and grounds” as being excluded

from wilderness and the boundaries of the historic district, which may or may not be the

same. See Appendix 4a - D for specific recommendations.

Recommended Actions

Complete the Cultural Landscape Inventory and a CLR to determine the integrity,

significance, and long -term treatment ofthe Plum Orchard property.

Research; evaluate ; and, if necessary, propose National Register boundary

amendments to clarify areas excluded from the wilderness pursuant to the 1982

Wilderness legislation.

Structures

The LCS currently lists twelve standing structures remaining within the Plum Orchard

Historic District, eight of which are in the two reserved estates . Half of the structures are

listed in “ good ” condition with the other half listed in “ poor ” condition . Structures in

poor condition are evenly split between the NPS and the reserved estates .

There are many important issues associated with the long -term preservation of the

structures at Plum Orchard, the most obvious being the ongoing expense to maintain the

Plum Orchard Mansion itself. This brick and stucco structure with a tiled roof contains

thirty principal rooms, including an indoor swimming pool and squash court. The

mansion is open to the public on a limited basis, but because of the museum objects on

view or in storage in the house. Constant temperature control and monitoring are needed .

There is no dedicated maintenance staff to perform regular upkeep on the mansion. As a

result, a series of major interventions have been needed when problems became serious
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enough to threaten the integrity of the structure . In FY 1999, the NPS began the

commitment of $2.4 million of Title V funds to implement a general program for exterior

and interior stabilization and restoration work at Plum Orchard. These funds will further

support the NPS' ability to employ the Historic Property Leasing program or another

compatible long-term occupancy and use at Plum Orchard. See the discussion of the

Historic Property Lease program at the end of this section .

The other principal structure under the park's care was the Carriage House, which the

1984 National Register nomination described as “ extremely deteriorated .” Without the

funds or staff necessary to substantially intervene and stabilize the building, it collapsed.

Plans are underway to remove the remains of the structure and stabilize the foundation in

order to protect the archeological component of the site and interpret the area to visitors.

A complete descriptive list of all the buildings at Plum Orchard , with recommended

treatments, is included in Appendix 4a - E.

The park recognizes that base funding will not be forthcoming to support additional staff

or to regularly fund projects needed to maintain Plum Orchard Mansion properly, let

alone the other structures the park is charged with maintaining at this time. The park,

therefore, has the option to pursue the use of the historic property lease program , which

could allow an appropriate long term occupancy and use of the structure by tenants who

would provide regular upkeep and maintenance associated with their use of the property.

The long -term preservation of the complex cannot be assured until an alternate means of

preservation maintenance that does not solely rely on current park staff can be

established .

Historic Property Leasing Program

Established in 1982, the Historic Property Lease program has been a popular vehicle for

real property leasing in the National Park System. As authorized by Section 111 of the

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, the program is designed to spur

rehabilitation and reuse of designated historic structures and land owned by the Federal

Government. In order to be considered for lease , a property must be owned by the Federal

Government, listed in the National Register of Historic Places, and nonessential in the park's

administration, management, or interpretation. Any proceeds from these leases are used to

maintain , repair, and preserve NPS historic properties and to defray the costs of

administering the leasing program .

Historic Property Leasefor Plum Orchard

The viable use of Plum Orchard has long been a difficult management issue. Over the

years, the NPS has sought various uses for the property, primarily by submitting Requests

for Proposals (RFP) to parties willing to lease Plum Orchard under the auspices of the

Historic Property Leasing program . Numerous factors, including the substantial

investment required by lessees for rehabilitation and maintenance, remote location,

proximity to surrounding wilderness areas, and an emphasis on other park priorities, have

kept Plum Orchard largely vacant and without a use compatible with NPS management
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objectives. The most notable issue in efforts to lease the mansion has been addressing

environmentalists ' concerns over an occupant's need to drive through the wilderness on

the Main Road. In the past, this issue alone has generated litigation.

Despite failed attempts to secure a suitable lease , the issuance of a Historic Property

Lease remains the NPS's preferred strategy to accomplish its management objectives

pursuant to the 1996 “ Environmental Assessment for Alternatives for the Preservation of

Plum Orchard. ” The NPS may also consider proposals for commercial services under a

concessions contract. In FY 1999, the NPS began the commitment of a total of $2.4

million of Title V funds for exterior and interior stabilization and restoration work at Plum

Orchard. The commitment of these funds to address critical structural needs will make

the property more attractive to bidders by defraying costs that potential lessees would have

incurred in past NPS attempts to secure a lease .

Provisions for an RFP for Plum Orchard

The Superintendent will provide an opportunity for the Cumberland Island Advisory

Committee to review and comment on the proposed RFP before it is published.

The NPS will cooperate with the HPL lessee to ensure that the proposed treatment

adequately preserves the character-defining features of the historic structures and

landscape and complies with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment

of Historic Properties.

The NPS mayretain the right to use the mansion's principal first floor rooms, the

exterior of all NPS structures (non -reserved estate), and the grounds for public

interpretation. Certain first floor rooms should be considered as exhibit areas for NPS

museum artifacts.

The NPS will consider negotiating reserved access to the pool and squash court as a

component of the public interpretation program .

The NPS will consider making NPS retained areas available to lessees and others for

special functions that are compatible with NPS use .

The NPS recognizes that two reserved estates remain within the Plum Orchard Historic

District and will cooperate with the holders of those estates to ensure their rights are

protect
ed

.

. The RFP will include the restoration of exterior features of the Pump House.

The RFP may include reconstruction of the Carriage House and Boat House in

accordance with the Secretary of the Interior's guidelines.
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Museum Collections

The museum collections associated with the Plum Orchard Historic District are presently

located in the Plum Orchard Mansion. Many of the park's most important historic

objects are either stored or exhibited in the mansion. Objects located at the mansion

include such items as Tiffany lamps, tables, desks, bedroom suites, chairs, and other

furnishings and objects that are original to the site .

In addition to areas open to the public, rooms have been designated as storage spaces,

which allow for a minimum of security, environmental control, and fire protection.

Although portions of the second floor are used as a residence by a park law enforcement

ranger, providing some protection for the building and its contents, regular use of

electrical appliances may increase the risk of fire, and food provisions increase the

potential for insect infestations. Permanent temperature and humidity controls are

nonexistent for museum and /or storage spaces, and adequate systems are needed for the

protection and preservation of the museum collection . Additionally, the declining

physical condition of the mansion itself places certain objects at risk . For example, the

ceiling continues to deteriorate and plaster occasionally falls on stored furniture .

As with stored objects, the contents of the in the areas toured by the public need adequate

preservation and protection systems. Historic furnishings, such as the Tiffany lamps and

a grand piano, serve as the backdrop for interpretive tours of the mansion's first floor.

Although tours are limited in size and led by an individual who is responsible for

directing visitor behavior, furnishings are routinely subject to casual handling by visitors.

Humidity is also a problem and the current system using large floor fans to reduce

humidity and mold build-up is not an acceptable long term solution.

Although the mansion's museum collection is currently at risk from the above mentioned

factors, much of the collection will be moved during 2000 to the new Museum Building

at St. Marys during 2000, which has superior environmental, security, and fire protection

conditions.

The museum collection associated with the mansion is constantly growing.

Rehabilitation and restoration work planned for the mansion in the coming year will

produce architectural samples and documentation that should become part of the museum

collection. Similarly, removal of the carriage house ruins will produce materials for the

park's collections. The proper collection, accessioning, and storing of these artifacts

must be calculated into the total project cost.

Recommended Actions

Make provisions for the protection and conservation of museum objects that remain

in Plum Orchard mansion.

.
Consider using replicas or reproductions of some of the exhibited objects in order to

protect the originals.
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Stafford Plantation Historic District

Cultural Resources Management Summary

The core area of the Stafford Plantation Historic District is in reserved estates . A 20th

century Carnegie house occupies the site of the earlier Stafford Plantation house . The

house is surrounded by a number of significant plantation -era resources including a tabby

house, a tabby wall, and a cemetery. Nearby is a very significant African -American

resource on the island, the Chimneys. The park has interest in the preservation of all the

identified historic structures, but puts a high priority on the plantation - era resources

because of their significance to the island's history.

Overview

Stafford Plantation was one of the largest and most significant plantations on Cumberland

Island . The owner, Robert Stafford , Jr. , was fairly unique in having kept his large estate

of 8,125 contiguous acres intact through the Civil War. According to the 1981

Ehrenhard /Bullard study on the Chimneys, an archeological site associated with the

largest remnant slave quarters , Stafford controlled most of the island and had the largest

number of slaves, with estimates upwards of 348. The principle crop was Sea Island

cotton, which had been introduced and cultivated in Georgia by 1786. With its high

quality and commercial demand, Sea Island cotton dominated the market (in the way that

rice and indigo did in the colonial period ).

Stafford successfully kept his property through Reconstruction because he never

abandoned the plantation . Although after the war the fields were abandoned and the

quarters burned, in 1882 Stafford sold the entire plantation to Thomas M. Carnegie. This

single purchase kept much of the original plantation intact although those fields not

farmed by the Carnegies were released to successional vegetation and soon became

incorporated into the evolving forest. The original plantation house stood until it burned

1900. The present Stafford house was built in 1901 on the foundations of the original

plantation structure.

According to the National Register nomination completed in 1984, Stafford Plantation

Historic District includes 250 acres and encompasses three sub - areas: 1 ) Stafford Place,

which consists of the Stafford House (Carnegie Era ), support buildings, and a small

plantation -era cemetery; 2) the ruins of the Stafford Plantation slave quarters, known as

The Chimneys; and 3) a large prehistoric archeological site. The boundaries of the

district are described as Holly Road on the east, Brickhill River and marsh on the west,

the road south of Stafford airstrip on the south , and a broken line running east from the

river approximately 300 feet north of Stafford House to the north . Fewer than 50 acres of

the historic district are in reserved estates, but the reserved estate acreage contains all of

the major historic structures and many of the obvious landscape features associated with

the house grounds.
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Because much of the Stafford Plantation period agricultural landscape was in private

ownership at the time of the National Register nomination, features historically

associated with agricultural use of the plantation were not surveyed and included in the

National Register district, or later in the LCS. For example, the Stafford Silos have only

recently been rediscovered and included on the LCS. Also , a 1989 NPS study, by P. S.

Froeschauer titled The Interpretation and Management ofan Agricultural Landscape

Stafford Plantation, Cumberland Island National Seashore, Georgia, looked at 5,000

acres of the 8,000-acre plantation and found many landscape features still intact and not

previously evaluated. These resources included fields, drainage structures, and remnant

vegetation.

The existing Stafford House ( Carnegie era) and the other structures in the National

Register district nomination are for the most part Carnegie era , with the notable

exceptions of the enclosing tabby wall, the deteriorated Tabby Cottage, and the Stafford

Cemetery that date to the Stafford Plantation period. The significance of the district as

stated in the 1984 National Register nomination is inclusive of all three periods that the

sub-areas represent: plantation agriculture (Stafford was the owner of the largest

plantation on Cumberland Island ); architecture and landscape architecture (represented

by the various Carnegie era resources ); and archeology (one prehistoric site that covers

most of the historic district, which has largely been disturbed ).

Recommended Actions

Review and clarify the language of the reserved estate retained rights and the NPS

ability to access the Chimneys. Presently, public access is denied . The NPS desires

the ability to access the property when necessary to assess the condition of the

Chimneys and to do appropriate preservation work.

• Negotiate rights for public access to the Chimneys.

Archeological Resources

Archeological resources at the Stafford Plantation Historic District include the slave

cabin complex, known as the Chimneys, and the Stafford Airfield Mounds. The

archeological component of the Chimneys consists of eleven early 19th century standing

chimneys and approximately nine other cabin sites. The Stafford Airfield is the third

largest site on the island. Portions of the airfield have been used as cotton fields and a

golf course . Currently, it consists of pasture and a runway for light aircraft. The area is

dotted with small shell mounds approximately 7 meters in diameter and 50 centimeters

high . Stafford Airfield Mound is a low circular sand mound located on the airfield . The

mound measures approximately 1.2 meters high and 38 meters in diameter, and has been

disturbed through the years by looters.
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Recommended Actions

0
Conduct archeological investigations to determine the cultural association and

integrity of the Stafford Airfield Mound.

Cultural Landscapes

Froeschauer's 1989 report is the only landscape research that has been completed for

Stafford . The findings of this report indicate a greater integrity and significance to the

plantation -era cultural landscape resources than the National Register nomination

acknowledges. It can only be inferred that Carnegie -era landscape resources have also

been overlooked and for the most part remain undocumented. From a review of the

reserved estate boundaries, only the land immediately associated with the airplane

runway is reserved. The larger field exists within the present NPS property; therefore,

the boundaries and character of this plantation vestige can be managed for interpretation .

Recommended Actions

Complete Cultural Landscape Inventory - Level I for Stafford Plantation . This would

identify the existing landscape resources both within and, if any exist, outside the

historic district boundaries. It would establish baseline information on the history and

development of this significant property. It would also determine the need for more

indepth research and /or historic landscape treatment recommendations that would be

accomplished through a Cultural Landscape Report. Additional work would be

proposed with the understanding that the park does not have responsibility for day -to

day management of the cultural resources while the reserved estates exist.

Structures

There are thirteen entries for Stafford Historic District on the List of Classified

Structures: eight structures and five landscape features. All of the structures are within

reserved estates and represent resources from both the plantation and the Carnegie eras.

The Stafford Silos represent structures that, according to the 1977 Historic Resource

Study , are associated with the Stafford Plantation era ; however, they were not included in

the Stafford Historic District and are presently located on the Greyfield North Tract,

which was transferred to the NPS in 1999. At least one non -contributing structure

(house) is included in the district.

Similar to the landscape features, the historic structures of the Stafford Historic District

exist within the boundaries of reserved estates and, therefore, are not covered by regular

park maintenance. The park, however, has intervened to preserve threatened resources

and to recover archeological information when the situation was considered beyond the

efforts of the estate holders. A current example is the structural preservation and

stabilization assessments by the NPS on the Stafford Chimneys, which are considered the

primary African American resource on the island.
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Recommended Actions

Accomplish the research and amend the National Register boundary to include all the

resources associated with the Plantation and Carnegie eras of Stafford's history.

Continue NPS efforts to preserve significant cultural resources within reserved estates

that are not being used by the retained rights holders. This would include all the

plantation-era structures, such as the Chimneys and the Tabby Cottage.

Museum Collections

The park has very little in its museum collection directly related to the history and use of

Stafford Plantation or to its later periods of significance. The potential exists to develop

and expand the museum holdings related to Stafford . The park should continue to

develop its rapport with retained rights holders. When residents propose any

preservation -related work on their buildings, through Section 106 consultation, the park

has the opportunity to request that historic architectural fabric and materials be placed in

the museum collections as documentation for future analysis and research .

North End of Cumberland Island

The north end of Cumberland Island has several important prehistoric and historic sites

with numerous extant resources. The resources of the north end were listed in the

National Register in 1978 as part of the High Point/Half Moon Bluff Historic District .

The documentation established an approximately 700 -acre district and identified three

primary groups of resources within that district : prehistoric and historic archeological

sites; the High Point hotel complex; and Half Moon Bluff. The area presents a number of

important management issues due to its remoteness, low visitation, significant number of

reserved estates, and location within potential wilderness .

The historic district begins at the Cumberland Wharf and runs east and south along Half

Moon Bluff and Christmas Creek to a point just east of High Point and just west of the

beach dune line. It then runs east to the northern portion of the marshes that form

Abraham Point and moves north along an irregular line of marshes to Terrapin Point. It

then runs back along the north edge of Terrapin back to Cumberland Wharf.

When the Carnegies purchased their land on Cumberland, only a few families inhabited

the north end, which was then known as High Point. More than ten miles from the

Dungeness Historic District, the north end of Cumberland Island had its own character

and uses that were distinct from the Carnegie family's activities at the south end of the

island . After the Civil War, the Georgia and North Florida coasts became increasingly

popular as vacation and meeting destinations and the development at High Point is

representative of this late nineteenth century phenomenon. The growing popularity of the

island's north end led to the layout and construction of the Cumberland Hotel. This

complex included numerous support facilities, including a mule-pulled tram railway that

ran from the Cumberland Wharf to the hotel and continued to the beach. The
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Cumberland Hotel thrived at High Point for decades until shutting down around 1920,

when the Cumberland Island Club, a private organization, purchased the property.

Howard Candler purchased the property in 1928, and his family retains several reserved

estates today . Reserved estates comprise all the structures in the High Point district, and

the NPS will not assume any direct management authority until the reserved rights expire,

in approximately 75 years .

Northwest of High Point, at the north central part of the island, is Half Moon Bluff, often

referred to as the settlement. This small area includes the remnants of an African

American community established around 1892. At that time, a local landowner

purchased and subdivided a five -acre tract and offered 50 - foot-by -100 - foot lots for sale to

blacks living on the island, most of whom worked at the High Point hotel complex.

Although 42 lots were laid out in six equal rows, with the Old Clubb Road as the eastern

boundary, Half Moon Bluff probably never contained more than ten or twelve houses and

associated outbuildings (barns, smokehouses, privies, etc.) . The centerpiece of the

community was the First African Baptist Church that may have also functioned as a

schoolhouse and community center.

Today, only three houses, one of which is a reserved estate ; a church; and a road trace

remain . Except for the cleared area around the structures and their few associated

ornamental plantings, the Half Moon Bluff community is surrounded by oak and pine

woodland. The entire area, including the structures, is in potential wilderness.

Between Half Moon Bluff and Terrapin Point is the Half Moon Bluff Cemetery, which

according to the 1977 Historic Resource Study is the largest on the island. As the

cemetery is much older than the Half Moon Bluff, its name most likely comes from its

proximity to the community. The cemetery has no specific perimeter lines marked by

fence or walls; however, it contains many family grave plots, often marked off by iron

and stone fences. Black and white inhabitants of the island's north end have been buried

in this cemetery and many date to the plantation era .

Archeological Resources

.
.

The High Point/Half Moon Bluff Historic District contains several prehistoric

archeological sites that are summarized here. More detailed information on these sites is

available in Appendix 4a - C.

The Terrapin Point area contains three prehistoric shell middens representing aboriginal

habitation, two of which are located on high bluffs. Measuring over a meter in depth in

some places, the area of aboriginal habitation is located on some of the island's highest

bluffs and, therefore , can be clearly identified along the bluff top . Pot hunting and

vandalism are fairly widespread, and several locations indicate excavation activities and

the pitching of shell over the bluff. Although portions remain , erosion continues to

threaten the integrity of the sites, which could be lost in the near future . A third midden,

the Terrapin Point midden, is located at the northwest limit of the island and can be seen

clearly along the path that leads to the point.
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The National Register nomination identifies two historic archeological sites as

contributing to the district: Fort St. Andrews and the settlement of Barriemackie .

According to the Cumberland Island Historic Resource Study by Louis Torres (1977) ,

Fort St. Andrews was constructed in 1736 at the direction of General James Oglethorpe

and was located on the “ extreme western point of the hill, the foot of which is washed on

the one side by the bay and by the channel that goes southward on the other.”

Descriptions of the fort suggest that it was designed in a star configuration and was

constructed with layers of limbs, brush , and sand, which were later contained by a

wooden form . After the final repulse of the Spanish by the English in 1742, the fort was

abandoned. References to Fort St. Andrews and Fort Prince William , located at the

southern end of the island, continued to appear in the Colonial Records of Georgia until

the 1770's. Although significant portions of Fort St. Andrews may have eroded in the

Cumberland River, records and physical site evidence indicate that as much as one third

of the fort may still remain.

Recommended Actions

Amend the National Register nomination for the area to reflect the known resources

and their boundaries. The plotted National Register district boundaries do not match

the verbal description or encompass the archeological sites and zones described in

this plan.

Systematically survey and evaluate the following archeological sites, which were not

identified as contributing elements to the High Point/ Half Moon Bluff Historic

District, to further determine their significance and potential eligibility for National

Register status:

1 . Hush YourMouth : Located on the northwest tip of Cumberland Island, this site

has numerous shell deposits, which are in some places almost 60 centimeters thick.

There may be either a related component or a separate site on the small nearby

island that supposedly gave the site its name. It was used for moonshine distilling,

and children were warned not to discuss it by being told, "Hush your mouth ."

2. Candler Field : Located at the eastern end of the small private airfield within the

reserved estate is a prehistoric Native American midden with an accompanying

burial mound. Although disturbed by construction of the private airfield and

intermittent looting, the mound is relatively intact.

3. Un-named (NPS 9 CAM 33 ): During the 1975 survey a large number of Deptford

Plain sherds were recovered from this small depression located inland from the

Candler airfield. It was noted that there was little or no accompanying shell .

4.
Halfmoon Bluff: This site, an erosional remnant midden , roughly 600m long and

50m wide, located in northeast bluff region of Cumberland Island, contains

considerable ceramic material and is surrounded by a dense growth of palmetto

and hardwood trees.
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5. High Point Site andMound : This large site is located in pasture lands on the

Candler reserved estate. Sherd types have been found here and a small mound

approximately 1.5 meters high and 10 meters in diameter was noted during the

1975 survey. The mound, known to contain human remains, has been disturbed

over the years .

6. The High Point Beach Site : This site, an erosional remnant that has been

uncovered by the shifting of the beach dunes, is at least 230m long by 70m wide.

High Point Complex

Cultural Resources Management Summary

The NPS will not assume any direct management authority of the High Point district,

which has no direct association with the Carnegie era, for approximately 75 years when

the reserved estates expire . The High Point complex, which is contained within the

district, consists of 38 acres and twelve documented structures in a reserved estate, two of

which are listed in the LCS. Although High Point is remotely located on the north end of

the island , the NPS should take an active role in providing technical assistance on cultural

resources preservation matters to reserved estate holders within the district.

Cultural Landscapes

No formal inventory of the High Point complex's character defining landscape features

has been conducted. The entire western half of the district as defined by the Main Road

and 75% of the eastern half is overlaid by potential wilderness. Like Stafford Historic

District, however, all of the structures and historic landscape features are within the

reserved estates.

The recent effort to update the National Register information at High Point included a

quick assessment of landscape features. Although incomplete, it identified a number of

features to be addressed in a more detailed study of the cultural landscape . For instance ,

the High Point Road, which follows the path of the tram railway between the hotel, the

Cumberland Wharf, and the beach , remains within the district. Despite the removal of

the tram railway along the route , the road largely follows its historic path . The lack of

any significant development along the route has helped to maintain its overall integrity of

historical setting and association . Although the complex has been compromised by the

removal of most of the associated historic structures, the newer buildings have

maintained the scale and location of the historical structures, providing a strong sense of

the historical setting.

The reserved estate at High Point is characterized by an ornamental landscape with large

live oaks and palm trees, an ornamental pond with a bridge and other easily recognized

designed landscape features . The area has a fairly open understory of grasses, which is

maintained by mowing on a regular basis.
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Recommended Actions

Conduct complete inventory of the existing landscape of the historic district as part of

the CLI-Level 1. This inventory would determine the need for more extensive

research and make recommendations to preserve the significant landscape features of

the entire district ; not just the portions that fall within the reserved estates.

Maintain High Point Road and interpret its history and importance to the development

of the Half Moon Bluff/High Point Historic District.

Structures

According to the most recent survey information, the hotel and caretaker's cottage are the

only structures from the High Point complex currently listed in the LCS ; however, the

LCS inventory is incomplete . Both ofthe listed buildings are in good condition and have

a high degree of historical design and material integrity . Although six new houses and

several outbuildings that presumably postdate the historic period are located in the

immediate area, the layout, materials, and scale of the structures convey a strong sense of

the multi -family, multi-dwelling resort atmosphere of the historic period. Additional

survey and research could shed light on the many structures that have been removed from

the compound, including the remains of a church. (See Appendix 4a - E) .

Recommended Actions

• Complete the LCS inventory and related research for the High Point complex, which

would include an assessment of the post-Hotel era resources and removed structures.

Museum Collections

The park's museum collection includes few items that directly relate to the High Point

Historic District, although such historic furnishings, photographs, and documents

undoubtedly exist . It will be important for the park to maintain congenial relations with

the residents to allow collaboration to ensure materials representing the estate and its

history are included in the park's museum collection and available for future use .

When residents undertake preservation work on their buildings , through Section 106

consultation, the park has the opportunity to request historic architectural fabric and

materials be placed in the museum collections as documentation for future analysis and

use .

Half Moon Bluff Community and Cemetery

Cultural Resources Management Summary

Half Moon Bluff represents the remnants of a unique African - American community that

once existed on the remote north end of the island. The NPS should preserve those
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elements that convey the history, feeling and association of this rural vernacular

community, including maintaining close ties with those families that have expressed

ongoing interest in the history and preservation of the community.

Cultural Landscapes

The Half Moon Bluff community and Cemetery cultural landscapes are cut from oak

dominated woodland. Both areas are overlaid by the potential wilderness designation,

which will have an impact on how much work the park can take on in this remote setting.

Because the area is largely isolated from other development on the island and vehicle

access will be limited by the wilderness designation overlay, a resumption of dock

service at the north end would improve visitation and increase opportunities for

interpretation.

Recommended Actions

.

Conduct an inventory of the ornamental vegetation at the community and cemetery

and begin preservation of this important, character -defining detail.

Document and retain the remaining fences and outbuildings at Half Moon Bluff.

Although not original, these structures convey the feeling and association of the

historical landscape and the rural vernacular community that once existed here .

Structures

The current LCS lists four structures, three houses and a church, within the Half Moon

Bluff portion of the historic district. The NPS manages three of these structures: the First

African Baptist Church (1937) ; Beulah Alberty House (c. 1920) and Rischarde House ( c.

1900 ), while the Trimmings -Ruckdeschel House (c. 1900) is a reserved estate . Overall,

the material and design integrity of the structures is fair to good. The church received

routine painting, repair and maintenance in 1999, and its condition and integrity is the

best of the three NPS structures.

The Rischarde House suffers from advanced deterioration . The wood supporting

members were built directly in contact with the ground, and have succumbed to extensive

dry rot and advanced termite infestation . The long -term future of this structure is

questionable. In 1999, the park performed some work, including installing a new roof to

prolong the life of the structure. The structure has been photographed according to the

Historic American Building Survey (HABS).

The Alberty House received exterior stabilization and restoration work in 1999. The

proposed future of this building for park uses could play an important part in the resource

management program on the north end of the island.

See Appendix 4a - E for additional information on these structures.
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Recommended Actions

.
Conduct a structural analysis of the First African Baptist Church to confirm the user

carrying capacity at any one time .

Complete HABS drawings on the Rischarde House

In addition to the option of no action , the park is considering an appropriate long -term

use for the Alberty House to ensure its preservation . Potential uses may include : 1)

temporary quarters for NPS workers and visiting researchers; 2) Ranger station; 3)

visitor contact/interpretive /education facility

Museum Collections

The park presently has no museum objects in use at Half Moon Bluff, and it is unclear

whether or not any of the furnishings currently in the First African Baptist Church are

historic. The age and association of the furnishings need to be researched . If they are

historic, they should be added to the park's museum collection and afforded appropriate

protection. Based upon historic photographs in the park's museum collection, certain

historic furnishings are known to be missing . These include a lamp once hanging over

the knave, tables, pews, candleholders, and a bell post and bell. The original cornerstone

is also missing and it needs to be replaced. Given the historic and cultural importance of

the district as a whole and the church in particular, it will be important for the park to

develop its museum collection holdings related to the district carefully. It will also be

important to ensure the protection and preservation of historic furnishings and fabric

when decisions are made concerning any future use and interpretation of the site .

Some of the NPS natural history collection was obtained by Carol Ruckdeschel and is

housed on her reserved estate. The park will need to continue working with Ms.

Ruckdeschel to determine the proper long -term care of this collection .

St. Marys Historic District

Overview and Resources Assessment

Founded in 1788, St. Marys is one of Georgia's oldest towns. St. Marys' history is well

represented by its abundance of historic structures and sites, which occupy lots within the

town's original grid plan. The St. Marys Historic District, which incorporates the historic

downtown core and adjacent residential blocks, was listed in the National Register in

1976. Osborn Street, a two -lane avenue divided by a planted median, is the town's most

prominent street. Many of St. Marys most important structures are located along or

adjacent to this oak-lined thoroughfare, including the Washington Oak and Pump ( 1799) ,

the Archibald Clarke House ( 1801-05 ), Orange Hall (c. 1830 ), and the Presbyterian

Church ( 1808 ).
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CUIS owns three buildings within the historic district: the Visitor Center, Museum

Building, and Bachlott House. All three buildings have fairly prominent locations within

the district, but only the Bachlott House is historically significant. Some modifications,

including squared, craftsman style columns on the ground level porch , were made to the

simple Victorian era house in the early 20th century. In 1999, the park began initial plans

to rehabilitate this structure to house administrative offices, including the

Superintendent's office .

As a certified local government (CLG ), St. Marys has a locally designated historic district

with design guidelines that overlay the National Register Historic District. The Historic

Preservation Division of the St. Marys Planning Department administers CLG's historic

district. Although NPS projects are exempt from design review, the NPS will continue to

consult informally with the Historic Preservation Division on proposed projects that may

potentially affect the historic district.

Museum Collections

The new museum facility in St. Mary's, along with modern office space, has had a

positive impact on the curatorial program at CUIS. The facility provides substantial

improvements to the physical aspect of the collection management program and more

options for making the collections accessible to both scholars and the general public.

The facility was also designed to contain both permanent and temporary exhibits, thereby

allowing a much larger amount of the collection to be interpreted as objects are moved

from storage into the exhibit area and others returned for curation. A viewing area will

make Dungeness carriages and other selected objects available to the public for the first

time . The carriages will require extensive conservation treatment, some of which may be

observed from the exhibit area . In addition to the exhibit area, the building contains a

large storage space that will be dedicated to the park's museum collection. The park has

an unparalleled opportunity with this new space and updated equipment, to assess and

consolidate its archival museum collection .

The scheduled rehabilitation of the Bachlott House for administrative offices presents

another opportunity. As current offices are vacated , space will become available in the

Visitor Center for expanded and improved visitor services. Currently under consideration

is a plan to use the vacated office space to improve service space and book sales for our

ferry /island visitors.

There are no museum collections associated with the existing Bachlott House. However,

the planned rehabilitation work will undoubtedly produce project drawings, architectural

samples, photographs and /or negatives, and other project documentation for inclusion in

the collection.

Recommended Actions

. Include park resource management and historic preservation project documentation ,

related to historic districts or scientific research, under the park's museum
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management program to ensure their preservation and availability for future research

and management use.

. Prepare for increased inquiries about museum collection donations and collection

related research upon completion of the new exhibits and the move of most of the

collection to the mainland.

Other Cultural Resources

In addition to the five historic districts with multiple resource types covered in the

previous section , CUIS has numerous cultural resources that are either assemblages of a

single resource type (e.g., archeological sites and districts) or stand -alone resources not

previously associated with a listed historic district (e.g., the Stafford Silos). A

description of major archeological resources or sites that have implications for on -going

park management is included here and precedes descriptions of other resource types.

Detailed descriptions of all archeological resources are included in Appendix 4a - C.

RayfieldArcheological District

The Rayfield Archeological District, listed in the National Register as part of the 1984

Multiple Resource Nomination, contains structural remnants of quarters inhabited by

former slaves of the Rayfield plantation . Known as the Rayfield Slave Cabin Complex,

these remains are located in the vicinity of the Main Road's intersection with Kings

Bottom Trail. Within the district, the remains of 18 slave cabins have been delineated

primarily through the identification of chimney foundations. The above ground remains

include two rows of nine chimney bases and brick rubble. Only one chimney remains

standing and is included on the LCS. See Appendix 4a - E for treatment

recommendations. The remains of an additional double chimney have been located to the

north of the complex. See Appendices C and E for more information on the

archeological and structural remains at Rayfield.

The Rayfield Slave Cabin Complex is a unique and significant archeological resource

that may provide substantial information regarding the culture of enslaved African

Americans on Cumberland Island during the early and middle 19th century.

Recommended Actions

The plotted National Register district boundaries do not match the verbal description .

The National Register nomination for the area should be amended to reflect the

known resources and their boundaries.

Table PointArcheological District

The Table Point Archeological District, listed in the National Register as part of the 1984

Multiple Resource Nomination , is one of the largest prehistoric sites on Cumberland

Island ; therefore, it provides considerable potential to study prehistoric settlements. The
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site consists of scattered shell piles and an aboriginally constructed shell and dirt ring in a

large oval midden . Deposition of humus on the site, especially in the eastern portion, has

buried shell middens and a portion of the shell and dirt ring under a layer of sterile soil .

The densest portion of the site stretches 150 yards north to south along the high tide line

of the marsh edge . Shell piles can be found scattered over most of the northwest

quadrant of Table Point .

Investigation of the Table Point archeological area suggests that aboriginal peoples

intensively used the land bordering the marsh. Ceramic evidence collected from a 1971

site excavation indicates occupation of the area through several prehistoric periods

because Deptford period ceramics were found in abundance at the site .

Main Road

The Main Road, also known as Grand Avenue, is one of the oldest and most enduring

features on the island. More than thirteen miles long, the road has been an economic and

communication route as well as the main north - south transportation line throughout the

island's history. Appearing on maps as early as 1802, it was the main link to all the

plantations and later the Carnegie homes as they were developed. The Main Road was

listed separately in 1984 in the National Register of Historic Places, which is testimony to

its importance and its relation to all the island resources rather than to a single historic

district.

The road meanders by following the island's high ground and varies from eight to ten feet

in width along its route . It connects all the major districts and sites from Dungeness at

the southern end to the old Cumberland Wharf at the northern end of the island. Along

this route, the road veers in several places from an earlier alignment. The road varies in

condition and becomes purposefully more primitive as it crosses into the NPS potential

wilderness approximately mid - island. From Dungeness to the wilderness boundary, the

park regularly maintains the surface and edges of the road to reflect its historic condition.

Recommended Actions

As a key feature of the historic landscape, the Main Road's width and condition must

be maintained from Dungeness to Plum Orchard. North of Plum Orchard, NPS will

allow the road to become more primitive. Alternatives for maintenance of the Main

Road in the wilderness are considered in the Wilderness Management Plan .

Ethnographic Resources

The ethnographic resources of Cumberland Island itself have not been specifically

inventoried, although a number of oral history interviews were conducted with former

and current island residents and workers in 1995-6. Ethnohistorical research on the

Guale, Timucuan, and later inhabitants of the Island is increasing, but much remains to be

done to understand the evolution of the island's culture and lifeways.
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Patronal landowners of the 18th Century established a tradition of large holdings by a

small number of families on Cumberland and most neighboring barrier islands. In the

19th Century, industrial magnates continued this landholding pattern . Their descendants

on most of the islands carried forward the tradition into the 20th century. Gradually,

government agencies and developers have replaced the elite landowners of the Georgia

Sea Island cultural system . Nonetheless, new but less opulent communities of affluence

have emerged on some of the islands, in the second halfof the 20th Century, sometimes

with negative effects on small landowners. Cumberland Island provides an excellent

base for ethnographic study of a unique affluent American lifestyle and its successors that

developed on the barrier islands of Georgia, Florida, and South Carolina from Hilton

Head to Amelia Island.

In symbiosis with upper class cultures of the islands are the lifeways of working class

whites and African Americans of the region. Though largely confined to the mainland in

the modern era, on Cumberland Island a community of service personnel was established

at the Settlement. Recollections of former residents and their descendants, in conjunction

with documentary records, provide valuable ethnographic resources . Understanding the

effects of recent economic development and tourism on poor people of the region is itself

a potential ethnographic resource.

The African -American way of life on Cumberland Island is embedded in a more

widespread, distinctive pattern of coastal cultural adaptation commonly referred to as

Gullah (in South Carolina) and Geechee ( in Georgia ). Currently, a variety of

organizations and scholars are engaged in the study and preservation of Gullah /Geechee

language and culture . Any elements of the wider Gullah /Geechee culture distinctive to

Cumberland Island and environs should be well documented while still possible for a

fuller ethnographic understanding of this important African -American culture .

The mainland areas surrounding Cumberland Island from Brunswick, Georgia, to

Jacksonville, Florida, offer a great variety of ethnographic resources for understanding

the cultural context of the park and its place in 20th Century American history. Three

principal industries have provided the economic foundations of the local cultures:

pulpwood /paper production, commercial fishing, and military installations. These have

frequently been in competition, if not conflict, with each other. By the 1980s, the paper

companies were the largest employers in, followed by commercial fishing.

Although commercial fishing has become secondary in the local economy, it has a long

history in the region. Earlier in the century , the menhaden fishery was a major regional

industry, with a processing plant built at St. Marys in 1917. The majority of the

menhaden boat-crews were African -Americans, though whites were the captains and

mates . Beginning in the 1920s, shrimp fishing became increasingly important to the area.

From the 1970s to the present, anthropologists and sociologists from the University of

Georgia have been studying shrimp fishermen and their communities in the Cumberland

Island area. The resulting ethnographic resources could be very valuable in park

interpretation. In addition to commercial fishing, subsistence fishing has been an

important, albeit sometimes overlooked, part of the local economy. The changing
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maritime cultures associated with Cumberland Island are ethnographic resources in need

of further study.

In the 1970s and 1980s, a considerable amount of applied anthropological research was

conducted on the social and cultural impact of the military installations at St. Marys,

especially the expansion of the nuclear submarine base . In the course of these studies ,

many baseline ethnographic data were collected, but some of these studies should be

replicated to understand recent cultural change for more effective administration of

Cumberland Island.

Like the military, the NPS itself, has become an increasingly controversial part of the

local cultural scene . National Park Service acquisition and management of Cumberland

Island has been a source of considerable local opposition and conflict. Ethnographic

study of the dynamics of NPS involvement in the contemporary lifeways of the

associated communities of Cumberland Island would be a valuable case study of the NPS

as an agent of social and cultural change.

In sum, there are many unusual but largely untapped ethnographic resources in the

historic cultural complex of Cumberland Island and its associated communities.
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NPS Cultural Resource Management Inventories and

Related Tools

1Archeological Site Management Information System (ASMIS )

and Ethnographic Resources Inventory (ERI)

Information documenting location, description, significance or cultural meaning,

condition, threats to, and management requirements of park archeological and

ethnographic resources will be compiled and maintained for CUIS in the ASMIS

database. ASMIS will provide necessary information for resource planning,

interpretation, preservation, and protection. The completed ASMIS for CUIS contains

original documents and records, including field notes, forms, reports, maps, and other

related materials which will be maintained Southeast Archeological Center. An

Ethnographic Resources Inventory (ERI) database is in the initial planning stages.

Cultural Landscapes Inventory (CLI)

The CLI is a computerized, evaluated inventory of all cultural landscapes that the NPS

has or plans to acquire any legal interest. Its purpose is to identify cultural landscapes in

the system and provide information on their location, historical development, character

defining features, and management. The CLI assists park managers in planning,

programming, and recording treatment and management decisions. CLI forms, including

maps, drawings, and photographs, are maintained at the support offices and the parks.

List of Classified Structures (LCS)

The LCS is a computerized, evaluated inventory of all historic and prehistoric structures

of historical, architectural, or engineering significance in which the NPS has or plans to

acquire any legal interest. Included are structures that meet National Register criteria or

are contributing elements of sites and districts that meet the criteria. Also included are

moved, reconstructed, and commemorative structures, and structures achieving

significance within the last 50 years. These structures are managed as cultural resources

because of planning decisions. The LCS assists park managers in planning,

programming, and recording appropriate treatment decisions. LCS forms, including

attachments, are maintained at the regional office and can be accessed by the park.

National Catalog of Museum Objects

The computerized National Catalog lists all cultural objects and natural history specimens

that meet the criteria for museum objects in the NPS system . Museum Catalog Records

(Form 10-254 ) are completed and filed in the parks, and copies are sent to the Museum

Management Program in the National Center for Cultural Resources Stewardship and

Partnership Programs. The catalog record contains collection and property management,

documentary, and research data for the museum objects.
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National Register of Historic Places

Authorized by the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and administered by the

NPS in the National Center for Cultural Resources Stewardship and Partnership

Programs, the National Register is the nation's official list of districts, sites, buildings,

structures, and objects in both public and private ownership that are significant in

American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture. The National

Register includes historic areas of the park system, properties designated by the Secretary

of the Interior as national historic landmarks, properties nominated by SHPOs and federal

preservation officers, and cultural properties on the World Heritage List. The NPS is

required by law to survey, inventory, and nominate to the National Register properties of

national , state , and local significance in its custody that meet the National Register

Criteria for Evaluation and to document to National Register standards its historical areas

administratively listed in the Register. NPS nominations and documentation are

submitted through the NPS federal preservation officer. Cultural resource studies that

establish historic contexts and describe and evaluate historic properties can form the basis

of National Register nominations when this information is transferred to nomination

forms.

Cultural resources should be removed from the National Register, following specified

procedures, if research reveals that they did not or do not meet the Register criteria.

When resources formerly listed on the National Register have lost their qualifying

integrity, the CLI, CSI, and LCS should continue to reference them but indicate their

ineligibility

Geographic Information Systems (GIS)

The goal of the NPS GIS Program is to provide usable geographic data and information,

through geographic information systems , for scientifically based management of park

resources and for park planning. GIS has been used by the NPS since the mid-1970s

when Yosemite and the Great Smoky Mountains National Parks embarked upon projects

using the technology. Today about 200 parks are accessing GIS. This gives park

managers a powerful tool to solve resource management problems and allow them to

integrate information that otherwise would be impossible to analyze for changes,

patterns, and trends.

The NPS has developed a program to help parks build GIS databases and use them for

making park management decisions. The GIS Program provides a technical support

network and coordinates GIS use throughout the parks. The Program is organized into

three levels: a national program office, field technical support centers, and park -based

GISs.

An ArcView based GIS is being developed for CUIS. Analysis of the GIS data for CUIS

has revealed important issues relating to the management of the park's cultural resources.

Because of the power and convenience of GIS as a management tool, the amendment of

existing data and entry of new data should be an ongoing priority at CUIS. Consultation
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with SEAC and the Natural Resources Data Manager at the Southeast Regional Office

identified three major issues pertaining to the GIS data at CUIS:

National Register (NR) district boundaries as described and documented in the

existing forms do not correlate with the data entered in GIS.

.

Valuable GIS data generated by the State of Georgia is not currently integrated into

existing park inventories, NR nominations, or planning documents.

LCS data has not been entered into the CUIS/GIS database.

RecommendedActions

Existing NR Nominations need to be amended . Many of the boundaries as

established in existing NR nominations for park properties were based on verbal

descriptions, hand-drawn maps, and hand-measured UTM coordinates. While these

boundaries fulfill the NR nomination requirements, they do not necessarily correlate

to the actual conditions at the NR site or district. In some cases, existing delineation

of district or site boundaries excludes the very resources that contribute to the site's or

district's historic significance. A planned survey of existing NR sites and districts

and the compiling of new UTM coordinates for their boundaries using Global

Positioning System equipment is highly recommended. Amendment of the NR forms

should follow , taking into account potential changes in structure count and /or period

of significance based on the inclusion or exclusion of sites, buildings, structures, or

objects based on the new boundaries.

State of Georgia GIS data and park data should be integrated. The State supplied

SEAC with GIS data related to archeological sites at CUIS. In some cases, this data

was collected by NPS employees on paper survey forms and sent to the State. The

resulting archeological site locations as depicted on ArcView imagery include sites

not documented by SEAC. Other sites clearly overlap existing SEAC sites. State

data should be integrated into the SEAC AȘMIS database , and the original survey

forms should be used to update the tabular data for the non -SEAC sites. New sites

should be added to existing inventories as appropriate. Determinations of NR

eligibility should be made for the new sites, and their nomination to new or existing

NR districts should proceed accordingly .

LCS data should be added to the park's GIS . While the LCS exists as a stand-alone

management tool, it has not been made part of the graphic imagery produced from

GIS data through ArcView . Transfer of LCS data into programs such as Microsoft

Access or Excel allows this data to be put into GIS format, and represented

graphically in park planning documents . Those who are responsible for maintaining

the CUIS GIS database should be consulted when the LCS is updated.

The park Computer Specialist will participate in collecting and coordinating GIS data

as well as managing all park databases. These databases will reside at the park

museum building at St. Marys. Some of this information will be made available

through the internet, although archeological site location information will remain

protected.
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Immediate Staffing Needs

Central to effective management is the development of a responsive resource

management program with adequate staffing. In order to improve the Resource

Management Division's ability to address deficiencies, two new positions are identified

as crucial. The most immediate staffing need is for a cultural resource specialist to

handle the large compliance workload, in addition to other prescribed cultural resource

management duties. A cultural technician is also needed to assist with routine museum

level housekeeping for the large curatorial collection at the park.

Recommended Actions

Hire a permanent Cultural Resource Specialist, GS-9/11 . This employee would be

responsible for support in several critical program areas, including: Section 106 and

110 compliance ; archeological assessments; cultural landscape management planning

and preservation; cultural resource maintenance program coordination .

Hire a Cultural Technician, GS-5 . This employee would assist with routine museum

level housekeeping to maintain the interior of historic structures, primarily those with

museum objects on display, and other cultural resource management projects as

assigned.
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Plan

The Natural Resource Management Plan (NRMP) documents Cumberland Island

National Seashore's (CUIS's) natural resources, reports on the condition and threats to

these resources, and describes and evaluates its current natural resource management

activities. Future program activities are proposed based on legislative and executive

mandates, agency management policies, and related planning documents. Outlined

within the plan are program needs for inventory and monitoring, mitigation, and

administration . As CUIS's principle natural resource planning document, it addresses

critical resource issues facing the Seashore.

Summary of Natural Resources

CUIS encompasses the largest and southernmost of Georgia's barrier islands.

Cumberland Island contains about 13,880 ha ( 34,300 acres ), is 27.5 km (17.1 miles) long,

and ranges from 3 to 5 km ( 1.9 to 3.1 miles) wide. The northern portion of the island

(3,578 ha or 8,840 acres) is designated as wilderness. Over 47 percent of the total area is

federally owned and managed by the National Park Service (NPS). The remaining

portions of the island are privately owned, are State owned, or are federally owned and

managed by the NPS but have reserved rights estates on them.

Cumberland Island landscapes are exceptionally dynamic, reflecting constant

transformation by water, wind, and fire, and the island's natural resources are product

of these processes. The dominant force of change in this environment is the ocean, with

littoral currents, wave and tidal activity, storm surges, and sea level rise continually

acting to accrete and erode the shoreline. Littoral drift runs north to south , and sediment

migration generally follows this path. Prevailing northeast winds act in conjunction with

the ocean , shifting and forming island features through sediment transport and salt spray

interactions. Natural fire rotations of 20 to 30 years also act prominently in

characterizing island landscapes by creating vegetation gaps and suppressing oak forest

development.

Cumberland has the greatest diversity of habitats and biotic communities of any of

Georgia's coastal islands. Extensive Spartina marshes and tidal creeks cover the western

shoreline, providing highly productive estuarine nursery and feeding grounds for juvenile

fish, shrimp, crabs, and other invertebrates. Upland forest communities comprise about

40 percent of the island . Oak dominates most mature forests, and common understory

plants include saw palmetto and panic grass. Surface aquatic systems are more extensive

than other Georgia barrier islands, covering about 3 percent of the total area. These

include lakes , ponds, and sloughs with highly fluctuating water levels. Permanent

freshwater ponds comprise about 32 ha. Dune communities extend the length of the

eastern shoreline and are primarily composed of sparse stands of grasses, forbs, and

sedges. Rear dunes, reaching elevations of 14 m in the north, additionally develop shrub
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thicket or scrub forest areas. Human -dominated habitats make up less than 2 percent of

the island's area .

The aquatic and terrestrial fauna of the island are diverse . Over 300 bird species use

CUIS at various times of the year, and over 100 species are known to nest there. Of

special importance are federally listed bald eagles ( currently proposed for delisting),

piping plovers, and wood storks. The island provides habitat for large populations of a

variety of mammals including the bobcat, introduced in 1989. Over 50 species of

herptofauna are present. American alligators are abundant, and the nesting population of

the federally threatened loggerhead sea turtle is one of the most significant along the

Georgia coast. Feral populations of hogs and horses roam freely on the island, and while

CUIS has established the objective of eradicating the hog population , feral horses

currently are not managed. Permitted hunts are conducted for white -tailed deer and feral

hogs.

Critical Natural Resource Management Challenges

As evidenced in many parks, external development and urbanization pressures are

significantly impacting systems within CUIS boundaries. Regional coastal development

is resulting in hydrologic alterations and stress on freshwater resources. The effects of

groundwater drawdown, a regional issue of concern, can be noted on Cumberland Island,

where a significant decline in artesian well pressure has occurred . Wells that historically

flowed 10 m above the surface now scarcely flow . The U.S. Geologic Survey monitoring

network is also noting saltwater intrusion in island wells in the Dungeness area. With

regional coastal populations increasing, demand for freshwater resources only intensifies.

The operation of three paper pulp mills and a naval base along the boundary of CUIS

place increased demands on the natural system. Both water and air quality may be

degraded, yet significant deficiencies exist in CUIS's informational baseline to address

these suspected impacts. Regional data indicate the Georgia coastal area is meeting

national standards for ozone, sulfer dioxide , and particulate matter. More specific air

quality data for CUIS are unavailable . A water resources inventory is being undertaken

that may begin to address problem areas, but long -term monitoring is necessary to

document significant changes over time .

Coastal engineering works and channel dredging along the Intracoastal Waterway (ICW )

noticeably affect island processes, presenting complex environmental and socioeconomic

issues. The rock jetty extending 4.1 km seaward from the south end of Cumberland

Island reduces shoaling and shifting of the entrance channel to the ICW. By stopping the

southward flow of nearshore sediments, the jetty dramatically increases sand deposition

on the south end of the island . Although the growing south end now provides important

nesting habitat for sea turtles and shorebirds, sand deposition on Amelia Island's beaches,

south of Cumberland Island, is reduced . The State of Florida , concerned about the effects

of beach erosion on Amelia Island, is discussing a sand by-pass system that will remove

sand from the south end of Cumberland Island and deposit it on Amelia Island. A clearer
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understanding of the effects of the jetty and implications of this action requires

investigation before a final decision can be made.

Dredging of the ICW from the U.S. Naval Submarine Base at Kings Bay through St.

Marys Inlet is currently done at a depth of 15.5 m to accommodate submarine use.

Although dredging of the ICW to that depth was not expected to result in significant

additional impact to adjacent resources, its effect on erosion rates along the CUIS's

western shoreline remains uncertain. While quantitative rates are lacking, qualitative

assessments indicate heightened erosion, resulting in loss of mature trees and prehistoric

archeological material into the St. Marys Sound. The effects of channel dredging have

been investigated through numerous scientific studies, yet the biophysical impacts from

this activity are not fully understood.

Within the boundaries of CUIS, non -native wildlife species offer additional management

challenges. The feral hog population , well established for over 50 years, is perhaps the

most destructive of the species present. Hog rooting destabilizes dunes, displaces

shallow archeological materials, and increases the potential for invasion and expansion of

non-native vegetation. Hogs also depredate federally listed sea turtle eggs, ground

nesting birds, and burrowing animals. They compete with native species for food by

consuming large quantitities of acorns and fruits, and they feed on pennywort, an

important dune stabilizing plant. Due to the hog population's impact on community

structure and diversity, high fecundity, and the largely unsuccessful attempts to regulate

population numbers through periodic hunts, CUIS will begin feral hog eradication in

FY2000. With a ubiquitous population, the task is formidable .

Free -ranging feral horses, descendents of domestic stock, pose added challenges. Grazing

and trampling is evident in all communities , most notably salt marsh and dune . Current

population estimates exceed 200, with the health of the herd generally poor. Although

ecological and horse health considerations warrant herd removal or reduction ,

maintenance of the feral horse population has strong support. Management strategies for

the herd are not yet fully developed.

Many invasive non -native plants were introduced to the island for landscaping or profit

purposes. Tung trees (Aleurites fordii), tamarisk (Tamarix gallica ), and otherspecies

need management or eradication. Tung trees are allelopathic, and they possess great

potential for ecosystem level perturbations. Tung eradication efforts are ongoing, but

efforts to control tamarisk are sporadic. Over 70 additional taxa are non -native to CUIS,

but their distributions are not well mapped.

Wildfire constitutes an important, natural process of the island forest community. CUIS

currently suppresses fire under a NPS policy that requires this action until a Fire

Management Plan is completed. Fire suppression is creating unnatural fuel loads and

altering community structure and diversity. CUIS must complete and implement a Fire

Management Plan in order to bring fire back to its natural role in creating patchiness,

increasing diversity, and arresting succession. Likewise, carefully managed wildfire and
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prescribed burns can reduce forest fuel loads to more natural levels, avoiding dangerously

intense, uncontrolled wildfires around residences and historic structures .

Information deficiencies exist for many resources within CUIS. Inventories are complete

in some areas yet insufficient or absent in others. Monitoring of these resources is

fragmentary, conducted by short -term contracts and volunteer efforts. Expansion and

sustainability of the inventory and monitoring program demand additional park-based

funding and personnel. Although impacts and threats have been identified in some areas,

knowledge is often inadequate to develop protection, mitigation, and /or restoration

strategies. Insufficient staff and funding often impede implementation of approved

management strategies.
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NATURAL RESOURCE STATUS

Natural Resources Baseline Information

The status of natural resource baseline information for CUIS varies from a few relatively

extensive data sets for species of special concern to incomplete or nearly nonexistant

information in many areas, particularly freshwater communities . An ecological survey

done by Hillestad et al . (1975) remains the most comprehensive work to date and renders

reasonably detailed descriptions of many of the natural system components and their

condition . This work provides much of the existing baseline information . It is generally

of high caliber and serves as a reliable benchmark for future comparisons. Inadequacies

appear in scope, however, and CUIS must address this.

Natural Resources Inventory and Monitoring Guideline, NPS-75 , describes three tiers or

phases of data collection /management: ( 1) Inventory, ( II) Monitoring, and (III)

Integration and Special Studies. The Guideline prescribes minimal inventory standards

for all park units with significant natural resources and then suggests parameters for each

of the three phases. The following chart evaluates CUIS's baseline information against

the standards prescribed in NPS-75 . Existing baseline information constituting the first

two levels, Inventory and Monitoring, is then summarized for each major resource group.

Information on the third level, Integration and Special Studies, is abundant and is best

summarized in Appendix 4b - C and 4b - D. A preponderance of Seashore information

is Level III data, indicating a need to focus future efforts on Level I and II data collection .

INVENTORYELEMENT BELOW

STANDARDS

MEETS

STANDARDS

Historical Database

Collection of Scientific Materials

Reference Bibliography

X

X

Species Information: Lists

XVascular Plants

Nonvascular Plants

Terrestrial Vertebrates

AquaticVertebrates

Terrestrial Invertebrates

Aquatic Invertebrates

Federal and State Listed Species

Species ofSpecial Concern

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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INVENTORYELEMENT BELOW

STANDARDS

MEETS

STANDARDS

Species Information : Baseline Surveys

XVascular Plants

Nonvascular Plants

Terrestrial Vertebrates

Aquatic Vertebrates

Terrestrial Invertebrates

AquaticInvertebrates

Federal and State Listed Species

Species of SpecialConcern

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

Species Information: Status and Distribution

Federal and State Listed Species

Species ofSpecial Concern

X

X

Digital Map Information

Vegetation Communities

Cartographic Data

Soils Maps

GeologyMaps

X

X

X

X

Water Resources Inventory

Location Data

Water Quality Classifications

x

x

Water Chemistry ofKey Water Bodies

Alkalinity

PH

Conductivity

Dissolved Oxygen

Rapid Bioassessment Baseline

Temperature

Flow (Tidal)

Toxic Elements

Clarity /Turbidity

Nitrate /Nitrogen

X

x

X

X

x

X

x

X

X

X
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INVENTORYELEMENT

Phosphate /Phosphorus

Chorophyll

Sulfates

Bacteria

BELOW MEETS

STANDARDS STANDARDS

X

X

X

X

Air Quality Information

Location of Monitoring Stations

Location of Pollution Sources

Air Quality Related Values List

Visibility Goal List

X

X

X

x

Meteorological Information

Precipitation

Relative Humidity

Wind

Air Temperature

X

X

X

x

Geologic Resources

Base cartography digital data : digital elevation models/digital line graphs

(DEM /DLGs), digital orthophoto quarter quads (DOQQs) , and digital raster graphics

(DRGs)

Soil map with soil descriptions, 1975

Soil fertility descriptions and nutrient flow cycles, 1975

Historic shoreline changes, 1973, 1975

Air Resources

Nearby ambient air quality monitoring stations identified

Primary sources of air pollution identified

Hydrologic Resources

Location, classification, and size of permanent and temporary surface water systems,

1975

Water quality : Whitney Lake, 1979; south end ponds, 1991 ; jetty , 1988-90

Digital wetland map, 1983
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Vegetation Resources

.
Vascular plant checklist, 1991

Vegetation map, 1975

Non-native plant list, 1991

Plants of special concern list, 1991

Non-vascular plant checklist, partially completed

Vegetation community structure, 1975

Preliminary survey of algal flora at Cumberland Island jetty, 1985
.

Animal Resources

.

.

.

Bird list, 1987, currently being updated

Mammal list, 1974

Reptile list, 1975

Amphibian list, 1975, 1986

List of Federal and State threatened and endangered species

Species of special concern list

Invertebrates: Homoptera list, 1970; Tick habitat and distribution, 1975; terrestrial

and freshwater mollusks list , 1989 ; terrestrial mollusks distribution, 1993

Fish : inventory of south end ponds, 1991 ; community structure at jetty, 1988-90

Nesting marine turtle population: abundance and distribution, 1991 to current

Deer population : abundance 1981 - 98 ; distribution 1989

Feral horse population: abundance and distribution, 1981 to current

Beach -nesting birds : abundance and distribution , 1980 , 1988, 1999

Wood stork distribution, 1987, 1988, 1992

Colonial waterbird nesting: abundance and distribution, 1976-78

Bobcat population : abundance and distribution, 1989

.

O

Natural Resources Conditions and Threats

Geologic Resources

Cumberland Island is a compound barrier island and one of the largest in the chain of sea

islands extending from Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, to Talbot Island, Florida. These

islands are relatively short and broad , usually less than 29 by 6 km , and are separated

from the mainland by 6 to 10 km of estuaries or sounds. They are generally of low relief

(5 to 8 m) except in June areas, which may reach elevations of 15 m.

Cumberland Island developed during two distinct time periods in response to glacial

retreat of continental ice sheets. The core of Cumberland, comprising more than 90

percent of the island, is constructed of Pleistocene sediments. These consist of fine

grained sands having a littoral and shallow marine origin . The average thickness of these
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sands is approximately 15 m. Drainage is generally poor in the lower areas where ponds

and swampy terrain are common. The Pleistocene portion of the island is the remnant of

a pre-existing barrier island dating between 25,000 and 50,000 before present (bp ).

The more recent Holocene deposits date from 25,000 bp to present. These sediments

consist of fine - grained sands along the eastern shoreline and clays in the salt marshes on

the western edge. This portion of the island began forming 5,000 bp when a marked

lowering of sea level allowed formation of a barrier island seaward of its present location .

Sea level rose, and the subsequent island retreat welded this Holocene barrier island onto

the pre -existing Pleistocene barrier island creating the present Cumberland Island.

The ocean floor off Cumberland is also of low relief sloping seaward at approximately

0.7 m per km . The littoral current flow is southward . Tides are semi- diurnal with ranges

of 1.8 to 2.4 m (6-8 ft) during neap and spring tides, respectively. Resulting currents of

several knots are common in the estuary mouths. Currents scour a channel 12 to 24 m

deep that maintains itself for several miles offshore, flanked by marginal bars. The

channel can shoal rapidly and can become fronted by a sill or bar having as little as 1.8 m

of water at low tide. Cumberland is fronted by two systems of shoals extending as much

as 8 km offshore. The shoals vary in mean tide depth from 1.8 to 3.7 m.

Salt marshes are located on the western edge of the island and along tidal creeks. They

are characterized by clay and silt -sized grains with interbedded, fine- to very fine - grained

sands. Modern salt marshes bordering the western side of Cumberland Island have

reoccupied and thinly overlie older salt marshes that developed in association with the

Pleistocene portion of the island .

The beach is defined as the land area lying within the normal tidal range. Fine -grained

quartz sand beaches can be as much as 90 m wide on the south end of Cumberland.

Dunes are located immediately behind the beach and are subject to erosion from storms.

Dunes are , therefore, variable in size and shape and subject to cyclical change.

Foredunes are generally eroded during the winter months because of storms. The back

dunes form a prominent sand ridge that extends almost the length of the island and

reaches as much as 14 m in height. The sands on these dune formations are stabilized by

plants tolerant of salt spray, wind, drought, sand abrasion, burial, and occasional flooding

by salt water.

The shoreline of Cumberland Island, as in all barrier islands, has been highly variable .

The Long Point area on the north end of the island has had both erosion and accretion

over time, with a current net accretion of 0.2 km ? Hurricane Dora caused significant

erosion of this and the central area of the island in 1964. The area of the island south of

South Cut and north of Duck House has had net erosion. Approximately 100 m of

shoreline that eroded prior to 1917 had recovered by 1958. This recovery continued until

1974, when significant shoreline retreat re -established itself. The emplacement of a 4.1

km jetty seaward of the island has significantly influenced the shoreline of the southern

segment of Cumberland. Prior to its construction in 1881 , the southeastern end was

rapidly eroding. Maximum rate of shoreline loss was 0.02 km-/yr along the inlet throat.
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The hurricane of 1898 slowed the rate of accretion and carried dune sediments into Beach

Creek. Nearly 2 km? of land has been added to the southern end of Cumberland since the

emplacement of the jetty. While it is possible to evaluate coastal stability on Cumberland

Island based on a qualitative knowledge of sediment transport characteristics and long

term coastal changes , a more accurate evaluation would require quantitative knowledge

of the supply of energy ( tides and wave action) and sediment budget. Trends can only be

assessed over decades or longer periods of time .

Several faults are identified north of Cumberland Island in Glynn County. These faults

may become pathways for saltwater intrusion into portions of the Floridan aquifer.

Hydrologic Resources

Groundwater resources on CUIS are primarily contained in three aquifer systems. The

most important source of groundwater for domestic, municipal, and industrial uses

throughout the Coastal Plain is the deep-lying and confined Floridan Aquifer. The

Floridan Aquifer and the shallower Miocene Aquifer system provide much of the

domestic and drinking water source on the island. The water table aquifer, consisting of

unconsolidated Pleistocene and Holocene sands, clays , and gravels, sustains freshwater

ponds and streams that are vital to the Cumberland aquatic ecosystems.

Forty - eight wells are developed within the Seashore (McLemore et al . 1981). NPS

campground wells are completed in the Pleistocene sediments and are seldom more than

27 m deep . Wells developed for domestic uses near visitor facilities are intermediate in

depth and obtain water from the upper Miocene sands. It is estimated that about 15 deep

wells (greater than 152 m) were developed in the artesian Floridan Aquifer. One of the

first deep wells, known as Mrs. Lucy Carnegie's well, was developed in 1887. The well

flowed at an estimated 3 million liters per day with an estimated head of 16 m above sea

level. Coastal development has greatly reduced the pressure in the Floridan Aquifer to

the point that it now barely flows at the surface.

Park employees and visitors are dependent on ground water as a source of drinking water.

The regional Floridan Aquifer system that is recharged shoreward from the island,

however, is used extensively as a source of public and industrial supply and has been

subject to long -term declines in water levels and, in some areas, by salt water intrusion or

encroachment. Shallow aquifers that are recharged locally are less well -studied and little

used except for domestic supplies. Most hydrogeological assessments conducted on the

island and adjacent areas have not evaluated the overall quality of these groundwater

sources .

There are three types of surface water resources on Cumberland Island: tidal creeks,

freshwater ponds, and the nearshore coastal Atlantic Ocean . The salt marshes are

characterized as tidally influenced water systems that are salty to brackish in salinity.

They are connected to the estuary or Atlantic Ocean and are dominated by the salt -marsh

cordgrass plant, Spartina alterniflora. Tidal creeks coming off the Cumberland Sound

estuary include the Brickkiln River ( also referred to as Brickhill River), Malkintooth
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Creek, Hawkins Creek, Old House Creek, and Beach Creek. Creeks formed by

overflows from the freshwater lake systems to the Atlantic Ocean include Whitney Lake

overflow and Retta Lake or the “ Big Slough ” overflow . Christmas Creek originates in

the marsh and empties into the Atlantic Ocean, separating Little Cumberland Island from

the northern part of Cumberland Island.

Tidal creek flow is impeded in several locations where Main Road and North Cut Road

bisect creeks. Fill and culverts, used in constructing roads prior to NPS ownership of the

island, are no longer desired . Culverts have been replaced with bridges in two locations,

and the Seashore seeks to replace culverts in the remaining 3 locations : Main Road at the

Malkintooth Creek southern and northern tributaries and North Cut Road at the Christmas

Creek tributary. Removing the fill and replacing the culverts with bridges will assist in

returning natural tidal flows to the areas .

Freshwater ponds form in depressions or where the natural drainage systems have been

impeded. Ponds that were formed in closed depressions in the land surface include

Johnson Pond, Ashley Pond, and the shallow ponds adjacent to the North Cut Road.

Sand dunes have impounded natural drainages for Whitney Lake, the Sweetwater

complex, Lake Retta, Willow Pond, and the three ponds on the south end.

Plant communities and wildlife are closely linked to the island's many freshwater ponds

and marshes. These bodies are associated with a range of physical settings ( interdune,

backdune , and rolling uplands), permanence (ephemeral to perennial), and

interconnections (isolated ponds, ponds with perennial flow , and water bodies that are

tidally driven with exchanges of fresh and salt water). Their biotic communities, water

quality, and hydrology are largely uninvestigated at this time .

The 27.5 km of undeveloped beach provides a unique opportunity to enjoy the water and

surf without the crowds of more developed areas; however, there have been no data

collected to evaluate the sanitary quality of these waters during their high use periods.

To address the lack of information about CUIS's water resources, the NPS Inventory and

Monitoring Program , NPS Water Resources Division , and the U.S. Geological Survey are

cooperatively conducting a Level I inventory. This includes collection of water quality

and hydrologic data for coastal beaches, groundwater resources, and primary surface

water resources . The beach is sampled for fecal indicator bacteria. Wells or springs are

sampled for groundwaterlevel, nutrients, major ions, trace elements, and fecal indicator

bacteria from each of the three aquifer systems. Ponds are sampled for water level,

nutrients, major ions, trace elements, and fish and macroinvertebrate communities.

Outflowing streams are also sampled for water level, discharge rate, nutrients, major ions,

trace elements, and fish and macroinvertebrate communities. This two -year baseline

inventory is to be completed in FY2000.
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Air Resources

CUIS is classified as a Class II area under the Clean Air Act, as amended in 1977 and

1990. Class II areas may receive larger increments of air pollution from permitted

sources than may Class I areas . Air pollution emissions from nearby facilities and

sources, however, are not permitted to cause a Class II area to exceed Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for any of

the six criteria pollutants: ozone, sulfur dioxide, lead, particulate matter, carbon

monoxide, and nitrogen dioxide .

A review of available ambient air quality monitoring data from the EPA Aerometric

Information Retrieval System (AIRS) for Camden County , Georgia, showed that ambient

air quality monitoring has not been performed in the county since 1980. The Georgia Air

Pollution Branch measured particulate matter ( total suspended particulate) from 1978 to

1980 in Crooked River State Park, Camden County, Georgia. Total suspended

particulate concentrations were below the NAAQS that were in effect during the period

(260 micrograms/cubic meter averaged over 24 hours and 75 micrograms/cubic meter

averaged annually). The EPA replaced the total suspended particulate NAAQS with a

PM10, particulate matter less than 10 micron in diameter, NAAQS in 1987. The EPA

promulgated an additional PM2.5, particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in diameter,

NAAQS in 1997. According to the EPA AIRS database, however, PM10 and PM2.5

measurements have not been collected in Camden County, Georgia.

An expanded geographic review of available ambient air quality data ( 1995 - 1998) along

the Georgia and northern Florida coast shows the primary pollutants of concern to be

ozone , sulfur dioxide, and PM10. PM2.5 monitors are currently being deployed by the

States, and data should be available starting in 2000 or 2001. It will be several years

before an assessment can be made of the PM2.5 concentrations near CUIS. Ozone and

PM10 are currently being measured in Chatham and Glynn Counties in Georgia and

Duval and Nassau Counties in Florida . Sulfur dioxide is measured in Chatham County in

Georgia and Duval and Nassau Counties in Florida. Interagency Monitoring of Protected

Visual Environments (IMPROVE ) visibility data is currently being collected in

Okefenokee Swamp National Wildlife Refuge and Wilderness Area in Charlton County,

Georgia. The station is operated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and includes

speciated fine and coarse particulate concentrations, PM2.5, and PM10.

The Georgia coastal area is currently meeting the NAAQS for ozone , sulfur dioxide, and

particulate matter. The northern Florida coastal area , specifically Duval County, may

eventually be classified by the EPA as an area of violation for ozone in 2000. The

revised ozone NAAQS, established in 1997, is 85 parts per billion (ppb) averaged over 8

hours. A 3 -year average of the 4th maximum 8-hour ozone concentration will be used to

determine compliance with the ozone NAAQS. Three -year averages z 85 ppb will be

considered as a violation of the ozone NAAQS. One monitor (EPA AIRS ID number 12

031-0070) in Duval County, Florida, currently has a 3-year (1996-1998) average

maximum 8-hour ozone concentration of 88 ppb.

4th
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Based on available data there is a regional potential for ozone and ozone precursors to be

transported to CUIS from large urban centers. In addition, mobile source (Interstate 95

corridor and smaller urban centers, and stationary source emissions will play an equal

role in available ozone precursor concentrations that form ozone near CUIS. Impacts of

ozone on park natural and cultural resources will be difficult to determine without

ambient ozone monitoring and associated biological effects monitoring data. Some

species of vegetation can be impacted when hourly ozone concentrations exceed 60 ppb.

Using available regional ozone information there is a potential to see ozone impacts on

park resources, as hourly ozone concentrations have typically exceeded 60 ppb during the

past four years.

Nassau County, Florida and Camden County, Georgia have operating pulp and paper
mill

facilities near CUIS. Gilman Paper Company, St. Marys, Georgia and Jefferson Smurfit

Corporation and Rayonier, Inc. in Fernandina Beach, Florida, are emitting criteria

pollutants. The US Navy has a submarine support base in nearby Kings Bay, Georgia,

with minor emissions of criteria pollutants. The annual emission levels, in tons per year,

as reported by the EPA are listed in the following table :

Pollutant Emissions (tons per year)

PM10 CO NO2 SO2 VOC

0 8,590

3,971 7,453 1,345

0 4 143 25 4

Facility Address Year of

Name Inventory

Gilman St. Marys,
1990

Paper Co. GA

US Naval Kings Bay,

Submarine GA

1990

Support

Base

Jefferson Fernandina

Smurfit Beach , FL 1997

Corp.

Rayonier, Fernandina

1997

Inc. Beach, FL

Total emissions from the 4 facilities

1,464 4,814 3,728 7,517 641

705 978 1,327 1,821
405

2,169 14,386 9,169 16,816 2,395

The primary air pollutants of concern from these facilities are sulfur dioxide, nitrogen

dioxide , and volatile organic compounds. Reactive volatile organic compounds and

nitrogen dioxide are necessary ingredients in the presence of sunlight for the formation of

ground-level ozone . Sulfur dioxide emissions over time transform into secondary sulfate

particles and can become an ingredient in acidifying rainfall and can also impact

visibility. Secondary particles that are formed in the atmosphere include sulfate from

sulfur dioxide emissions, nitrates from nitrogen oxide (NOX ) emissions, and organic

carbon particles formed from condensed hydrocarbon emissions. Nitrogen dioxide, a

light brown gas commonly seen in urban haze, is the only criteria gaseous pollutant that

directly impacts visibility.
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Vegetation Resources

Cumberland Island has the greatest diversity of habitats and biotic communities of

Georgia's barrier islands (Hillestad et al. 1975). This diversity ranges from dune

communities to the east across forested upland habitats to the salt marshes along the

western shoreline. Geologic age, size of area exposed above high tides, diversity of

substrates, topographic gradients, and climatic conditions all have influenced plant

invasion and colonization of the island.

Twenty -two vegetation communities are identified within 6 major types (Hillestad et al.

1975):

Dune communities include grasses and forbs found on the foredunes that tolerate salt

spray , wind, burial by blowing sand , drought, and occasional flooding, but are

sensitive to grazing. The rear dunes consist of a relatively unstable shrub -thicket and

a more stable oak -buckthorn scrub forest. Dune communities comprise about 9% of

the total area within CUIS.

Interdune communities, composed of grass -sedge meadows and shrub thickets, form

the ecotone between dune and forest communities. The grass -sedge meadow can be

divided into high and low on the basis of topography and water table fluctuation.

Dense shrubs, live oaks, and pines form the shrub thicket found in areas more

protected from salt-spray. The advanced successional stage of this shrub thicket is a

mixed pine-hardwood forest found in the broad interdune flats and depressions.

Interdune communities total about 6% of CUIS.

Salt marsh communities occur throughout the western shoreline between high ground

and tidal creeks, St. Marys River, and St. Andrews Sound. This is essentially

monospecific habitat dominated by smooth cordgrass. As the elevation increases, the

vegetation changes from a grass-forb -rush community with a shrub border to an oak

juniper -palm forest. About 38% of CUIS is dominated by salt marsh.

Fresh water communities, about 7% of CUIS, include lakes , ponds, sloughs, and

drainageways fed by rainwater and seepage from upland habitats. Most lakes and

sloughs are shallow, and some dry completely during portions of the year. Nearly all

of these aquatic habitats are undergoing ecological succession from open water to a

lowland mixed hardwood forest.

Uplandforest is divided into 5 major communities based on the age or structural

stratification, species composition , and site characteristics. These forests comprise

about 39% of the total area of CUIS. Included are two pine and oak scrub types,

found primarily in the northern part of the island, and three maritime oak forest types:

oak -palmetto forest, oak-pine forest, and mixed oak -hardwood forest. Live oak

(Quercus virginiana) is present in all upland forest types and is frequently the

dominant species.

Other communities are maintained directly by human activities or indirectly by feral

animals . Open pastures, lawns, and a loblolly pine plantation comprise this area,

which represents less than 2% of CUIS.
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The most recent survey of CUIS vascular flora documents 615 taxa (Krakow and

Ruckdeschel 1991). This study reports the highest species diversity in open woods and

grasslands (287 taxa) and in freshwater wetlands, with plants rooted in the substrate (284

taxa ). About 70% of the recorded taxa have herbarium records, housed at either the

Cumberland Island or University of Georgia Herbarium . The remaining species comprise

sight records taken from the literature .

There are 31 taxa of special interest located within CUIS ( Appendix 4b - A) ( Krakow and

Ruckdeschel 1991). Three of these are species on Federal lists . Illicium parviflorum

(star anise), Rhynchospora decurrens (beak -rush ), and Sporobolus teretifolius (dropseed

grass) are Federal candidate species. Of these three candidate species, I. Parviflorum is

probably not native to the island; R. decurrens and S. teretifolius are known only from

literature and have no known herbarium record. One species is on the Georgia State list .

Epidendrum conopseum ( green -fly orchid ) is a proposed unusual plant by the State of

Georgia.

Twenty -four species designated of special interest are on the Georgia Department of

Natural Resources, Georgia Freshwater Wetlands and Heritage Inventory Program's

special plant list . Eleven taxa are ranked by the Inventory Program as Si, critically

imperiled in the State because of extreme rarity ( fewer than five occurrences within the

State). Sixteen taxa are both on the Inventory Program's special plant list and have

known herbarium collections.

At least 74 taxa ( 12%) on the vascular checklist are non-native . Distributions for these

species are largely unknown . Two taxa have some populations that have been identified

and are being controlled by the Seashore: Aleurites fordii ( tung tree ) and Tamarix gallica

(tamarisk) . A. fordii has great potential for ecosystem level impacts since it is

allelopathic . By releasing a chemical from its roots that inhibits the growth of other plant

species, it is able to create monocultures and outcompete native species. Three major

populations of this species have been detected in the southern half of the island, and

efforts to eradicate it have been undertaken. T. gallica is found along Beach Creek and in

several interdune areas . Interdune areas have been cleared, but monitoring of resprouts

and subsequent control actions are sporadic .

Grazing poses significant risks to plant communities throughout the island, although this

has been more intensively studied in the salt marsh communities. Feral horse grazing

pressure varies in the marsh, but aboveground vegetation in upland portions is reduced by

up to 98% ( Turner 1987). Direct and indirect effects of this heavy grazing include altered

species distribution , modifications of the estuarine food web , and lack of sediment

accretion making the marsh more susceptible to erosion and storm damage. Associated

trampling effects, including soil structure alteration, are also significant. While the

evaluation of grazing within the salt marsh communities is over 10 years old , and recent

documentation is lacking, an increase in the feral horse population during the ensuing

years has likely heightened impacts.
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Feral horse grazing also affects other vegetation communities. Sea oats and dune grasses

are heavily grazed in the summer and fall, as are the interdune grasses in the spring. The

grassy forest understory provides another important forage area, especially in the winter.

In addition to biomass reduction , selective grazing alters community structure (Furbish

and Albano 1994) and can maintain the dominance of a normally subordinate species

( Brazely and Jeffries 1986).

Browsing pressure , an indicator of deer abundance, has decreased in recent years from an

alarmingly high rate recorded 10 years ago . A prominent browse line was evident island

wide at that time , and live oak seedling densities were described as dangerously low.

Recent investigation has shown a significant decrease in browse line heights since this

period and an increase in live oak regeneration (Nelms 1999). This recovery coincided

with reintroduction of the bobcat and a sharp decline in the deer population .

Three major, fire -dependent plant communities are present, primarily in the northern 1/3

of the island : pine -oak-scrub, oak - scrub, and grass-sedge. Intense fires occur in these

communities every 20 to 30 years correlating with coastal drought cycles. Fire scars and

charcoal observations suggest that significant fires develop mostly in the open scrub plant

communities and the freshwater ponds/sloughs. Fire coupled with periodic flooding and

drought serves to maintain these relatively open communities and their associated biota.

It is suspected that wildfire suppression, currently practiced by the NPS, may have

signficant effects on island community structure . The NPS hopes to resolve this issue by

completing a Fire Management Plan and returning fire to its natural role within the

system .

Animal Resources

Cumberland Island supports a diverse and abundant faunal population, with more large

vertebrate species than any of Georgia's barrier islands (Hillestad et al . 1975). Due to the

presence of relatively undisturbed habitats, the island is able to sustain large resident

populations of white- tailed deer, raccoons, and alligators. Its location on the Atlantic

flyway seasonally attracts abundant shorebirds and migratory song birds.

Over 320 bird species have been identified within CUIS boundaries, at least 101 of which

are known to nest on the island. Critical nesting habitat is provided for 18 species of

colonial nesters . The mature forest provides nesting habitat for 77 species and feeding

habitat for more than 100 other species.

Potential threats to the avian community include disturbance from humans and horses and

depredation of eggs by feral hogs and raccoons. Disturbance from visitors, feral horses,

and feral hogsare most conspicuous on the south end of the island where shorebird

nesting may be affected . Gull-billed terns, least terns, and black skimmers once nested in

this area, but are not known to nest at this time. Another significant beach nesting area at

Long Point may be experiencing similar effects. Human.and feral animal disturbances

also are noted along the northwest shoreline of the island, a critical feeding, nesting, and

staging area for many species. Another disturbance factor that may have profound
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impacts on the composition and abundance of CUIS's bird populations, and the faunal

community as a whole, is wildfire suppression and the resulting effects on island

vegetation. All of these potential threats remain largely unevaluated , although an initial

investigation of human disturbances to beach nesting species began in 1999 .

CUIS's mammalian population consists of about 25 terrestrial species and 7 marine

mammals. Current information is primarly restricted to feral, introduced, and hunted

species, and those are addressed in the following sections. The status of marine

mammals within and proximate to CUIS is monitored by Georgia DNR. Although

Hillestad et al . (1975) suggested 8 terrestrial, small mammal species native to the island,

the most recent capture data indicate 5 island species, with the cotton mouse (Peromyscus

gossypinus) the most abundant (Baker 1991 ). Information regarding distribution ,

population dynamics, and ecology of small and medium - sized mammals on the island is

lacking, and accurate assessments of status and trends cannot be made.

Occurrence data has been collected for reptiles, amphibians, and some invertebrates and

fish species; however, much remains univestigated at this time. The herptofauna is

dominated by reptiles. Cumberland supports 34 species of reptiles and 18 species of

amphibians. Alligators are common throughout aquatic habitats, yet abundance and

distribution data are not available . Beyond marine turtle nesting species, status and

trends of all of these groups are unknown.

Federal and State Listed Species

The federally listed species on the island represent some of the best studied, and of these

marine turtle nesting has been the most extensively documented. Nesting information is

available for the northern 8 km of the beach for intermittent periods from 1971-99, with

nest protection and monitoring efforts for the entire 27.5 km shoreline in place since

1992. About 190 nests are recorded annually. All documented nests from 1992 to

present are threatened loggerhead marine turtles (Caretta caretta ), although endangered

leatherback marine turtles (Dermochelys coriacea) are rare nesting species, with a few

reported prior to 1992. While the Georgia loggerhead population, genetically distinct

from Florida and Carolina populations, is generally experiencing declines, nesting

activity on Cumberland Island has remained fairly stable over the past 7 years. The

northern 8 km of the island consistently records the highest density of nesting activity.

The southern end and an area north of Stafford Beach are increasing in importance as

nesting areas, however. Hatching success rates on Cumberland Island average about 50%

since full -scale monitoring began in 1992, 10% below the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Recovery Plan goal . The most recent 5-year average meets the goal, however, at slightly

over 60% . Critical threats to nesting and hatching success on the island are raccoon and

hog depredation and nest inundation. Raccoon depredation , as high as 47% during 1992

3 , now stands at about 10% due to nest screening and predator trapping efforts. Hog

predation varies considerably from year to year but averages 7%. About 17% of the nests

are lost each year to storm and tidal activity. CUIS currently implements nest screening,

selected nest relocation, predator reduction, and visitor education as protective measures,

and all have proven effective in increasing hatching success.

-
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Several federally listed bird species use Cumberland Island habitat. The endangered

wood stork (Mycteria americana) nests and feeds on the island to varying degrees

depending on current hydrologic conditions . The rookery at Sweetwater is monitored for

nesting activity, with 20 to 25 nests routinely encountered when conditions are favorable.

This critical nesting area is one of approximately 15 that are known to exist along the

Georgia Coast. The threatened piping plover (Charadrius melodus) winters on the island ,

and surveys are conducted annually by CUIS . Population numbers are stable, averaging

about 19 sightings each year. A nesting attempt by a threatened bald eagle (Haliaeetus

leucocephalus) pair is documented for the 1999 season, the first such attempt in recent

decades. The reddish egret (Egretta rufescens), black rail (Laterallus jamaicensis), and

southeastern American kestrel (Falco sparverius pauius) are Federal species of concern

that are less commonly observed.

Other federally listed species that use CUIS habitat to varying degrees include the

endangered West Indian manatee ( Trichechus manatus), hawksbill marine turtle

( Eretmochelys imbricata ), Kemp's ridley marine turtle (Lepidochelys kempii), right whale

(Balaena glacialis), pilot whale (Globicephela ), and humpback whale (Megaptera

novaengliae ). Except for the manatee, they are thought to be irregular visitors, and the

NPS has gathered little data on their occurrence. Manatees are observed regularly in the

St. Mary's River, tidal creeks, and the ocean . Stranding records over the past 10 years

indicate the presence of all Atlantic marine turtle species, manatees, and pilot and right

whales.

The endemic Cumberland Island pocket gopher (Geomys cumberlandius) is listed as a

Federal species of concern but has not been sighted on the island since 1979. It is

presumed extirpated, although at this time the status is unknown. Some controversy also

surrounds the taxonomic classification of this species as studies provide grounds for

placing it into synonomy with G. pinetis pinetis (Williams and Genoways 1980, Laerm

1981).

Cumberland Island also provides habitat for several State listed species, including the

endangered peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus), the threatened gull-billed tern (Sterna

nilotica ), and the rare Wilson's plover (Charadrius wilsonia ), American oystercatcher

(Haematopus palliatus), least tern (Sterna antillarum ), and swallow - tailed kite

(Elanoides forficatus ). Peregrine falcons are fall migrants. Least terns, Wilson's plovers,

American oystercatchers, and gull-billed terns are all known to nest on the island,

although the gull -billed tern has not been observed to nest in recent years .

Through a joint effort with Georgia DNR and the University of Georgia , CUIS assesses

numbers and distribution of beach nests along with vehicle and pedestrian impacts.

Begun in 1999, this represents the first substantial effort by the NPS to monitor nesting

activity and human impacts to these rare beach-nesting birds.

Exotic Animals
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Non-native feral hogs, first introduced onto the island by Europeans and early settlers,

may produce the greatest destructive impact of any exotic species present on the island .

Their rooting activities create large areas of disturbance , disrupting natural plant

communities, plant successional patterns, dune stability, and nutrient cycling. They

compete with native animals for habitat and food, and they depredate federally listed sea

turtle eggs , ground nesting birds, and burrowing animals. Prolific reproducers, they may

have up to 2 litters a year with 4 to10 piglets in each litter. Despite reduction efforts over

the last 25 years, the population continues to expand, and they now inhabit and adversely

impact the entire island. The current population is unknown. Funding for a 3 -year

eradication effort was recently acquired, and the eradication is expected to begin in

FY2000.

Feral horses are also non-native to the island, having been introduced numerous times

over the past 250 years. Research indicates that the horses significantly influence the

vigor of vegetation communities on the island as well as the dynamics of vegetation

community composition ( Turner 1987). Grazing pressure and trampling effects are most

obvious in the marsh and dunes, although all habitats are utilized on the island. Initial

population estimates in 1981 indicated a herd of about 144 horses, while current

estimates approach 250. Veterinarians appraise herd health as generally poor. Although

the horses are understood to be an aesthetic resource to the Seashore , there is a

recognized need to manage the population at a reduced level to minimize habitat impacts

and ensure herd health. An effort was undertaken in 1995-96 to develop and implement

horse management, with CUIS completing the necessary NEPA process for the plan. The

management goal was to maintain a small representative herd on the south end of the

island. A Congressional rider prevented the Seashore from implementing horse

management, however, and current work is focused on monitoring population numbers

and vegetation impacts through exclosure studies. Additional planning efforts are to be

undertaken upon completion of the Wilderness Management Plan (WMP).

Information regarding other exotic animal species on the island is incomplete . Although

some question exists as to whether the nine-banded armadillo (Dasypus novemcinctus) is

a natural colonizer, it was first documented on Cumberland in the early 1970's and is now

widespread. Some unpublished work has been done on movement ecology on the island,

but impacts on ecological processes and native biota are largely unknown. Other exotic

animal species known to inhabit Cumberland include the black rat (Rattus rattus ),

European starling ( Sternus vulagaris ), Eurasian collared dove ( Streptopelia decaocto ),

rock dove (Columba livia ), and house sparrow ( Passer domesticus).

Extirpated and Introduced Species

Although several species have been suggested as extirpated from the island, substanitive

evidence can be found for the extirpation of the black bear (Ursus americanus) (Hillestad

et al. 1975 ). No zooarcheological evidence is available, but bear observations on the

island are recorded up until the mid-1900s, and the species is known to be native to the

coastal islands. Reintroduction of the black bear by the NPS is not under consideration at

this time .
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The NPS introduced the bobcat (Felis rufus) in 1988 and 1989. A species presumed to be

extirpated, it is now established on the island. This project, undertaken through a

Cooperative Agreement with the University of Georgia, focused on restoring a natural

predator to the ecosystem and achieving natural ecological balance between predators

and prey. Thirty -two adult bobcats were released onto the island from the adjacent

coastal population, and numerous studies have documented the ecological role and effects

of the species on the island since that time (Baker 1991 , Diefenbach 1992, James 1992,

Ragsdale 1993, Nelms 1999 ). Current investigation into bobcat food habits, deer herd

trends, and vegetation change on the island (Nelms 1999) has indicated that this predator

may be fulfilling the functional role expected .

Some controversy surrounds the bobcat's designation as a native predator to Cumberland,

as evidence to support this assertion was not well established prior to the introduction. A

question still exists as to the validity of this designation, and further research is needed to

resolve this question.

Hunted Species

Hunting is specifically provided for in CUIS's enabling legislation . Permitted hunts are

conducted for white -tailed deer and feral hogs annually in accordance with regulations set

by the the NPS in concurrence with the State of Georgia. White-tailed deer hunts have

been ongoing since 1980, with CUIS collecting data on sex , age , and weight of the deer.

Deer hunts are organized for public recreation without specific population management

objectives. In contrast, feral hog hunts, incorporated into deer hunts in 1983, are

designed to reduce population numbers and the associated deleterious effects to the

system .

Although the deer herd is speculated to have been at or exceeding carrying capacity of

the habitat during the 1970s and 1980s, a sharp decline in population is documented after

1989, followed by relative stability since then (Nelms 1999). This decline and ensuing

stability is coincident with introduction of the bobcat population to CUIS. Recent

analyses by Nelms (1999) identifies and interprets trendsin deer weights , age and sex

distributions, and population estimates and indices from 1980 to 1997, with special

attention to the influences of hunting and bobcat predation on the deer population.
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Summary Highlights of Resource Conditions, Threats, and

Critical Information Gaps

Resource Condition Threats

Geologic

Critical Information

Gaps

Shoreline change

Nearshore

currents

Increased sand

deposition south

end

Degraded marsh

sediments

Shoreline loss west

side of island

Unstable shoreline

sediments through

overgrazing

Nearshore

dredging

Coastal

impoundments/

jetties

Marsh trampling

Global warming

Boat traffic

Sand bypass

proposal

Regional growth

3 adjacent pulp

Air

paper mills

Park -specific

information

Ozone effects on

vegetation and

selected faunal

species

.

Hydrologic Regional growth

Industrial use

Baseline data on

water quality

Vegetation

.

Region meets

NAAQS standards

for ozone, SO2,

PM10

Pollutants of

concern : ozone,

SO2, PM10

Groundwater

drawdown

Salt-water intrusion

High diversity - 22

communities

described

30 taxa of special

interest

At least 74 non

native species; 2

controlled by

Seashore

Structural

community

changes

High biomass loss

through grazing

Increased

understory growth

Suspected decrease

in patchiness

Competition and

invasion of non

native species

Grazing and

trampling by feral

horses

Rooting and

consumption by

Community

distributions

Complete non

vascular plant

inventory

Distribution of

exotics

LT monitoring for

change in

community

structure, oak

regeneration

.

feral hogs

Wildfire

suppression
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Resource Condition Threats

Animal

.

.

Feral hogs and

horses depredation

and competition

Visitor

disturbance

( shorebirds)

Habitat alterations

through unnatural

causes

Wildfire

suppression

.

Critical Information

Gaps

Inventories and

distributions of

reptiles,

amphibians,

mammals,

invertebrates, fish

Bobcat population

assessment

Monitoring of all

T&E species

Reproductive

success of nesting

shorebirds

LT monitoring for

changes in

selected species

High biodiversity

4 Federal T&E

species

Rare migrant and

shorebird species

Improved

predator/prey

dynamics

Improved health

deer herd

Loss of

reproductive

success for ground

nesting animals

Non-native

competition - loss

of habitat and food

availability

Reduced marsh

food web

0 .

. .
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NATURAL RESOURCE PROGRAM

Natural Resource Management Objectives

Natural resource management objectives are developed from the mission goals of the

1997 Cumberland Island Strategic Plan. Mission Goal la and Ib are presented in reverse

order within this document, because the Mission Goal Ib objectives of inventory,

monitoring, and research form the basis for the protection, restoration, and maintenance

activities described in Mission Goal la . This presentation conveys CUIS's priority for

development of natural resource program areas.

Mission Goal Ib

“ Cumberland Island National Seashore contributes to knowledge about natural and

cultural resources and associated values; management decisions about resources and

visitors are based on adequate scholarly and scientific information . ”

Natural Resource Management Objectives

1. Establish baseline information for those populations and processes

where it is lacking in order to better understand and manage island

biota and systems

2. Establish long -term monitoring to detect natural and human-induced

changes and to provide the basis for management response

3. Promote and coordinate research activities that enhance knowledge of

island biota and systems

Mission Goalla

“ Natural and cultural resources and associated values are protected, restored , and

maintained in good condition and managed within their broader ecosystem and cultural

context.”

29

Natural Resource Management Objectives

1. Manage the island in harmony with natural barrier island processes to

the greatest extent possible

2. Restore and /or protect native populations and natural communities

A. Control or remove invasive non-native species

B. Provide habitat protection for and enhance or maintain populations

of threatened and endangered species
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3. Restore and maintain conditions in non -historic areas so that the

human impacts are substantially unnoticeable

Mission Goal IVa

“Cumberland Island National Seashore uses current management practices, systems, and

technologies to accomplish its mission . ”

Natural Resource Management Objectives

1. Enhance data management and display, statistical evaluation, and

predictive capabilities through the use of GIS and other data systems

2. Staff and fund the Natural Resource Program at a level to adequately

address resource issues within the Seashore.

Meeting Natural Resource Objectives

Each objective is evaluated pursuant to natural resource issues , and the programmatic

means of achieving the objective is then defined through specific project statements .

1b.1 . Establish Baseline Information for Those Populations and Processes Where It Is

Lacking in Order to Better Understand and Manage Island Biota and Systems

Responsible stewardship of Cumberland Island centers on adaptive ecosystem

management informed by scientific theory and current data about the landscape.

Comprehensive natural resource inventories are fundamental to this process. In addition

to providing information on the nature and status of park resources, they lay the

groundwork necessary for developing effective monitoring programs and management

strategies.

Completion of baseline inventories is the highest priority of the Seahsore's natural

resource program . Past inventories on Cumberland are often limited to species lists and

lack distribution and /or abundance data . In these instances, additional fieldwork is

necessary to fill data gaps. Targeted for immediate attention is the completion of the

Level I Water Resources Inventory and conducting inventories of small mammals,

herpetofauna, and threatened and endangered plants.

Complete a Level I Baseline Inventory, Water Resources

The NPS Inventory and Monitoring Program , NPS Water Resources Division, and the

U.S. Geological Survey are cooperatively conducting a Level I inventory. This includes

collection of water quality and hydrologic data for coastal beaches, groundwater

resources, and primary surface water resources. The beach is sampled for fecal indicator

bacteria. Wells or springs are sampled for groundwater level , nutrients, major ions, trace

elements, and fecal indicator bacteria from each of the three aquifer systems. Ponds are
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sampled for water level, nutrients, major ions, trace elements, and fish and

macroinvertebrate communities. Outflowing streams are also sampled for water level,

discharge rate, nutrients, major ions, trace elements, and fish and macroinvertebrate

communities. This two -year baseline inventory is to be completed in FY2000 .

Inventory Small Mammals

Hillestad et al. (1975) compiled a mammal checklist over 25 years ago, and Baker (1991 )

conducted small mammal trapping in selected island habitats 10 years ago. These two

studies provide the only small mammal information the NPS possesses, and both are

limited in scope. Information needed for completion of the basic inventory of CUIS's

small mammals includes a basic habitat cover map; a field survey to determine diversity,

abundance , and species distribution, and a recommended design for monitoring.

Inventory Herpetofauna

A checklist of the reptiles and amphibians on Cumberland Island was last compiled from

various sources in 1975 (Hillestad et al. ) . There are at least four federally listed reptiles

that potentially occur in the park. Documenting the complete inventory of reptiles and

amphibians existing in the park will assist the staff in managing for the species, educating

and interpreting for the visitors, and assisting the park in protecting their habitat.

Inventory Threatened and Endangered Plants

The 1991 vascular plant inventory lists 31 taxa of special interest within the Seashore.

Three are candidate species for Federal listing, and one is on the State list . Twenty -four

are on the special plant list of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources Wetlands

and Heritage Program . Eleven of these are ranked as critically imperiled because of

extreme rarity. The 1991 checklist provides the park with occurrence information only.

The NPS lacks both distribution and abundance data on these taxa. Relative abundance

and distribution maps for these plants are necessary for completing the inventory.

Inventory Terrestrial Invertebrates

Insects are a critical component of CUIS's ecosystems. CUIS has been designated as part

of the Carolinian - South Atlantic Biosphere Reserve, in part due to its distinction for the

size of the barrier island and of its maritime forest, and the size and diversity of its

biological communities. The insect populations and their distribution are an important

indicator of the overall biological health of an area . To be useful as such, they must be

inventoried and the status and health of their populations documented .

Inventory Non -Vascular Plants

The baseline inventory for mosses, algae, phytoplankton, etc. , with distribution and

relative -abundance data is to be completed. This understudied community provides
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habitat and forage for numerous biota, serving as the basis of the food chain in many of

the CUIS's communities.

Establish Air Quality Baseline

No specific information has been gathered concerning the quality of the air surrounding

CUIS . The pulp mills and a military base that exist along the boundaries of CUIS have

the potential to degrade air quality, but the issue has not been formally addressed .

Studies of the air quality may entail installing remote sensing instrumentation for data

collection . Because the park does not have its own data collection sites, the studies

would determine whether or not to use nearby air quality monitoring stations . Once the

original baseline data set has been collected, protocols should be determined for

continuing long -term monitoring, and data should be collected and documented into an

electronic computerized database for future trend analysis.

Establish Baseline Soundscape Data

The NPS identifies the need to protect ambient sound levels from human noises that may

be intrusive. NPS policy mandates that intruding noise sources are to be controlled in

park areas where preservation of natural quiet or the opportunity for visitors to

experience natural soundscapes is a management objective. This policy has specific

application to Cumberland Island's Wilderness Area, where natural sounds constitute an

important wilderness character.

This project measures and characterizes CUIS's soundscape. Focus is on the wilderness

area as well as Sea Camp, Dungeness, and various beach locations. Acoustic data is to be

acquired and analyzed through scientifically established protocols, permitting well

informed management of sound resources.

Establish Baseline Night Light Data

Another important character of wilderness and primitive areas is dark night sky. This

project will involve photographing the night sky and obtaining nighttime light levels at

the different backcountry camp sites, Sea Camp site , and several locations on the beach to

establish current conditions for future comparisons.

1b.2 . Establish Long -term Monitoring to Detect Natural andHuman

induced Changes and to Provide the Basisfor Management Response

Monitoring provides scientifically sound information on the current status and long-term

trends in the composition , structure , and function of park ecosystems. In addition ,

monitoring determines how well current management practices are sustaining those

ecoystems. For these reasons, the development of a long -term ecological monitoring

program (LTEM ) is essential for effective management of island resources.
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A 1997 workshop with university scientists and agency representatives assisted in laying

the foundation for a LTEM program at the Seashore. Monitoring priorities were

suggested, and support was pledged for conducting portions of the work. Priorities from

this workshop included :

Beach /dune /interdune vegetation;

Forest vegetation composition and distribution ;

Live oak regeneration;

Marsh vegetation;

Shorebirds nesting;

Forest birds relative abundance;

.

Shoreline change;

O
Amphibians;

.
Surface water quality and quantity; and

Groundwater quality and quantity.

The workshop has been instrumental in shaping the NPS's plans for the monitoring

progam . LTEM priorities have been modified slightly since the workshop, as indicated

in the project descriptions below . Many of the scientists that were involved in 1997 have

maintained commitments to provide assistance to the NPS's monitoring efforts. By

universities and agencies assuming primary funding and staffing responsibilities, the NPS

has been able to initiate this program .

The LTEM program is making progress. Several university collaborators are beginning

field tests of protocols, and the NPS recently hired a GIS /Computer Specialist who is

providing GIS integration and database management support. If the monitoring program

is to grow and sustain, however, it is critical that it be institutionalized . This requires a

significant investiture of long -term (base) funding.

Monitor Shorebird Nesting

This annual monitoring will occur every three days from April through July. An SCA or

University intern would monitor the nesting effort, success, and distribution for the five

species of concern : least terns, Wilson's plovers, oystercatchers, black skimmers, and

Gull-billed terns.

Monitor Shoreline Change

The NPS will use a GPS unit to digitally obtain the shoreline configuration by driving the

high tide line of the sandy beach twice a year:

April - after the winter northeasterly storms and prior to shorebird nesting
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October - after the hurricane season and after sea turtle nesting

The survey is to be completed in one tidal cycle. This new data layer will be added to the

park GIS for mapping and development of trend analysis.

Establish Photo -PointMonitoring

Photographs of the landscape are invaluable for demonstrating change in vegetation

community structure, percent cover, and species presence . Black and white photographs

are to be taken at each random point and at established intervals along cross- island

transects. These are to be obtained every 3 years. Where possible, old photographs may

be used as additional points to push the baseline back in time.

Update Aerial Photography

Aerial photographs provide a means of monitoring change in shoreline location, tidal

creek beds, forest community boundaries , acreage of ecosystems, and additional large

scale descriptors of the island . The park has a series of aerial photographs from the

1980s and 1990s that need to be digitized . When aerial photography is repeated every

five years, elements of the photographs can be compared for more informed management

decision making.

Monitor Dune Profiles

The NPS will obtain the relative elevation above sea level using a line transit and level to

describe the dune profiles. This data layer will be added to the park GIS. Field

measurements will be done annually.

Monitor White- Tailed Deer

White -tailed deer are hunted during four recreational hunts each year in conformance

with State of Georgia hunting laws and in response to the park's enabling legislation.

Population status and trends will be monitored using four methods: hunter takes, oak

resprout transects, acorn production , and browse line measurement. Management of the

hunts can then be based on sound scientific data that ensures the long-term stability of the

population . A wildlife biology intern will collect the field data and provide an annual

report to the park. This project will support the initial effort. It will also provide the

monitoring protocols and schedules .

Monitor Vegetation Communities

NPS will monitor structure (herb, shrub , tree layers) , relative abundance , percent cover,

and species richness for the 22 plant communities described for Cumberland using the

randomly located kilometer grid points. Georgia Southern University has pedged support

in monitoring the upland forest communities and the beach /interdune communities on a

yearly basis. Personnel and funding for marsh monitoring has yet to be determined .
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Monitor Nesting Terrestrial Birds

Georgia Southern University has pledged support in this effort. Timed song counts are to

be done at randomly selected kilometer grid points.

Monitor Amphibians

Carol Ruckdeschel, an island naturalist and Cumberland expert, has begun monitoring

frogs in some depressions and ponds on the north end of the island. This is done using

timed call counts in the spring after a rain event. This study should be examined and

possibly expanded to include a wider area of the island .

Monitor Surface Water Quality

Depending on the findings from the Level I Water Quality inventory, some bodies of

surface water may be selected for further monitoring. Parameters and frequency are not

yet known.

Monitor Groundwater

After the Level I Water Quality inventory has been completed, several park wells may be

selected for inclusion in the regional groundwater monitoring network . The U.S.

Geological Survey and /or the Georgia Geological Survey will do this work.

Monitor Visitor Impacts in the Wilderness

Monitoring visitor impacts at backcountry campsites and selected wilderness trails may

include documenting the number of social trails, soil compaction, the presence of

garbage, photo - points of campsites, and the number of times other hikers are encountered

along a trail . NPS will develop the monitoring so that a backcountry ranger can conduct

the monitoring after some training.

MonitorMarsh Sediment Deposition

As part of a regional study, the Florida Department of Geological Survey has

reestablished the three marsh sediment measurement stations established during the

preparation of the Kings Bay environmental assessment.

Monitor Winter Birds

This includes two separate bird counts. One uses the Audubon Christmas Bird count

volunteers and schedule. In addition to species presence and a count of individuals, UTM

coordinates should be added so that this data can be added to the park GIS. The Georgia

Department of Natural Resources coordinates a shorebird survey, which should also be

incorporated into the park GIS.
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Monitor Marine Debris

Each high tide brings flotsam and jetsam to the beaches of Cumberland Island and, to a

lesser extent, to the estuarine marshes . The material includes plastic, glass, aluminum ,

wood parts of ships, dredging hardware such as floats and pipelines, shipping containers,

metal and plastic drums ranging in size from one to 55 gallons, and an assortment of

unidentifiable materials. Some of this material is hazardous to wildlife as well as to

people . NPS will use volunteer groups to conduct the quarterly monitoring at Stafford

beach as part of the Center for Marine Conservation debris quantification program .

Volunteers will do occasional beach clean -ups during times when shorebirds are not

nesting

Ib. 3. Promote and Coordinate Research Activities That Enhance

Knowledge ofIsland Biota and Systems

Research Ecological and Social Carrying Capacity of the Island

Visitation to Cumberland has been based on the capacity of the ferry. It is not known

whether this number is appropriate or at what level of visitation there will be degradation

to the ecosystem or to the visitor experience. Daily visitor use limits should not be

changed without this level of information. This would be a multi-year, contracted

project

Assess Impacts of and Describe Population of Armadillo

Armadillos first appeared in the park in the early 1970's . There is currently no specific

data documenting the impact of the armadillo on archeological resources, insects ,

vegetation, or other natural resource . Whether the armadillo is considered exotic or

naturally expanding its range, the park needs basic data on its population size , rate of

spread, reproduction, and impacts.

Research Historical Range ofBobcats

The bobcat's designation as anative predator to Cumberland was not well established

prior to the introduction in 1988-89. Further research is needed to resolve this question.

Research Bobcat Demographics

The NPS will recensus the bobcat population. Evaluation of the population will include

rate of reproduction, home range, and comparison of population status to post

introduction .

Develop AlligatorMonitoring
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A significant American alligator population exists within the park. Although alligators

are no longer endangered, an ongoing population monitoring protocol should be initiated

to provide baseline information for detecting population changes. A research project is

needed to examine the protocols already established for this type of monitoring. Based

on this information, the park would then develop a protocol for monitoring the population

on Cumberland Island .

Research Role and Function of Vines in Forest Canopy

Vines may be functioning to create a natural patchiness. They may grow to cover entire

sectors of a forest, killing the trees. Downed wood would then provide nutrients for the

next generation of forest. The NPS will examine this theory.

la.l. Manage the Island in Harmony with Barrier Island Processes to the

Greatest Ertent Possible

This objective refers to landscape scale processes that may affect the entire island or large

portions of the island . Natural erosion and accretion patterns , natural tidal flow , upland

forest successional patterns, and wildfire are examples within this category.

Specific disruptions to these natural mechanisims have been identified that warrant

mitigation or additional research , including wildfire suppression, dredging of the ICW,

the proposed sand bypass system , and the location of road culverts in tidal creeks. Of

critical importance for current mitigation or restoration actions are the development of a

Fire Management Plan and the restoration of natural flow in tidal creeks .

Develop Implement FireManagement Plan

Without a Fire Management Plan, CUIS must suppress all wildfires. This project

supports a technical consultant to write the plan, obtain equipment and staffing, and do an

initial series of prescribed burns under a Fire Management Officer. The Fire

Management Plan is the primary guide for dealing with fires on the island. This includes

suppression of wildfire, use of wildfire under prescription for management use, and

application of prescribed fires to reduce fuel loads and maintain fire breaks along with

other management purposes. Fires that endanger life, property, historic structures, and

important habitats are to be contained or extinguished. Three major flammable plant

communities are found on the island : pine-oak scrub, oak -scrub , and grass -sedge. These

primarily occur in the wilderness area; therefore, minimizing the impact of fire -related

activities and protecting wilderness values are important considerations for the plan. The

prevailing objective of the plan is to restore natural processes in wilderness, potential

wilderness and natural areas of the Seashore.

Restore Natural Flow in Tidal Creeks

Natural tidal creek flow is affected in several wilderness area locations where roads

bisect the creeks. Road fill and culverts, placed in the creeks to withstand large
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construction equipment when development was planned for the island, are impeding this

flow . The NPS desires restoration of normal tidal movement in the wilderness area ,

necessitating the removal of imported road fill and culverts. Wooden bridges are to

replace culverts since they were used historically and will minimize impacts. Main Road

is the north /south transportation corridor for the island and crosses four tidal creeks. The

four Main Road tidal creek crossings to have wooden bridges installed include: 1) White

Bridge; 2) Malkintooth Creek southern tributary; 3) Malkintooth Creek northern

tributary; and 4 ) Hawkins Creek tribuary. Bridges are already installed at Hawkins Creek

and White Bridge, leaving the two on Malkintooth Creek tributaries. In addition, a

bridge is to be placed on the North Cut Road at the Christmas Creek tributary connecting

to Whitney Lake.

la.2. Restore and/or Protect Native Populations and Natural

Communities

The NPS strives to restore and /or protect all native flora and fauna. Current efforts in this

regard are focused principally in two areas: 1 ) controlling or removing invasive non

native species, and 2) providing habitat protection and enhancing or maintaining

populations of threatened and endangered species.

la.2a . Control orRemove Invasive Non -native Species

While many non -native species have minor impacts on native ecosystems, some are

extremely destructive. Control is warranted within CUIS , where feasible, when non

native species threaten to do any of the following:

O
Alter natural ecosystems;

0

Seriously restrict, prey on, or compete with native populations;

Present a hazard to human health or safety;

Cause a major scenic or aesthetic disruption;

Disrupt the integrity of or damage historic sites, archeological resources or historic

cultivars;

Extensively modify geophysical processes such as sand deposition on beaches; or

Threaten resources outside the park.

Once the NPS documents the disruptive status of the species, its population, and the

extent of its effect on natural and cultural resources, a plan to manage the non - native

species is developed . The type of plan and provision for public comment is a function of

the extent of the exotic species on the island and the possibility for controversy. Since

the reproductive potential of invasive non -native species is generally high, control

programs require long term commitments.
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Four non-native populations are targeted for additional research and /or development of

management actions at this time : feral hogs, feral horses, invasive vegetation, and the

planted loblolly pine forest.

Eradicate Feral Hogs

Feral hogs may cause the greatest destructive impact on natural communities and

processes of all the exotic species present on the island. Rooting results in large -scale

disturbances. Feral hogs compete with native species for habitat and food, and they

depredate ground -nesting birds and burrowing animals. Depredation of federally

threatened loggerhead sea turtle eggs also occurs despite nest screening and hunting.

Active year round, hogs may have up to two litters a year with 4 to 10 piglets in each

litter. Their range has expanded to include the entire island, and managed recreational

hunting is largely ineffective in controlling the population.

The 1984 CUIS GMP recognizes the destructive impacts of the feral hogs and approves

eradication . Funding by the Natural Resource Preservation Program is allowing this

action to begin in FY2000 . The three-year project to eradicate feral hogs involves

contracted hunting and trapping. Use of dogs, radio - collars, and fencing are also

proposed. Vegetation monitoring is planned in order to document the effects of hog

removal.

Manage Feral Horse Population

Horse management was identified as a top regional priority during this decade because of

the severity of the impacts from this non-native species . From 1995-6 , the NPS

developed and began to implement strategies to manage horses at Assateague Island ,

Cape Hatteras, Cape Lookout, and Cumberland Island. The management goal of

Cumberland at that time was to maintain a small representative herd. After completing

the environmental assessment and public review , a congressional prohibition prevented

the park from implementing management actions.

CUIS monitors population size through an annual survey. Variation in survey

methodologies over the years makes it difficult to assess trends; however the minimum

population is currently estimated to be around 250 horses.

In order to abate the continued degredation of island resources, several alternative actions

have been developed for consideration . The actions were developed using three primary

variables: management area for the horses, horse herd size, and methods that may be

employed. Within each of these variables, three feasible options were listed .
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METHOD

1. Fence

2. Birth control

MANAGEMENT AREA HERD SIZE

1. Entire island 1. Current size (250+ )

2. 1/2 island (non -wilderness) 2. Representative herd that is

self -regulating (60-120 )

3. Sea Camp/Dungeness 3. Small herd that is human

regulated (< 30 )

3. Removal

Alternative 1: Maintain Representative Herd Island-wide. The herd would be reduced to

60-120 horses through removal and /or birth control. Although resource impacts would

be reduced, the wilderness area would still be affected. Visitors may view the horses

island -wide, but the likelihood of those opportunities would be reduced . Herd health

should improve.

Alternative 2 : Maintain Representative Herd Outside of the Wilderness Area. A self

regulating herd of 60 to 120 horses would be maintained south of the wilderness area.

This would require removal of horses in the wilderness and establishment of a fence to

prevent reentry. Herd reduction to the desired number may be achieved through removal

and /or birth control. This option would restore the wilderness area to a more natural

state, yet maintain a herd on the south end of the island where visitor viewing

opportunities are higher. Resource impacts would continue on the south end of the

island. Herd health may improve . Fencing may be problematic and expensive to

maintain.

Alternative 3 :Maintain Small Herd in the Sea Camp/Dungeness Area. A small herd in

the Sea Camp/Dungeness area would provide viewing opportunities for visitors and

minimize resource degradation on the island. Horses would be removed from other

portions of the island and maintained in the designated area by fencing. The small size of

the herd would require NPS intervention in order to maintain genetic viability. All

methods would likely be employed in this alternative : fencing, removal, and birth control.

Alternative 4 : No Action. Resource degradation continues . Herd health is not addressed .

Viewing opportunities are high.

Control/Eradicate Invasive Non -native Plants

Many exotic plants currently found on the island are the result of importation for

landscaping or profit. The most recent vascular plant survey lists 74 non-native taxa

present. Several of these species are extending their ranges through natural dispersion

and are displacing native species. This three -year project includes completing an

inventory and mapping the distribution of non-native plants . In developing a priority for

control action, the NPS is to determine level of threat, rate of dispersal , type of control or

eradication , and value of the plant to the cultural resources. Management plans are to be

written and intensive control actions initiated for about ten of the plants. The project is to

also include follow -up monitoring for resprouts. Coordination of the project is to be

conducted by a botanist, hired specifically for this work.
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Restore Native Vegetation Community in Planted Loblolly Pine Forest

A 22.7 ha (56 acre) planted loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) forest is located west of the

Stafford campsite. Planted prior to NPS ownership of the island, the pines supplied

timber for building. Loblolly pines are a scarce native species on Cumberland, and this

community structure is not naturally occuring. This project is to remove the loblolly

pines and restore a composite native vegetation community using selected planting.

Through natural succession, the area should eventually become an oak -dominated forest

similar to the live oak forests that surround it. This typical pattern of succession is shown

on other abandoned fields on Cumberland.

Ia.2b. Provide Habitat Protection and Enhance orMaintain Populations of

Threatened and Endangered Species

The other area of focus for restoring and /or protecting native populations and natural

communities is providing habitat protection and enhancing or maintaining populations of

threatened or endangered species. Threatened or endangered species such as the

loggerhead sea turtle, the wood stork , and the manatee are integral to the natural systems

the NPS is charged to protect. The Endangered Species Act requires that the NPS

develop programs for the conservation of listed species, and several projects address this .

Protect Nesting Shorebirds and Habitat

According to Georgia DNR surveys, Cumberland Island is an important nesting area on

the Georgia coast for many shorebird species, including several State listed species. A

statewide survey done in Spring 1999 shows nine of the 81 recorded pairs of American

oystercatchers (Haematopus palliatus) located on Cumberland Island. Long Point has

one of the highest densities of Wilson's plover (Charadrius wilsonia ) pairs in Georgia.

Three of the few persistent colonies of least terns (Sterna antillarum ) in Georgia are on

Cumberland beaches . All of these species are listed as rare by the State. An additional

State listed rare species, the gull -billed tern (Sterna nilotica ), is known to nest on

Cumberland .

The Draft U.S. Shorebird Plan targets all plovers and oystercatchers for conservation

initiatives due to declining populations. By taking conservation actions now, it may be

possible to preempt a Federal listing of some species.

The following two projects describe CUIS protection efforts for nesting shorebirds.

Reduce Visitor Impacts on Sensitive South End Habitats

The area of Cumberland Island south of Dungeness has several habitats in proximity to

each other that make it attractive to shorebirds. Nesting habitat on the beach, foraging

areas along Beach Creek and the saltmarsh, freshwater ponds, and interdunal grasslands

are juxtaposed into a landscape that encourages successful breeding and brood rearing.
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An accreting dune field is the most important nesting habitat to shorebirds, and this is

provided around the jetties. Oystercatchers and Wilson's plovers nest on the beach and

forage in the other habitats from late March through July. Human disturbance in these

areas is known to decrease nesting success. Black skimmers nesting north and south of

the jetties and least terns nesting around the southern spit of land at Beach Creek are

known to have abandoned efforts due to disturbance. Human disturbance includes

boaters pulling ashore and walking the areas where the birds are nesting and vehicles

driving south of the jetty. People driving on the South Ponds Road occasionally get stuck

in the wetland depressions and have to be towed out. In order for the NPS to be able to

protect these sensitive habitats, several possible alternative actions are presented for

consideration.

Alternative 1 (Preferred ): Use Signs to Educate Visitors and Delineate Nesting Habitat.

This action would involve placing signs around nesting areas during the shorebird nesting

season. This includes the area from Beach Creek west along the south end of the island

to the jetties. The South Ponds Road would not be closed to vehicles. Human

disturbance during the critical period of shorebird nesting may be reduced through this

action.

Alternative 2 : Close South Ponds Road to Vehicle Use. Vehicles would no longer be

permitted to use the South Ponds Road, but hikers could still walk to the south side of the

island when tides permit. Shorebird nesting around the entrance of this road would be

better protected.

Alternative 3 : Protect South End Habitats. This alternative combines alternatives 2 and

3. The habitat would receive increased protection, and shorebirds would have greater

opportunity for breeding success . The South Ponds Road would be closed to vehicles.

Hikers, vehicle operators, and boaters would be aware of sensitive nesting areas by the

placement of signs.

Alternative 4: Close South Ponds Road to Vehicles Where Marsh is First Encountered .

This alternative would protect the wetlands and ephemeral ponds that have moist soils

from being compacted by vehicles. It would not protect shorebird nesting or other

habitats.

Enhance Nesting Success of Long PointNesting Birds

Long Point has a composite of marsh, interdune, and beach habitats that provides the

most important shorebird nesting area on Cumberland Island. Least terns, Wilson's

plovers, and American oystercatchers nested in this area during the 1999 season, and

black skimmers and gull-billed terns attempted nesting. Nesting was not successful for

any of these species, due in large part to human disturbance from illegal camping

activities or pedestrian traffic.

Nesting success may be increased by positioning signs around the area during the nesting

season. Protection of colonial nesters by this method is a somewhat easier task than is
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protection of solitary nesters such as oystercatchers and Wilson's plovers. Because

oystercatcher and Wilson's plover nests are spread out across suitable habitat, they may

not receive the same benefits as least tern nests.

ProtectWood Storks

Actions include monitoring water levels and wood stork nesting success in the

Sweetwater rookery. Protection measures may be instituted if water levels drop

sufficiently to preclude alligators from the habitat. Alligators control raccoons, thereby

reducing raccoon predation on wood stork eggs. If water levels drop, flared metal rings

placed around nesting trees are effective in reducing raccoon predation.

Manage Boating to Reduce Collisionswith Manatees

Manatees are slow moving marine mammals that have difficulty avoiding fast moving

boats. Most adult manatees have prop scars on their backs, and many have died from

injuries and collisions. Actions include placing “No Wake” signs near the Dungeness

and Sea Camp docks. When manatees are known to be in the area, manatee awareness

signs will also be placed at the docks for educational purposes. Park and concession

boats will be required to install prop guards.

Protect Bald Eagle NestingHabitat Using Buffers

The federally threatened bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) was proposed for

delisting in June, 1999 , and a final rule is expected in 2000. Although bald eagles may

soon be removed from Federal listing, they likely will remain on the State list as

endangered.

The purpose of this project is to maintain or improve environmental conditions required

for the survival and well being of bald eagles, with an emphasis in minimizing human

disturbance during the nesting season . The impact of short -term disturbance is largely

dependent upon the nature of the activity, its time of occurrence in the nesting cycle, and

the past exposure of the nesting pair to similar activities.

The Georgia DNR recorded a bald eagle nesting attempt on Cumberland Island in 1999 .

This was the first such documentation in recent decades. Management Guidelines from

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service recommend establishment of a 1,500 foot radius buffer

zone around the nest tree where no activity occurs during the nesting period, between

October 1 and May 15. During this period of time, human entry into this zone should be

for authorized bald eagle research and management activities only. Human entry into this

buffer during the non-nesting period should be restricted to hiking, bird watching, and

hunting. The following actions are proposed on Cumberland Island to satisfy these

recommendations:

Close to hiking from October 1 through May 18 the section of the current Willow

Pond Trail from the Hickory Hill campsite to Main Road;
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Exclude the south half of Hunt Zone 17, which includes the eagle nest, during all

archery hunts;

Expand the buffer to include Hunt Zone 16 and the southern 2/3 of Zone 17 during

the modern and primitive weapon hunts due to their noise during discharge;

Continue to use Main Road even though it passes through the 1,500 - ft buffer. Eagles

likely will acclimate to the regularity of traffic ; and

Document and monitor nesting, roosting and feeding areas.

If these actions are not sufficient to maintain a nesting pair of bald eagles, additional

actions or an expanded buffer zone may be implemented.

la.3 . Restore andMaintain Natural Conditions in Non -Historic Areas so

that the Human Impacts are Substantially Unnoticeable

Although this objective is similar to la.1 , it differs in both scale and focus. The scale is

reduced from landscape level to a single community or segment of that community. The

focus also shifts from allowing natural processes to occur unimpeded to achieving a

specific state or condition in a specified area . Four projects are identified for action to

assist in meeting this goal.

Develop Oil/Hazardous Waste Spill Contingency Plan

CUIS is vulnerable to hazardous material spills because of the high volume of ocean

shipping paralleling the coast. The Coast Guard has established an Interagency Area

Committee to help address this issue . The NPS should continue participation with the

U.S. Coast Guard on this committee and assist in developing a Regional Oil/Hazardous

Waste Spill Contingency Plan.

Use of Alternative Fuel Vehicles

In the effort towards the " greening" of the National Park System, the use of a less

polluting and more energy - efficient fleet is desired . The NPS will replace vehicles and

construction equipment when they are no longer functional with both smaller vehicles

and those that use alternative fuel such as electric or solar powered. The NPS will

challenge the regional engineering schools to design an energy efficient, quiet

technology, four -wheel drive vehicle that could be used in the wilderness area in an

emergency and offer to purchase the first vehicle to survive a three-month test on

Cumberland.

Remove Non -Historic Structures from NaturalAreas

The NPS is striving to remove evidence of humans from natural areas of the park,

especially in the wilderness area. The enabling legislation states that the park is to be

managed in a “ primitive ” state. This project calls for removal of non -historic structures

with restoration of those areas using native plantings.
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Manage PersonalWatercraft (Jet Skis)

Personal Watercraft (PWC) use is prohibited in units of the National Park System unless

the NPS determines that this type of water-based recreational activity is appropriate for a

specific park site based on that unit's enabling legislation, resources and values, other

visitor uses, and overall management objectives. Two methods exist for authorizing

PWC use within the NPS. The first method involves locally basedprocedures in park

units where legislation directs an active, motorized , water-based recreation program . The

second method involves authorizing PWC use by rulemaking through the Federal

Register. CUIS belongs to a group of park units the NPS has identified that may

authorize PWC use through the second method. Options for authorizing PWC use within

CUIS habitats need further exploration.

4a.1 . Enhance Data Management and Display, Statistical Evaluation , and

Predictive Capabilities Through the Use ofGIS and Other Data Systems

Currently, information management within the division is problematic. The recent

addition of a Computer Specialist is expected to help resolve this issue , however. This

position is targeted to establish and implement data management and reporting

procedures so that information can be readily synthesized to support park management

issues. This becomes more vital as additonal efforts are being directed towards acquiring

baseline inventories and initiating long -term monitoring.

Four projects have been identified to further develop data management capabilities. The

first two projects are high priority.

Develop Fully Operational GIS System

This project requires hiring an intern for approximately four months through the NPS

Geologic Resources Division who is well versed in both ArcInfo and ArcView . The

intern will consolidate park GIS data by installing available data in the system, digitizing

maps, correcting or completing existing layers, developing layers for shoreline

configuration and dune profiles, and providing orientation to system for the few park

personnel to whom the data will be most important. A plotter and digitizer tablet would

be purchased for this project.

Improve Telecommunications

Island workers currently use cellular phones and five -watt portable radios to

communicate with each other and with the mainland. These devices do not function well;

weather and tree canopy cover creates areas where communication is impossible.

Telephone lines or a satellite system would allow better, clearer communications between

the mainland and the island as well as between locations on the island. This project will

investigate the costs, feasibility, suitability, and quality of these two types of systems for

our park's location and needs.
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Upgrade GIS Hardware and Software (every two years)

It is necessary for the park to upgrade its GIS equipment and software on a two-year

cycle in order to stay current with the rapid advances in this technology.

Connect All Mainland Computers to the LAN

A local area computer network (LAN ) increases the time-efficiency of an organization

that is short -staffed. It makes information in the form of reports , files, data, maps, and

tables available to all connected computers for review and use . Currently, the computers

in the mainland Visitor Center are connected using a LAN , and it is imperative that park

offices in the Museum Building be connected as well . This project would include the

design and funding of those connections and include the eventual funding of the

connection to the soon - to -be -restored Bachlott Administrative Headquarters.

4a.2 . StaffandFund the Natural Resource Program at a Level to

Adequately Address Resource Issues within CUIS

Despite many accomplishments and program growth over the past few years, current

funding and staffing levels do not adequately address the resolution of critical resource

threats. The Resource Management Division, created in 1997, has three permanent

employees responsible for both cultural and natural resource management activities . Of

these three, the Park Curator is devoted exclusively to cultural resources. The other two

positions, Chief of Resource Management and GIS /Computer Specialist, offer less than

0.5 FTE each to natural resource management. In addition, the 1999 Resource

Management budget represents about 8% of the total park budget, with less than 30% of

that devoted to natural resources. Due to these limitations, important baseline studies

remain incomplete, many research recommendations cannot be implemented, and no

long -term natural resource monitoring has been institutionalized.

Central to effective management is the development of a responsive resource

management program with adequate staffing. In order to improve the Resource

Management Division's ability to address deficiencies, three new positions are identified

as crucial. The most immediate staffing need is for a biological technician to conduct

much of the fieldwork associated with the program . In addition, given the complexity

and significance of both vegetation and wildlife issues within CUIS, a full - time botanist

and a full- time wildlife biologist are needed .

Acquire BiologicalTechnician

The NPS will hire a permanent biological technician, GS -504-7 / 9. This employee would

be responsible for logistical support, training volunteers or other employees, scheduling,

and implementing several critical program areas including:

non -native plant control program ;
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environmental assessments of proposed projects on natural resources;

wildlife censuses;

trapping raccoons and hunting hogs to protect sea turtles and threatened and

endangered species; and

screening and relocating sea turtle nests to enhance nesting success .

Logistical support includes purchasing and maintaining necessary field gear, vehicles,

and radios . Scheduling fieldwork, obtaining volunteer assistance , and arranging for

lodging volunteers and researchers are also parts of the job . This position will also be

responsible for special project mitigation, monitoring, and research. The programs listed

above are at risk without a position assigned to accomplish these tasks . They currently

fall to the Division Chief whose wide-ranging duties do not allow a sufficient allotment

of time .

Acquire Botanist

In order to develop a more complete program for natural resource preservation, the

technical expertise of a staff botanist is required for CUIS's programs. This key

individual would further develop monitoring and inventory work currently underway,

identify new research, review research proposals, and assist in coordinating all vegetation

projects.

Acquire Wildlife Biologist

In order to develop a more complete program for natural resource preservation, the

expertise of a Wildlife Biologist is required on staff as a technical specialist . This key

individual would further develop monitoring and inventory work currently underway,

identify new research, review research proposals, and assist in coordinating all wildlife

projects.

.
.
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Priority Listing ofNatural Resource Management Project Statements

(Arranged in alphabetical order within each category )

HIGH Acquire Biotechnician

Acquire Wildlife Biologist

Acquire Botanist

Develop Fully Operational GIS System

Develop /Implement Fire Management Plan

Enhance Nesting Success of Long Point Nesting Birds

Enhance or Maintain Sea Turtle Nesting

Eradicate Feral Hogs

Eradicate or Control Invasive Non-Native Vegetation

Establish Photo-point Monitoring

Improve Telecommunications

Inventory Herptofauna

Inventory Small Mammals

Inventory Threatened and Endangered Plants

Level I Water Resources

Manage Boating to Reduce Collisions with Manatees

Monitor White - Tailed Deer

Monitor Dune Profiles

Monitor Shorebird Nesting

Monitor Shoreline Change

Protect Bald Eagle Nesting Habitat Using Buffers

Protect Wood Storks

Reduce Visitor Impacts on Sensitive South End Habitats

Restore Natural Flow in Tidal Creeks

Update Aerial Photography

MODERATEConnect All Mainland Computers to the LAN

Develop Oil Spill/Hazardous Waste Contingency Plan

Establish Air Quality Baseline

Establish Baseline Soundscape Data

Inventory Non-Vascular Plants

Inventory Terrestrial Invertebrates

Manage Feral Horses

Manage Personal Watercraft (Jet Skis)

Monitor Amphibians

Monitor Groundwater

Monitor Marsh Sediment Deposition

Monitor Nesting Terrestrial Birds

Monitor Surface Water Quality

Monitor Vegetation Communities

Monitor Visitor Impacts in the Wilderness Area

Monitor Winter Birds
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Research Alligator Population Demographics

Research Armadillo Impacts

Research Bobcat Population Demographics

Research Island Visitor Carrying Capacity

Research Southeast Coastal Range of Bobcat

Upgrade GIS Hardware /Software

LOW Establish Baseline Night Light Data

Monitor Marine Debris

Remove Unnecessary Non -Historic Structures from NPS Lands

Research Vine Community Dynamics

Restore Native Vegetation Community in Planted Lobblolly Pine Forest

Use of Alternate Fuel Vehicles
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As the Nation's principal conservation agency, the Department of the Interior has the responsibility for most of our

nationally owned public lands and natural and cultural re..ources. This includes fostering wise use of our land and

water resources, preserving the environment and cultural values of our national parks and historic places, and

providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation. The department assesses our energyand mineral

resources and works to insure that their development is in the best interest of all our people. The department also

promotes the goals ofTake Pride in America campaign by encouraging stewardship and citizen responsibility forthe

public lands and promoting citizen participation in their care. The department also has a major responsibility for

American Indian reservation communities and for people who live in island territories under U.S. administration .
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